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A Note to Readers:

Three people contributed directly to the final book you are reading. Individual passages written by Temple and Sean are identified with their names throughout the chapters. We owe thanks to our editor, Veronica Zysk, for the rest of the text, which she created on our behalf with our input and direction.

We believe in the use of person-first language and have incorporated that styling into the book. However, there are passages where we found it cumbersome or redundant to use person-first language, and the reader will notice the use of the term "autistic." We mean no disrespect.

We also chose to globally use the male gender reference, rather than "he/she" or "him/her." The word "teacher" refers to anyone who works with people with ASD; it is not limited to the formal education system. Except where noted, the ideas presented in the book apply equally to girls and boys.

Finally, the structure of the book dictated that there be a mixed "voice" within the chapters. The two opening chapters are written in first-person language, as we each authored our own chapters. The remainder of the book represents a marriage of both our thoughts and ideas; therefore, we chose to refer to ourselves in the third person when necessary. The star symbols (*), as well as explicit cues, denote a change of voice.
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Social Rules

*Those guidelines, norms, requirements, expectations, customs, and laws,*

*Written and unwritten, spoken and unspoken,*

*That reflect a society's attitudes, values, prejudices, and fears,*

*And determine the roles we play and the actions we take,*

*As we interact with other people in society as individuals and as groups.*

When our publisher, Wayne Gilpin, approached us about writing a book together about the Unwritten Rules of Social Relationships, we were both, simultaneously, interested and filled with some degree of trepidation. "There is value," he asserted, "in sharing with the autism community the collective years of wisdom of two successful, socially-adept individuals who struggled with the effects of autism and rose above the challenges of the disorder. You both have insight and experience in the complex arena of social functioning and people want to know how you became the social beings you are."

On a logical, intellectual basis we both could agree with the points Wayne was making. We did recognize the value of broadening the understanding that neurotypical people have of people who are on the autism spectrum, especially in reference to how we think and how that affects our social relationships. We were
both able to reflect on the difficult lessons and experiences that contributed to the social understanding we each possess of the world. And, a book like this appealed to us because it is a way of giving back to the world, leaving a legacy of our thoughts on a topic that is ever-present in the minds of parents, teachers, caregivers and people with ASD.

Little did we realize at the time we agreed to write this book what a mirror image of our quest for social understanding it would turn out to be.

While we understood the task at hand, translating ideas into action proved difficult. The farther we journeyed into discussing the content of the book, the more nebulous the theme became. We'd discuss one unwritten rule and a hundred exceptions would instantaneously appear. Anxiety and frustration grew as the project became a giant metaphor for the path our social mastery took as we grew from children to adolescents to the adults we are today. Social rules and exposure to the social world is simple and well-defined at first: As children we are taught "Don't talk with your mouth full" or "Raise your hand in class before speaking." So too was the initial idea for the book: Talk about some of the unwritten social rules you learned along the way. However, the more immersed one becomes in social situations and social understanding, the more intricate and interwoven are those rules, the less clear-cut they become. We descended into that realm of fuzzy boundaries and more exceptions than rules the more we talked about the book. As we marched forward, the light of understanding faded.

Luckily a guide appeared in the form of our editor, Veronica Zysk, and we each were handed a flashlight to illuminate our path. Countless conversations provided structure to our thoughts and organization to the ideas we felt needed to be put forth within our writings. It quickly became apparent that our original concept of the book—discussing the myriad and some-
times mysterious unwritten rules of social relationships—was a task so broad neither of us could see a beginning or an ending to the project. Giant icebergs of anxiety and stress began to melt away as our editor broke down the project into smaller, more manageable steps that made sense to each of us.

Even more importantly, as we talked about how our social awareness had unfolded over the years, we noticed several common bubbles of thought rising to the surface of our consciousness. Smaller, specific unwritten social rules started migrating under the umbrella of broader categories that described social behavior. The pivotal nature of these global unwritten rules was both interesting and enlightening to us; they applied across situations and domains, at home, school and in the community, across age groups and cultures. They eventually coalesced into the Ten Unwritten Rules you will find in this book. That people with ASDs think in details rather than generalizations was nowhere more evident than in the process of writing this book.

Early on in the project, during some of our more frustrating months, Sean succinctly summed up the difficulty we were having with defining the unwritten rules of social relationships: "There is the world of the neurotypicals and the world of the person on the autism spectrum. Our perspective and understanding —indeed, our very thinking process—is so very different than yours, yet we are required to conform to your set of rules. For you, social understanding is innate. For us, it is not. Asking me to define the unwritten social rules that help or hinder us in forming relationships is like asking me to write a book about the unwritten rules of the people of France. I'm not French; I wasn't born into that culture and I don't know their rules. The same logic applies here."

Life has a way of completing itself, and by the end of the book we came full circle in realizing that we each did, indeed, have a much richer, fuller understanding of the unwritten rules of social
relationships than we did growing up, and we did have things to say that could shed light on working with other people on the spectrum. Perhaps our biggest discovery, however, was how markedly different was the path we each took in gaining that social awareness.

There is no mistaking that we each traveled a different road to social understanding, and that the view we each have today of the world is colored by a different social perspective. Clearly, there is no single path to social awareness, to being connected to the world; the journey is as varied as are people on the spectrum. But knowledge, to be valuable, needs context. Therefore, we decided to relate our personal stories as a starting point for the book, not only to set the stage for the comments we would make later about the Ten Unwritten Rules, but also to illustrate the very different perspectives we grew up with.

Parents and teachers who are eager to teach "social skills" to children with ASD may want to take note of our two social perspectives as different starting points for instruction. They suggest not only how children with ASD think and learn, but the basic building materials they are born with that contribute to the quality and character of their social awareness. For children born on Path A, their sense of connection to the world, their happiness may always stem from a logical, analytic place of being; they resonate less to emotional-relatedness and more to intellectual pursuits. These are the often-intellectually gifted children who can easily lose themselves in projects and learning, oblivious to the world outside their obsession, for whom facts and figures, problems and patterns are the stuff that dreams are made of, the "little scientists" on the spectrum. For these children, their sense of being and relatedness is tied to what they do instead of to what they feel. They relate to friends who have the same shared interests. Path B children, in contrast, feel emotional-relatedness right from the start. They eagerly, although inappropriately at first,
express emotions, make their needs and wants known through emotional channels, they "feel out" their world through their sense of social-emotional connection and are deeply affected when they and their world are out of sync with each other. Emotions infuse their being. They are emotionally demonstrative. These are the children who long for friends, peers with whom they can be emotionally connected. For them, social connectedness is motivating in itself, yet these children can't figure out what to do about the emotional undertow they have to fight just to keep their heads above water.

Temple had "classic autism" right from the start. She was non-verbal until she was nearly four, with regular tantrums manifesting because of her tactile and auditory sensory problems. If left alone, her preferred activity was investigating carpet fibers or watching grains of sand sift through her fingers, over and over and over again. Her impairment was severe enough that institutionalization was recommended, although her mother refused to accept that future for her daughter. However, Temple was also inquisitive, creative, and highly self-motivated to explore her surroundings. It was a world of projects and building things, of being a detective in figuring out how "life" worked. Her sense of self was positive, strong, formed bit by bit by what she did, by the many experiences her mother exposed her to, and the structure within which she learned. Friendships were active, built on shared interests. It wasn't until her teenage years that a sense of being out-of-sync with her peers came alive. By then, a solid foundation of positive self-esteem, strong self-motivation, creativity and flexible thinking had been formed, a foundation that helped her withstand the earthquakes of social misunderstandings that threatened to demolish her world. Through it all, Temple defined herself by what she did. As is now common knowledge, Temple "thinks in pictures" and her mind processes information in a highly logical manner. Temple is a visual-logical thinker. Today
she is a university professor and a designer of livestock equipment.

Contrast this with Sean's journey, one colored from an early age with a profound sense of isolation, of deeply rooted feelings of anxiety and fear that manifested as extremely rigid thinking patterns, highly repetitive behaviors and rules that absolutely could not be broken. Sean was diagnosed as having autism in 1965, at age four. Like Temple, he was not considered "high functioning" by today's diagnostic criteria, and like Temple, he had delayed language and sensory challenges. He began saying numbers and letters when he was three, but it wasn't until he was well into his fourth year that he started saying other words. His mother recalls his language was more "reciting"—lists of state capitals, radio call letters—than speaking in a form that was functional or conversational. He didn't make eye contact; he had a hard time filtering out extraneous sounds as innocuous as a doorbell ringing, making it appear he was ignoring his parents and adults in his environment, when in reality, all sounds equally competed for his attention. He had a very high pain threshold, but could not tolerate certain sensations, such as sitting in a bathtub, having his head touched and his hair washed or combed. Some of his sensory issues lasted to some degree well into his twenties. Today Sean is a news reporter, lives on his own in Ohio, and has varied interests and friendships.

As you will read, Sean's emotions controlled his behaviors. He seemed as though he were living "within a world of his own imagining," within a fog of autism so dense that nothing existed beyond the fog. He was a solitary boy, curious only about things he already knew, but wanted to hear repeated. Order and calm lived only within sameness; odd rules came to govern his daily interactions. It was a horrible, frightening, out-of-control world; whatever behaviors gave him even a minuscule degree of reprieve became his lifeline to survival. Interestingly, he didn't ask any
questions except those about time ("What time is she coming?"). He never, never asked how to do something he couldn't do on his own, or something he didn't understand. Some of these challenges continued into his adult life; not asking for help was perhaps the longest lasting of all.

Despite what looked like a disregard for parents and people around him, Sean's nature contained the seed of emotional-relatedness that exists in different degrees within people on the autism spectrum. Looking back now, we realize that his emotional-relatedness capacity was high; missing from the equation, however, was the ability to step outside his own mind, to think flexibly and with what we now refer to as Theory of Mind—the ability to perceive the world from another person's point of view. Every social misstep was a blow to his fragile self-esteem; every misunderstanding a testament that something was inherently wrong with him, that he was "bad." He was self-focused, not by choice but by his autism. Managing the fear and anxiety associated with daily functioning was often too much to bear; angry explosions were frequent and only dragged him down farther into the black hole of self-despair. Despite all that, today he lives independently, is a newspaper reporter and has a wide variety of social relationships.

As we worked on the book, it was obvious how these two very different social perspectives governed our thinking patterns and our behaviors. Temple took a very analytic approach to life, and to the book: research, discuss, evaluate, and solve the "problem." Her contribution reflects events and ideas that describe how she gained social functioning skills, the logical, methodical way her life has unfolded, and the new thoughts and perspectives on social awareness that have surfaced along the way.

On the other hand, Sean's life, and thus his writing, is emotion-infused; the anxiety, fear, longing and pleasure he has experienced as he's worked his way out of his autism, then into and
through the nebulous world of social relationships, color every passage.

Our differences are both subtle and overt; they stem as much from environment and upbringing as they do from our unique physiologies. Brain researchers have discovered that autism characteristics manifest when neuronal connections that link up the many different parts of the brain fail to hook up. The frontal cortex is the most affected area and the back part of the brain, where memories are stored, is usually more normal. They have also found that the brain areas that process emotional signals from the eyes are abnormal. Variability in the parts of the brain that are not wired properly would explain why behaviors and feelings can be so different among people on the autism spectrum, and why Sean is Sean and Temple is Temple.

Two very different paths, yet we both arrived at the same destination: happy independent adults, with satisfying jobs and personal relationships that provide us with a sense of connection and belonging.

Autism is a spectrum disorder, and people with autism are a diverse culture. As with any culture, we have social norms, unwritten rules and a thought perspective all our own. That people with autism have to exist within a different culture on a day-to-day basis in order to survive—one that often blindly insists on conformity rather than respecting our cultural diversity—makes functioning in the world around us exceedingly difficult, often depressing and continually anxiety-laden.

We offer this book in the hope that people of both cultures—those with autism and neurotypicals alike—can gain a deeper awareness of and appreciation for the other. To do that, we can think of no better way than sharing with you how we think about social relationships—this is how we each gain perspective of the other. We could enumerate any number of unwritten social rules,
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offer hundreds of bulleted examples of social behaviors we had
learned in a neat and organized manner, but they would have lit­
tle lasting impression on neurotypical (NT) people until they
first understood what it's like to be "in our heads," to hear the
conversations we have with ourselves about the people and the
situations we experience. Successful social relationships require
a healthy ability to take another person's perspective; in most
cases, it's teaching the person with autism to take the NT per­
spective. Within the pages of this book we sought to reverse that
trend by explaining our perspective on social relationships to the
reader. It was an eye-opening experience for each of us, and we
share the common bond of autism. Hopefully, it will be a bridge
to new understanding between both our cultures.

Despite millions of years of inhabiting this planet together,
our social awareness is still in its infancy and there are skills we
all can learn to help us coexist in respectful harmony The more
colors on our palette, the more beautiful the world we can create.
We each have much to share.

If we are to achieve a richer culture, rich in contrasting values,
we must recognize the whole gamut of human potentialities,
and so weave a less arbitrary social fabric,
one in which each diverse human gift will find a fitting place.

Margaret Mead

Temple Grandin
Sean Barron
July 2005
ACT ONE

Two Perspectives on Social Thinking

Scene One

My World is What I Do

By Temple Grandin

When I was a child I was a big fan of Superman and The Lone Ranger. These television shows had clear-cut values of right and wrong. Good guys fought bad guys and good guys won. I understood the messages conveyed in the shows because of their clear values. To learn right and wrong I had to experience concrete examples of right and wrong: You do not hit other kids because you would not like it if they hit you. I understood the rule that "two wrongs do not make a right." An example would be breaking another child's toy because he broke mine.

Roy Rogers' code of conduct was another set of rules to which I could relate. The Roy Rogers Show was a popular children's cowboy series. Roy's rules for the western range were also the rules of the '50s, when I was a child.

Roy Rogers' Riders Club Rules

Be neat and clean.
Be courteous and polite.
Always obey your parents.
Protect the weak and help them.
Be brave but never take chances.
Study hard and learn all you can.
The 1950s was a time when our society was much simpler, more structured, and a time when following the rules of our culture was more a time-honored tradition than it is today. So many times after giving presentations to parents and professionals in the autism community, I am asked, "Temple, how did you get to be the person you are today? What things occurred along the way that gave you the opportunities to be successful in a job, to have friends, to function so well in the world around you?" Of course, there's never a simple answer to those questions, as the person I am today is different from the person I was forty years ago, ten years ago, or even five years ago. It's not as though I gained social understanding at a certain chronological age, like a light switch suddenly flipped over to the ON position. If these same parents had met me just out of high school, they might have walked away with a different impression. I'm nearing sixty now; that's a lot of years of experiences to learn from, and certainly can't be compared to a child of five or ten who is an infant in his social understanding of the world.

However, in gathering material for this book, and comparing the social understanding I have now with what it used to be at different stages of my life, I can say that certain elements contributed to my success:

- Growing up in the 1950s and '60s
- A structured home life
- Creativity and an inquisitive nature
- High expectations of parents and teachers
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- Clearly defined behavior rules and consistently applied consequences
- Positive self-esteem and strong internal motivation

Some of these components are internal; others were external. Some may be applicable to other children and adults on the spectrum; others may be just "me" and the personality traits I was born with.

Growing up in the 1950s and '60s

Looking back, I'd have to say that I'm a product of my environment. The social structure of the 1950s and '60s was much simpler than it is today. Family units were strong, people exhibited a higher degree of respect towards each other than they do today, and behavior expectations were more clearly defined. Children were taught manners, consideration for others and to do good deeds in the community.

Despite some rather severe behavior problems in my young years, as I've described in my books, *Emergence: Labeled Autistic* and later in *Thinking in Pictures*, or those that Mother has illuminated in her book, *A Thorn in My Pocket*, Mother never viewed my autism as excusing me from the expectation that I would learn to function within the social structure. Even at age six, I was expected to eat dinner with the family, to behave properly, and to respect the family rules, such as never messing up the living room. Being polite, saying "please" and "thank you" were expected of all children at that time, and most certainly of children in the Grandin household. It was simply assumed, *without question*, that I would learn these social skills.

Mother was strict in her discipline, and applied it consistently. She knew me well, she was a good behavior detective, and I probably inherited some of my acute analytic skills from her, which have helped me throughout my life. She understood the
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difference between behavior outbursts that resulted from me being tired, or from sensory overload (in those instances there wasn't a consequence) and times when I wasn't trying or was simply "being Temple." I was often a willful child; autism didn't compromise the very neurotypical way I tested boundaries to see how much I could get away with.

One of the reasons she worked so hard on my behavior is she wanted to prove to my father and our doctor that I didn't have to be in an institution. Remember, this is the 1950s and '60s, when knowledge of autism was young and Bruno Bettelheim's theory that autism was caused by uncaring and unresponsive mothers was looming like a black cloud over everything. In her heart, she knew I was capable of learning, as long as the learning was done in a way that was meaningful to me. She worked hard to keep me out of an institution, and it often wasn't easy.

The environment I grew up in was also a natural setting for social interaction and for friendships to form. Absent were hours of solitary activities such as watching television and DVD movies, or playing computer and video games, and this was actually a very positive thing for a developing autistic child. Time was spent making things, building projects like kites or model airplanes, in lots of outdoor activities, and in playing board games or cards. These activities taught me turn-taking. When I was five, I was making things in my room out of cardboard already. These types of activities were naturally reinforcing, they were self-esteem building, and they provided opportunities for practicing all sorts of skills, from language to sensory regulation to behavior control.

While some activities I did by myself, in most cases my days were filled with shared activities, either with my sisters, the nanny, or with other kids—a perfect setting for emerging social skills. My favorite game was table hockey; it required me to learn to play it with another child. And, because Mother drilled into
me manners and social etiquette, I developed good play skills at a very early age, like turn-taking and being fair and doing what others wanted to do.

At times I'd get off on one of my jags and just keep talking about something over and over again that the kids didn't really like, one of my fixations. For instance, one of the neighbors had a fake donkey where you'd push the ear down, the tail would go up and a cigarette would emerge from the donkey's butt. In the '50s, this was akin to a dirty joke. I thought that donkey was the funniest thing I had ever seen and I kept wanting to talk about it and talk about it and talk about it. The kids eventually got sick of hearing me go on and on, but what was good was that they just told me to stop. Plain and simple: "Cut it out; we're sick of hearing you talk about the stupid donkey." That definitely helped. People were pretty direct back then; the kids were direct and the adults were direct if you were doing something inappropriate. There wasn't a whole lot of explaining and trying to be sensitive about feelings. I was told, in very clear language, that my behavior was wrong and if it was Mother doling out the message, there was a loss of privileges for sure. The quality of the interaction was much more up front.

It was also an era where families had a lot of social contact with other families. My class in elementary school had only twelve kids. We all played with each other—it just was the way things were during the '50s and '60s. Everyone got invited to everyone else's birthday parties—there was no exclusion. We played after school with each other. One of our neighbors had a really cool erector set, another had a pool table—these were activities I enjoyed and I'd often be over there playing with the kids in those families. Socializing was an everyday occurrence and having appropriate social skills was expected. If I acted inappropriately at a neighbor's house, the mom would simply correct my behavior—no big deal—just like my mother did. This is
right; this is not right. All the mothers taught kids the same manners and held their kids accountable for their behaviors. It was a much tighter-knit society than it is today.

I also wasn't a shy kid, and I think that helped me along in acquiring social skills and feeling positive about my life in general. I remember one time as a child going on a trip to Canada with the family. I wanted to go on a toboggan ride, so I just went up to other kids and asked them if I could go on their toboggan. My sister was always too shy to do that. When new neighbors moved into town I would go over and introduce myself to them. I wasn't shy about putting myself in social situations, or anxious about making mistakes, probably because there were so many, many chances to do this that I got all the practice I needed. That, coupled with Mother's insistence on manners, was a recipe for being successful.

I loved building things right from the start; it was a natural outlet for my visual way of thinking. I wasn't interested in "little girl" activities like playing with dolls (hated them, hated them). I wanted to go out and build tree houses, and construct things that flew, like planes and kites. I had really neat parachutes that I made out of scarves and coat hangers. I had a special design so that when I threw them up in the air they wouldn't tangle and they'd open up really nicely and sail a long way.

Mother had my brother Dick when I was about six. While she was in the hospital, I made them a welcome home surprise. I cut a horse out of cardboard, put it on a string and glued a bunch of crepe paper on it. When she came in with the new baby, I lowered the horse down over the banister and all the crepe paper unrolled into big loops. That was my mind at six years old. Another time, Mother was having a dinner party downstairs, directly beneath my room. I took one of my dresses and put it on a coat hanger and then put a paper bag on it as a head and painted some eyes on it. I put it on a string, then lowered it out the
window. All the guests screamed as though someone had fallen out the window. It was pretty funny.

I had a really good visual theory of mind, instead of emotional theory of mind. For instance, one time when we were playing hide and seek I got the idea of creating a fake person to distract the goal keeper. I thought, now if I take some coats and I stuff them with leaves and I put them up in the tree, the goal keeper is going to go over there and then we can run in and catch the goal. I was doing things like that when I was eight. In third grade I decided that for our school's dog show I would go as a dog and have two other kids show me. I made a dog costume and the two Reece twins showed me. It was pretty funny and went over well with the other kids. I was inventive; they liked that. It helped with friendships because we had shared interests.

Honestly, I doubt that I would have been as creative or that I would have acquired so much self-motivation and self-esteem had I been sitting alone in front of the television or zoning out on video games all day long. Computers would have been equally distracting. Even today I don't have a computer at home because it can have an almost hypnotic effect on me. I can get caught up watching certain screen savers for hours. As a child, that wouldn't have been conducive to learning skills that would help me later in my life. They would have all been solitary activities, too—you can't learn social skills by yourself. Not growing up in the "electronic age" forced me to engage with other kids and adults; it was positive. Mother exposed me to lots of different activities to stimulate my natural curiosity and refused to let me disconnect from the world. I received praise for the things I did, but not for every little trivial thing I did correctly. Praise had to be earned back then; it wasn't doled out as easily as it is today. People—my family, my nanny, the teachers I had in school—encouraged me to do things I was good at. It all worked together.
Mother clearly taught us that we were responsible for our actions, and that when we acted inappropriately, there were consequences. Home life was structured and the school day was structured, which was better aligned with the autistic way of thinking. I attended an old-fashioned structured classroom, with one teacher and twelve students. Our teacher would have the kids take turns reading. Then she'd have us do math workbooks for a half-hour. Then we'd practice writing for another half-hour. It was also a very, very quiet environment, without many sensory distractions. I think if I were in school today, in a class with thirty kids and all the commotion, I'd need an aide in order to survive.

During the '50s and '60s, there was consistent discipline between home and school. Teachers often tell me that one of the main problems they encounter with kids with ASDs is that there isn't consistent application of behavior rules between home and school. Let me tell you, if I had a bad day at school, Mother was called, and the consequence was very simple. She'd take away one night of watching television—not a whole week because she knew that would make me give up trying to be good. But there would be no Howdy Doody Show for that night. She wouldn't scream at me or be overly emotional. I'd just come home and she'd very quietly say, "Mrs. Dietch called and told me about school today, and there is no Howdy Doody tonight." That was it. Consequences were known up front and were enforced. Period.

Being able to do certain things was also considered a "privilege" and privileges had to be earned. Some were considered "grown-up" privileges and I knew those meant I had to be on my best behavior. I remember going to one of Mother's dinner parties and being asked to pass the hors d'oeuvres—that was one of the grown-up privileges. And I remember another time my aunt let me use her professional oil paints when I was about eight or nine. I was very careful with those oil paints, because it was a
grown-up privilege to be able to use them. Mother always knew my areas of interest and used them as motivation to get me to learn new things. But, as I mentioned before, she also knew I had problems with sound sensitivity and other sensory issues. For instance, if I had a tantrum at the circus she wouldn't have punished me for that, because she knew that I just couldn't tolerate the environment after a point. But she still took me to the circus, and other places, so that I gradually got used to them. I liked a lot of the things we did and because she knew me so well, I could try to enjoy them, trusting that when it got to be too much for me, she'd take me out of the situation. I give Mother a lot of credit for her acute understanding of my boundaries and when and how far she could push me.

Fostering Healthy Self-Esteem

One of the most pivotal reasons I think I was able to succeed in the world as an adult was because Mother fostered a strong, healthy sense of self-worth in me. It's not one particular thing she did or that other parents didn't do. Actually, back in the '50s and '60s, consciously building your child's self-esteem wasn't part of the "psychology" of parenting. Kids did more things and they developed self-esteem from the things they did. But I think Mother unconsciously realized two important things about self-esteem:

- Self-esteem is built little by little through real achievements. For instance, creating beautiful embroidery—that took time, effort and patience to complete—made me feel good about myself.

- The literal, concrete mind of the autistic child requires that self-esteem be built through tangible accomplishments, coupled with verbal praise.
Cathi Cohen, in her book, *Raise Your Child's Social IQ*, offers the following list of characteristics of children with positive and negative self-esteem:

**Kids with High Self-Esteem**
- Have fairly stable moods
- Set realistic goals and achieve them
- Have self-motivation and "stick-to-it-ness"
- Can accept rejection or critical feedback
- Can say "no" to peers
- Are realistically aware of their own strengths and weaknesses

**Kids with Low Self-Esteem**
- Often blame others for their actions
- Need to be liked by everyone
- See themselves as losers
- Are critical of others
- Get frustrated easily
- Have trouble accepting responsibility for their actions
- Make negative comments about themselves
- Tend to be quitters

The "fix it" mentality that seems more prevalent today wasn't part of my younger years, either. While I did have speech therapy in elementary school, and would visit a psychiatrist once a month, both of these activities were conducted in a manner that to me didn't feel like something was wrong with me that needed "fixing." Most of the physical tests I had were conducted when I
was very little, too young for them to create an impression that my autism made me "less than" in some way. Nowadays, kids are being whisked off to one evaluation after another and go from therapy program to therapy program, some five or more days a week. What message is that sending the child other than parts of him are somehow unacceptable, or that his autism is bad? I think the intellectually gifted child suffers the most. Autism professionals and special educators are challenged in that they have to work with such a wide range of individuals who vary from completely nonverbal to genius. Asperger children with IQs of 140+ are being held back by too much "handicapped" psychology because programs are not tailored to their individual talents. I have told several parents of brilliant AS children that in the old days the diagnosis was *gifted*, not disabled.

All through elementary school I felt pretty good about myself. I flourished with the many projects I created, the praise they received from family and teachers, the friendships I shared and the new experiences I mastered. When I won a trophy at winter carnival, that made me happy. When Mother had me sing at an adult concert when I was in sixth grade, I felt good about that. Even during the difficult high school years, my special interests kept me moving forward. I could revert to my hobbies when things got tough socially. It helped me get through those years.

Personality has a lot to do with self-esteem and parents need to realize that some kids have a more positive, motivated attitude from the day they are born than do other kids. That has nothing to do with being on the autism spectrum. Fortunately, I was one of those kids, and I admit, it's made a difference in my ability to get this far in life. Some higher-functioning AS kids who know about their diagnosis feel energized after reading about other famous historical figures who had AS or autistic-like characteristics. The book, *Asperger's and Self-Esteem: Insight and Hope*
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*through Famous Role Models* by Norm Ledgin (Future Horizons) can bolster self-esteem.

Today, kids are being reinforced for the littlest things and it's setting up a cycle of needing approval for every little thing they do. The *Wall Street Journal* has run many articles lately about young kids entering the workforce who need constant praise from their manager or they can't get their job done. I recently spoke with a senior-level person who works in a government agency and asked her about the summer interns. She said half of them were wonderful and the other half were either lazy or had to have constant reinforcement for every little tiny thing they did. Parents and teachers need to take a look at how they're reinforcing children. Once a child graduates out of the school system, the amount of praise an individual receives on any regular basis falls off dramatically. A child who constantly receives praise for making efforts in the social arena is going to face a rude awakening later in life, which can negatively affect his motivation to stay socially involved. It's a Catch-22, and one that needs more attention than it's currently being given.

I wasn't praised all the time by Mother or my teachers; far from it. Neither were other kids. We were praised when we did something significant, so the praise was really meaningful and was a strong motivator. The everyday things, like proper table manners or eating all my dinner, were not praised. I wasn't praised every time I put my Sunday school dress on properly, or behaved in church or when we visited Aunt Bella. It was just expected that I would behave. But when I made a beautiful clay horse when I was in third grade, Mother really praised that.

It's difficult for most kids with ASD, because of their concrete, literal way of thinking, to acquire a healthy sense of their abilities and their personal worth without the praise being associated with something they can see, touch or smell. Especially when kids are young, encouraging them to engage in activities with vis-
ible, tangible outcomes, be it play or in structured education settings, helps them learn the direct connection between their actions and their abilities, and their sense of mastery and control over their world. You can't build things or paint pictures or create anything concrete without making choices, learning sequencing skills, seeing how parts relate to a whole, learning concepts and categories. This, in turn, lays the groundwork for more advanced skills to form, skills indigenous to the less-concrete world of social interactions. Everything builds on everything else. You start simple and slowly get more complex in what you teach a child.

**Motivation**

A second aspect of my personality that I think factored strongly into my success today is that I'm highly self-motivated to explore the world around me. I do feel an innate desire to do my best, and to contribute something to the world. What was positive for me is that, from an early age, Mother was constantly encouraging me to be involved with different things. She exposed me and my sisters to all sorts of different activities and made us try things. Some I enjoyed; others I hated, but she didn't let autism disconnect me from the world. It was also the 1950s and 1960s, a time when kids got outside and did things and had a lot more physical activity than they do now. Growing up during that era, television was a privilege and viewing time was limited. Popping in a video and watching one- to two-hour movies was not part of my upbringing, nor were endless hours with video games or computers. I think that was good. It forced me to find other things to do, and often these things required me to engage with others, either my sisters or the nanny, or other kids in the neighborhood. Social awareness had lots of natural opportunities to develop under those conditions; there were many daily opportunities to practice.
The "one thing" that was the core of my self-motivation was building things. I've mentioned it often now, and on purpose, as I don't think most neurotypicals understand how much fun building things can be, and how many ways it satisfies innate needs of people with ASD. To the logical, thinking-in-pictures autistic mind, construction (in its many forms, from art to sand castles to sewing) is highly reinforcing. There's a visual, concrete aspect to it that is motivating—you can watch as each part of the project develops, and learn that work = reward. It quenches the need to exert control over the environment and provides a natural opportunity to make our own choices—and visually see how those choices play out. In many cases, we have the ability to recognize and correct mistakes and learn that not every mistake spells disaster. For some kids coming to the realization that making mistakes is okay, or that errors have different levels of importance, is difficult and pervasive and impedes every aspect of their functioning, especially in social situations. That's why we've selected them as two of the Ten Unwritten Rules you'll read about later in the book. Teaching intangible social concepts in concrete ways that are intellectually meaningful to the autism way of thinking spurs successful social interaction. Building things is great practice for developing the skills that permit making more nebulous choices in the social arena later in life. It all starts—literally—with a pile of blocks.

For instance, I made costumes on my little toy sewing machine for our third grade play. I still remember doing that. When I was in fourth grade I wasn't motivated to study, but man, I was certainly motivated to make sets for the school play. And when I was in high school and was having a harder time fitting in, I still was highly motivated to make signs for winter carnival, because people appreciated those signs.

Despite my less-than-stellar motivation to complete my academic work during high school, Mother had certain expectations
of me that she clearly conveyed. Slacking off on homework was not one of them. Often she sat down with me and went through my homework. Television was banned until my homework was done. I'm not sure Mother consciously realized the "behavior principles" she was teaching me with, but she certainly had a knack for knowing what would motivate me and what wouldn't.

The most fun times I've had in my adult life have been on some of the construction projects I've worked on, seeing something being built from nothing, watching the progress and seeing the final product. I remember one night I was driving to the airport and came upon a construction roadblock. A crew had been working for almost two years on building big freeway ramps into the airport. This particular night they were going to shut the freeway down at midnight to put up a great big concrete beam. They had five giant cranes there, all these bright lights—man, my construction nerves started tingling. I wanted to stay there and watch them put the beam up; it would have been the highlight of my day.

Think of all the guys in the space shuttle mission control room. Engineers and techie people bursting with enthusiasm over the impending launch. I'll bet there's an Asperger guy or two in that group. I remember the Mars rover project and listening to the TV interviews with the engineers. They were so happy about their project—just like a couple of ten-year-olds talking about their model airplane. Find that motivation while your child is young and use it.

Individuals on the spectrum will often be really talented in one area and really bad in another. It is important to develop talents in art, math or music. Talents are also an avenue for social interaction. Other children liked to play with me because I was good at making things; they would overlook some of my other behaviors because of this. Some of the most successful people on the autism/AS spectrum have good careers because their talents
were developed. However, talent does need to be balanced with everyday social functioning skills. Future success in life depends on it. I recently heard the story of a middle school boy who excelled in math. His grasp of the subject matter was stunning and his mom was sure he would grow up to become a math wizard. What was unfortunate was that although she regularly supported his math interest, she completely overlooked his basic social functioning skills. This boy couldn't have a basic conversation with another kid outside his area of interest. The mom's response was, "He just doesn't get the social skills. He's not interested in them. We've tried, but he's just not interested. But he's so good in math, I don't push him on that social stuff. His talents will get him by."

Well, my response to that is "maybe," and even if he does become one of the world's best known mathematicians, he still needs to know how to be polite, to act appropriately in public situations, to not be a slob and to handle himself in the world. She'd help her son more by using his interest in math as a motivator for making sure he learns basic social functioning skills. It may be a struggle at first, but it's a necessary struggle that his parents and teachers must engage him in. Without social functioning skills, his future is anything but certain and will more likely be a series of job failures because he can't fit in when it comes to group interaction. People who have heard my presentations or read my books know I'm all for capitalizing on a child's talents, but there has to be a balance of teaching them daily functional social skills, too. Talent isn't enough by itself. One should never attempt to turn an Aspie into a social butterfly, but some basic skills such as manners and politeness are essential.

On the flip side of this issue are the parents and professionals who have blinders on when it comes to social functioning. I have parents approach me all the time after my presentations, all lamenting the same woe: "He'll never be able to find a girlfriend."
"He'll never get married or have a family." Many of these parents have children who are excelling in an academic area that could provide the basis for a successful and rewarding career. However, they're so intent on socializing for socializing's sake that they push the child incessantly over his social development, to the exclusion of focusing on his strengths and making sure he eventually has good career skills. Some of these children just might never develop that strong an emotional connection—but they may be perfectly happy nonetheless if their innate strengths are supported and developed. Having a boyfriend or girlfriend, getting married, having children are meaningful goals for a large portion of our population—especially for those off the spectrum—but, honestly, there are non-autistic people who choose not to marry or have children, or who get married and have horrible marriages, and I have to ask these parents, "Is this what you want, or what your child wants?" Later in the chapter I distinguish social functioning from emotional relatedness and postulate that this may be an either-or track for some people with ASD; it's an important idea that merits further discussion.

Finding what motivates a child, what makes the hard work worth doing, is largely about being a good detective and really looking at who your child is and what types of things naturally capture his attention. At times this means parents and teachers need to put aside their preconceived notions of what is "meaningful" or "right" in their own minds and really see life through the child's set of interests. Sensory issues can play heavily into this, both as motivators and as roadblocks to motivation. For instance, one girl I read about was always breaking things and her parents came to realize that it was the crashing sounds that were so appealing to her. So they turned that inappropriate behavior into a motivation to support teaching her more appropriate behaviors. They constructed a crash box site and provided her with all sorts of things that she could break in the box. It was used as a reward when she exhibited more socially acceptable
behaviors. It satisfied her sensory stimulation needs but at the same time was put to constructive use. As she learned more appropriate behaviors, her need to crash things diminished. Giving her cymbals to crash together may have been an even better alternative. Then she would still get the sound she liked. That's what I'm talking about—instead of judging that breaking things was bad, which of course it is in many situations—her parents turned it into a highly motivating reward to help her learn.

Social skills often have little tangible, concrete reward to the child with ASD that they can directly link to the effort they need to put forth to learn the skill. This is especially true when the child is learning in a rote manner, where the sense of social connectedness is absent. Coupling those nebulous skills with a tangible reward is often a useful, effective strategy in the early stage of developing social skills and social awareness.

Furthermore, parents who start playing detective when the child is very young, discovering what's motivating and using those motivators constructively, provide the repeated opportunities a child with ASD needs to gain a sense of self-directed accomplishment. This becomes critical in the child's ability to "stay the course" when moving into the less-concrete realm of social awareness, and in getting through the difficult-for-everyone years of adolescence. Summing it up is pretty simple: Lack of interest in social situations + low self-motivation = less social development. Substitute high motivation in that equation and the outcome will change, too.

I was very interested in art from a young age. My parents gave me lots of art materials, and I was praised for the art I created. I remember one time I painted a watercolor of a wharf on a beach and Mother had it framed professionally. That was motivating; the recognition I got from friends of Mother's who saw the painting was motivating. But then, I had to sit at the table and have
table manners, too. I was not allowed to tear up the living room and if I did, there was no TV that night. She never took away things that fostered my talents such as my paints or sewing machine. Talents can be fragile. I have heard sad stories where a child gave up art or math because it was taken away too often. Take away something that is not talent or career related, such as shoot-'em-up video games or TV.

Qualities like motivation and self-esteem that contribute to social success later in life start in childhood and build, a little bit at a time. It's never too early to start building them in your child.

High School: the Worst Years of My Life

My big problems came in high school. That was my terrible time. Once kids start moving through puberty into adolescence, they are no longer interested in sails and kites and bike races and board games. Attention and interest turns to all things social-emotional. For me, that spelled disaster. While I understood how to be polite, and act appropriately in different situations with other kids—that is, my social functioning skills were good—I didn't feel that sense of social bonding that seems to glue kids together in their teens. And, because my peers no longer wanted to do the things that I liked to do, my social circle of friends shrank as those of my peers expanded. I couldn't figure out why I no longer fit in, why I was having a problem with other kids. I had an odd lack of insight that I was different, probably because what I did was more meaningful to me than outward appearance.

While I was interested in cool science projects, the boys and girls around me became engrossed in each other, in dating and movie stars and hair and make-up. The girls would spend hours talking about whether or not a boy's casual comment displayed interest or not—to me those topics were silly and they didn't interest me in the least.
As kids go through adolescence they find comfort in bonding with others who are like themselves. It's part of their normal emotional development as they start to establish their own identity. Noticing who's the same and who's different takes on a new level of importance. If you fit it, life is easy. If you don't, that's when all the teasing and bullying starts. For kids on the spectrum, it can be pure hell. That's why I think it's so important to make sure the basic social functioning skills are in place before then. It's hard enough figuring out the unwritten social rules and the emotions that are often attached to them while keeping a good sense of self-esteem and dealing with all the stress and anxiety. It's one hundred times worse when on top of all that you don't even have basic manners and the ability to act appropriately in public situations.

When I was in high school I was teased all the time. The kids doing the teasing were absolutely not the kids who were interested in horseback riding, electronics club or model rockets—activities I really liked. But there were the "nerdy" kids around who still liked to do those things, so I was friends with them. They didn't tease me because we had things in common. I got teased by the kids who tended to be much more social kids, those whose idea of a good time was just hanging around and talking. It had nothing to do with intelligence—many of the highly social kids were smart, too. It was just a different developmental path we seemed to be on. It's like we were all walking the same road through elementary school (even though we tended to walk in different groups) and then at adolescence we came to an intersection. Some of us turned left—the project-type people whose interest was more on things and facts—while the majority of the kids turned right, onto the Avenue of Social Connection.

As if that wasn't bad enough, transition after elementary school meant contending with a much less "autism-friendly" environment at a big high school. Gone was the struc-
ture of one teacher and one main classroom, of orderly, adult-monitored movement from activity to activity. The day became noisy and crowded, having to maneuver among bodies and all sorts of different voices and sounds and smells. From a sensory perspective it was overwhelming and paralyzing on many different levels for me. The teasing was so bad, I became a total goof-off and had behavior problems to contend with. I threw a book at another girl who teased me and got kicked out of the large (four hundred students) private girls' school Mother had enrolled me in. After that, Mother placed me in a special boarding school away from home for gifted, emotionally disturbed children. Remember, this was still 1960—not much was known about autism yet and there certainly weren't teachers trained specifically for this population, as there are today. So options were much more limited. I still spent a lot of time goofing off and not studying until Mr. Carlock, my science teacher, found ways to motivate me again to study. He diverted my fixations into an interest in science and the goal of becoming a scientist. After that I studied because it would enable me to become a real scientist.

My only refuge from the teasing and tormenting was the times when I did things with other kids. My roommate shared my interest in horses, luckily, and we shared that interest in various ways. We had a huge collection of plastic model horses that we would outfit with western parade bridles we made out of shoelaces, with cigarette tin foil glued on for silver mountings. Or we'd ride the real horses together. These are activities we enjoyed and these shared interests were the basis for our friendship. So, I did have friends during high school, but the school day itself—lunchtime, dinnertime, walking between classes—was torture. I didn't really know how to handle the kids' teasing; they'd call me all sorts of names because of the ways I acted, like "Tape Recorder," and I just couldn't handle it. In my childhood Mother or the nanny was around to explain things to me in a way I could understand. However, as I got older, I was left more to my
own devices to figure things out myself. That was hard because the social-emotional encounters of adolescence just didn't make sense. Kids were friendly one day and torturous the next. At one point in school stilts became the craze, and kids were making them out of 2 x 4's. I put my construction skills to work and make a really high pair of stilts and was good at walking on them. The kids thought that was cool, and they didn't tease me while stilt-walking was popular. When the craze ended, so did my acceptance.

The middle and high school environment is much, much more complicated today than it was when I was growing up. Parents are facing challenges that weren't prevalent in my environment back then, like teenage smoking, drinking, sex and drug use. Furthermore, budget cuts are eliminating programs like shop, or drama or music, reducing the options that appeal to kids on the spectrum. What's left? Academic learning within a social environment. I really think that some kids with ASD need to be taken out of this social pressure cooker and allowed to finish up their degree online or within a different environment. A colossal amount of energy is needed just to manage the stress and anxiety that builds up every day in this type of environment; it leaves little left over for academics. And, socializing with teenagers is not a skill I or others will use later in life. I'm not saying everybody with ASD has to be taken out of high school. Actually, I think the lower-functioning kids have an easier time. Their needs are usually more obvious, to both the school (so they receive the services they need) and to other kids (so they understand their challenges). It's easier to control the teasing. The higher-functioning Asperger kids, because of their language and often high IQ, are having the most problems. Their challenges are invisible, so teachers are less apt to provide the kind of assistance they need, and peers see them as odd or geeky, not as unaware and uninformed. They don't receive the social skills training they need, so they fall through the cracks. I'm reading more about parents of
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kids like this who are choosing to home school them for the few years before they graduate, or enroll them in a class at a community college that keeps them motivated enough to get their high school diploma.

The other aspect of high school that really, really bothers me today is that some parents and schools are placing an unbalanced degree of attention on social skills training, to the exclusion of an equal focus on developing career skills. It's great that schools are finally acknowledging the social challenges of people on the autism spectrum, but often the approach is piecemeal and short-sighted. Teaching social functioning skills is important, but as kids enter high school, that emphasis needs to shift to social skills that contribute to success in adult life: how to be an effective member of a study team, time management, dealing with coworker jealousy, selling your talents, the hidden "rules" of the workplace, etc. High school is late to be teaching social functioning skills like how to join a conversation, or personal space issues or the importance of good grooming. These really need to be taught at an earlier age so higher-order social skills can be taught during high school. Some of the unwritten social rules we address later in the book can be taught while a child is very young, but then shift in emphasis and tone as the child ages through school and into adult life. With an understanding of some of these unwritten, pivotal rules, mastery of the more complex, and often more hidden rules of the workplace or of personal relationships will be virtually impossible to comprehend.

College and Into Adult Life

Gaining social awareness and social understanding is a never-ending journey for all of us who live in contact with others, whether or not we have ASD. Anyone who has browsed the self-help section of a bookstore, read an Ann Landers column, or stumbled onto any of the numerous "etiquette" websites that are now in existence knows what a big business the business of "fit-
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ting in" has become. It is no longer clearly defined as it was in the 1950s or '60s. Yet, the desire to belong seems to be innate; to identify with other like-minded people drives us, motivates us. While people with ASD may exhibit this desire to a greater or lesser degree, I do believe they possess it.

As life has become more complex and our social values and morals have loosened, exceptions to the social rules that guide our existence have escalated to the point that it is virtually impossible for any one human being to be cognizant of them all. This idea should be regularly verbalized to people with ASD to alleviate some of the "all or nothing" anxiety they experience when it comes to learning the unwritten social rules. That said, there still exists the unwritten social expectation held by people we encounter, that we exhibit appropriate behaviors—even when we may have no idea of what constitutes "appropriate" anymore. Confusing? Yes. An excuse to put aside the effort it takes to function socially? No. It just means that our social learning never stops.

My exposure to the world of work started at a young age, at thirteen. My very first job was working for a seamstress, hemming dresses and taking garments apart. It was visual, tasks had a clear beginning and ending point, I wasn't pressured and the environment was quiet. Social interaction was limited to small talk and polite conversation, which Mother had taught me. It was a good match for my skills and abilities at that point, and introduced me gradually to the world of work. I could make mistakes and it wouldn't be all that big a deal. While in college, I worked as a summer intern at a research lab and at a school for children with autism and other developmental problems. These jobs taught me responsibility and instilled in me a good work ethic.

My first job out of college was working for the Arizona Ranchmen magazine, as a journalist. I worked there part-time for about seven years. Learning the job wasn't difficult: I took notes
during a meeting or interview, and wrote up a story. I read back
issues of the magazine to get ideas on how to compose an article,
what makes it interesting, etc. While it didn't pay a lot, it was a
good arena for learning many of the unwritten rules involved
with working with other people. And, yes, I made a ton of mis-
takes. But people were genuinely willing to help me, and guided
me along because they recognized my talents.

During this time I also worked for a year and a half for a con-
struction company, designing equipment and handling their
advertising. I was responsible for creating all their brochures and
making sure articles on their equipment were published in other
trade magazines. I became good at both these duties, but in the
beginning, they had to really push me to do things. I remember
my boss saying to me, "Temple, you pick up the telephone, call
that magazine and you get that article in it about the Snake River
Project." Of course, I was scared to call up these magazines and
made mistakes at first, but I was creative and learned pretty
quickly how to do the job.

One of the things I'm realizing today is that very early on, I
figured out that certain people could open the door to other job
opportunities. And that door led to another, and another, and
another. Many people with ASD never seem to grasp this idea;
they see only one door if they see any at all. I also realized that I
needed to "start at the bottom and work up." That meant doing
the things that were delegated to me, even the things I didn't real-
ly feel that charged up about doing. Professional respect develops
over time and people have to prove themselves in their profes-
sion. I quickly learned that I wouldn't keep a job for very long if
I refused to do work, or argued with my boss or co-workers over
assignments. And for me, keeping my job and doing my best
were very strong personal motivators.

Over time I became very good at writing articles and was
respected in the field for that. While covering cattle and ranch-
related meetings, I'd introduce myself to editors of different maga­azines and offer to send them articles on research I'd done. I quickly figured out the business-card hunting game and ways that could help get my name around in the field. I started doing a little bit of design work on a freelance basis, and put together a portfolio of my work to show prospective clients. Little by little I built a solid reputation in the field and became more well-known and successful designing livestock systems. It certainly didn't happen overnight.

After I had successfully worked for the magazine for several years, it was sold and I found myself with a new boss. He thought I was weird and was going to fire me. My friend, Susan, the graphic designer at the job, and I made a portfolio of all my articles. The new boss not only didn't fire me, he gave me a raise after he saw the quality of work I had produced on the job.

I cannot emphasize enough the importance of finding and then developing a talent area in children with ASD that can be turned into a viable profession such as drafting, commercial art, custom cabinetwork, fixing cars or computer programming. These efforts provide an opportunity for a person to have an intellectually satisfying career. My life would not be worth living if I did not have intellectually satisfying work. My career is my life. Sometimes professionals working with people with autism become so concerned about the person's social life that developing intellectually satisfying employment skills is neglected.

In my travels to many autism meetings, I have observed that the high-functioning people with autism or Asperger's who make the best adjustments in life are the ones who have satisfying jobs. A job that uses a person's intellectual abilities is great for improving self-esteem. Conversely, the most unhappy people on the spectrum I have met are those who did not develop a good employable skill or a hobby that they can share with others. With so much of adult life spent in our jobs, it makes sense that peo-
ple with satisfying jobs will be generally happier and able to respond better to the different situations that arise.

I have met several successful people on the spectrum who program computers. One Aspie computer programmer told me that she was happy because now she is with "her people." At another meeting, I met a father and son. The father had taught his son computer programming, starting when he was in the fourth grade and now he works at a computer company. Many people with ASD are well-suited to this profession because of the way our minds naturally work. Parents and teachers should capitalize on this ability and encourage its development.

Several years ago I visited autism programs in Japan. I met a large number of high-functioning people on the autism spectrum. Every one of them was employed in a good job. One man translated technical and legal documents. Another person was an occupational therapist and there were several computer programmers. One man who was somewhat less high-functioning works as a baker. What I noticed is that the attitude in Japan is to develop skills. These people with autism/AS benefited from that attitude, and would for the rest of their lives.

While developing an inherent skill into an employable position can be work in itself, it is necessary for people with ASD to try hard to do this, and for educators and job coaches to help them through the social aspects of work that are often the roadblocks to success. However, once they succeed, they must be careful to avoid being promoted from a technical position that they can handle well to a management position that they cannot handle. I have heard several sad stories of successful people being promoted out of jobs they were good at. These people had jobs such as architecture drafting, lab technicians, sportswriting and computer programming. Once they were required to interact socially as part of their management position, their performance suffered.
Hobbies where people have shared interests are also great for building self-esteem and can often end up becoming financially rewarding. I read about a woman who was unhappy in a dead-end job. Her life turned around when she discovered other people in the world who shared her interest: breeding fancy chickens. Through the internet, she communicates with other chicken breeders. Even though she still works at her dead-end job, because she explored her hobby she is now much happier.

Develop skills in a career that other people value and need, and then become an expert at what you do. I was often the only woman professional working on a cattle project—just me and the guys. They were intimidated at first, but I had developed my talents to the point that they respected the knowledge and expertise I brought to a project. They were willing to overlook minor mannerisms they thought strange because I was so good at what I did. The situation was similar in other jobs I had. You have to become an expert in your field, better than others, to balance out the social difficulties that people around you might notice. A boss might overlook minor social infringements if you're producing better quality work than anyone else on the team. But if you're just doing average work, the social disturbances might be enough to get you fired because there's nothing else to balance them out.

People respect talent and strong talent can open many doors and provide many opportunities. Mentors are valuable in teaching career skills and guiding ASD people in their professional development. I am often asked, "How does one find mentors?" You never know where a mentor may be found. He or she may be standing in the checkout line at the supermarket. I found one of my first meat industry mentors when I met the wife of his insurance agent at a party. She struck up a conversation with me because she saw my hand-embroidered western shirt. I had spent hours embroidering a steer head on the shirt. Post a notice on the
bulletin board at the local college in the computer science department. If you see a person with a computer company name badge, approach him or her and show the person work that the person with autism has done.

Since people with ASD are generally inept socially, they have to sell their work instead of their personality. I showed my portfolio of pictures and blueprints to prospective customers. I never went to the personnel office to find a job. I went straight to the engineers and asked to do design jobs.

Alongside the process of growing in my professional talents was managing my sensory issues and learning the unwritten rules that are a part of personal and professional relationships. Some of these struggles are addressed in the sections that follow.

Work is more than just a livelihood or a paycheck; it is the key to a satisfying and productive life. For me and many of my spectrum peers, work is the superglue that holds our lives together in an otherwise confusing world. My life is about what I do, and nowhere am I more happy than when I'm building things. I have friendships that are built on shared interests, that are satisfying and that enrich my life. We talk about autism, cat-tle, interesting things happening in the world of science or new insights into the workings of the brain. We talk about our social relationships and brainstorm ways we can solve problems with family, friends or coworkers. We talk about different self-help books or the Wall Street Journal columns we read that shed light on social situations and increase our understanding of social relationships. We talk about all sorts of topics, but our conversations always have a purpose and usually take a logical path; we never talk just to talk.

Romantic relationships have a level of social complexity that I still don't understand today and I consciously choose not to participate in them. My way of thinking and functioning doesn't
describe everyone on the autism spectrum, but I think it describes more children and adults than we are acknowledging. I also think it's a way of being that is not yet viewed in a favorable light, especially by people who view the world through a perspective of emotional relatedness.

For some of us with ASDs, the emotional-relatedness physical or biochemical circuitry is missing—no matter how hard we try, it's a bridge that may never be built because some of the basic building materials are missing. For others on the spectrum, the building materials that create emotional relatedness are there and it's just a matter of assembling them into a structural whole that forms that bridge. They are different paths, that's all, and people on both paths can lead happy, productive lives. Unfortunately, many people on and off the spectrum still characterize one as inferior, or somehow lacking in options over the other. With this, I disagree. It is a statement that speaks to a lack of understanding of the different way some of our minds work. In some regard, it is more an issue of physiology than psychology, as the next section illustrates.

How My Mind Works: Data on the Computer Hard Drive Memory

Parents, teachers and people with ASD need to always, always, keep in mind that learning never stops, and nowhere is this axiom more applicable than in the realm of social awareness. Trying to teach children the obvious or unspoken rules of social relationships is a long-term project that will span all the years of their lives. It's not a topic that starts at a certain age and then stops; a therapy program that begins and ends. While there are benchmarks along the way that can gauge whether or not learning is taking place, social awareness can't be neatly covered by a single textbook so that when you get to the last page, you can
close the book and be "educated." This is a book that has no last page.

My ability to function in the world and develop social relationships has been learned solely through my intellect—by becoming a very good social detective—and use of my visualization skills. After many years I have learned, by rote, how to act in different situations. I can speed-search my picture-memory archives and make a decision quickly. Using my visualization ability, I observe myself from a distance in each situation I encounter. I call this my "little scientist in the corner" and I take note of the relevant details that make up the situation, just like a scientist would observe an experiment. Then all of that data gets put on my "computer hard drive memory" for future reference.

Getting the job at the Arizona Ranchman magazine was a fantastic experience for me when I was younger. I had repeated opportunities to visit many different places to do stories, and interact with a lot of different people. That put a lot of information on the hard drive; but I didn't start out that way.

When I was young my logical decisions about social situations were often wrong because they were based on insufficient data. That's partly why parents and teachers get the same response from a child in different situations—he only has a small number of visual pictures to recall and associate with any given situation. As the child has more and more experiences, the level of refinement grows and he can make more appropriate responses based on a greater amount of data. Today my responses are much better, because my hard drive contains so much more information that I've amassed through personal experiences, reading books, articles and newspapers, or watching movies and television.

I think one thing that has really helped me is the amount of reading I do. I read extensively, all the time, gathering more information on my hard drive that will help me sort out social situa-
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tions and be better able to function in my personal and professional life—everything from business to science to articles on relationships and social interaction.

My reading skills were weak until Mother made it a priority to strengthen them when I was in third grade. She taught me to read using phonics and it worked out very well. Other children will learn better with sight words. Use the most effective method that fits the child's learning style. Once I learned to read my interests shot up like a rocket—there was so much fascinating information available to me. By fourth grade I tested at the sixth grade reading level. I did have problems with sequencing ideas, following complex plots with multiple characters is difficult even today, so mystery novels don't hold as much interest for me as do more factual types of reading material.

Neurotypical people have a "social sense" right from the time they're born. Their learning happens through observation, whereas for children and adults with ASD, learning only happens through direct experience. For instance, in the early 1990s, I still didn't understand humor, which made my presentations sometimes flat and monotone. Cattle organizations often invited me to speak because I had excellent slides and visuals. But a "good" presentation takes more than just good slides. Delivery of the information is important, too. To me the logical conclusion was simple: improve my presentation skills. Comments from the evaluation forms that audience members filled out were helpful. I read different articles about public speaking and humor was frequently mentioned, but what people found humorous was nebulous to me. I would add a joke to my lectures. If people laughed, I kept it. If they didn't, I'd remove it and try another. Gradually humor started making more sense to me, and today I have my own file folder of images in my brain that are funny to me. This simple example illustrates how I tackle most social situations. It's
very much a scientific approach, based on observation, analysis and conclusions.

I think in pictures; at age fifty-eight my mind is like one giant computer that houses thousands of visual pictures, logically organized in a categorical structure that provides instant retrieval capabilities. When I was younger I had fewer pictures of social experiences, which made socializing more difficult. Socializing became easier as my library of both good and bad social interactions increased. Pictures from memory can then be placed in different categories of different types of social interactions. When a new situation occurs, I can compare it to similar situations from my memory files. A couple of examples of a social category might be "actions that make clients happy" and "actions that make clients mad." A subcategory within the bigger category would be "co-worker jealousy issues" or "how to handle mistakes." I then "look" through the pictures of past experiences to determine which one would be the best template to use in the new situation.

When I think, it's like surfing the Internet in my mind or looking at photos through a viewfinder—one picture after another. It's often difficult for people to understand that there's no word play going on through all of this and no feelings attached to the images—just pictures. I am able to explain my thought processes step-by-step, picture by picture. And, when a situation presents itself that I need to figure out, I do so from a completely logical, non-emotional standpoint. Actually, I think it's much easier to resolve issues that way. A lot of what we do in the world is actually functional, rather than social-emotional, although this analytic approach works well in both realms. I witness many neurotypical people creating unnecessary stress and anxiety for themselves because of the illogical emotions they attach to situations. I often share my perspective with my non-autistic friends and in many cases, it helps them get through problematic areas of their lives with greater ease.
Here's an example: A friend's mother recently wrote him some really nasty email and we were talking about what his response should be. It was about a family situation and he cared about the outcome, but didn't want to get his life messed up over it, and get drawn into nasty emails going back and forth between them. The first thing I tried to get him to do was to take his emotions out of the situation and look at it logically. Use your cortex, I told him, not your amygdala. (I always accompany that with a little lesson in brain science.) In my mind the picture that came up was crabs in a bucket. The family is like a slew of crabs in a bucket and there's one crab that's starting to climb out, but keeps getting pulled back in. So we talked about that and discussed actions that would push him back down into the bucket and ones that would help him climb out.

Basically that's how I approach most situations in my life: I want to solve the situation rather than get mired down in all the emotional nuances that can never be fully explained—and that often impedes the process. Emotions are hard to figure out; they're not logical. My emotional make-up is simple. Everything I feel falls into one of a few categories: happy, sad, scared or angry. I think part of that is the physical way my brain is built. Other people have more association-circuits in their cortex so they develop highly complex emotional connections. Like women who still love a man who beats them. That's beyond my level of understanding. I can see no reason to remain in that situation except financial necessity. I also think some people get really scared about all sorts of different aspects of life—even of events that have not yet happened and maybe never will. I was never scared like that—it's illogical to me.

Despite the literally millions of social encounters I've had through my life, I'm still discovering new insights into social awareness all the time. I didn't realize that people used eye movements to communicate feelings until I read Simon Baron-Cohen's
book, *Mind Blindness*, released in 1997. It wasn't until later in my life that I also learned that for most neurotypical people, information stored in memory has an emotional component; I finally understood why so many people allow emotions to distort facts.

My mind doesn't work that way. I have emotions, and they can be very strong when I'm experiencing them, but emotion is all in the present. Information stored in my memory is done so without the associative emotions. I can recall a time when I got fired from a job. I cried for two days over that, but when I look back on it now, it's just a movie. My mind can always separate information and emotion. Even when I am very upset, I can keep reviewing the facts over and over until I arrive at a logical conclusion, without emotion distorting the facts and interfering with logic.

However, there are certain present-day situations that I can be very emotional over because they are directly tied into my whole sense of being—what I do. When I take out one of my cattle-handling DVDs and hold that little silver disc in my hand, it brings me to tears very easily. Contained on that DVD is all that I am, all my work and all the information I want others to be able to benefit from. None of my DVDs have copy protection on them because I want people to share the information and use it. It's a way for me to live on after I'm gone, for the world to benefit from what I've done. I usually can't even talk about this without getting choked up—there's a strong emotional connection in that regard because it's so representational of my core being.

Even now, some aspects of social functioning remain difficult for me. I try to avoid situations where I can get into trouble because of their social complexity, or I have found ways to compensate for the areas in which I'm weak. I do not have sufficient short-term memory to remember sequences of events. One way I have compensated for this is that I have an accountant. I also have problems with multi-tasking. I can spend five minutes on
one task and five minutes on another task, going back and forth like that, but can't juggle multiple tasks at the same time. I have to write a lot of things down that are not visual, creating cheat sheets for myself. Like many people, I couldn't keep my personal and professional commitments straight without a calendar where I can see the entire month. Many people with autism also have physiological problems with attention shifting and find it more difficult to follow rapidly changing, complex social interactions because of their need to move back and forth between auditory and visual comprehension. Even participating in a simple social interaction can be quite tiring, both physically and mentally, because of the tremendous effort required.

Sensory issues must be addressed. Socialization is almost impossible if a person gets overwhelmed with noise that hurts their ears, whether this is on the job or in a restaurant. For some, it may sound like being inside the speaker at a rock concert. Medication saved me when I was in my early thirties. Antidepressants stopped the constant panic attacks I was having and reduced my sound sensitivity. Other individuals with autism are helped by various other sensory interventions such as Irlen colored glasses or auditory training. Special diets, such as gluten- and casein-free or Omega-3 supplements help some people. Sometimes the most effective intervention is a combination of a small dose of conventional medication coupled with dietary changes or supplements. I have observed that the most miserable people on the autism/AS spectrum have untreated anxiety, sensory oversensitivity or depression.

Figuring out how to be socially competent is a slow process of continuous improvement. There are no sudden breakthroughs, and there is no single "social skills program" that will make a child become socially aware. It's a team effort and the team changes as children become adults. However, through it all, the person is the constant. Therefore, it is important that parents
and teachers instill three important lessons in the mind of a child with ASD early-on:

1. Social learning never ends, and there are lots of opportunities to practice.

2. Our choices and our behaviors have consequences.

3. Each child is responsible for his own actions.

Without this understanding, as the child grows into an adult, he is apt to feel unable to control his own destiny, to affect his future, powerless over his actions. This fosters a sense of helplessness that drains whatever motivation the person may have to try (or try harder when needed) to be socially engaged. I've witnessed this in many children who don't think social skills are "necessary" and in so many of my peers today who have given up because it takes more effort than they are willing to give. There are other Aspie adults who feel the rest of the world is at fault and that responsibility for their social acceptance lies with everyone else. These are both extreme viewpoints and most of us exist in the middle somewhere. But the important point is that we are each responsible for our own behaviors. If our lack of social skills and the resultant behaviors render us unable to live independently, get and keep a job, or contribute to the world in some way, we each are responsible for acquiring new knowledge to change this. Yes, it's much more difficult for us to do so, and that, in itself, causes many an Aspie adult to give up. Level of commitment is a personal choice; choose to stay engaged.

Some of my peers look at me and attribute where I am today to factors outside myself—having had a nanny, going to a private school. They overlook the amount of hard work I had to do to get where I am. Things weren't easy for me, but I stayed involved. It required a constant effort when I was younger and still requires a lot of work today to fit in socially. It all ties into a person's self-esteem, their motivations, and whether or not they have oppor-
tunities in their lives to keep learning. Those opportunities are all around us, they are Life, and they have little to do with family income. There's little chance of success in becoming socially aware and learning the unwritten rules of social relationships by sitting in front of a computer day after day and being cut off from the world. People with ASD learn through direct experience. They need to put themselves out in the world and learn by doing.

Social Functioning Skills versus Emotional Relatedness

Parents and teachers who are reading this book in hopes of gaining a better understanding of people with ASD, or who are trying to help them with social skills and social understanding should clearly understand the distinction between social functioning skills and emotional relatedness. The first is way of acting; the second is a way of feeling. They are very different from one another, and yet seem to be treated as the same within many of the popular social skills training programs that are developed for people with ASD. They also seem to be lumped together whenever conversation turns to "social skills." This is a disservice to the autistic population and only further complicates for them what is already a complicated realm of understanding. It also muddies the waters in trying to teach social awareness and social competency to a child on the spectrum.

Learning social functioning skills is like learning your role in a play. When I was a little kid, being a child of the '50s, there was a priority placed on manners and etiquette and knowing how to act appropriately in different social settings. Social skills like sharing, turn-taking, playing with other kids—those things were drilled into me by Mother and the governess. She'd take one sled out on the hill and she'd make my sister and I take turns on that sled. Even at a very young age, she was playing Tiddly Winks with us. And if one of us cheated at a board game or tried to move
the spinner, there was instant correction. It just wasn't allowed and that was made very, very clear and consistently applied.

I also got plenty of social skills practice at nice Sunday dinners with my grandmother. By the time I was seven and eight, Mother would take me out to good restaurants—very, very good restaurants—and I was expected to behave. It was a treat to eat lobster, or I would get to order my favorite dessert, lime sherbet with raspberry sauce—it motivated me to behave. I was taught to say please and thank you; to not be rude. And it was all done by lots of specific examples and stern and immediate correction. One time my sister and I got to giggling about how fat Aunt Bella was and my mother got on us right away. We were told in a very stern manner that it was just not an acceptable topic to be discussing. They were rules that were drilled into me, and I learned them pretty easily. No emotion was involved.

As I've aged, I've learned to get better and better and better at acting in the play. But it's always a play to me, it's still computer algorithms. It has never miraculously transformed into something else, and as I've lived through more years of my life, I've just accepted that this is the way it is. For instance, I've encountered jealousy among coworkers in many different projects I've worked on. It took me twenty years to figure out how to handle that complex social interaction: pull the person into the project and give him a piece of the action. It works every time. Some parts of the play are harder to learn than others; this one took me lots of years to master.

Emotional relatedness, on the other hand, is all about how people interact emotionally with each other. It is our sense of connection to others, an internal motivation that drives us to form friendships, to identify with other like-minded people, to bond together in relationships, marriage, communities. Emotional relatedness typically involves expressions of affection, outward actions that mirror inner feelings and emotions, consid-
eration of others' points of view—qualities that are often difficult for people with ASDs to comprehend. Chapter 3, which discusses in more detail the "autistic way of thinking," sheds light on some of the reasons emotional relatedness seems to be lacking within this population.

A lot of parents ask me, "Does my son love me? Does he feel that for me? Will he miss me when I'm gone?" And, it's really hard to give them an honest answer, because with some kids, they might end up missing their computer more. Mother talks about this in her book, A Thorn in My Pocket, and how terrible a thought it is for most parents to even entertain. It's not a statement of the value the child feels for their parent—in many cases it's simply more biology than it is bonding. My brain scan shows that some emotional circuits between the frontal cortex and the amygdala just aren't hooked up—circuits that affect my emotions and are tied into my ability to feel love. I experience the emotion of love, but it's not the same way that most neurotypical people do. Does that mean my love is less valuable than what other people feel?

Brain research is uncovering some interesting findings about the connection between emotions and brain circuitry. It's more physical than we think. An article published this year in the Journal of Neurophysiology (see References for citation) described a research study done on the brains of seventeen young men and women who were newly and "madly" in love. The multidisciplinary team found support for their two major predictions: (1) early stage, intense romantic love is associated with subcortical reward regions rich with dopamine; and (2) romantic love engages brain systems associated with motivation to acquire a reward.

Using functional MRI scans, they discovered love-related neurophysiological systems operating in the brain, and postulated that romantic love may have more to do with motivation,
reward and "drive" aspects of behavior than it does with emo­tions or the sex drive. One of the researchers was quoted as say­ing, "As it turns out, romantic love is probably best characterized as a motivation or goal-oriented state that leads to various specific emotions, such as euphoria or anxiety." The researchers also cited their findings as applicable to the autism population:

"Some people with autism don't understand or experience any sort of emotional attachment or romantic love. I would speculate that autism involves an atypical development of the midbrain and basal ganglia reward systems. This makes sense, too, because other symptoms of autism include repetitive thoughts and move­ments, characteristics of basal ganglia function."

I was one of those people; I never had a crush on a movie star growing up. In high school it was beyond my comprehen­sion why other girls squealed with delight when the Beatles appeared on the Ed Sullivan show. Even today, romantic love is just not part of my life. And you know what? That's okay with me.

Based on lots of observation I've done over the last twenty to thirty years, I'm seeing two different groups of kids with ASD, perhaps resulting from the different ways their brains work, and then lots of kids in the middle. Its actually more like a "social continuum." On the one side are the really smart AS kids, kids who don't have a lot of sensory issues or nervous anxiety. These kids can learn the social play, be taught the social functioning skills without too much trouble. But a lot of them are not emotion­ally related. I read that MIT—a school traditionally known for the highly skilled technical, engineering-type students who attend and graduate—is offering social skills classes because the students need to be taught these skills alongside the academic classes. Isn't that interesting? You know there's got to be many AS students in that school. But the conclusion I'm drawing is that more than just AS students need social skills training—the neurotypical "techie" students do too. Interestingly, there is a link
between autism and engineering. Research by Simon Baron-Cohen indicated that there were 2.5 times as many engineers in the family history of people with autism as in their neurotypical counterparts. It makes sense: the really social people are less likely to be interested in building bridges or designing power plants.

Today, teaching manners and etiquette just isn't the priority it used to be when I was growing up. It's an environment that makes growing up more difficult for ASD kids. They come onto the playing field with one strike—a big one—already against them without these skills. The needs of the really high-functioning AS kids, because they're straight-A students, are overlooked. No one even considers that they need services or help in understanding social interactions. Everyone just thinks they're weird and out-of-touch with the rest of the world and that all they need to do is "work harder." So, they never get the help they need to succeed, despite their high academic promise. Right alongside these super-smart AS kids are the really intelligent high-functioning autistic kids. However, these kids have a much higher degree of sensory issues, more anxiety, more physical problems that interfere. There are lots of adult Aspies in the world today who fall into this group. Their sensory problems were never addressed when they were younger, and therefore inhibit them from fitting in socially now. Some sensory overload happens so quickly and is such a constant part of their functioning that working in an office environment is impossible, with telephones ringing, people talking constantly, the fax machine going, the smells of coffee, snacks, people eating lunch at their desks.

The second group is made up of the lower-functioning and the nonverbal kids. From my observation I think a lot of these kids are much more emotionally connected, but they have major interference from all the sensory scrambling going on. When I was young my misbehavior usually happened when I was tired or there was sensory overload. It's like that with this group of kids.
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Their sensory issues are acute. They don't learn to talk because what they hear is garbled noise or they can't make out consonant sounds, or their language circuits are disconnected. But they might make lots of eye contact or love to cuddle or have strong emotions, depending on how the circuits are hooked up in their brain. A good program that deals with their sensory sensitivities, that incorporates ABA to help with behaviors and a little floor-time to strengthen that emerging emotional relatedness works well with them. Parents and teachers can work with them on developing affection, hugging, emotional regulation, expanding that feeling of connectedness.

The idea of these two groupings is a hypothesis I've formed from observation and talking to tons of parents. For instance, let's use Donna Williams, author of Somebody Somewhere and Nobody Nowhere, as an example. Donna's right in the middle of the spectrum. She's got very bad sensory scrambling problems—very bad, much worse than mine. And she's much more emotionally related than am I. She's a very social person. As you move towards one end of the autism spectrum, the sensory problems and information distortion gets worse, but the emotional circuitry is more normal. At the other end, intelligence is strong, yet emotional relatedness is weak, or maybe even nonexistent.

Addressing the social education of people with ASD needs to start when they're as young as possible, with parents and educators making the distinction between teaching social functioning skills and emotional relatedness, and realizing that, while both are important, they don't naturally develop simultaneously. Giving kids lots of social exposure is a critical, through natural or contrived social opportunities. In the beginning, social contact may come solely through shared interests. That's okay and should be encouraged. It provides external motivation to stay engaged and learn the skills needed to function among others. The more a child is around other children and adults in a posi-
tive, supportive environment, and the more happiness they derive from shared experiences, the more internal motivation develops to continue to interact. That's fertile ground for feelings of emotional relatedness to grow.

As teaching is taking place, parents and teachers can sometimes become so intent on immersing their kids in social situations that they underestimate—or forget about—the impact that sensory issues have in a child's ability to learn social skills and develop social awareness. When sensory and social overlap, social learning won't take place. It can't because the sensory issues are interfering with the child's ability to attend and learn. The anxiety over sensory issues can be acute and can completely fill the child's field of awareness. Nothing else gets through. For instance, for the most part restaurants back in the 1950s were a lot quieter than restaurants are now. It was a tolerable environment and I could concentrate on my social lessons and act appropriately. If I were growing up today, I'd have a lot more problems attending to social skills because my sensory issues would interfere. That's why anyone trying to teach social skills—even basic ones—to a child with ASD needs to first assess the environment from a sensory perspective and eliminate sensory issues that will impede the child's ability to concentrate on the social lesson. Unfortunately, the social-sensory connection is still overlooked in the majority of situations involving children with ASD, and parents and teachers scratch their heads, wondering why the child can't learn basic social skills, or isn't interested in even trying. What do they expect when the child is put into an environment that hurts? Fluorescent lights may be flickering like a disco dance-floor and the sound they make may feel like a dentist drill hitting a nerve. Could you learn under those conditions?

Sometimes the impediment to a child developing social skills lies as much with the perspectives of the adult trying to teach the child as it does with the innate lack of social sense the child
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brings to the interaction. We each bring to our interactions personal opinions, perspectives and interests. We each have our own definition of what is "important in life," and it acts like a filter through which we see the world. It may be a moment of "A-ha!" awareness for some neurotypical readers that in many cases, the people who are guiding the lives of people with ASD do so through a filter of "emotional relatedness," transferring all the importance they associate with that perspective onto a group of children or adults for whom that perspective may not be equally shared. It's hard for them to see the world through the logical, less-emotion-driven perspective of their child with ASD, and even harder to accept that there are some aspects of autism—especially those that are part of the physical make-up of the brain—that may never change. Admitting that their child may never develop the emotional relatedness of a neurotypical person feels more like failure than it does acknowledging simply "another way of being."

Just recently a teacher was discussing her frustration with not being able to reach one of her AS students and made the comment, "He doesn't seem very emotionally related to me." My response was that he may not be—and may never be—and if she was trying to reach him academically through purely emotional ways, she might never "reach" him at all. I suggested she use his interests in science or some aspect of math or history as a way to relate to him instead. I also asked her to ponder what her definition of "success" was with this child: that she feel liked or that he pass her grade.

I've also had parents say to me, "I don't think my child actually loves me." These same parents seem to overlook the fact that their child excels in an area, or is making straight As, and could have a very good future ahead of him if his interests are channeled in the right direction. However, the parents put all their attention into trying to develop emotional relatedness in their
child, resulting in a vicious cycle of effort and failure for them both. I think some of these really smart AS kids lack the capacity to ever "measure up" to the level of social connection their parents want from them. Until parents are willing to see their child as he is—not how they wish he would be—and build from there, the child loses out.

I probably sound like a broken record, but it's worth repeating. On the whole, happy AS people are the ones who have satisfying work in their lives that's connected to an area of strong interest. I realize it's difficult for a lot of parents to understand that their child with ASD may derive greater happiness through work or hobbies than through pure emotional bonding, or that marriage or a family may not be at the top of his list of priorities. It's still happiness, nonetheless.

Since the early 2000s, more and more emphasis has been placed on social skills, without an equal visionary path to developing talents. I recently spoke at a meeting in Wisconsin, where a high percentage of the attendees were educators. Their book table had many good books on Asperger's, but not one book about how to help students transition out of high school and into college or jobs. I had written a book devoted strictly to careers and talents (Developing Talents) that they could have made available! I know they realize that jobs are important—after all, each of them has one—but they don't seem to "get" that kids with ASD need a lot of preparation and training, training that needs to be part of their elementary, middle, and high school education if they're going to have any kind of life after they get out of school. It's too late to be teaching kids basic social functioning skills when they're thirteen or fifteen; that's the time when educators should be ferreting out students' interests and teaching them skills such as working in groups, negotiating a request, multitasking, prioritizing several projects, meeting deadlines, etc. It's as if their vision for the kids stops at age eighteen or twenty-one.
and they overlook the strategic importance of instilling in students a strong foundation of self-esteem, motivation and critical thinking skills that can lead to a successful career. These qualities are part and parcel of most of the Ten Unwritten Social Rules that affect students' lives.

When you stop to think about it, the school administrators, the guidance counselors, and most of the teachers themselves (except maybe some of the math or science teachers) are all people who work from an emotional-relatedness perspective. They're the "social group" members, who turned right at the fork in the road I mentioned earlier. And yet, these are the people who are making the decisions about the education and training of students with ASD, many of whom need a completely different approach to education and planning for their futures. How many guidance counselors consider *The Wall Street Journal*, or *Forbes*, or any of the corporate-business magazines or newspapers part of their "professional development training" so they can better understand the business world enough to be able to provide the level of guidance our students need? *Psychology Today* is probably higher up their reading list.

Part of this comes from the cultural and social structure of Americans. I can assure you that the emphasis on teaching the high-IQ AS children in China or Japan is much more heavily into areas that will build their career skills and help them become professionally successful than it is on their emotional relatedness. Technical skills are much more highly valued there than they are here in the U.S. I've noticed that parents who are, by nature, more social people seem to have the hardest time understanding their AS child. Mothers who are engineers or computer programmers themselves seem to deal the best with them, probably because their own way of thinking is more closely aligned to their child's. They tend to be very logical and project driven; they
innately understand how best to work with AS kids who also share these traits.

It is my opinion that all children and adults—whether or not they have ASD—should be taught social functioning skills and be expected to learn them and use them. These are the mechanics of interaction, the skills we use in daily social situations in all areas of our lives, from home to school to recreation/community settings. Some of the Ten Unwritten Rules that you'll read about later in the book involve some of these social functioning skills. They allow us to blend in with people around us, to move through that all-important "first impression" stage of interaction. They help us gain acceptance into the "social club." Without these skills, children and adults are immediately, and repeatedly, set apart, and the upward battle to regain acceptance begins. For some, they never catch up; the battle never ends.

Emotional relatedness is an equally important part of a child's social development. But we should not make it an end goal in itself, nor should we lose sight of the child's capacity for emotional relatedness. Make sure a child is taught social functioning skills, and start those early in life. Work with the child on his emotional relatedness, but acknowledge that for some, their capacity may be much more limited than we would like it to be, and let that be acceptable.

Mother prepared me to live in the world, but she didn't try to make me into a social being just so I could hang out with other teenagers at the lake, or have pajama parties with other girls. Her eyes were on a bigger prize—giving me the skills and nurturing the talents that would allow me to graduate from school, attend college, find a satisfying job and live independently.
The World Today

I sometimes think about how I would fare if I were a child in today's society. The world is not as structured as it used to be in the 1950s and '60s, where life and social expectations were more clearly defined, people were more respectful of each other, and the overall pace of life was less hurried with much less sensory stimulation. So much of how I turned out today was the result of my upbringing and the environment in which I developed. It naturally supported the ASD child and many undiagnosed mild cases of ASD received enough structure and social lessons that they were able to make it through school, find jobs, and become productive, contributing members of society. Unfortunately, today, that environment has changed, which places an even greater responsibility on parents and educators to artificially create a new environment that meets the needs of children with the social, sensory, language and perception impairments that are characteristic of autism-related disorders.

While affirmative action and special education laws have been instrumental in bringing needed services to people with disabilities, the flip side is that it has also fostered a "handicapped mentality" in some really brilliant people. They feel "entitled" to assistance and are increasingly blaming their success or failure on the world at large, rather than taking personal responsibility for their actions and the consequences of those actions. If we lived in a perfect world, each individual with ASD would receive the support and services needed to be successful. However, our world is far from perfect and we each have to choose if we'll be an active part of it—and do what it takes to survive—or expect someone else to take care of us. Of course, this is an oversimplification of a highly complex situation, but it disturbs me to see so many of my ASD peers growing up with little self-esteem, low motivation and a whole lot of laziness and bitterness. I think people with ASD are more a product of their environment than are
neurotypical people. I've always said I could have learned how to be a total criminal just as I learned how to be a good person.

The structure of the era I grew up in, coupled with that of my home environment, instilled within me a sense of doing my best, of right and wrong, and showing concern for people around me. It was a foundation that allowed me to make good choices for myself as I grew up and ventured out in the world as an independent adult. I lived with wholesome family values being stressed by my mother and my friends' mothers, by our neighbors and our teachers. Even the media echoed these values, a sharp contrast to what exists today. Prime time television in the '50s and '60s was Roy Rogers and his code of ethics, *Superman, Leave it to Beaver* and the *Cleavers*, and the *Lone Ranger*. Even *Star Trek* offered a code of ethics built on personal responsibility and concern for our fellow man. I really loved the original *Star Trek* series because each show contained an answer to a moral dilemma that was tackled with total logic. Mr. Spock was my favorite character because he was so logical. Everywhere I went, the message was consistent and clear: certain behaviors were socially acceptable and other behaviors were not. Today, children with ASD are growing up watching television shows like *Survivor*, where using tactics like lying, cheating and doing whatever it takes to "win"—whether or not it is ethical or moral—is rewarded with a million dollars.

Gone also is the sense of community that existed in the '50s and '60s. We have slowly become more and more a "me-me-me" society, with fewer people willing to reach out and help their fellow man, to do charitable acts, to value the idea of becoming gainfully employed or giving something back to the world. Families are separated and scattered all across the country, which removes the opportunities for a child to develop a feeling of belonging to a group in its most basic expression. Even the idea of a family dinner has been lost amidst the growing demands
placed upon us. How can we expect children with ASD, who need so much more practice in sensory-acceptable environments, to develop the basic social skills to survive when more and more social opportunities are being taken away?

Home life today is hectic, often stress-laden for everyone, and filled with more opportunities for confusion than for clear learning. Children spend hours in solitary activities such as watching movies, rather than being engaged in conversation and learning activities with other children. Children with ASDs need live interaction in order for social skills to become "hard-wired" in their brains. They learn by doing, through direct experience, much more than they learn by watching and listening.

So many teachers tell me that their students with ASD can't function as part of a group in class; it's a common observation and one that does not bode well in terms of success in college or employment. Or, the children are so filled with fear that it immobilizes them. I was fully autistic as a young child; I didn't start out as a high-functioning child. New situations scared me, as they do many children with ASD. But my mother pushed me into new situations; she had a good sense of how hard she could push me, and she'd make me do things that were uncomfortable. She'd send me on an errand to the lumberyard by myself. She also made me go visit Aunt Ann's ranch even though I was scared to go. After I got there, I loved it. I learned about taking risks, making mistakes, my own capabilities. These were all valuable skills as I was growing up. Even though they caused anxiety, I learned that sometimes I had to do new things that made me scared. And I did.

For various reasons, stemming from cultural inclinations to lack of awareness, adults too quickly make allowances for people with ASD and let inappropriate behaviors slide. They require less from them, probably because they believe they are capable of less. Only a small percentage of people with ASDs have jobs
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today. When I spoke at an Asperger conference in Japan, every single one of the AS adults at the conference had a job. And you know, they were halfway decent jobs. In my meat packing work I see many undiagnosed Aspies who are my age, with good jobs such as a plant engineer. They learned enough social rules to get by. It bothers me greatly to see a sixteen-year-old who is similar to that engineer headed down the wrong path because he was not taught manners as a child.

Low expectations are dangerous for people with ASD. Without raising the bar higher and higher, we arbitrarily cap their potential and rob ourselves of the chance to learn what they are actually capable of learning and doing. I recently attended a school talent show being put on by teenagers with ASD, and was appalled by the way these student performers were dressed: sloppy jeans and t-shirts, unkempt hair, some looked like they hadn't had a shower in days. How will these teenagers learn to dress appropriately for work, or a job interview if we do not hold them to a higher standard in situations like this talent show?

I am quick to pull other Aspies aside in social situations where they look like slobs or have bad grooming habits, and tell them to get control of how they look. Granted, sensory issues can impact this, but there are so many different options available now, from softer fabrics for clothes to unscented hair and bath products, that there is no longer an excuse for not looking your best when in public. Having a personal dress style that is different is acceptable; being dirty or smelly or unkempt is not. It's just that simple. I was very angry when one of my bosses walked into my office and put a bottle of Arid deodorant on my desk and told me I'd better wear it if I wanted to keep my job. But now I thank him for it. Yet we are increasingly willing to make excuses for the socially unacceptable behaviors of people with ASD. No matter how grungy or uncooperative they become, there are people who tout that "true acceptance" means letting them live in whatever
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In the way they choose. I think this is hogwash. We need to give them the services they need, but within an environment of high expectations and a real belief in their capacities to succeed.

My life story seems to provide education about people with ASD to some people and for others, I hear that it gives them a sense of hope for their own child's future. While people with ASDs are similar in many ways, we each bring to the equation a unique personality that contributes as much to our development as do the characteristics of autism we manifest. In relating my personal story, it is my hope that readers take stock of the factors that contributed to my social abilities: my upbringing, the era in which I grew from young child to young adult, and the different "parts" of my personal make-up that helped me become the adult I am today.

The one point I want to emphasize is that people with ASDs are more than the sum of their parts. We are not assembled into a whole in such a way that each part can be singled out and "fixed." We are not people made of Lego blocks that can be taken apart and put back together in a different fashion so that autism is no longer part of the puzzle. Our autism is not distinct from our being; it is infused in us clown to our cellular core. It is like a color or flavoring interwoven into our make-up.

I notice a lot of professionals whose approach to treatment starts from this compartmentalized viewpoint. He needs speech therapy for his verbal deficits, ABA for his behavior problems, enroll him in a social skills class so he learns to play with other children. The unspoken assumption is that through some miracle all these lessons and interventions will effortlessly gel together and make sense to the child. This is especially true in the realm of social skills and social awareness. Meeting the individualized needs of a child is necessary and should not be overlooked. However, attending to the parts, without respect for the interrelationship of the parts to the whole, dilutes our efforts to help the
person with ASD understand his own relationship to the world. While we each are individuals, our goal is to work in concert with the rest of the people around us.

Parents of children with ASD have always been concerned about creating the best environment within which their child can learn and grow. It would behoove us to consider that the environment we create outside of our children is the world we foster within them. In that regard, what we see is really what we get. Let's see our world, and our children, differently.
ACT ONE
Two Perspectives on Social Thinking
Scene Two

A Different Perspective on Social Awareness
By Sean Barron

On June 2, 1975, I was very angry. The bottom of my stomach felt as if I had swallowed a dumbbell: I spent much of my childhood and teenage years dealing with that emotion and getting to know it intimately. That day stands out because of how vividly I remember sitting in seventh-grade study hall with an ugly scowl on my face—perhaps looking to any observer like I was ready to kill someone.

Killing a person wasn't on my mind, however, but had it been possible, I would have liked to inflict serious damage on the situation that I found so infuriating, to alleviate the anger directed at one of my teachers.

Miss Jillian (a pseudonym) was monitoring the study hall group that period in Boardman Glenwood Middle School's cafeteria, and I purposely faced her with my menacing look—designed for her to see—without looking directly at her. After she slowly walked toward where I was sitting, she said, "Sean, you look mad at the world."
I responded by not responding; rather, I kept the expression on my face the same and refused to meet her eyes, hoping she would get the message. Instead, she gave up and moved to another part of the cafeteria, which only increased my fury. She obviously doesn't give a damn about me, I reasoned, or she would have tried to find out why I felt this way. Since she's the object of my wrath, it's her responsibility to do her part to make the situation better, I now realize I was thinking.

It was close to the end of seventh grade for me and Miss Jillian had been my science teacher that year. She was a young and energetic woman in her late twenties or early thirties with dark, shoulder-length hair and a wide smile, and this was her first year of teaching at the school. The pert instructor had a loud, booming voice that grew even louder when she lost her cool. This usually was when she found she was competing with the voices of several disruptive pupils, something that happened almost daily because Miss Jillian had difficulty controlling her classroom. Nevertheless, none of this did anything to diminish how incredibly attracted I was to her; I spent the bulk of the school year with a crush on her. Every day I could feel the rush of excitement inside building to a fever pitch as the final period approached, and I couldn't wait for the final bell to ring. At the end of the school day, while the other pupils were rushing through the halls to get to their bus, I was scrambling through the same halls to reach Room 114, where she and I would have time alone. Excitement and euphoria quickly turned to resentment, though, when I would arrive outside her door only to find one or two other pupils inside talking to her. How dare they have the audacity to keep Miss Jillian from me, I thought, but more troubling was the faint but growing feeling that if she truly cared about me, she wouldn't have allowed them into her room during "our time" in the first place.
Harboring such intense feelings and keeping them secret from everyone turned out to be monumental tasks. I don't know which was more difficult: working so hard to ensure no one found out how I felt, or going through life sensing that my feelings were not mutual without understanding why. Perhaps not surprisingly, I spent many weekends and holidays quite maudlin and depressed, since those times represented long stretches away from her. Such time blocks were trying and pressure-filled for me because I had no way to channel or get rid of depression and anxiety that were often palpable without opening myself up to a new set of problems.

My world came crashing down on this lovely June day—it did that a lot, and I guess I took the cliche "Taking on the weight of the world" to new heights (and weights). I learned that Miss Jillian was going to be getting married the following summer. Without understanding the specific reasons, I knew there was something wrong with being in love with a woman who was going to be marrying someone else. On some primitive level I realized that she would never return my feelings. I viewed Miss Jillian's getting married as an indignation and personal affront. To my mind, announcing she was going to be walking down the aisle with somebody else and her rejecting me outright meant the same thing.

I quickly concocted a plan to avenge the "wrong" she had done to me. I was going to "undo" my feelings (although I had no idea how one just suddenly stops having a crush on someone) by ignoring her as much as possible and denying her existence. And I would carry through with that strategy if she returned the following year as Mrs. Robinson. It wasn't that I didn't want to have contact with Miss Jillian or have her see me. Quite the contrary: in a perverse way, I wanted to cross paths with her so there would be as many opportunities as possible to get back at her. My unrelenting anger needed expression and at that stage in my life
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I could figure out no other outlet. I didn't know how to attach words to my complicated emotions, let alone articulate a narrative to my parents or others that would be effective in getting at the root of my anger, fear and isolation. Besides, to admit such feelings in this case would force me to reveal my closely guarded secret and face what I thought would be tremendous shame and embarrassment—not a worthwhile trade-off, in my estimation.

Undoubtedly I remember the precise day and time all of this played out because it was a turning point in my life. Many of us have defining moments in our lives that seemed insignificant at the time. Most of the time, I don't remember a given event or situation that triggers anger, fear, uncertainty or any other negative emotion partly because I don't experience those feelings too often anymore, but also because I've developed ways to diffuse those situations, something that took me years to master. But in June 1975, I had no perspective as I watched nearly everything I had invested my emotional energy in evaporate with a single announcement before the class.

In the Beginning

About ten years before I sat sulking in that study hall, my parents sat in a doctor's office forty-five miles away and listened as they were told that their three-year-old son had been born with autism. Mom and Dad had never heard of the condition before and the Akron doctor's lack of reassurance, compassion or empathy did little to help matters. He viewed the condition and diagnosis as tragic events and said that my ending up in some institution was not only likely, but inevitable. Autism was a hopeless situation, something to which mental retardation would have been preferable, he told my stunned parents.

Fortunately, my folks refused to swallow his grim prediction. Mom and Dad vowed to work through whatever challenges my condition presented and would use whatever reasonable means
they could to break through my odd and unusually repetitive behaviors, lack of responses and general unhappiness. Looking back now, I am convinced that without their single-minded devotion to a path that was fraught with challenges unimagined at that moment, I would neither be sitting here today writing this book nor have the emotional depth of experiences to feel the gratitude I do to them.

My autism brought me much misery and unhappiness, and in essence robbed me of a childhood. I was born with a pervasive fear that never seemed to diminish, so I spent most of my earliest years devising ways to lessen the unrelenting terror, if not get rid of the chronic dread completely. To that end, I tried to find ways to look at and take in the world that would make sense to me and be less overwhelming while at the same time, provide a measure of comfort, control, balance and security—all of which were missing from my life. Isolating and manipulating objects while tuning out people; fixating on repetitive motions; asking the same questions over and over; developing stereotypical movements, arbitrary rules and rigid thinking; and focusing to an extreme degree on one item or event to the exclusion of everything else were among the ways I found some control and security, while temporarily sidestepping my fears.

As I got older, however, it became apparent that I would get little mileage out of using these methods. As I learned shortly after starting school and having a frame of reference by which to compare myself to other kids, I not only was different from my peers in negative ways, but I was also the perfect target for ridicule. Many of those who did not make life harder for me chose instead to avoid me as though I was a leper.

Despite the many language, social, perception, perspective, psychological and other problems my autism created, I was able to maintain decent grades throughout my school years. I consistently held between a B and C average. I think part of the reason
was because I compensated for areas in which I was lacking, which seemed to be everywhere—something I would do a lot later on as I fought my way out of my shell.

Memorizing dates, making up math problems and solving them, pointing a telescope toward the heavens and declaring that I saw Saturn's rings (when I thought no one else at Boardman High School could say that) were some of the things that allowed me to feel empowered over my tormentors.

Still, these activities did nothing to help me learn about relationships with people.

It took a 2,500-mile move to California at age sixteen, as well as many years' worth of trials, setbacks, triumphs, gains, pain, heartache, hard work, determination and practice, for me to gain the upper hand on my autism.

I am convinced that the groundwork for my emergence was laid back in 1965—the same year I was diagnosed and my parents were told that a mental institution awaited me—when my mother and father refused to accept the doctor's terrible prediction. They worked hard to reach me through the hazy, fuzzy world I lived in and to make the "impossible" possible. And I give my family as much credit as I give myself for creating the conditions that allowed me to come out.

Fear, Fear and More Fear

Even from a young age I remember wanting desperately to win a revered place in others' hearts, a desire largely incompatible with having heavy fear in my own heart. This Catch-22 of social functioning caused a circular chain of events to unfold as years went by, starting as early as age five.

I entered nursery school with feelings of intense fear, far beyond the typical separation anxiety my peers felt. I was afraid
much of the time in school because of the different environment, the many challenges school represented and an overall fear of the unknown. The fear prevented me from being able to fit in and keep up with many classroom activities.

I remember a teachers aide in Mrs. Kreidler's nursery school room, who assigned an art project that was unlike anything I had ever done. Part of the activity required us to use a pair of blunt scissors to cut out whatever we drew on the paper. Before that day, I had never used a pair of scissors, and I was almost physically sick at being in a situation that required me to do so. I had no idea how to correctly handle and hold them, let alone cut with them. The aide must have thought I was being stubborn, and challenging her authority, because she yelled at me for not being able to cut out whatever I had drawn. I also recall the other kids' silence as she made clear her scorn.

I think even as early as nursery school, other children sensed there was something different about me, something odd they couldn't put their collective finger on. Since my class was quite small, my reputation spread quickly and cast me in a negative light in their eyes.

My inability to correctly use a pair of scissors and the aftermath that followed were fleeting, and the kids in my class and the woman who reprimanded me probably forgot about the entire episode by the next day. What was not so quick to be resolved, and what haunted me far longer than a knack for cutting on the lines was how to make them my friends.

I spent most of my first five years pretty much living in a vacuum of my devising. I did many repetitive, stereotypical and often destructive and antisocial behaviors because I sought to find relief and security from the constant fear I felt. It wasn't the kind of fear that is situational and that all children experience. Instead, it was constant, nagging and persistent—and it hung
over and around me like smog. I developed a tunnel-vision approach toward processing information. Allowing in only tiny tidbits of information was the one way I knew to make some sense of my environment. It was so much easier for me to fixate on an individual carpet fiber, even if it meant missing everything else going on around me, simply because such an activity made my world seem less overwhelming.

The problem with going through my early years like this was that I was missing experiences that I needed in order to develop the social skills I so desperately wanted. I became so engrossed in detail that I missed the larger picture that gave detail its context. Time marched on and, like the soldier who unquestioningly follows orders, so did my way of functioning, from nursery school right into the elementary classroom.

As I began to discover, my deficiencies extended far beyond an inability to cut out a piece of paper and make shapes. It began to dawn on me that I had no idea how to relate to the other kids in basic ways. I didn't know how to say hello. I preferred to be left alone in school, and my aloofness must have been apparent to the other kids. After all, I had spent most of my early life fixated on things like the spinning motions of a washing machine and a toy top, following with my eyes where telephone wires went, tossing things up into the backyard tree and intensely watching their trajectory and a host of other solitary actions. All this left me with little interest in playing with the other neighborhood kids at or near my age, so I certainly didn't come to school magically transformed with the ability to socialize with kids I had never seen before. It didn't take long for me to realize that a virtual Grand Canyon separated me from everyone else.

First and second grade are punctuated by memories that most children would prefer to forget. I was a challenge and discipline problem for my teachers both years. The larger classroom space, longer school day and many more children bouncing about was
overwhelming from the start. Each day was filled with fear and anxiety, as though I was a caged tiger on display at the zoo.

I had no concept of context, and this was the late 1960s and early 70s, a time when little was known about autism. The emphasis—especially in Miss Johnson's second-grade room—was on conformity and following the rules. You didn't speak unless called on; you followed the instructions the way you were told to; you did everything in an orderly fashion. She ran a well-controlled classroom and had certainly established reasonable expectations, except that I didn't yet know how to conform, and the comfort that resulted from predictability had not yet taken effect.

Not surprisingly, I was reprimanded a lot by my first- and second-grade teachers. Both probably thought I was testing their patience, but neither could make the distinction between willful misbehavior and my inability to follow directions. Exacerbating this situation was the fact that I had great difficulty concentrating for any length of time and found it excruciating to sit for long periods.

The antidote to my problem was perched on a wall in the back of the room. For much of the 1969-70 school year, I must have carried with me pencils that were sharper than Einstein because I spent an inordinate amount of time using the manual pencil sharpener. This behavior was a major source of irritation to Miss Johnson and was perceived by her as a violation of classroom rules. But from my socially-limited, perfectly self-relevant perspective, getting up to sharpen already pointed pencils gave me a break from endless sitting and focus and allowed me to derive comfort by engaging in, and being mesmerized by, the repetitive, slow-spinning movement required to turn the crank. To this day, I have the report card Miss Johnson gave out in the middle of the year on which are inscribed the words, "He needs constant supervision."
Unhappiness and Turmoil

In addition to my constant fear, I felt deeply unhappy as well. I rarely smiled and almost never laughed unless I did something that fed into my need for stimulation. One effect of my negative emotions was that I hated to see the other students enjoying themselves.

A girl in my class, Denise, appeared to be me in reverse—she was as happy and full of life as I was miserable. Every time she laughed aloud in class I resented her a little more. So I found a way to punish her. When the teacher returned our math work, she marked off points for the problems we'd missed with an "x." I began to use her method—I made an "x" on a piece of paper every time Denise laughed, adding up the total each day. It was my way of subtracting something from her for having the nerve to express feelings I thought I would never have.

Besides being trapped in my dark and gloomy world, my odd behavior built a reputation that would haunt me for years to come. The other kids couldn't help but notice how strange I was. I rarely interacted with other people. The few times I played with anyone during recess, I tried to engage them in a game I'd devised that incorporated my own rules and fixations. I became the kid to make fun of and, since most of my classmates accompanied me through middle and high school, they acquired more sophisticated ways of tormenting me as we all grew older.

For some reason, parts of the school experience suddenly "clicked" by the time I entered the third grade. I was finally able to understand the concept that home and school were two different environments and that some behaviors were acceptable in one place and not in the other. And by that time, I had a fairly good handle on what to expect in school, so the most obvious transitions, like being in the same room Monday through Friday, began to jell. This new understanding allowed me to function in
third grade so I was no longer a discipline problem. I did my best to keep my compulsions and repetitive desires under control. I had little difficulty following instructions and completing the math, English and other subject lessons. I didn't flourish, however, on the social front. I could still see the Grand Canyon from Ohio.

I was now starting to feel much more comfortable in the classroom than at home. I was settling in and finding the school day's structure to be exactly what I needed. Like many children with autism, I did much better in a highly structured environment. During all four years of elementary school, I had one teacher per grade. Also, the arithmetic, reading and other lessons happened at the same time each day, as did lunch and recess. Even the lessons themselves—such as the programmed reading materials in which we read a story and filled in the answers to the questions on a plastic fold to the right of the passage—were highly structured and concrete. I functioned well and was able to complete most lessons successfully because they were set up the same every day.

The situation at home, though, was far different. My parents were having tremendous difficulty understanding what was going on with me and, despite their best efforts, had little success breaking through my compulsions, robot-like behavior, anger, and arbitrary, self-created rules. They couldn't get me to communicate in any way besides those that were repetitive, and I was almost always unhappy. Despite having moved into a larger home a few years earlier, and into a neighborhood with more kids my age, I had little desire to be with them. I still had few social skills, so most of the time I played with them only after being forced to; otherwise, I would have been content to spend the time alone in my bedroom.

Meanwhile, at school, the chasm between academic and social success was widening. By third and fourth grade, bonds
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between various kids had been formed. However, I found myself being left out and the older I became, the odder I seemed to others. I talked to myself. I satisfied a need for stimulation by twirling the front of my hair as tightly as possible around my index finger. I made strange humming noises. I spent some of the outdoor time during the spring and fall harassing honeybees by kicking and swatting at them and making odd sounds as I did. In the cafeteria I could be seen picking apart my sandwich, eating one ingredient at a time. My appearance was, to say the least, out of step with what the other kids were used to seeing. Sometimes my hair was unkempt and stuck straight up, especially after twirling it (imagine a clumsy, uncoordinated and too-tall Alfalfa). More often than not, my shirt was buttoned wrong, or I would emerge from the restroom with my pants still unzipped. I hated pairs of pants that created too much pressure around my waist, so I often wore pairs that, if accompanied with a belt, would have fit. Instead, I would refuse to put on the belt and would venture off to school in pants that were too loose.

No matter how you look at it, neither my behaviors nor my appearance endeared me to my peers. Instead, they further isolated me and gave certain kids more ammunition to use against me, increasing my stress, anxiety and embarrassment. As a result, I retreated inward and this only isolated me still further. I felt like a freak of nature.

Rules and Rigid Thinking

From grade school to high school, I was trapped on this merry-go-round. As I got older and my reputation grew and spread, the merry-go-round spun faster and faster. Each time I attended a different school, the pool of prospective tormentors grew, and by high school, it seemed everyone was privy to the "accepted" knowledge that I was a person to be singled out for persecution. Getting decent grades through the school years and knowing that I was "making it through" each year wasn't enough
emotional armor to make me immune to my peers' tormenting. Although I was able to follow the classroom and school rules, complete the work and study for tests, I remained woefully, socially inept.

Sometimes I added to my own misery by teasing a few kids in various ways. This wasn't so much because of a desire to deliberately hurt them—even though that was clearly the result—as it was a way to reinforce my insatiable need for predictability. I needed to see for myself over and over again that if I sneaked up and flicked the ear of a certain child, repeated the same phrase each time I saw a particular person, etc., that the response would be the same every time. If I got a different response, or if the person ignored me, that just intensified my need to keep at it until the child gave me what I needed.

Of course, none of this justified what I was doing, nor did it make me any friends. It had the chilling effect of further widening the social gap between me and nearly everyone else in my grade, as well as confirming for my "enemies" that their treatment of me was okay—as if they needed further confirmation.

My middle school debut, like that of my nursery school year, got off to a rocky start. I began the fifth-grade year in November 1972, two months later than everyone else. I had just left Beechbrook, a residential treatment facility near Cleveland for children with severe problems, which had been my home during the weekdays for nine months. My parents sent me there because they had run out of ways to deal with my increasingly aberrant, destructive and negative behavior. They thought it would provide help for me individually and for our family while giving them a much-needed break. The thought of starting fifth grade so late paralyzed me with fear. Not only was my need for routine broken (the real first day of school is always the Wednesday after Labor Day), but I knew those in my classes would be curious about my long absence. I was now in a school in which pupils
had homeroom and different classrooms for different subjects. Some of the kids from elementary school would inevitably be in my classes and would, I was sure, start asking questions.

I couldn't say I had moved, nor could I make the other kids believe I had suffered from a two-month cold or flu. The most daunting aspect of the November transition from Beechbrook to Boardman Glenwood Middle School was coming up with something plausible that would safeguard my secret. If anyone found out that I had spent time in a school for children with mental problems, I was certain they would either laugh or run me out of school.

Fortunately, the issue didn't grow into the monster that I had anticipated. A few people asked where I had been, but I brushed them off by saying "I was sick" or simply changed the subject. Either because I refused to answer or because other distractions came up, the issue eventually died down. And I was able to get on with the business of being an unhappy, but academically determined fifth-grader who had miles of social distance separating him from his peers.

I was desperate to have friends, to have people like and admire me, to be like everyone else. However, everything I did seemed to set me apart. One morning, I went into my sister Meg's bedroom, picked up an eraser, tossed it into the air and tried to kick it. Instead of hitting my target, my foot hit the top of one of her bedposts, resulting in a broken foot and a four-week walking cast. I couldn't believe that I had to go to school with a cast on my leg, making me even more unlike everyone else. Amazingly, though, many kids signed my cast and expressed get-well and other positive sentiments. Four weeks later, I got the cast off. Two days later, as I was going into the school building, I jumped in the air, landed between two steps and broke my other foot. I was so frightened that the other middle-school kids would make fun of me for breaking both feet that I went the rest of the day
keeping the increasing pain to myself. Finally, the pain became
unbearable and I could barely walk. I approached my last-period
English teacher and whispered to her that I needed to see the
nurse. "I want you to see your seat and sit in it," was her incred­
ulous response. It wasn't until I got home that I realized that it
was Broken Foot II, the sequel. The teacher apologized the next
day for not believing me, and the kids once again signed the cast
with sympathy and humor.

At least the leg casts were temporary and my clumsiness was
soon forgotten by my classmates. Other behaviors of mine created
more lasting memories, however. My eighth-period classroom
faced the schools rear parking lot, something that served me well
but posed another challenge in terms of keeping me focused on
the fifth-grade lesson at hand. Such a vantage point was terrific
because it offered me a clear view of the school buses that lined
up there toward the end of the day. The buses began trickling in
about fifteen to twenty minutes before the dismissal bell rang
and, more often than not, the last bus arrived after all the others
had pulled out.

This situation coincided with my growing fixation with
school buses that tapped into my need for sameness and pre­
dictability. For the most part, the school buses started filling the
parking lot at about the same time each afternoon and in the
same order. I loved to see the angle at which they parked and to
gauge the spaces and see the lines between the buses. I took note
of what was going on outside the room and paid close attention
to the arrival of my own school bus. On the way home each after­
noon, I also became aware of some other buses' routes and visu­
alized them in my head, taking note on a daily basis where a
given bus should be at a precise time.

As was common in my thinking patterns at that age, I creat­
ed a rule governing my school bus fixation: I wanted the bus on
which I rode home to be one of the last, if not the last, to pull in.
This way, I could see the angle at which it parked after all the others left. Even more importantly, a late bus would mean a late arrival home - and less time to be yelled at, stopped and punished for doing many of the things I felt compelled to do once I arrived home. School was orderly; home was not. These seemingly "inappropriate" behaviors were my daily attempt to make sense of an environment that often had chaos instead of control and structure at its core.

Most of the time, however, my rule and the real world were not in sync. My bus was nearly always one of the first, not the last, to arrive on the scene, causing my school day to end on a very negative note. Actually, most of my weekdays had anger as their bookends; I went to school furious that family members didn't come to the breakfast table in my prescribed order and at the end of my school day, the same feelings roiled when my bus driver violated my rule by arriving too soon for my liking. I was well aware that I could not control the timing of the buses' arrival, nor was there any way that I could convince my bus driver to acquiesce to the necessary changes I wished to see. Since my bus was never one of the last to come each afternoon, I did what, to me, was the next best thing: I made it a point to be the last pupil to board the bus.

At this age the most trying times for me were the minutes spent between classes and the twenty-five minutes in the school cafeteria. I was very uncomfortable in the large, square-shaped room and in the school's hallways because both locations had a concentrated number of students. The noise and commotion were taxing to my senses. Thirty kids in an enclosed room was one thing, but ten times as many in a wide open echo-y space or room was overwhelming because I felt naked, exposed and on display—even if no attention was on me.

I often dealt with the lunch periods by not eating. Going hungry was a small price to pay for getting out of having to share a
common room and table with pupils I thought hated me or wanted no part of me. But for that half-hour, I was anything but idle. I spent the lunch period roaming the middle school's halls on a fixed route I had devised. After charting my route I made several trial runs, then refined, shaped and polished it so that it would take precisely the entire lunch period to complete. This activity allowed me time to be by myself and away from various tormentors while simultaneously satisfying some of my compulsions. In addition to my lunchtime routine, I had mapped out another, entirely different route that I took as soon as the last bell of the day sounded. This one was carefully devised to allow me just the right amount of time to be the last person on the school bus, but not long enough to cause me to miss the bus. Neither orchestrating nor timing it were difficult; instead, the real challenge was doing it covertly so that my being the last one to board the school bus each day would be seen as simply coincidental. I was able to maintain my lunchtime route for close to a year until one of the teachers caught on and threatened to send me to the principal's office if I didn't go to the cafeteria like everyone else. But his threats didn't deter my late afternoon ritual.

A New Thought

The older I got, the more apparent it became that something was seriously wrong with me, although I still didn't realize it was autism despite the fact my parents had discussed it with me. I simply didn't take it in. I just lumped together all my problems under the moniker "Bad Seed Syndrome"—my belief that, for reasons unknown, I had been born inherently evil. I believed this for years. My literal, concrete, black-and-white thinking patterns and ways of relating to the world only supported and confirmed this. Most of the time, I was corrected, yelled at, teased, tormented, ignored and shunned. All I knew was what I saw—consistent negative attention. The deduction was simple: Sean was bad.
When I was in my early teens, my perception of myself began to change. I realized that something profound was wrong with me and I began to want to change it. This caused certain inner priorities to shift. I wanted to make friends and somehow reach beyond myself. But as this socially-positive desire grew, so did the strength and grip of the compulsions. In fact, by now these compulsions had become so ingrained that they were as vital to my life as was the oxygen I breathed.

True to form, my peculiar behaviors kept me isolated from other kids instead of drawing them to me, and new fascinations cropped. In sixth or seventh grade, I developed a fixation with pencils (no relation to my unusual need to sharpen the same years earlier), and a need to manipulate them. I often brought several with me and drew on my school desk slanted lines that paralleled the buses' parking spaces. Then, during any down moments, I "drove" each of three or more pencils with my hand—making the low-pitched, throat-clearing sound meant to emulate the sound of the bus—slowly between these lines.

When not writing with them, or driving them as "buses," I used pencils to test whether gravity still worked. Thankfully, each time it did. I dropped the pen or pencil off the desk and followed its descent with my eyes and noted how it landed. Each time I did this made we want to do it again. If I was satisfied with both how and where it ended up on the floor, I increased the number of times I repeated the behavior to try to get the pencil to land the same way and in roughly the same spot. Because I wanted people to like me, I tried to satisfy the compulsion, yet not draw negative attention to myself. Indeed, it was a tightrope without the wire.

Repeatedly, I created the social conditions I so desperately wanted to avoid. Other kids started noticing my pencil-dropping pattern and knew that it was not accidental. I remember one time Miss Owens' classroom was eerily silent, at a time when she was
out of the room for some reason. Right on cue, I dropped my pencil and the room broke out into laughter—and my face glowed red. It wasn’t long before my seventh-grade English teacher got wind of what was going on. One day, she gave us a small writing assignment in which we had to create a character and write a narrative about that character. Since this was also a time in my life that I deeply desired a sense of humor, I became convinced that success with the assignment would be my ticket off Heartbreak and Isolation avenues. I really had no idea how to create a story or develop characters, so I invented one that I thought would satisfy the assignment’s requirements, incorporate my fixations in a positive way and, most importantly, showcase whatever sense of humor I had.

I fused all three elements together by creating a character I called Count Pencildrop. I patterned the first part of the name after the famous vampire and, thinking I was onto an unprecedented blaze of originality and creativity, came up with the second part of the name to match the fixation that consumed me. The story was little more than an act of transference, in which I created a fictional character to channel my own compulsions that were, paradoxically, frightening and funny. In the end, this assignment provided me with an unintended and unpleasant introduction not to the world of humor, but to the world of sarcasm. When Miss Owens returned our papers a day or two later, she wrote on mine, "Very funny." I received a D—and a blow to my fragile and fleeting self-esteem.

Eighth grade was also filled with many subtle misinterpretations of other kids’ intentions. There were two girls who seemed to like me and would say hi to me and act giddy when they saw me. Unfortunately, their behavior contradicted my past experience and conditioning; I interpreted their actions as negative and assumed they had ulterior motives. No one likes Sean Barron, I thought. There has to be a catch.
Around the same time, a mild-mannered pupil whom I did not count among my tormentors called me at home one evening—an unprecedented event—to ask if I knew how to do an American History homework assignment. Instead of telling him or even being simply cordial, I responded the same way I had to the two girls' displays of interest: Quit bothering me or I'll call the police. Not long afterward, all three students gave up on me.

Toward the end of eighth grade, existing problems seemed to magnify, as did my overall anger and unhappiness with life. I was still constantly being corrected, yelled at, stopped, reprimanded and punished at home while it seemed nothing but positive attention was being doled out to my sister, Meg. Translation: Meg's good, Sean's bad; Mom and Dad love Meg, Mom and Dad hate Sean. Despite what they told me countless times—that my parents hated many of my behaviors, yet loved me in spite of them—it was much too abstract a concept for me to comprehend. I couldn't even begin to fathom that their negative attention arose precisely out of the love they had for me. They corrected me out of love, not out of hatred.

Just as frustrating and aggravating for me was my inability to recognize and respond to the positive attention I did get from them. On numerous occasions during my childhood and teenage years either one or both of my parents came to me, nearly begging me to talk to them about what I was feeling or thinking. This was especially true when I came home from school visibly upset, angry or on the verge of a meltdown. Despite their best and most soothing efforts, I never answered. I can only now begin to imagine the level of frustration, anger and sadness that must have caused them. Even when my mother held my shoulders, looked into my eyes and pleaded with me to tell her how she could help, I said nothing.

There were several reasons I responded to her in such antisocial ways. My literal thinking prevented me from being able to
form an accurate picture of what had happened. I knew I was being tormented, bullied, ridiculed, hit, slapped, punched, and tripped. But having that knowledge was different from knowing what to do to put a stop to those things—or knowing how to talk to someone who could.

Another reason I kept silent and looked everywhere but in my mother's eyes was that the pain was so fresh from these experiences, saying all the bad things would have increased the pain. Lacking perspective as I did, I also believed my parents would conclude that a certain amount of what happened at school was my fault anyway. After all, I was always getting reprimanded at home for things they said I had done wrong. Why would school be any different?

Also, talking about other kids' cruel misdeeds would have meant having to face instead of deny them. I knew I didn't have the ability to verbally describe the situation, so taking the paths of least resistance—denial and masking—seemed the best and only options. Why bother trying to discuss a bad day when my inadequate abilities would likely only cause me further aggravation? Another, perhaps subtle but more pervasive, reason for my unresponsiveness was directly tied into my self-image. My self-esteem was very low; it felt as though a Herculean effort would be needed to rectify these wrongs. They were intricate, interrelated events that branched out in a dozen directions, without a clear-cut starting or finishing point.

A New Perspective

One thing that made a huge difference in my social emotional understanding was what I refer to as "talk therapy." After we moved to California when I was sixteen, and I had settled into a new school, I spent many evenings in our California living room—sometimes until 1:00 or 2:00 a.m.—with one or both parents. They would often spend several hours trying every way
they knew to explain the most basic concepts of how relationships worked. I was in my late teens and still didn't understand why, for example, it wasn't okay to "absorb" people who took a genuine interest in me and showed they cared about me—that is, why it wasn't acceptable to spend all the time I wanted with someone who was much older and had family and other personal obligations.

During our talks in the wee hours, Mom and Dad pointed out to me how destructive my unrealistically high expectations were regarding other people. I expected the people we associated most closely with at the time (most of whom were in the music business, since my folks worked with singer Maureen McGovern) to treat me as they did my parents. I wanted to be the centerpiece of their lives. When they failed to fulfill my expectations, I became deeply hurt and enraged and denied their existence. I retreated to my bedroom and refused to deal with them. I still felt they were as responsible as I was for how I felt, courtesy of the black-and-white thinking and lack of perspective that were some of the main themes of my autism.

By the age of seventeen, I knew I was a lot better off than I was before moving to California. However, I still had a lot of anger and bitterness bottled up, and those charged emotions would stay inside me if I didn't do something about them. I still wanted more than ever to be a hero and do something exceptionally well. It was during that year that I watched the made-for-TV movie *Son Rise*, about Raun Kauffman's recovery from his autism. For several hours afterward, Mom and I talked. I realized for the first time that I had autism. Something broke inside me. I understood for the first time that I was capable of working to become the person I wanted to be.

I started turning my gaze outward; my world became more than myself.
Over time, I slowly started coming out of my shell and even small accomplishments loomed large and made me feel ten feet tall (in this case, I didn't mind being tall). I began to break my habit of ignoring people I thought didn't pay enough attention to me. I forced myself to talk to them and be as friendly as I could. Not surprisingly, they were friendly in return. Also, I started paying attention to my appearance, making sure my shirt was buttoned correctly, that my hair was combed rather than sticking out in tufts that attracted negative comments. My curiosity about things outside myself was developing and, tentatively at first, I began asking real questions instead of those connected to my fixations. As time went on, such successes became more common and my desire to reach out to others increased. Everything I learned made me feel good about myself.

In my last year at high school, I made my first friends, all girls. They invited me to sit with them at lunch, included me in after-school plans and asked me to parties at their homes. Two years earlier, I had felt like an alien and now people were beginning to accept me. I was ecstatic.

During the late 1970s, my parents saw me making progress, which is part of the reason they sacrificed so many hours of sleep to try to reach me and explain the most basic concepts of relationships to me. My father told me years later that at that time he thought of my brain as a complex set of wiring. All the circuitry was in place and working; it was a matter of getting the wires to connect. The longer and more persistently we talk, my parents thought, the more likely the connections will finally be made.

Over time—and thanks largely to my parents' patience—I started developing a sense of critical judgment. I began asking questions and probing underneath what I saw. I began to actually recognize ulterior motives. I compare developing critical thinking and common sense to exercising a set of muscles that aren't used to being stretched, bent and flexed. It took years of
listening, absorbing, watching and asking questions to lose my naivete and to develop some insight into human nature. The process was slow and difficult, but my parents continued to guide and help me. They never gave up on me, and as a result, I didn't give up on myself.

When I graduated from high school, I had mixed feelings. School had always been the source of teasing and torment, but during my senior year I was happier than ever before. Just when I had begun to fit in, it was over. On the other hand, I felt triumphant. In ninth grade, I would never have believed I'd make it through school, but now I had my diploma in hand, everyone was congratulating me and we had a large party at my home.

All my life, I had thought higher education was completely out of reach. However, as a successful high school graduate, I suddenly realized going to college was not impossible. There were free two-year community colleges in California and I decided to enroll at Los Angeles Valley College, the nearest school, and chose three courses that interested me (psychology, geometry and English).

During the summer I felt apprehensive about attending college, but my parents found an on-campus class for people with disabilities designed to help them learn to take notes, recognize key phrases in lectures and develop good study habits. I attended the class in August. It gave me a boost of confidence and when the semester started, I felt surprisingly relaxed. I was pleased that my coursework was easier than I had feared; after my first semester, I had a B average.

A New Day

I moved back to Ohio in 1984 and worked at a variety of minimum-wage jobs—a janitor at a doughnut shop, a dishwasher at a fast-food restaurant and a mouse at a pizza place (wearing the
costume, I had to maintain the video games). After several years, I decided I needed to do something that helped people. When a friend told me that a local nursing home was hiring, I applied for the job of rehabilitation aide and got it. I felt it was my first real job; I felt great respect and affection for older people partly because of my wonderful relationship with my grandmother.

In 1992, *There’s a Boy in Here*, the book my mother and I wrote about my emergence from autism, was published. Its success added fuel to my desire to be a writer and I started to think about going back to school to get a degree in journalism. Despite a lifetime of hating and resisting change, and even though I was in a job where I was perfectly comfortable, I resigned after twelve years at the nursing home and enrolled at Youngstown State University for the second time. To me, journalism was exactly the opposite of being autistic; it required looking outward, thinking of others, being objective, having perspective and seeing things from several points of view.

After two semesters of course work, I applied for and got an internship at our local newspaper. Though I had never used a computer and resisted even approaching one, I now had a job in which a computer was essential. Rather than hiding my ignorance, I asked for help and got it. I had been assigned to the copy desk where the other employees worked with me, taught me my first computer skills and were extremely supportive. Despite being new on the job, my co-workers made me feel accepted and valued. For the first time, I felt like a peer. My confidence soared when the paper extended my internship for a second semester, and after my first year, I was kept on as a freelance writer. I still have that job today.

For too long through my twenties and early thirties, having anyone in my life—even someone who was destructive, manipulative and harmful—was better than the absence of friends, mainly because I’d spent years feeling isolated, ostracized and alone.
In my late thirties I decided I would no longer allow people who dragged me down to occupy a spot in my life. Trying to "rescue" troubled souls—something that happened a lot during my years of recovering from autism—made me feel needed and special, but always ended up bringing me down. Now I know that connecting with others is a choice that is available to me—it is a capacity that lies within, and I can exercise it or not, at will.

An ability to let go of the past has gotten much easier as my range of experiences has grown. The more situations I live through, the better able I am to put them into perspective and let those that are inconsequential fall by the wayside. The more I connect with people—my family, friends, coworkers, even strangers—the greater appreciation I have for each person who is in my life.

One evening last year, a friend and I had made plans to go out to dinner. However, we were unable to decide on a restaurant and we went back and forth several times before I finally said, "Wherever you would like to go is fine. Where we go is secondary to my wanting just to be with you." That response is an example of my new perspective on social occasions. If I'm with someone whose company I enjoy, I now get tremendous satisfaction and pleasure from doing even the simplest things.

I often look back at those years of constant struggle and, in a strange way, I'm glad to have gone through such experiences. Had it not been for my autism, my life would likely not have been as rich and meaningful as it's turned out to be. Writing collaboratively with my mother on our book wouldn't have been possible, nor would travels that have taken me across the U.S. and to Europe. And most importantly, I would not have met the thousands of wonderful people who work with or are parents of someone with autism—some of whom have become friends. Even though I would never wish to return to an autistic state, my attitude toward it has changed considerably. I no longer think of
what I did in terms of right or wrong (hence, either-or thinking) and now see my autism for what it was: a different way of relating to and trying to make sense of the world.

Forming and maintaining healthy relationships is difficult for most of us. I'm constantly reminded of this fact when I go out to eat and see how many couples sit together in a booth and barely look at each other. They sit like stones, rarely smiling as they wait for their food, and speak more to the server than to their partners. I don't pass judgment, but often end up wondering what their private lives must be like.

I've talked to friends over the years who have gone through many relationship problems, including dealing with an alcoholic and abusive spouse, being in a marriage that is one-sided, coping with financial problems and their effects on the marriage, and the list goes on. And there is one rule I've learned about relationships that is in opposition to my way of thinking when I had autism: there are no hard, fast rules that will guarantee 100% success with relationships.

There are, however, some overarching "unwritten rules" that I have picked up on as I've become more connected and in tune with society. These broad frameworks stand as sentries to the gates of my social functioning and social awareness, opening doors that have made these the best years of my forty-one years of life.

My autism was quite a journey—and an often painful one at that. Feeling at ease in social situations and having confidence in handling whatever comes my way were not things I learned in a single "A-ha!" moment of ultimate social transformation. It was, and continues to be, a process that unfolds in its own time, layer by layer.
I have changed in many ways since I began my struggle against autism. I have a deeper appreciation for things I used to take for granted. I thrive on ideas and concepts, and am comfortable in the abstract realm. Interestingly, the less autistic my behavior, the more I'm unable to recall and retain rote information. I'm terrible with numbers, dates and lists now, but to get along in the world and with others in it, that's a tiny price I'm more than willing to pay.

Thankfully, the social connections I so desperately wanted growing up have been made. My relationship with my family is extraordinary. I have a network of wonderful friends, a job as a newspaper reporter that satisfies me on an intellectual level and a woman whom I've been dating since 2003. All the people in my life affect me in positive ways.

I am the happiest I have ever been. I feel deeply connected to the larger world and have many things to be thankful for. Recently I heard "New Day," a song by Patti LaBelle, on the radio and found the lyrics highly inspiring and personal:

"It's a new day, open my eyes and the path is clearer,

New day, pushing ahead till my goal gets nearer,

New day, spread my wings I'm doing things my way,

It's a new day."
ACT TWO

Two Minds: Two Paths
How the Autistic Way of Thinking Affects Social Understanding

Rene Descartes' infamous line, "I think, therefore, I am," aptly describes the manner in which the person with autism spectrum disorders perceives his world. His mind is one of absolutes, of thinking patterns that are rigid and repetitive, where minute details become focal points of obsessive attention, and self-involvement takes precedence over exploration. How each person thinks, from a physiological, emotional and cognitive framework, impacts his ability to make sense of his experiences, to relate behavior and consequence, to function in the world. And nowhere is this more evident than in the realm of social thinking and behaving.

Before embarking on any effort to teach a child or adult about the unwritten rules of social relationships, people who sit outside the world of ASD must become intimate with the autism mind, with the thoughts and perspectives of the specific child or adult with ASD. Sean and Temple describe the workings of their minds in the passages that follow. They illustrate two very different ways of thinking and perception—two people who, while both diagnosed on the spectrum, gained understanding of the world around them through markedly different styles of relating. Their ability to describe their inner thoughts in such detail is a window of opportunity for parents and teachers in gaining this understanding, in stretching the NT mind past the edge of comfort and into the realm of "different thinking." In a sense, it's a willingness
Sean starts:

I remember the large, twenty-four-inch television in my parents' upstairs bedroom and how temperamental and quirky it was. It was a black-and-white Zenith and the set seemed like an ancient relic—even though I had little idea of what state-of-the-art TVs were supposed to look like in the mid-1970s. I'm not sure when they bought it, but what stands out in memory was how old and cranky it became. I never knew what the picture would look like when I turned it on. This seemed to depend on factors that were a mystery to me.

Sometimes when I turned on the set, the picture was rather clear. More often than not, though, I got more than what a discriminating viewer should see and hear: a merger in which the program I meant to watch would be complemented with sound from a show on another station. I might turn on the set intending to watch an episode of "Gomer Pyle" only to hear staccato trotting sounds from a movie on another channel as John Wayne galloped off into the sunset. Oddly enough, to correct this I had to stand about four to five feet away from the TV, stomp my foot and hope for sound and image to become one. Over time, an inverse relationship developed between frequency of stomping and harmony of picture and sound. And during the TV's twilight years, there was usually sound minus any picture.

I recall just as clearly the increasing frustration I felt. I also see, more than two decades later, the similarities between the TV's behavior and mine during that time. Both were erratic. Both
to go "out of your mind" in order to truly appreciate the autism way of thinking that governs their actions, reactions, thoughts and feelings.

*
were frustrating. Both were unpredictable. And both seemed hopelessly inconsistent to other people.

The Three Rs: Rules, Repetitions and Rigidity

My ways of relating to the world and the people in it were devoid of shades of gray. Because of my autism and the shell I lived in, I felt much more comfortable taking in my environment in tiny doses than seeing and trying to make sense of the big picture, which at the time was most overwhelming to me. Having autism meant living daily life under a dark cloud of unrelenting fear that I came into the world with—and for which there seemed to be no cause and no long-term relief. Developing a tunnel-vision way of relating to people and most things provided a measure of comfort and security. Manipulating objects, turning lights on and off repeatedly, focusing on minute details to the exclusion of everything else around me and doing numerous other repetitive acts typical of autism was my channel to feeling in control of my world. At the same time, this approach allowed me to deal with intense fear more effectively by focusing my mind so squarely on something else that it made daily life more bearable.

Cause and Effect: Controlling Fear Through Repetition

I have no idea how many ways there are to deal with a level of fear so great that it hangs over you like a storm cloud. The three remedies I chose and that made the most sense to me in all areas of my life were repetition, repetition and repetition. Nowhere was this more evident than in my thirst for predictability. For me, one of the things that separated autism from more typical behavior was not so much that I threw objects down the heating duct, tossed them into the backyard tree to watch their trajectory from branch to ground, became transfixed on a top's spinning motion and a score of other behaviors. Instead, it was the frequency with which I did these things, propelled by a deep, unrelenting need to do them. Also at work was what I call the
"melting effect." By that I mean any feelings of joy, comfort, security or control I got from the many repetitive behaviors were almost always fleeting and seemed to evaporate shortly afterward —quickly replaced by the awful feelings of dread and fear again. It was a circular path I couldn't step off.

Until I was about seven or eight, we spent some time during the summer swimming in the pool at the home of family friends. It was seven feet at the deep end; the shallow part was three feet deep. I had a ritual from which I almost never deviated: I would "test" the depth at the shallow end each time I got into the pool. Afterward, I spent much of the time in that section because I was terrified of being in water over my head and of going under the surface. I thought the water would somehow swallow me, so I clung tenaciously to the edge of the pool for most of the time I was in the water.

A little later, my grandparents bought us a membership to a nearby swim club. There, I somehow got over my fear of going underwater and enjoyed venturing into depths over my head, even up to twelve feet. But what didn't change was my need for predictability.

Despite my newfound confidence that catastrophe did not await me if I went underwater, I still needed to test the waters, to know that certain conditions would remain unchanged every time I got into the water. It was common for us to spend several hours at the club on nice summer days, and I spent most of that time measuring the water's depth by bobbing up and down or going over my head to see and feel, for instance, how deep six feet was. And I needed to know that six feet felt the same every time and was in the same part of the pool every time. When this information was confirmed to my satisfaction, I did my part to share my glee and temporary comfort with others. "Five feet! Six feet!" I would announce to anyone within earshot each time.
Therein lies part of the autistic experience at work. I realize that my autism wasn't so much defined by what I did, what I was interested in as a child and teenager, or even the fixations themselves. Lots of children revel in making "discoveries" like the ones I made at the swim club; such forms of play are quite healthy. Similarly, many kids have certain rituals that help them make sense of, and find organization in, their environment and lives. We all need predictability and structure and it's hard to imagine the chaos that would result without them. Even repetition itself really isn't a precursor to autism.

It's been my experience that the addition of certain extremes to this mix—and the absence of processing abilities—acts to set apart children (and adults) with autism from their typical counterparts. For me, that meant acquiring what I call "islands of knowledge," that is, learning things piecemeal and having great difficulty taking cues or information from one situation and connecting them to the same, or a similar, situation. For instance, one of my fixations was speedometers. As I walked up the street with my mother, I checked all the speedometers in the cars parked in neighbors' driveways to see the position of the needles. However, when I saw a car coming down our quiet street, I would pull away from my mom and dash into the street to look into the car window and see the speedometer moving. No matter how many times I was reprimanded, scolded or punished, I never remembered those negative effects. The next time a car came down the street, I would do it again. My repetitive action eased for a little while the constant fear I felt. I was unable to grasp that the consequence of my running into the street could be me being struck by a car. Quenching the fear overshadowed everything else.

Black-and-White Thinking and Its Impact

When I was about twelve or thirteen, I spent one afternoon in my bedroom, while my parents and a family friend visited downstairs. I was building from Tinker Toys a large airplane that
I was eager to show the friend. After at least an hour of assiduously following the instructions and diagram, I finished the elaborate project and called the friend to my room to show her my accomplishment. However, as soon as I let her see the plane, I noticed that I had forgotten to add one blue rod. I became enraged and wrecked the plane in her presence, throwing the parts all over the room. I never thought for a second that simply inserting the missing part would solve the problem, a process that would have taken a split second, and it never dawned on me that she would likely never have noticed the piece missing anyway. Instead, in my mind it had to be an exact replica of the airplane depicted in the instructions; anything else was wrong and bad, period.

It also never occurred to me that most toys, objects and other items had more than one use and that a person could improvise. When I was four and five years old, I used items like Tinker Toys in manipulative and destructive ways—such as pouring them onto a bedroom closet floor, closing the door and pretending the closet would spin like a washing machine. This helped in my quest to live a less fearful existence by providing a level of control (the toys were on the floor and "spun" because I made that happen). More often than not, however, that meant using the items in ways contrary to their intended purposes. I broke hundreds of dollars' worth of toys, games and other items over the years, but rarely saw my actions as destructive and inappropriate. Instead, I did all of this so I could focus on something other than fear and experience a level of comfort, control and security.

All of this served as a benchmark for how the first five years of my life played out—five years that, by and large, were devoid of social contacts with other children. Unbeknownst to me then, these scenarios were cultivating and enriching the fertile soil from which new sets of problems and challenges would sprout, fester and grow into monsters.
Objects such as Tinker Toys were a lot easier for me to deal with and make sense of than people. People were impossible to control and didn't seem to follow any predictable patterns; they rarely did the same things at the same time in the same manner. Since I couldn't exert control over others, I did what to me was the next best thing: I devised a series of arbitrary, *unwritten* rules I expected them to follow that was in line with my black-and-white thinking patterns. When they failed to perform according to these rules—rules they were largely unaware of—all hell broke loose in my world and theirs.

As I grew older and my use of words became a bit more sophisticated, I used conversations to exert control. To that end, I had the strong need to ask other people repetitive questions based on whatever my fixations were. I asked things like, "Which switch turns on this light?" "What is the capital of Wyoming?" "Have you ever been to Alaska?" "Alabama?" I went systematically through all fifty states in this manner. If I learned that someone had been to another city, I might follow that up by asking what the city's TV or radio station call letters were, as well as where on the dial the radio station could be found. I asked dozens of other similar questions and interestingly, none were open-ended ones. I controlled the conversation's flow and was drawn more to its rhythm and predictable outcome than to a need for information. My thoughts and expressive language were contained in a black-and-white box I built to insulate me from the fear of the big, unpredictable world just outside its walls. My behavior hung out there, too.

All of this limited my ability to make sense of the confusing world around me; yet a limited amount of comfort beat no comfort or security at all. Yes, I hated being stopped so often by my parents and teachers for doing what I felt driven to do and yes, I detested being yelled at and punished. It was a spiral whose end always pointed down. However, taking the extra step to link the
punishment to the behavior was beyond me. My mind ran on a single track; my whole being was engrossed by those behaviors I felt an extremely pressing need to act out. Nothing else mattered.

* 

People with ASD experience the world with literally a different mindset, one that is sometimes difficult for neurotypicals to truly understand. While readers may relate to many of Sean's thinking patterns, what is enlightening is the extent to which his thinking controlled his ability to connect with the people and events around him. His fear was pervasive; his need to control his environment through repetitive acts consumed him. Little else mattered but achieving some sense of calm—no matter how small the measure.

Equally enlightening, although from a completely different perspective, is the manner in which Temple thinks, and how her thoughts affect her ability to be socially connected, as illustrated in the following passage.

Temple speaks:

One of the things I'm noticing more and more as I get older is that the way I think is markedly different from most of the world. It continues to surprise me how illogical people are in their thinking patterns and how much emotions and being social drives people and even distorts their thinking. The more highly social people are much less logical in their approach to situations.

In one of my columns in 2001 for the *Autism Asperger's Digest* magazine, I wrote that I've always thought that genius is an abnormality. If all the genes and other factors that cause autism were eliminated, the world would be populated by very social people who would accomplish very little. The really social peo-
pie are not motivated enough by "making things" to spend the time necessary to create great art, beautiful music or masterworks of engineering that require a great attention to detail. It's just not part of their mindset. Yet, that's often where people with ASD excel.

I keep returning to this idea that kids on the spectrum loosely fall into two groups when it comes to their social-emotional capabilities: the kids who are more like me—the super high-functioning Asperger's kids who tend to be more logical and less emotional—and then the kids (some high-functioning and others with less-verbal capabilities and more behavior issues) with the sensory issues, but a stronger emotional make-up. That's why I'm so adamant that sensory issues be addressed in this population. When the senses are distorted, the child's true potential will never be discovered. He'll always be seen as incapable, when in fact, he's just expending all his energy trying to deal with the invasive world around him.

The minds and bodies of people with ASD are wired differently. More and more research is uncovering the extent to which biology affects behavior, and the impact our senses have on our ability to interpret our world. Yet, professionals across the country still take a negative or passive approach to sensory processing problems, and many flat out refuse to believe that they impact behavior. How's that for "rigid thinking"? People just don't seem to "get" that these sensory problems are real and they have an enormous impact on our lives. There are thousands of verbal Aspies who testify to this over and over—why aren't people listening? I think it's that people's brains are so rigid in their own way of thinking and perception that they just can't imagine that a different way exists. Rigid thinking is not just an autistic trait—apparently it's hard-wired in all of us. But neurotypical people seem to think and feel that it's okay to be rigid as long as their ideas are shared by enough people. Imagine if Galileo or Albert
Einstein succumbed to that line of thinking. Where would we be today? Different thinking is where progress and invention and discoveries lie.

When a person thinks in pictures and the rest of the world relates on a verbal basis, it's nearly impossible for the verbal thinkers to imagine our perspective, although I think it's easier the other way around, i.e., for people who think in pictures to learn to think with words. As I've grown, I now have a better sense of what that's like.

I notice this same visual/verbal thinking in the cattle industry. The people who seem to really understand what I have to say about animals are the really good "intuitive" trainers—and I find they often have a few learning problems themselves or they're dyslexic. The highly verbal people in the field often deal with animals strictly from a behavioral, operant-conditioning framework. They can't seem to think about animals in any other way and they tend to deny genetic differences among the animals.

I think one of the reasons why ABA has gained such popularity is that it appeals to the verbal thinking people. And it's also why they can't seem to appreciate the more "whole-child" social-emotional, cognitive teaching methods like Stanley Greenspan's DIR (Developmental Individual-difference Relationship-based)/Floortime model or Steven Gutstein's RDI (Relationship Development Intervention) methods.

Learning is more than operant conditioning, whether it's cattle or people we're working with. We have to look at the physical biomedical/biochemical workings of the person, assess their sensory issues, determine whether they think from a logical or emotional framework, and then create programs that take into consideration all of these factors if we're going to teach social functioning skills and emotional relatedness to people with ASD. Yet, many programs with a social or behavioral basis teach
good/bad behavior and expect behavior conditioning to produce social understanding. That's exactly the stage where much of our programming sits now with people with ASD—a piecemeal, compartmentalized approach to treatment.

If there's a basic physiological reason that social awareness is not developing in a child—their brain wires are not connected—no matter how many ways parents or professionals try to teach the child, success will be limited by that physical impairment. If his sensory systems are going haywire all the time, or stress and anxiety levels are pervasive, until those issues are addressed and alleviated, forget trying to teach more advanced aspects of behavior and sociability. Equally ineffective are mismatched teaching methods, such as appealing to the logical-minded child through emotional reasoning, or vice versa. Until we address the whole child in our teaching—whether we're teaching language or social skills or play skills—we're doing disservice to the child or adult. We're expecting a lot of effort from the child, but setting him up for limited success right from the start. It all comes back to appreciating the different ways that people with ASD think.

The intensity of the AS individual's adverse response to change is directly related to his desire for routine, sameness and being in control. In all cases where AS individuals become upset with change, it is because they haven't developed an efficient mechanism to exert socially appropriate control over themselves or the situation. Change causes anxiety and fear; it was this way for me and it is this way for many other ASD individuals.

Some people with ASD think in very rigid patterns, and see a particular behavior in an all-or-nothing manner. When we are asked or expected to change a behavior, we think that means we need to extinguish it. Most times, this is not the case. It is more that we need to modify the behavior and understand times and places when it is acceptable, and times and places when it is not. For instance, I can still dress like a slob in my own house, when
no one else is around (a trait I've learned is shared with many neurotypicals). Finding a way to compromise so that we keep our personal nature, but conform to some of the unspoken "rules" of society, is where our efforts need to be.

* 

Thinking Affects Behavior

Residing within all people—to a greater or lesser extent—are the "sociabilities" that Temple mentions. They are the tools with which we become socially aware, feel socially connected, and learn basic social functioning skills, like manners and social etiquette. These abilities exist on a continuum and develop throughout our lifetimes, as we pass through the different stages of social-emotional growth. We've all encountered the person who can't seem to "feel" for others, who rarely displays an empathic reaction to a dismal turn of events in another's life, the person who seems uncomfortable around people, who doesn't "fit in." We each are gifted in some skills and deficient in others—the capacity is there, even in people with ASD. Despite the seemingly innate nature in which social skills and emotional relatedness develop in typical people, they can be learned.

Impacting the ability to learn the unwritten rules of social relationships or any aspect of social behaviors is the literal-mindedness of people with ASD. Earlier Sean related how his black-and-white thinking patterns wreaked havoc. Here he recalls another situation that supports how the autism way of thinking interprets simple behavior-consequence relationships.

Sean speaks:

I didn't have a clue about why some schoolwork had to be done at home. What we did at school was supposed to stay there, period. I remember one evening watching The Mod Squad and,
about halfway through the show, Dad came in and suddenly switched off the set. He sternly told me that my homework had to be done before I could watch TV, and that he was going to see to it that this happened every evening. I saw this as punishment, pure and simple, because he was stopping me from doing something I wanted to do for reasons I could not articulate nor fully understand. Even as a first-grader, I loved to watch television because of the visual stimulation and the predictability. Following the rule my dad laid out was too abstract; I felt I was being punished and deprived for something that to me, *made no sense*.

* Temple adds her perspective:

Mother had very strict rules about where I could "act out" and where I couldn't. For instance, she'd let me wreck a lot of stuff in my room, but destruction of the living room would result in very severe consequences. I only remember it happening twice and in both cases, in my way of thinking—which could be very literal when I was younger—I wasn't really disobeying. One time I walked up and down the stairs with a pencil against the wall in the front hall. In my mind, this was the "front hall," not the "living room." When Mother had parties and I'd serve hors d'oeuvres at the parties I don't ever remember misbehaving at one of those parties. I did misbehave *above* the party though. I made the distinction between at the party and above the party. My bedroom was directly above where the party was held. So I decided to scare the guests by tying a dress on a coat hanger and dropping it out the window. The people who saw it screamed but I pulled it back up and they didn’t figure out what happened. That was above the party—it wasn't at the party. Of course, part of this behavior had nothing to do with my autism—I was just being precocious and
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testing the boundaries of what I could and could not get away with.

* 

People with ASD think specific-to-general while typical people think general-to-specific, and this difference in thinking pattern tips the scales heavily on the side of misunderstandings for ASD kids. Their whole world is comprised of details—thousands of little bits of information that at first don't necessarily have any relationship to each other, because concepts are not yet a fluid part of their thinking patterns—especially in very young children. Furthermore, all those myriad little bits of information each have equal importance in the mind of an autistic child. Their ability to assign various levels of meaning to the information they're amassing is a skill yet to be developed, and in its early expression can often be wrong.

Imagine what life would be like if, at a young age, each experience, each simple interaction, be it with family members, at the grocery store, playing in the back yard with the dog, all those details were stored in your mind as separate bits of information and you were clueless as to how they all related to each other. No concepts, no categories, no generalization—just details. The world would indeed be an overwhelming place to live! Shutting it all down or off, or retreating into silence to escape the sheer volume of unrelated details bombarding your senses would be understandable. So would a behavior outburst when the mass of images at any given moment became too much to handle.

Temple contributes:

I figured out how to take all those details and put them into categories, and then form subcategories within categories. Organizing the information this way helped me make sense of the world. When I was little, I categorized dogs from cats by size.
When a small dog came into our neighborhood, I realized I could no longer use size to differentiate the two categories of animals. I looked for a visual feature that dogs had, that cats didn't: all dogs have the same nose regardless of size. Another person might use a sound category: dogs bark, cats meow.

* 

The NT world thinks just the opposite. From an early age we effortlessly and neatly understand the broad categories and concepts that all those millions of details fall into. We don't have to play detective in our heads, scanning all the hundreds or thousands of bits of information to find pictures of a four-legged animal (there are lots of them), of a particular size (still lots), with ears and a tail (still many), that barks (more narrow), and has a certain shaped nose to "learn" the concept "dog." For us, "dog" is a generality that has meaning right from our first experience with the animal. The brain automatically creates an image labeled "dog" and codes it in a specific location of the brain. Each time the child sees a dog again, the information taken in through the eyes travels along the neuropathways to that location and makes the cognitive connection. NT kids don't stop and scratch their heads each time they see a different color dog or a different breed of dog, or pick apart each individual detail of the new animal, saying to themselves, "Hmm, is that animal a dog? Does it meet the criteria for dog?" They just know it is.

Apply this different autism thinking pattern to the nebulous world of social interaction and it can set the mind spinning! Each social interaction, even those brief and unimportant, contain a multitude of obvious and not-so-obvious clues to understanding the situation in context and responding in a socially aware manner. The concepts and categories of social interactions lack the clear defining characteristics that are present with things, or places or the more logical academic subjects like math or
physics. However, for the visual thinker, they are nonetheless concrete pictures.

Temple comments:

Defining the characteristics of "dog" in order for the broad concept to be understood is very different than is trying to explain or teach the concept of "friendship" or "compassion." When I say the word "friendship" I see pictures of doing really fun things together with another person. All the images are specific, such as building cattle corrals with my friend Jim or going to the movies with Mark. When I think about "compassion" I see images of Mother Theresa taking care of the poor, or doctors and nurses in hospitals trying to keep people alive in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. From experience I have a large library of images I can put in the friendship or compassion files.

Our social world is filled with intangible ideas that cannot be neatly broken down into unique parts that can be easily categorized. The social world is fluid, ever-changing, the same yet different in subtle ways. Perhaps that's one reason why children and adults with ASD can often be very good in academic subjects where the relationship between facts is logical and direct, and do poorly in areas that require extrapolation, interpretation or integration. The brain pathways that facilitate the crossover of category to category, or that illuminate the possible connection of one area to another are undeveloped or under-developed in the autistic mind. It's like having a million pages of information on various subjects, but not having a cross-referenced index.

Compound this scenario by thinking in pictures, rather than words, and the possibilities for misunderstanding and miscommunication rise exponentially.
As Temple shares,

I didn't feel I could think really, really well until I was in my forties. I didn't feel that I had enough information on the hard drive to really understand a broad range of topics and social situations and think about them intelligently until I was in my late thirties, early forties. Before that I thought much more rigidly, much more with symbols. As I discussed in detail in my book, Thinking in Pictures, when I was in high school, there was a little attic door that went out onto the roof. I used to go through that door—literally and within my mind—to practice getting ready for my life after high school. This transition was so abstract that I could not think about it unless I could visualize the door and going through it. At the age of sixteen, I did not have enough experiences to use images from my memory. Today I no longer use door symbols because over a period of almost fifty years I have many images in the vast Internet inside my head. These images serve as guides of how to act in a new situation. To understand a new situation I have to relate it back to a past experience.

Basically my mind works like Google for images, and for other people like me, the number of images on our hard drive controls whether or not we can formulate an appropriate response. I can't solve a problem without adequate information on the hard drive. That's why personal experiences are so important in helping children make sense of the social world around them. It's like this: when I was younger, let's say I had fifty images on my hard drive. Every situation that came up, I'd access my hard drive and the only resources it had to draw from were those fifty images. One would come up—one had to come up because for me, that was thinking. In the beginning, it didn't matter whether it related or not to the situation or topic at hand. If it was related it worked—and my response was correct, or as close as the picture's information allowed it to be. If it was not related, my response was incorrect, or my logic or social understanding was
faulty. When I was young and the number of images on my hard drive was limited, my responses were generally incorrect. However, Mother was smart in that she constantly make me interact—as long as I wasn't tired or in sensory overload—and those experiences put more and more information on the hard drive. And, because life was so structured, many situations were learned easily because they occurred in the same way, over and over. Whether I was eating at my house, a neighbor's house, or attending a classmate's birthday party, talking with my mouth full was not tolerated by any of the mothers. It really helped me learn social functioning skills more quickly.

I can remember my father giving me the Wall Street Journal when I was in high school and I started reading about business dealings and employee issues and CEOs getting in trouble for this and that. I thought, man, if I keep reading all these articles about business I'm going to really understand business dealings and professional relationships and learn some of those unwritten rules of professional life. I did, but I had to read it for five years before I felt like I had enough information on the hard drive where things really started to make sense.

Reading and personal experiences put information on the hard drive. Some people with ASD can decipher the meaning from a situation with one experience; for others it takes a lot more practice. I got fired once from a job and that was all it took for me to learn that keeping my job was a priority and I needed to do whatever it took to keep that job. I just talked to a lady about an adult with AS who's been fired about thirty times for telling clients they were fat, or ugly—factual but socially inappropriate comments. It keeps happening and he still doesn't understand the inappropriateness of his actions. Obviously there's some different brain wiring going on in his head than in mine, and no one's giving him the structured teaching he needs to learn the difference between honesty and diplomacy (one of
our Ten Unwritten Rules). I suspect it's that way across the spectrum—everyone is wired a little differently, yet the impact of that faulty wiring is immense.

I also find that guys tend to be more rigid in their thinking and seem to have more trouble with authority than do girls with ASD. The first time I ever got a traffic ticket I was Miss Polite, yes sir, yes sir, I'll get my license sir—nothing that could be misread as oppositional behavior. Girls are more flexible in their thinking overall, whether or not autism is present. I think that's part of the reason they work in groups more naturally, which in itself, provides more opportunities for social interaction to develop.

People on the spectrum who think in pictures process data much differently than do the people I call "verbal-logic" thinkers. We tend to be associative thinkers and we associate things together that other people wouldn't normally think are related. Many NT people perceive our thinking as linear, but it's not. It's associative. It's like the Google search engine—put in a keyword and the matches can relate in any way, as long as the keyword in part of the mix. For instance, if I have to problem-solve, my mind has to sift through a whole lot of little details that my Google search returns. It's like someone giving you a jigsaw puzzle in a giant bag, without a picture for reference. Once I put 20% of the puzzle together I have a pretty good idea what the picture might be. I certainly would know whether it was a horse or a house or a motorcycle. Every bit of information is a clue, and every bit of information has value. It's almost like being Sherlock Holmes, looking at every little minute detail and its relevance. But it requires that I wade though a zillion other details to find the ones that belong to the puzzle. It's a process of picking out the relevant details. Maybe that will help people understand why responses can take longer for a person on the spectrum. There's so much that has to happen in our minds before we can determine what to say or do.
I have observed that there are actually three types of thinking minds on the autism/Asperger spectrum. People on the spectrum tend to have a specialized brain, good at one thing and poor at other things. The three types are:


2. *Music and math mind.* Thinks in patterns. Good at chess and engineering. Instantly sees the relationship between numbers that I do not see.

3. *Verbal logic mind.* Poor at drawing and good at memorizing facts or translating foreign languages.

Some individuals are a combination of the minds; there are also differences in emotions. Simon Baron-Cohen calls the two different types "systematizers" and "empathizers." I score really high on the non-emotional systemitizer mind; I think with intellect. Others think more with emotion and feelings.

I think some people with ASD have a visual thinking nature, and others tend to be verbal-logic thinkers, who are still associative in their thinking but have a more rigid processing style. They still have strong logic, but it's a different processing style. I've met Aspies who are very strong in their mathematical abilities, but they are pattern thinkers. They try to convert everything they encounter in life, including social relationships, down to a final mathematical proof. Things aren't quite that simple. That's not how the social world functions. So, stress and frustration result, sometimes to the extent that it impairs their ability to be social and work in a social environment. They tend to just withdraw, rather than find ways to work through it, mainly because they can't perceive any other choice on their own. They need other people involved who can show them alternative ways of thinking and behaving.
Dr. Nancy Minshew works extensively researching different aspects of the autistic condition. One of her research participants—a fairly intelligent man, a verbal logic thinker—had a bad reaction to a medication and he refused to try another medication. Dr. Minshew spent more than a half-hour explaining to him the differences in the medication, why taking the new one would be a good choice, offering the science behind the new medication, etc. You know how she finally got him to take it? She simply said, "The pink pills made you sick; these are the blue pills." His response: "Okay, I'll try them." Even though people with ASD may have high IQs, sometimes the communication needs to be simple and basic in its logic.

Growing up I learned social functioning skills through examples—a whole lot of concrete, clear, examples. Stealing a toy fire engine was stealing; that was bad. Whenever my sister Izzy and I were being rude, Mother got right on us. If we made impolite comments about fat people, or about the size of Aunt Bella's boobs, Mother would immediately interject and very firmly tell us to stop that behavior and that you don't talk that way. That's all she'd say. If she had tried to appeal to my sense of logic or explain why our comments might hurt other people's feelings, I don't think it would have worked as well with me. All those words would have interfered with the lesson and confused me; it wouldn't have made as much sense to my visual thinking brain. It was the experience itself and being able to clearly categorize it as "inappropriate" that helped me learn.

As I was able to put more and more experiences onto my hard drive, I could start forming categories with an increasing level of refinement. I made smaller and smaller categories because there was more and more information to put into categories. It's similar to a computer programming chart—there's logic to its organization. Broader categories are at the top with smaller and smaller ones beneath it. But what's different is that my mind doesn't
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have to retrace up the tree to think. I can jump to any other part of the tree or any other tree because of the associative thinking ability.

In talking with parents and professionals, even in talking with other people on the autism spectrum, I'm now realizing how difficult it is for people who are verbal thinkers to really understand how the mind of a visual thinker processes information. Verbal thinkers can have visualization skills—some are even good at imaging some scene from the past, or being able to visually walk through their house. Some verbal thinkers, however, have horrendous visualization skills—they can't even imagine something as familiar as their own car as a picture in their minds. People with strong verbal abilities but low visualization skills will find it extremely difficult understanding the autism mind, especially the visual thinking-in-pictures mind. It's so foreign to them it has no meaning.

Yet, to teach people with ASD who are visually-oriented, these NT parents and teachers need to better understand our thinking; otherwise, treatment programs will be ill-matched to their way of learning. Perhaps a very specific example of how my mind works will help. Suppose someone at one of my conferences asked me, "Temple, what's the optimum size of water troughs for animals?" Here's a picture-by-picture response of how I bring up the information in my mind:

To start, I'm starting to see different water troughs, from very large ones I saw in Arizona to little small ones I've seen on jobs or in books. So that tells me that the optimum size depends upon the situation you're in. In a situation where you can't fill the water trough that often, you better have a big one so you don't run out of water. But those are hard to clean. You also have to have enough water troughs for the number of animals you have and so now I'm seeing feedlot cattle waterers. I'm seeing watering troughs out on a ranch. You've got a lot of different situations
ACT TWO

where you're going to be watering animals out of water troughs. Now I don't think you even said "cattle" so now I'm seeing pig waterers. And I see nipples; I'm seeing a small bottle waterer for a mouse. I retrieve so much information for a general question like this. So then we could modify the question to narrow it down. You might ask me about water troughs for feed lots in Colorado. Now I see something much more specific—that stopped all the pictures of water bottles for rats and pig waterers. In Colorado outside water freezes in winter, so we need a water trough that would have a continuous flow of water or would be electrically heated or I see a picture of a fiberglass-insulated trough that prevents them from freezing. Now I'm seeing another picture, more than one trough next to each other in a pen, because a steer can just stand next to the water trough and not let another animal drink. That's bad. The pictures go on, all qualifying different aspects of water troughs.

Now, if you had asked me about these cattle waterers when I was in elementary school, the only picture that would have come to mind would have been a water bowl we had for our dog. That's really inappropriate, but that's all that would have been on my hard drive. So, my mind would have turned to something else to try to figure out the question. And, because I was pretty inventive, even at a young age, my attempt might have made pretty good sense. For example, I might have thought, cattle are a lot bigger than horses, they're bigger than a dog. They're going to have to drink a whole lot more water. So, the container needs to be bigger—and at that point my investigative/problem solving skills would kick in. I see a picture of the Encyclopedia Britannica. I would have gone to the encyclopedia to try to learn how much water cattle drink. The Internet didn't exist when I was growing up; we used the encyclopedia or the library to search for information. That's how my mind works.

*
Temple's scenario of how her mind works may be mind-boggling for the person who thinks predominately in words. It illustrates the extent of processing that has to occur before a response can be generated by a person who thinks that way. It's a window to understanding why at times there may not be any response to a question if there's not enough relevant information on the hard drive, or why inappropriate responses are given (again, not enough information).

Where does emotion fit into all of this? The answer may surprise you. Pause for a moment and recall some favorite memory. No doubt, woven throughout the memory will be the emotions you experienced, a sense of the tone and flavor of the situation that bonds the event in your consciousness. The memory has a quality that goes far beyond a mere picture in your mind, even if the intensity of the emotion is different from what was originally experienced. "Time heals all wounds" has stayed the course because of its truth: time does lessen the impact of pain and suffering in most of us. What's interesting is that feelings of joy can be recalled in like intensity. Perhaps our will to remember or forget partially controls the level of intensity we use to store emotions in our memory banks.

Emotions formed, from an early age, the backbone of Sean's way of thinking and responding. They were infused into his social skeleton and overshadowed his ability to function in socially appropriate ways. There is no doubt that at the very heart of Sean's every encounter was a sea of emotions—a torrent out of control in his early years, a tamed tempest as time went by. But nonetheless, a fertile ground for emotional relatedness to grow.

Contrast this to the way Temple describes her emotional make-up:

As I'm thinking and pictures are going through my mind, I have control of the search engine, meaning I can stop and focus
on a particular picture or move on, at will. Some Aspies tell me that they don't have that control. They say the pictures just come on their own and they can't stop them. However, the pictures that do appear are all relevant to the topic I'm searching on. For example, if I Google myself on the category "evil," all the images reflect evil, such as Hitler or the image of a jet plane being deliberately flown into the World Trade Center on September 11th. The NT thinking pattern would naturally also bring up thoughts of "good"—the opposite of evil. This is a fluid process that allows people to quickly compare and constrast, skills that are often difficult for the person with ASD. I would have to punch in another key word, "good," to change my image set.

Searching is done absent an emotional response—there is no emotion associated with the images I see in my mind. My emotions are experienced all in the present and they can be very intense. For instance, if someone treats me badly, I experience sadness or anger at the time of the incident or, depending on the intensity of the emotion, for a few days afterwards. However, then the emotion dissipates and the memory is stored on my hard drive as a picture. When I recall that memory at a later date, the emotion is gone—it's like looking at a snapshot of the situation. My choices in relating to that person who hurt me or made me angry are now logic driven. It's difficult for most people to appreciate how my mind works like this, since most people have emotions glued into their memories.

Emotion presses the "Save" button in my brain and stores what I see or experience as data on my hard drive. For example, I was in an emergency landing in an airplane, and you'd better believe I remember that. On the other hand, I don't remember every hotel room I've ever stayed in because I don't care about hotel rooms. Now, I do remember the really weird ones or the really awful ones, or those that were very pretty. The ordinary Fairfield Inn room I do not remember. "Save" is not an automat-
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ic process. It's just like operating a computer. If you type out a ten-page document and turn off the computer without saving the document, it's not there the next time you start up the computer. Where there is either an intense emotional reaction or an intense level of interest, the situation is stored to memory. Where there's not, it's as though it never happened. I've done some little tests on myself, looking at houses on the way to work and the next time it's as though I never saw them, because they are of no interest to me. I do remember the Whole Foods store and King Supers because that's where I shop; they have meaning. Sometimes I wonder if this is part of why some kids with ASD need so much repetition to learn. If an experience has no real interest to them, and there's no emotion connected to it (meaningful reinforcement or intrinsic motivation), it never gets stored to their hard drive. It also explains why intense interests are learned with so much ease. Every little bit of information that's interesting presses that Save button. This is an important concept for parents and teachers to grasp—that information is not automatically stored in the brains of kids with ASD. Figuring out what presses that Save button is the key.

*  

Despite the growing awareness of the characteristics of autism spectrum disorders, little is really known about the intricacies of the autism mind. Higher-functioning adults with ASDs are slowly becoming more vocal in explaining their personal perspectives; at issue is the extent to which the parents and teachers are willing to listen—really listen—without judgment or preconceived notions.

The NT world would do well to consider that they approach the task of teaching social awareness to people with ASD with some measure of bias and with what could be characterized as a "faulty logic system." The social science term, observer bias, is
defined as error that is introduced when researchers notice a behavior and interpret it according to what it means to them, failing to take into consideration that it may mean something entirely different to the person exhibiting the behavior. They look for the behavior they expect to find and often fail to notice that which is foreign to them. In the autism community, parent and teachers, therapists and caregivers all perceive the world through a filter of social understanding. The myriad social rules make sense (mostly), are learned largely through observation; assimilation of verbal nuance, body language and facial signals all happens effortlessly, without the need for direct instruction. They seek to teach people with ASDs from a framework built upon this innate social awareness, not taking into account that these people do not possess this same framework.

While we are in complete agreement that teaching needs to take place—without it individuals with ASD will never achieve their full potential—teaching must take into account the different ways that people with ASD think and be based on whole-child needs, not just on developing social functioning skills or emotional relatedness. A child who has learned the social functioning skills that gain him entry into social encounters, whose sensory issues have been addressed to an extent that his attention can shift to social awareness, and who is being supported in venturing out into the world around him, is one who is less stressed and has a better chance of fitting in.

The perspectives put forth in this chapter by Temple and Sean demonstrate two markedly different thinking patterns. Yet, one constant stands out: teaching persons with ASD in a way that links their thinking and behavior helps individuals understand their behaviors in the context of the social expectations of the world around them. Peter Dobson (2001) pioneered much of the current thought that forms the basis for cognitive-behavior
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approaches, and suggests that all cognitive programs share three fundamental premises:

1. Thinking affects behaviors
2. Cognitive activity may be monitored and changed
3. Changes in a person's thinking patterns (cognition) can bring about the desired behavioral change

Temple supports this:

When I was in my twenties, my Aunt Ann successfully used cognitive therapy on me. When I was depressed and complaining, she gave me objective reasons why I should be happy. She said, "You have a nice, new truck and I have an old, crummy one." She also gave me other examples of things that were positive or were going right in my life. It perked me up when I compared the pictures in my mind of the two trucks. It concretely helped me understand that some of my thoughts were illogical and not based on fact. Emotions can do that; they confuse thinking.

* *

It's interesting to note that the pivotal Ten Unwritten Rules discussed next in the book all reflect these three premises.

Temple continues:

As our understanding grows of how the brain works, one day we may discover that savant skills are indeed resident in every human being, but that the use of language masks our ability to access these parts of the brain. Research by Dr. Bruce Miller shows that damage to the frontal cortex and language parts of the brain by Alzheimer's disease will unmask artistic and musical talents. Perhaps this understanding will promote acceptance of people who, while lacking social skills, can make meaningful contributions to society just the same.
Parents and teachers who involve themselves with people with ASD need to realize that you cannot turn a non-social animal into a social one. Make the distinction between social functioning skills—what every child and adult should be taught—and emotional relatedness and acknowledge that perhaps not all individuals with ASD are social animals, even though you would like us to be. For some, we will become expert actors on the stage of life, but it will always be a part, one we just learn to perform more skillfully as years go by. Our happiness will be derived from the things we do, not the emotional connections we form.

For others, true emotional relatedness is a seed buried deeply under sensory issues and unmet physical needs, but one that can blossom into happiness of a different sort. Define "success" by teaching people with ASD to adapt to the social world around them, while still retaining the essence of who they are, including their autism or Asperger's. Not all of autism is bad; capitalize on their talents and teach them to compensate for their deficiencies. Then happiness and fulfillment can be a common experience among us all.
INTERMISSION

We'd like to introduce a brief intermission at this point in the book. Just like an intermission during a play or movie-marathon, it's a chance to get up and stretch—in this case your mental muscles—and let some of the ideas and viewpoints we've shared in part one settle in and take hold so that seeds of understanding begin to sprout.

Some of you may be surprised, delighted or dismayed at this juncture by what you've read thus far. That's understandable, and frankly, we experienced those same emotions in putting together this book. Sean was surprised by the way Temple thought and at times found it difficult to imagine what thinking in pictures was like. Temple, in turn, found Sean's emotion-infused thinking patterns to be very unlike her own thought processes and found further evidence for her "visual versus verbal thinkers" theory that she puts forth throughout the book.

The real value of this book springs from the in-depth and personal insights offered by Temple and Sean. A growing number of books on social skills and social awareness focus on the mechanics of the process; each is valuable and needed because social functioning is a very necessary part of leading a happy, independent life. However, *Unwritten Rules* goes where few, if any, books have gone before: it delves deeply into the minds of two people and shares not just their thoughts, but their **ways** of thinking. It unlocks doors to understanding how autistic thinking affects social behavior, and why social awareness can be such an uphill battle. It lays the groundwork for appreciating the pivotal nature of the Ten Unwritten Rules of Social Relationships that follow in the chapters to come. Without understanding the perspective from which people with autism view the world, the rules will seem like ten common thoughts that are almost too simplistic to
have any real relevance. But if you're starting to "think like a person with autism," these rules become your ticket to opening up the social world for them. All aboard yet?

Little did Sean and Temple know—or even suspect—at the time they embarked on this journey that each would find their own revelations in understanding people with ASD. By the end of the process they both agreed: understanding of the autism mind is truly in its infancy.

Revelation #1:

The child or adult who thinks in pictures sees the world through a framework so different that it is difficult—and sometimes impossible—for many people to appreciate. Parents and professionals who work with this segment of the ASD population need to find ways to teach in a manner aligned with their thinking patterns and be cognizant of the impact this way of thinking has on behavior and the ability to achieve emotional relatedness.

Revelation #2:

There exists a value judgment within the NT world that emotional relatedness is a prerequisite to achieving happiness and success. The authors ask you to consider that this judgment may be actually preventing some ASD children from becoming happy, functioning adults.

Revelation #3:

Achieving social success is dependent upon certain core attributes of the person with ASD; we refer to them as the Four Cornerstones of Social Awareness:

1. *Perspective-taking*: the ability to "put ourselves in another person's shoes"; to understand that other people can have various viewpoints, emotions, and responses from our own. At an even more basic level is acknowledging that
people exist and that they are sources of information to help us make sense of the world.

2. *Flexible thinking*: the ability to accept change, and be responsive to changing conditions and the environment; the ability of the mind to notice and process alternatives to that which is concrete and directly observable.

3. *Positive self-esteem*: a "can-do" attitude that develops through experiencing prior success and forms the basis for risk-taking in the child or adult. Self-esteem is built upon repeated achievements that start small and concrete and become less tangible and more complex. It is not built, however, upon receiving excessive praise for behaviors that are more expected than extraordinary, such as saying please or thank you.

4. *Motivation*: a sustained interest in exploring the world and working towards internal and external goals despite set-backs and delays. Often the best motivation is to use the child's fixation and broaden it out into other activities. If the child loves trains, then teach reading, math and writing with train-centered books, examples and activities. Play train-themed games to motivate social interaction.

Based on the social understanding we have achieved in our lives, we emphatically agree that *perspective-taking, being able to look beyond oneself and into the mind of another person, is the single most important aspect of functioning that determines the level of social success to be achieved by a child or adult with ASD*. Through doing so, we learn that what we do affects others—in positive and negative ways. It gives us the ability to consider our own thoughts in relation to information we process about a social situation, and then develop a response that contributes to, rather than detracts from, the social experience.
In her book, *Inside Out: What Makes the Person with Social Cognitive Deficits Tick?* Michelle Garcia Winner outlines the attributes of perspective taking (PT). These attributes illuminate the level of interconnectedness that exists among the Four Cornerstones of Social Awareness, how each combines with the others in building a foundation of understanding that allows a child or adult to accept and respond to different perspectives, to feel emotional relatedness, and to appreciate the need to learn social functioning skills.

1. Recognizing the thoughtful presence of another person
2. Recognizing the individuality of another person
3. Recognizing that another person has his or her own personal set of emotions
4. Recognizing and responding to the fact that another person has his or her own set of desires and motives
5. Recognizing that another person has his or her own personality
6. Having an intuitive desire to learn about others' interests and personal histories
7. Developing and using memory of a person to facilitate and sustain interpersonal relationships, as well as create a base of understanding about that person's potential actions
8. Formulating language to inquire about another person's interests
9. Understanding social conventions surrounding specific environments
10. Understanding social conventions specific to social contexts
11. Staying aware of the shifting internal states of the communicative partner through eye contact.

Perspective-taking works hand-in-hand with flexible thinking; it provides opportunities for experiencing success in social interactions, which in turn fosters positive self-esteem. It can also act as a source of internal motivation, especially as children grow into adults and the type and quality of social interaction expands. Michelle's book and others that help parents and professionals teach and develop PT in the autism population are mentioned in the Resources section at the end of this book.

The Unwritten Rules of Social Relationships

Unwritten social rules probably number in the billions—a staggering thought for anyone, an inconceivable image for a person who has any level of impairment in social understanding. An exaggeration, you suggest? Surely, it's not in the billions? Ponder this: social rules govern situations that are experienced solo, between two-people, or among groups small to large to gigantic. Different rules apply based on the cultural or subcultural similarity or differences among group members. Unwritten social rules among the very private Japanese are markedly different than among the more liberal natives of the Scandinavian countries. Age groupings, public versus private settings and personal versus professional environments all have different social nuances that further confound and confuse. Clearly, fostering social awareness and social connectedness is a train ride with no final destination. At each stop along the journey people get off and new people get on—each an opportunity to hone existing skills, learn new ones, and stretch our social muscles in new directions.

In discussing a vast array of unwritten social rules, we discovered that many seemed to be aligned with others, and some seemed to be pivotal in nature, i.e., a focal point around which other unwritten rules revolved. The more we talked about them,
the more they made sense to us; new meanings surfaced. In a way, they helped us restructure some of our own thoughts on unwritten social rules, which in turn, unlocked new doors of understanding. These pivotal rules became the basis for the second half of this book.

We've selected the ten rules we think every child or adult with ASD should be taught. These are rules that will be taught over time, they are rules that will grow with the child as his social understanding blossoms. They are rules that apply across chronological age, across areas of functioning, in single and group settings. They are akin to the "Golden Rules" of social understanding—the big guiding principles that govern our social actions.

How they are taught will vary from child to child, teen to teen, adult to adult, based on their predominant thinking pattern (visual versus verbal) and a careful and comprehensive look at other brain- and body-based challenges present in the person. As we've mentioned several times already, the seeds of social awareness can't burst forth and thrive amidst conditions that detract from, rather than nurture, their growth. Each child will require a different mixture of nutrients for social understanding to ripen. Attend closely to sensory issues, build positive self-esteem, cultivate perspective-taking, discover what motivates and excites the child. Within this rich environment, social awareness will flourish.
ACT THREE

The Ten Unwritten Rules of Social Relationships

Rule #1 Rules are Not Absolute. They are Situation-based and People-based.

Rule #2 Not Everything is Equally Important in the Grand Scheme of Things.

Rule #3 Everyone in the World Makes Mistakes. It Doesn't Have to Ruin Your Day.

Rule #4 Honesty is Different than Diplomacy.

Rule #5 Being Polite is Appropriate in Any Situation.

Rule #6 Not Everyone Who is Nice to Me is My Friend.

Rule #7 People Act Differently in Public than They Do in Private.

Rule #8 Know When You're Turning People Off.

Rule #9 "Fitting In" is Often Tied to Looking and Sounding like You Fit in.

Rule #10 People are Responsible for Their Own Behaviors.
Rule #1
Rules are Not Absolute; They are Situation-based and People-based.

Always and never are two words you should always remember never to use.

Wendell Johnson

Webster defines the word "rule" as a "prescribed guide for conduct or action," a "usually valid generalization," a "standard of judgment" or a "regulating principle." Inherent in each of these definitions is that rules affect behavior, whether that behavior is internal (the way we think about ourselves and others) or external (our actions and communication). Missing from each of these definitions is the implication that rules are absolute and unchangeable; indeed adjectives such as "guide" and "usually" suggest otherwise.

Many rules are written and/or shared through oral conversation. "No elbows on the dinner table" or "It's not polite to stare" have been uttered by mothers, fathers, aunts and grandparents for many generations. However, the majority of social rules are unwritten—and in many cases, unspoken—guidelines shared through the raise of an eyebrow or a tacit but stern look that clearly sends a nonverbal message. Well, it may be clear to everyone except children with ASD, whose neural networks can't process this information, and often don't even realize that nonverbal communication is taking place.

Neurotypical individuals have an innate sense of these rules and start learning them, largely through observation, starting in the first years of life. Early rules govern interaction within the home/family setting. As typical children venture out into an ever-widening social circle and hone their social skills through trial
and error, they realize—by about age four—that rules vary across settings and consequences are often not uniformly applied.

To the literal thinking mind of children and adults with autism spectrum disorders, however, rules are carved-in-stone codes of conduct, Commandments of social interaction that control actions across settings. The black-and-white manner in which spectrum individuals think restricts their ability to realize that other people—with unique minds of their own—may interpret rules differently or, that some rules are more important than others, and minor rules can be broken often without repercussions. A rule to a person with autism is like a song burned to a CD: no matter when and where it's played, the words and music never change. It's a one-track tune playing over and over in their brains.

Some people with ASD cling desperately to rules because they provide predictability and a measure of control over their world. Temple points out, in the passage that follows, that most children are rigid about rules because their thinking is narrow and inflexible. They lack self-confidence in their ability to react successfully in changing social interactions, and can fear the panic that change causes within them. Once their skills are more developed, they can accept that rules fluctuate over settings and within different groups of people.

Temple shares:

Generally, people with autism can learn rules, especially those that fall under the heading of social-functioning skills. Most kids can be taught to wait in line, say please and thank you; most adults can learn basic social conversation, to let people know when they're running late to work or an appointment (operational social skills). Where children and adults with ASD have problems is learning flexibility in applying rules to different people and different situations. Flexible thinking is what's difficult,
not learning the rules. While both need to be taught—and both should be taught starting while children are very young—it's flexible thinking that will move the child along and allow more advanced levels of social understanding to grow. Yet, it's the rote social skills that are given more attention, probably because they're easier to teach. Understandable? Yes. Effective practice? No, not if the goal is a socially-aware child or adult.

Rigidity in both behavior and thinking is a major characteristic of people with autism/AS. They have difficulty understanding the concept that sometimes it is okay to break a rule. I heard about a case where an autistic boy had a severe injury but he did not leave the school bus stop to get help. He had been taught a rule to stay at the bus stop so that he would not miss the bus; he could not break that rule. Most people would know that getting help for a severe injury is more important than missing a bus. To the autism mind, a rule is absolute.

A good way to teach flexibility of thinking is to use visual metaphors, such as mixing paint. To understand complex situations, such as when occasionally a good friend does something nasty, I imagine mixing white and black paint. If the friend's behavior is mostly nice, the mixture is a very light gray; if the person is really not a friend then the mixture is a very dark gray.

Flexibility can also be taught by showing the person with autism that categories can change. Objects can be sorted by color, function or material. To test this idea, I grabbed a bunch of black, red and yellow objects in my office and laid them on the floor. They were a stapler, a roll of tape, a ball, videotapes, a toolbox, a hat and pens. Depending upon the situation, any of these objects could be used for either work or play. Ask the child to give concrete examples of using a stapler for work or play. For instance, stapling office papers is work; stapling a kite together is play. Simple situations like this, that teach a child flexibility in thinking and relating, can be found numerous times in each day.
Children do need to be taught that some rules apply everywhere and should not be broken. To teach an autistic child to not run across the street, he has to be taught the rule in many different places; the rule has to be generalized and part of that process is making sure the child understands that the rule should not be broken. However, there are times when an absolute adherence to the rule can cause harm. Children also need to be taught that some rules can change depending on the situation. Emergencies are one such category where rules may be allowed to be broken.

Parents, teachers and therapists can continually teach and reinforce flexible thinking patterns in children with autism/AS. The trick is to do it in a manner that accommodates the visual manner in which they think. For many kids, verbal logic won't get through to them. As their thinking becomes more flexible, it will start making sense to them that rules can vary according to the situation or the people involved. The two are interwoven: to the child with inflexible thinking, a rule is absolute. Until the thinking becomes flexible, parents and teachers may need to exercise caution in using rules within behavior and social programs. Constantly use phrases such as "In this situation..." and "In a different situation..." to demonstrate how rules apply.

Flexibility of thinking is a highly important ability that is often—to the detriment of the child—omitted as a teachable skill on a child's IEP. It impacts a child in all his or her environments, both now and in the future: school, home, relationships, employment, recreation. Parents and teachers need to give it more attention when developing a child's educational plan. It's a precursor to understanding social rules and convention.

Just how important is flexible thinking? Sean is able to recall how his inflexible thinking made it impossible for him to under-
stand the rules his parents and teachers were asking him to learn. His black-and-white interpretation of rules prevented him from appreciating that rules are context driven and that what was acceptable to do or say in one situation (for instance, at home) could be frowned upon in a different situation (for instance, at school). For Sean, as with most individuals with ASD, a rule was a rule, period.

Sean speaks:

I don't remember too much about my first- and second-grade years at school, except that I was a challenge for both teachers. I do recall, however, being overwhelmed right away by the largeness of the classroom space and the number of students; there were about twenty-five pupils instead of the ten I was somewhat used to. Spending seven hours in the same classroom with that many kids sent my anxiety levels skyrocketing; I felt continuously on display. Add to the mix that it took little to embarrass me, and those ingredients were a recipe for disaster.

It took several years for me to feel comfortable in any way at school, and for the first two years I had a lot of trouble handling even the simplest and most routine transitions and adjustments. I lived a half-mile from my elementary school, which meant I walked to and from school each day. It took little time for me to get used to making the ten- to fifteen-minute walk past the field that stretched along most of the route. It was after class got underway at 8:00 a.m. that trouble began.

I was a challenge to my teachers during this time because I had no concept of context. I knew some rules, but didn't realize what other rules meant—especially those that governed the unspoken behaviors that were strictly school-related, like how to act at lunch or during recess. I didn't understand the unwritten "rule" that certain behaviors were okay at home, but were inappropriate at school. The result was, to borrow a phrase from author
Sean's mindset would prevail for many more years, and its impact would mushroom beyond his ideas about himself and his own abilities to flavor his perception of others around him. Rigid thinking again made it impossible for him to understand that rules were not absolute codes of conduct, and that consequences were often dependent upon which rules were being broken, by whom, how often and what impact breaking the rules had on others involved in the situation. It also speaks to the inconsistent manner in which adults enforce rules, and its resultant impediment to social understanding for autism spectrum children.

Sean continues:

I recall as a ninth-grader walking into a boys' restroom and seeing what looked like a fogbank hovering in the air and being appalled. The "fogbank" was not composed of fog at all; it was the result of several students deciding that the restroom was the perfect venue for lighting up and having a smoke break between periods. There were three or four kids smoking hurriedly, either from a fear of being caught or being late to class. My reasons for wanting to yell at them were twofold: I had always hated cigarettes, and I knew they were harming their health. Didn't they know how to read the warnings so clearly printed on their packs?

Confronting them wasn't an option because I knew a little about simple arithmetic—there were several of them and one of
me. Under those conditions, that likely meant my choice of several forms of physical harm—and none of the items on that menu seemed palatable. So I decided I would defer getting them back for their abominable act.

A few days later, I again used the same facility and saw the same few kids doing their thing. But this time, one of the teachers walked in and interrupted their smoke break. Good, I thought, they will now get what's coming to them. Much to my shock, however, the teacher instead reprimanded the boys and told them to put their cigarettes out and "get to class." The guilty parties filed out, a few with smirks on their faces, and the teacher lagged behind. Not wanting to appear too curious, I too walked to class.

I decided at that moment that I would dislike that teacher because he didn't punish those kids severely enough—indeed there was no punishment at all other than the verbal reprimand. Surely something as important as underage smoking and ruining one's health warranted more severe penalties? Why did the school have this rule if students were so easily let off the hook? What kind of teacher would overlook the indiscretion and permit these students to break the rule? My disdain for the teacher was only reinforced over the following weeks as I witnessed him catch these same students a few more times and in each instance fail to use his authority to mete out more serious punishment, such as suspension. Smoking in school, I clearly knew, was punishable by being kicked out for three to ten days. Why didn't he follow the book?

By this time, I had few friends and had no idea how to make and keep them. As a high school freshman, I quickly felt more comfortable around teachers and office staff than peers. After all, it was the other kids, not the adults, who were making my life miserable and confirming what I believed to be true: that I was a terrible person.
So it made sense to me to play the role of an adult and report the kids to a higher authority than what that one teacher represented. The school had three vice principals, two of whom handled boys' discipline problems and one who took care of difficulties pertaining to the girls. It wasn't long before I saw one of the assistant principals in the hall during lunch and told him of the terrible acts going on almost daily in the first-floor restroom. I figured it was my duty to mention to him what was going on because a rule was a rule. No smoking meant no smoking and no exceptions. If the teacher wasn't going to fully enforce it, it was up to me to do my part. And besides, I reasoned, the smokers will be thankful toward me because my actions now will save them myriad health problems later.

I felt empowered after confiding my "find" to Mr. Sampson, the nicer of the two vice principals. Not only was I enforcing a school rule, which to me was a positive behavior trait, but I was doing a good deed for the kids. Two good results with one act, I thought.

A week or two later, though, one of the kids made it clear to me that he didn't share my perceptions on the matter. I recognized him as he walked toward me, seemingly oblivious to my presence. Suddenly, he swerved in my direction, grabbed my shirt and said, "You better quit talking to Mr. Sampson. I know you told him about us."

Even though I was shaken initially, the repercussion that lasted much longer than the wrinkles my shirt was an even deeper sense of confusion. I couldn't reconcile my way of seeing the situation—wanting to do something good—with his violent reaction. Didn't he know smoking was detrimental to his well-being? And after all, rules were meant to be followed. My perspective was the only perspective that existed in my brain; that others thought differently—and to such a degree as this—was foreign.
Years later, I realized that my autism and rigid thinking patterns prevented me from seeing the nuances in this social situation, and that while a rule is a rule, some rules could be broken and others could not. And I didn't realize this very basic unwritten rule of social interaction: people are individuals, each with their own ideas, perceptions, strengths and weaknesses. Broad generalizations, rules that should apply to everyone, always be followed by all, didn't take into account each individual involved in the interaction. Yes, the teenagers smoking in the restroom clearly violated the school's nonsmoking policy. Yes, the kids' inhaling carcinogens was undoubtedly hurting their lungs. And yes, I was being honest when I set out to act like the Lone Ranger and do something good for someone. But what I didn't get was that it wasn't my place to thrust myself into an authoritative role—regardless of how noble my intentions—and how by doing so I would create resentment among my peers.

It was a long time later as I fought my way out of autism that it began to dawn on me that few rules are absolute and should be enforced exactly the same way in every situation. Some situations do require strict adherence and honestly should always be practiced. It's never all right, for instance, for people who work with money (banktellers, Brinks armored car drivers and so on) to steal any amount for any reason. Rationales like "The company can afford to miss a few bucks," never justify theft. Likewise, people who break the law should always do the honest thing and turn themselves in and face the consequences. In those situations, honesty is always the best route and it will likely get you out of trouble faster.

Temple, ever the social scientist even at a young age, approached social situations from a logical viewpoint rather than with Sean's emotionally-laden perspective. By high school she
had developed a rule system that guided her behaviors within social interactions. The more data she put on her hard drive—through direct experiences, trial and error—the more refined her rule system became. Notice how logic, rather than emotion, steers her thinking about social rules and that becoming flexible in her thinking patterns was a prerequisite to having the capacity to understand that rules can change across environments and with different groups of people.

Temple explains:

Children and adults on the autism spectrum are generally concrete, literal thinkers. Ideas that can't be understood through logic or that involve emotions and social relationships are difficult for us to grasp, and even more difficult to incorporate into our daily lives. When I was in high school, figuring out the "social rules" was a major challenge. It was not easy to notice similarities in peoples' social actions and responses because they were often inconsistent from person to person and situation to situation. Over time, I observed that some rules could be broken with minor consequences and other rules, when broken, had serious consequences. It perplexed me that other kids seemed to know which rules they could bend and break and which rules must never be broken. They naturally had a level of flexibility of thinking that I did not have.

However, I knew I had to learn these social rules if I wanted to function in social situations. If I had to learn them, they somehow had to be meaningful to me, to make sense to me within my own my of thinking and viewing the world. I started observing social interactions like a scientist and discovered I could group the rules into an organizational format to which I could relate: into major and minor categories. By the time I was a senior in high school I had a system for categorizing some of the social rules of life, comprised of four rule categories, and everything—absolute-
ly everything—fell into one of these categories. I still use the same system today.

1. **Really Bad Things.** I reasoned that in order to maintain a civilized society, there must be prohibitions against certain highly destructive or physically harmful behaviors, such as murder, arson, rape, lying under oath, stealing, looting and injuring other people. The prohibition against really bad things is universal and all cultures have them, otherwise a civilized society would collapse. Children need to be taught that cheating—in all forms, not just on tests—is bad. Learning to "play fair" will help a child grow into an adult who will not commit really bad things.

2. **Courtesy Rules.** All civilized societies have courtesy rules, such as saying please and thank you, not cutting in line at the movie theater or airport, and not spitting on others. These rules are important because they make other people around you more comfortable, help demonstrate respect for your fellow man and prevent anger from arising that can escalate into really bad things. I don't like it when somebody else has sloppy table manners so I try to have decent table manners. It annoys me if somebody cuts in front of me in a line so I do not do this to other people. Different societies have different courtesy rules, but they all serve the same function. In most countries, some common courtesy rules are: standing and waiting your turn in a line, good table manners, being neat and clean, giving up your seat on a bus to an elderly person, or raising your hand and waiting for the teacher to point to you before speaking in class.

3. **Illegal But Not Bad.** Rules in this category vary greatly from one society to another, among subsets of a society
and on down to the family unit. How an individual views these rules will be influenced by his or her own set of moral and personal beliefs. These rules can sometimes be broken depending upon the circumstance. Be careful though: consequences still apply and while some are minor, others are major and may include legal ramifications or monetary fines. Included in this category are slight speeding in cars and illegal parking. However, parking in a handicapped zone would be worse because it violates a courtesy rule. Running a red light would not fall into this category, however, because doing so carries the possibility of injuring or killing someone; it belongs in the first category, Really Bad Things.

I define which behaviors fall into this category by looking at the original reason for the rule. Take speeding on the highway, for example. The original reason for the rule is to prevent car accidents. So I can bend the rule by doing a little bit of speeding, because I'm not doing anything risky that's going to cause a car accident. Along those same thinking patterns, I'm not going to run a red light because if I run a red light I really risk causing an accident. I also judge situations using probability scales or using percentages—which are logical and visual for me. Back to the example, my chances of causing an accident on the freeway with a little bit of speeding, say five miles over the limit, might be 0.01%. If I run a red light the chances of causing an accident are high; they might be 10-20% or even higher. I also run the risk of violating Rule #1 here too—wrecking property, killing or hurting people is a Really Bad Thing.

One rule I often recommend breaking is the age requirement for attending a community college. I tell
parents to sign up the child so he can escape being teased in high school, or to encourage and develop talent in an area that can turn into a career. However, the parent must impress upon the child that this is a grown-up privilege and he must obey all the courtesy rules.

4. *Sins of the System (SOSs).* These are rules that must never be broken—although they may seem to have little or no basis in logic—because the penalty is so severe it may have life-changing repercussions. SOSs vary from country to country and culture to culture. In the U.S. two major sins of the system are sexual misbehaviors and drug offenses. A small sexual transgression that may result in your name being added to a sex-offender list in the U.S. may have little or no consequence in another country. Being caught smoking marijuana here in the U.S. may result in years in jail; in another country the consequence may be a small monetary fine. I have chosen to accept and not challenge SOSs, simply because it avoids many socially-complex situations that would require an exorbitant amount of effort on my part to figure out. This is one of the reasons I chose celibacy. The majority of my social contacts come through work and attempting to date a professional peer is too socially complex for me.

Growing up, behaviors that can be categorized as Really Bad Things and Courtesy Rules were consistently drilled into me, day after day, month after month, by my mother, the nanny, our neighbors. Those categories formed pretty easily in my mind because examples occurred on a daily basis that I could add to my hard drive. The interesting thing about courtesy rules is they were so ingrained into me as a child I almost didn't look at them as rules; they were just the way you did things. Originally when I set up my rule system I only had three categories—the courtesy
rules weren't included. But as I got older I needed the category for new adult courtesy behaviors I learned as I engaged in new social situations.

I came up with Sins of the System during high school, at my boarding school. That's when I really became a social detective. Whenever I saw something that didn't make sense to me, like my roommate rolling around on the floor in elation after seeing the Beatles, I'd say to myself, "interesting sociological phenomena." I used to call it ISP. Then I'd try to figure out why she was doing what she was doing. My involvement was investigative, rather than emotional.

There were two sins of the system at that time: sex and smoking cigarettes. I figured out that once the teachers knew they could trust me, that I wouldn't run off in the bushes and have sex with some boy or smoke, they would tolerate my doing some things they wouldn't let other kids do, like go out on the hill by myself and fly my kite. I also watched what happened to other people when they broke rules, and I started categorizing in my mind a list of what they really got in trouble for. Then through trial and error I tested the system to see what I could get away with and I learned that if I didn't commit sins of the system, I could get away with breaking quite a few other of the illegal but not bad rules. I was always testing the system to put more information on my hard drive and help me understand when rules applied and when they didn't. It was a logical puzzle to me—I'd do certain things just to see if I could do them.

In college, I wondered if I could make a master key for the whole campus out of any ordinary key. So I sent away for a book on locksmithing and made a grand master key that would open every door on campus. I made another master key out of an empty Budweiser can. I was pretty clever at that time, always testing the boundaries of my abilities, just to see if I could do what I set out to do. But I never actually did anything harmful or
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unlawful with those master keys. One Sunday I did insert the key I made into the Dean's office door and turned the lock to see if it worked. I didn't even open the door—I just wanted to see if it would turn the cylinder. (It did.) That inquisitiveness was part of my basic personality; climb mountains because they're there. It was a good trait to possess because it helped me become a strong social detective, too.

As I got older and went through more and more social situations, and my thinking became more flexible, I started developing sub-categories under each of the four main categories. For instance, I put killing someone in category #1, Really Bad Things, but I also put smashing somebody's computer in that same category. Obviously, murder is much more serious than destroying property and carries a different penalty. Today my categories each have different sublevels, based on severity or levels of importance.

I felt a lot of anxiety during these years because social phenomena didn't make sense and I was having a hard time figuring them out. For a long time I thought all my anxiety was caused by my inability to learn the meaning of life. It wasn't until I was in my early thirties that I discovered that the anxiety was caused by faulty biochemistry, and was correctable with medication. Life would have been a heck of a lot easier if I had learned that earlier and had been able to get rid of what was sometimes all-consuming stress by taking a little pill each morning. It would have created an internal environment much more conducive to social understanding.

I've had many, many years of practice and lived through thousands of different social situations and even today, when I refer to my categories to help me with a social situation, it's still like acting in a play. These are the social rules and this is how I act—it's as though I'm sometimes one step removed from the interaction. I've learned how to do the meet-and-greet social interaction at
the start of a business meeting. Or chit-chat over coffee with business associates. I tell myself, "Okay, I have to be nice now, I have to go to the conference room and shake hands and be polite." It's a learned behavior, and the way I am today took a lot of learning.

The truth is, not all people with ASDs want to put the effort into becoming socially proficient. What are we going to do, force them? I think not. Now, some adults just aren't hard-wired for this social understanding to happen. Some are, but despite a lot of effort on their own part (formal social training is a new field) to learn to fit in, their repeated failures have left them feeling anything but motivated to keep trying. Instead, they're angry or socially withdrawn. Then there's a small group who have an oppositional streak to their personalities. It's not necessarily their autism that's the impairment—it's their basic personality. Some people with autism have to learn, and accept, that certain behaviors will not be tolerated, period. They will have negative consequences that will drastically affect their life and their ability to live independently. For instance, you will be fired, no matter how good your work may be, if you commit a Sin of the System at work. People with autism and Asperger's need to accept that idea if they want to keep their job—it's one of those rules of the workplace that applies to everyone, even people with ASD. Yet, some adults keep making the same mistakes over and over and think everyone else is responsible except themselves. Lack of flexible thinking is the culprit here; they can only see their situation from their own perspective. And it hurts their chances of being successful. That's why teaching flexible thinking should be such a priority.

Most neurotypical people don't have to stop and think about handling routine day-to-day social situations, or stop to evaluate whether or not a rule applies from one situation to another. But people on the spectrum do. A good analogy for understanding
and appreciating the level of effort this takes is to imagine yourself going to a professional symposium in another country. You know some, but not all, of their social rules; you're cognizant that your language translation skills might not be perfect, and you have to monitor what you say and do continuously so you don't offend another person or make a fool of yourself. So, every experience is anxiety-laden. You want to fit in, you want to interact, but even a simple introduction is unnerving. Now, take that feeling and multiply it over hundreds of daily interactions, times 24 hours a day times 7 days a week times 52 weeks a year times year after year after year. That's what it can be like for people with social deficits—even seemingly "simple" interactions can require a lot of effort on our parts in order for us to look like we fit in.

I think that as a child or young adult becomes more proficient in social skills, teachers assume the behaviors have become "natural," and that's not necessarily true. For many adults with ASD, socially appropriate behaviors have a "use it or lose it" quality and regular—perhaps daily—practice is needed. It doesn't become effortless "second nature" for many of us. The same skills continue to require daily effort in order to act them out appropriately.

This method of categorizing social rules has worked well for me. However, each person with autism may need different rule categories that make sense to him or her—it has to be personally meaningful for it to work on any long-term basis.

* 

One of the most difficult unwritten rules of social relationships for children with ASD to understand is that nearly all rules have exceptions. Some rules are concrete and specific enough that parents or teachers can point out the exceptions to the rule. In most cases, however, this exercise is both exhausting and mis-
guiding. A better use of that time and effort would be to concentrate on teaching the child to think flexibly. While children with ASD can have encyclopedic memory capacities and develop highly structured logical databases of rules, sub-rules and exceptions to rules, helping them work through a literal, black-and-white thinking pattern to a mindset that can process information flexibly will, in the long run, enhance their social awareness more.

A few last words to parents and teachers: be flexible in your own thinking; become aware of how frequently you bend/break the rules you expect the child with autism to follow; and model the type of flexible responses you hope to teach the child.

Inflexible thinking patterns are not attributable solely to people with ASDs. Parents and teachers can easily get so caught up in their own ideas about programs and lesson plans for spectrum children that they become rigid in their own thinking and overlook obvious signs of miscommunication and misunderstanding on the part of this population. Often the source of frustration, anxiety and inappropriate behaviors exhibited by a child reside not in the child, but in the adults' words or actions. So, be cautious when using Rules as part of any behavior and/or social skills training. If you know a child understands a rule, but his actions are opposite, look for contextual reasons. He may be doing exactly what you are asking him to do, or following a literal interpretation of the rule as you've presented it.

* *

Rebecca A. Moyes, in her book, *Incorporating Social Goals in the Classroom*, offers this charming example of the literal way children with autism relate to rules.

Rebecca writes:

"One mom relates that despite many requests to her son to not track dirt into the house, via the rule, 'Wipe your shoes
before coming into the house,' every day he'd tromp into the house, leaving a trail of mud behind him. This frustrated her to no end and despite repeated requests and escalating measures involving consequences and even time-outs, she finally realized that the source of the problem was her, not him. She happened to be at the door one rainy day as her son came in, and watched as he bent down and ever so diligently and thoroughly, wiped the tops of both shoes before entering the house. She realized that he had been following directions as he interpreted them. When she explained that she wanted him to wipe the dirt from the bottoms of his shoes, the problem was solved!"

Jennifer McIlwee Myers, a socially-adept high-functioning woman with ASD who has a knack for articulating the autism condition with clarity and straight-to-the-point insight, offers her own comments on rules and rule-breaking.

Jennifer shares:

"The nastiest set of hidden social rules for me were the ones that directly contravened the rules that were formally taught. Some teachers would, for example, tell the class repeatedly that there was no talking, when in reality there were strange and intricate rules about those times during school when one could get away with talking softly or passing notes quietly as long as you didn't disturb others.

"One set of hidden rules that make me nuts was the rules for gym clothes. Each year we got a handout that said all female students had to wear a solid colored t-shirt with no writing or logos and shorts with an elastic waist with no pockets, snaps, buttons, or zippers. Each year almost all of the other girls wore logoed shirts, shorts with pockets, etc. The real rule was: you can wear any t-shirt and shorts in gym as long as they provide modest coverage and don't interfere with physical activities."
"Not only did it drive me crazy that every week all of the other girls violated the rules with impunity, but it also drove my respect for the teachers to an all new low. Why trust or believe a teacher who is so dumb as to be either unable to comprehend their own rule sheet, or who is so unaware of blatant violations? It was just one more thing that told me that the teachers weren't on my side and could not be trusted."

Jennifer also speaks to the power of rules to bolster self-confidence and help children persevere despite what can seem like overwhelming odds against them.

Jennifer continues:

"The most important hidden rule my mother took the time to teach me got me through my childhood alive. It literally saved my sanity repeatedly.

"My mother often explained to me that the skill set for childhood is not anything like the skill set for adulthood. She told me that I just didn't have the traits that would make me excel at being a kid, especially in social life, but that I did have a lot of traits that would be great in an adult. She pointed out that many of the kids who were popular and seemed to have it all were going to undermine their hopes for adulthood by the end of high school (or college at the latest) with binge drinking, experimenting with drugs, maltreating their bodies to achieve fashionable thinness, causing themselves permanent physical damage in pursuits of sports glory, and so forth. Many others would simply find that all of the traits and skills that they had so carefully honed throughout high school simply didn't work in adult life. She told me that when those people were sitting around at age forty, drinking and remembering those few years of perfection, I would have a life."
"In short, my mother was fond of reminding me that childhood is a temporary state. Both of my parents admitted that childhood is essentially very stressful and that most of the traits prized in children have little to do with adult achievement or functionality. Without them impressing the importance of this little secret on me, I might not have been able to keep going through high school."

★

As we come full circle with unwritten Rule #1, Rules are not Absolute, we leave you with Sean's final passage, a promise of sorts that success can be achieved. People with ASD can be taught to think flexibly, they can learn why rules exist and what functions they serve. By judiciously monitoring how we teach social rules and through constant vigilant attention to pointing out the exceptions to the rules we teach, social awareness and understanding can grow.

Sean speaks:

Albert Einstein once made the seemingly innocuous observation that all things are relative. Of course among the "things" he had in mind were the scientific laws that governed the creation of matter and other similar ideas. His statement extends beyond scientific principles to nearly everything in life—something it took my getting rid of autism to understand and appreciate. It's just as true whether it applies to matter, distinguishing between the "absolute" versus "relative" truth, or in some cases, to even something as simple as eating a salad.

One evening when I was seventeen or eighteen my parents and I visited the home of some family friends who worked in the music business with my parents. They were delighted to give us a tour of their spacious home with numerous gardens overlooking the Los Angeles basin and to have us to dinner. Everyone
talked for about a half-hour while I spent most of that time by a bay window mesmerized by the view. I was still staring out when our gracious hosts had us sit with them at the dining room table for our meal.

The smell of the food got stronger as they brought everything out from the kitchen. Before serving the main course, the friends brought beverages, salads and a variety of appetizers to everyone. For years I rarely touched vegetables or fresh fruit, relying instead on a diet filled with starches and carbohydrates. On this evening, however, I vowed that I would at least try my salad, which contained not iceberg but organic lettuce as well as cucumbers, chopped tomatoes and bits of cabbage. After they returned to the kitchen, I took a large forkful and found that I could barely swallow the bite.

Eyeing me first as she returned to the dining room, the woman asked me, "So, how do you like it?"

"I hate it," I said matter-of-factly. "I don't do salads."

An awkward split-second silence filled the room as Mom and Dad shot stern looks my way. Later, the salad was the source of conversation between me and my parents, not a source of Vitamin A.

"Sean, you don't say that to someone," my mother explained. Yes, you may not like the salad, but you don't bluntly tell that to people who made it as an act of graciousness and kindness, my parents tried to get me to see. As we pulled into our San Fernando, California, driveway thirty minutes later, the conversation about the effects such harsh words have on people was still going on.

I went to sleep that night still at a loss as to why on one hand I was taught to tell the truth, yet when I had done so earlier that evening, I was reprimanded. The contradiction made no sense. It
wouldn't click for several more years that such social situations were neither contradictions nor absolute rules, but that rules were relative and based on time, place and people.

Most children, autism or not, are taught early certain absolute rules, such as the idea that it's always wrong to tell a lie. But as children turn into teenagers and adults, the immutable nature of rules softens and becomes more malleable as children develop a broader view of life. They learn that each social encounter is made up of numerous elements involving different perspectives, thoughts and emotions, and that appropriate actions are often dependent upon factors beyond the pure issue at stake. As children gain social maturity they realize, for example, that the rule "always tell the truth" may not apply when the truth hurts another person's feelings. My autism prevented me from consistently making these adjustments until much later—until I was in my twenties.

With this in mind, I plainly see why the atmosphere changed so drastically when I told our California dinner hosts that I hated the salad they prepared. I was being completely forthright at the time; she asked how I liked the salad and I told her the truth. In that situation, as well as countless others, the key my autism masked from sight was basic logic. How on earth would our dinner hosts know that I didn't eat salads, never having had me to dinner? When I responded to people in these and similar ways, I ended up with truth and few friends. And friends are a lot more fun to hang out with than absolute truth.

Today, I still prefer plain salads. But when it comes to always telling the truth, my recipe for success is this unwritten social rule I learned the hard way: that it's better to stretch the truth a little than to hurt someone a lot. It took a while to learn—but I did learn it—that the only absolute rule of life is that there are few absolutes. In the smorgasbord of social relationships, it's the one rule I can't live without.
Points to Keep in Mind:

- Social rules change as time goes by; a social rule in the early '60s might be too strict for today's culture.

- In teaching kids with ASD, consider using a different word than "rule"; try something like "guideline" that has less-absolute meaning.

- Avoid using the words "always" or "never" in explaining rules.

- Social rules are a reflection of a society's attitudes, values, prejudices, and fears. Teachers especially should consider the cultural environment of the child/parents and whether this impacts social-behavior expectations at school.

- Social rules are a source of comfort as well as constraint; they can help organize a child's thoughts and reduce anxiety over being uncertain what to do/how to act in a given situation. Just use them wisely.

- Appropriate social behavior changes as children age. Teach social rules in a way that will apply over various situations and still retain their "validity" as the child grows up. It's confusing to the child to learn a social behavior that is appropriate at age five and then be taught that it is inappropriate at age ten and needs to be "unlearned."

- When posting formal rules, keep in mind the literal-thinking style of people with ASD. Some students with ASD will not "get" that rules not posted may be in effect, too, or that the posted rules apply in settings outside the classroom. "No hitting, biting, pushing or shoving
children." Is tripping therefore appropriate behavior, or is throwing things at a child acceptable behavior? It's not on the list! Make sure to explain that other rules exist that define acceptable and unacceptable behavior besides those on the chart. Check for comprehension that rules on the chart apply/don't apply in different school settings. For instance, the no-hitting rule may also apply in Art and Music class, but the rule to keep shoes and socks on at all times might not apply during gym class when students change into sneakers.

- Get in the habit of frequently repeating a short "social mantra" to help the child learn flexible thinking. Saying something as simple as "Every rule has an exception" can cue the child to look at the situation from a different perspective.

- Inconsistent application of rules and their consequences: between family members, between home and school, between different teachers in school. While Uncle Joe may think he's helping when he responds to a social miscue with, "Well, we'll let it go just this one time," his behavior can confuse, rather than help, the child or adult with ASD. Frustration and anxiety can result, rather than learning. Teachers may unconsciously have their own set of personal "hidden rules" that can confuse a child with ASD, especially when these rules oppose the "formal" rules they share with the class at the beginning of the school year. "Be in your seat when the bell rings" is a common rule teachers cite, although many teachers will overlook infringements on a regular basis. It's a breeding ground for mistrust to develop. Consistently applied consequences reinforce learning; inconsistency creates an environment that hampers, rather than facilitates, learning social behaviors.
Rule #2

Not Everything that Happens is Equally Important in the Grand Scheme of Things.

Stop for a moment and imagine what life would be like if your thoughts and emotions were black and white. It's difficult to grasp, because the world outside autism is anything but a two-toned experience, but really give it a try. You wake up to discover that your four-month old adorable puppy chewed up every favorite cookbook in the kitchen, including all those time-tested recipes you wouldn't share even with your sister and your reaction is absolute—it's either no reaction or a full-blown rant and rave. On the way to work, the ATM machine is out of cash, you realize you left lunch sitting on the counter back home along with your umbrella and it's started to rain so hard you get soaked walking the twenty feet from the parking space to your office. In each instance, no "ifs" and "butts" color your perception of the experiences. Your emotions swing wildly, in an all-or-nothing manner. They're either off or on; nothing in between. Thoughts like "that's okay" or "no biggie, I can grab a sandwich from the deli downstairs" are absent from the self-talk you use to gauge the relative importance of life events. Even your thoughts are unconditional. The more likely comeback is seeing yourself entirely at fault: "I must be the stupidest person walking on this planet to forget my umbrella." You just don't think that—you believe it. Now, play this scenario over and over a hundred or so times, each time with that same noncategorical response to events, and ask yourself, "How do I feel?" In truth, you probably can't even imagine how an entire day of thinking this way would make you feel; it's that foreign a way of thinking. Welcome to the world of the person with ASD bound by black-and-white thinking!

Sean vividly recalls what life was like when "making mountains out of molehills" aptly described his demeanor.
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Sean remembers:

I recall many times feeling stressed out and overcome with anger—feelings that often accompanied events, places or settings that most of us would equate with emotions far removed from these.

One such place was a Dairy Isle that we often went to on the way home from the local swim club. My order never deviated from chocolate ice cream in a dish or a chocolate milkshake. All went well until I got the shake. It violated a rule I held sacred: Drinks were to be filled to the top.

Instead, I got my treat in a cup that had the dreaded words, "Fill to here," printed just under a line two-thirds of the way up indicating how full the drink was supposed to be. To me, it was 30% empty, causing 100% fury. And, fury is what I felt—not disappointment, not irritation, not even mild anger, but seething fury. My response was to either continually stir the shake and make it appear as if I was drinking it, buying time until we got home and I could get rid of it, or to refuse to touch it and dump it out at the earliest opportunity.

It infuriated me that they would make a beverage and only partially fill it; a cup or glass was supposed to be full. Otherwise, why manufacture the cup that large? My rage still brewed inside me even after I got home and disposed of the drink. I recall ripping the cup and/or stomping on it until my fury abated.

The milkshake is but one example that demonstrates the all-or-nothing way of thinking that was a hallmark of how my autistic mind worked. I devised rules that helped me get a grip on the confusing morass of stimuli that was my world. They were guardians that stood at the gates of experience, trying to keep fear and anxiety out. And in my mind the rules were quite reasonable; everyone should follow them. The fact that no one but
I knew them had no relevance at that time. That would have required me to understand others' different perspectives, and my way of thinking was so clear-cut to me, I assumed it was thinking that everyone else shared too. When the outside world didn't conform, when people did things like take a cup and fill it to only 60% capacity, depriving me of a drink I looked forward to having—my anger and stress catapulted.

All the rules I devised and expected the world to conform to were equal in importance. Why? *Because each time a person followed a rule I felt a measure of control and security, regardless of the rule or situation.* It mattered less what the rule was than whether or not it was executed. I lacked the ability to think about any single rule out of context and weigh it against anything else. So when my parents would point out to me, for instance, how unhealthy it was to have such a strong reaction to something as minor as having a semi-empty cup, their argument and attempt to get me to see reason didn't register. My thinking overall was black and white and literal; seeing shades between the extremes was nearly impossible.

It took many years to learn that when it comes to social interactions among people, and even understanding these social encounters in relation to myself, an unwritten rule was understood by everyone but me: that *not everything tips the scales evenly, and I needed to weigh things against each other in importance.* When I look back, I realize that this skill developed in proportion to how much I overcame my autism. In my late teens and early to mid-twenties, I worked very hard to see beyond my own comfort needs, to acknowledge that other people thought differently than I did and learn to appreciate the perspectives of others. As my thinking expanded beyond myself, so did my ability to interpret the hierarchical nature of the world.

This was anything but easy, however. I often compare it to being in a coma and having to fight to learn to walk, speak, and
function again. Only in my case, it was an emotional coma of sorts. While it did gradually get easier, I had to force myself to fight the very things that gave me comfort in order to learn a better way of functioning. The more I looked past myself, the more my thoughts, reactions and ways of relating to the world flexed."

* 

At the heart of Rule #2, which in its essence acknowledges that our world is composed of "shades of gray" and has a hierarchical structure to it, are two presuppositions:

1. that the individual can sort into categories the myriad details that qualify our experiences, and

2. that he can also appreciate that different levels of importance can be assigned to these categories.

Categorical thinking is not inherently strong in people with ASD, but it can be taught, starting with children who are very young. The good news is that it can be illustrated in very concrete ways and across a vast range of settings on a daily basis, with relative ease. Personal interests can be used to keep the child engaged and make lessons motivating and fun.

Temple points out:

When I was a young child, everything pretty much got me equally upset. My thinking patterns were rigid, more black and white than shades of gray. I was fortunate in that our home life was structured and Mother and the nanny were consistent in their expectations of me and the consequences they attached to my behaviors. That sameness was calming to some degree, it allowed me to experience a sense of order and control. However, a lot of anxiety existed nevertheless.
ACT THREE

I got upset over things that other children didn't even notice. One night it rained really hard and the roof leaked, leaving a small water stain on the ceiling of my room. I became terrified, fearing the ceiling would collapse. The pictures conjured up in my visual mind were of all the upstairs furniture crashing down on me.

Even as I moved into high school, I was still experiencing giant anxiety attacks over very minor events—my reactions were still out of proportion to what was happening. I recall finding out that the high school planned to change the daily schedule. Classes ended at three o'clock and sports activities followed. They wanted to reschedule some sports earlier in the day and extend classes later. That resulted in huge anxiety for me. Now when I look back at it, it seems ridiculous that I would react the way I did. But at the time, it was a very big deal because my thinking was still very literal and inflexible and I didn't have a lot of data on my hard drive that could even begin to allow my mind to compare/contrast one thing to others. It's like a computer that stops on one image—it doesn't realize that housed on the hard drive are other images that might relate.

There are three basic levels of conceptual thinking: 1) learning rules; 2) identifying categories; and 3) inventing new categories. Category-forming ability can be tested by placing a series of objects on a table, such as pencils, notepads, cups, nail files, paper clips, napkins, bottles, videotapes, and other common objects. An adult with autism can easily identify all the pencils, or all the bottles. He can also easily identify objects in simple categories, such as all the objects that are green or all the metal objects. Conceptual thinking at this basic level is generally not a problem. Most autism programs attend to this quite well, starting with children who are very young. Teaching colors, shapes, animal sounds, etc., are building blocks for developing this skill. There are lots of good products on the market today, in
video/DVD format that parents can use at home, too. Teaching this level of category formation skill is generally not a problem.

Where the person with autism has extreme difficulty is inventing new categories, which is the beginning of true concept formation. For example, many of the objects in the list referenced above could be classified by use (e.g., office supplies) or by shape (round/not round). To me, it is obvious that a cup, a bottle and a pencil are all round. Most people would classify a video cassette as not-round; however, I might put it into the round category because of its round spools inside. My associative-thinking skills are strong, and many people on the spectrum share this trait. We see associations that typical people miss—and may consider "wrong" because of their own thinking style.

One of the easiest ways to teach concept formation is through playing category-forming games with children. For example, a cup can be used to drink from, or to store pencils or paper clips. Notepads can be used for note taking, for art drawings, or, more abstractly, as a paperweight or a coaster for a glass. Activities such as these must be done with a high degree of repetition; it will take some time for the person with autism to learn to think differently. However, with perseverance, results will occur. Practice is the key, in structured lessons and natural settings. The opportunities to facilitate category formation are endless when adults look around them. Think of the grocery store—what a natural setting for teaching new categories. In the beginning, the simple act of verbalizing what the adult sees can be helpful. "I see a red tomato, a red radish and a red onion. They're all red. They're also all vegetables . . . they're all round . . . they can all be eaten." Starting with the concrete, visual object is good. The young child can see it, feel it, experience it through more than once sense. Even if the child can't yet independently recognize the different categories, pointing them out reinforces that they exist. I loved to play the game "Twenty Questions", which helped
me learn to form new categories. One person thinks of an object, such as a fork. The other person has to guess what it is, by asking twenty or less questions. The first question is usually, "Is it animal, plant or mineral?" Parents can help guide a rigid thinker by suggesting questions at first; with enough repetition (and this is a fun way to learn) categories will eventually form in their minds.

Helping children "get into their head" different and varied ways of categorizing objects is the first step in developing flexible thinking. Alongside this is exposing children to change, starting at a young age. Structure is good for children with autism, but sometimes plans can, and need to be, changed. When I was little, my nanny made me and my sister do a variety of activities. This variety prevented rigid behavior patterns from forming. I became more accustomed to changes in our daily or weekly routines and learned that I could still manage when change occurred. Without that variety, my rigid thinking would have prevailed. It's an unwritten rule of social relationships, and of life itself: change is inevitable.

Mother also instilled in us an understanding of compromise, in very concrete terms. Sometimes we did what my sister Izzy wanted to do, and sometimes we did what I wanted to do. Mother didn't tolerate a behavior outburst over something like this, unless I was tired or there was some sensory issue involved. It just wasn't acceptable behavior to yell and scream and act out because I wanted to do something different. On a conceptual level what we're talking about is teaching compromise, along with a sense of what's fair/unfair. It doesn't have to be as complicated as some parents and professionals see it. It's as simple as putting two glasses of juice in front of two kids and giving one a whole lot more than the other. Kids can understand this, they know how that feels. Then, the next time you give the other child more. When simple things like this are repeated over and over it
does start to make sense to kids with autism. Doing it over and over and over is the key. It was drilled into me that *sometimes I had to do what somebody else wanted to do, that I wasn't always going to get my way.* It's one of the unwritten rules we all live under. I got it; I learned to compromise.

The metaphor I use that makes sense to me is, once again, mixing paint. There's a can of black paint and one of white paint; they're opposites. Compromise means mixing the two. A good compromise for me would be more black paint in the pot than white paint—a very dark gray. If the compromise goes the other way, it ends up looking light gray. In my logical-based thinking, I'd rather have 80% of my black paint in the mix than none, so I make an effort to compromise. I learned through my experiences in early adult life that sometimes compromise is the only thing that's achievable when dealing with people. As a child, it was simply an expected behavior.

I also had good problem-solving abilities even from an early age, which I think helped me learn to think more flexibly. All the projects I built strengthened those skills. Everything from building a simple cardboard house to building snow forts reinforced a systematic way of thinking and relating details to the "big picture." I had to learn that you have to build walls before you can attach a roof. That may sound simplistic, but it's an early level of learning to prioritize actions and that one action may have more value than another. The child doesn't realize he's learning to prioritize actions, to think in ways that will eventually play out with emotions and in social relationships. To him, he's learning the mechanics of building a house. Parents should never underestimate the value of play for young children, and especially playing games that involve one or two other children. There's so much opportunity for basic social interaction that lays the groundwork for more advanced social thinking skills to develop later on.
ACT THREE

I've noticed that some adult Aspies who still think in rigid ways have the hardest time in social situations. It's like their mind has just one big category, one box or only a couple of boxes into which all their experiences go. They haven't learned to subdivide the data down into smaller categories, so they regularly misinterpret the experience or the intentions of the other person. It's that black and white thinking again, coupled with not having enough experiences, enough information on their hard drive to form meaningful categorical subdivisions. As adults, they're looking for the one ultimate key to unlock their confusion, to give them the meaning of life. Well there isn't one. The result is a lot of confusion, huge amounts of negativity directed at themselves, and stress and anxiety.

I want to reiterate that thinking flexibly requires a lot of practice. It's not going to develop in a thirty-minute, twice-a-week session. The more examples the child is given, the more flexible his or her thinking can become. The more flexible the thinking, the easier it will be for the person with autism to learn to develop new categories and concepts.

This is all a precursor to being able to understand social relationships. Once the child has acquired some flexible thinking skills with concrete objects, parents and teachers can begin to expand their conceptual thinking into the less concrete areas of categorizing feelings, emotions, facial expressions, etc. It's all a part of developing social thinking—it's the basis of developing social thinking.

* *

All those details! The "little professor" mind of children with autism amasses so many details. Every situation, every encounter, is broken clown into minute pieces, all equally important. What happens to all that data? Categories provide a logical
structure inside their mind. For those readers who use a computer on a daily basis, imagine a year's worth of your files stored on the hard drive all in one file folder. Each time you need to refer back to a bit of information, you have to sift through thousands of files to find the one you're looking for. Year after year you add thousands more files—maybe you've been able to eke out a handful of folders to organize them into. But it's still an overwhelming amount of data, all still viewed with equal importance. Are you beginning to get a better sense of how important it is to teach young children about categories and promote flexible thinking? Are other behaviors you see in children with autism also starting to make sense, like their delayed responses (so much information to go through in order to come up with a reply) or tuning out (too much information to wade through all the time)? And, can you now better appreciate the value of values?

Good news again! Help is available to teach individuals with ASD the second part of Rule #2, that different levels of importance can be assigned to the various categories of information they have stored in their brains. The process is similar to teaching categories: start with the concrete and gradually expand to more conceptual arenas, like emotions. Visual representations like charts, circles, point scales and thermometers are meaningful to children with ASD. For instance, sitting in your seat while the bus is in motion may rate a "5" on a five-point scale of importance, while staying seated while watching a movie at home might rate only a "1." In a similar vein, talking at length about your favorite interest may be okay at a level of "5" with parents, "3" with your teacher or the babysitter, and only a "1" with peers at school.

Books such as Navigating the Social World by Jeanette McAfee and The Incredible 5-Point Scale by Kari Dunn Buron and Mitzi Curtis offer excellent practical, visual tools that can be used to
teach children with ASD to distinguish levels of importance in their thoughts, actions and especially, with their emotions.

Relationships and emotions are inseparable associations to individuals who are highly social individuals. But as Temple pointed out earlier, this is not necessarily valid for all people with ASD, especially those who think in pictures. Nevertheless, success in understanding the obvious and more nuanced rules of social relationships is dependent upon individuals with ASD understanding the categorical nature of emotions: a variety of different emotions exist, and each emotion can be expressed in varying degrees. This is a more advanced level of mental processing that requires not only flexible thinking, but perspective taking, appreciating that different minds share different values, dependent upon personal, familial, cultural and social norms. Lack of perspective and lack of experiences robs a child of a frame of reference for understanding emotions.

To neurotypicals, the realm of emotions is a richly colored, detailed inner canvas; to the child with ASD, it may be a stark white canvas, devoid of paint. Children with ASDs have trouble recognizing, expressing and controlling their own emotions. Some individuals display few emotions, which is termed having a "flat effect"; Temple describes herself as having no more than a handful of emotions. To the untrained eye, the emotional reactions of spectrum children may seem varied and complex. It makes sense; a typical person can effortlessly experience different levels of emotions, different nuances of emotions, so a parent or teacher assumes that ASD kids feel this too. That assumption is faulty, though, even for individuals in their teenage years and into young adulthood. Their understanding of emotions may be much more elementary.

Sean briefly explains:

Autism has a way of affecting one's ability to character judge, thereby making it harder than solving a Rubies Cube with both
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eyes closed to judge others' motives. Unless someone's facial expressions were blatant, or unless the person forcefully expressed, say, anger, I had great difficulty deciphering people's feelings. Even in my early teenage years, I didn't know that people can and almost always do feel more than one emotion at a time. I couldn't reconcile how someone could experience "conflicting" feelings, such as sadness and happiness, at the same time. It just didn't make sense to me. You were angry or not angry, sad or happy, confused or with it, at a given time, but not both.

* 

Emotional expression, especially emotional control, can be difficult for spectrum kids. Their emotions have only two settings: none or high. Because their emotions can be so volatile, some children are hesitant to engage in situations where their emotions may erupt, where unpredictable situations will sap their ability to stay in control. Couple this with his out-of-proportion emotional outbursts that were described earlier in this chapter and emotions are a mighty scary monster for many children unable to control them.

Temple shares,

I have a problem with modulating emotion. It doesn't matter whether I'm feeling anger or feeling sadness, whether I'm crying or laughing—the feeling is "all on" or "all off." A while back I was on an airplane, watching a movie. In one of the scenes there was a giant snake under a fancy table in a ballroom. I was laughing so hard that everybody in the plane was turning around to look at me. I can now control it, but in the beginning, the emotion was either not on, or it turned on full force. It got me into trouble sometimes, because my emotions were inappropriate
responses to situations, like when Mother would reprimand me for laughing out loud at a fat person.

Personal experiences taught me that I needed to be able to control my emotions, and my tantrums, especially my anger, which was my biggest problem. It's that logical thinking part of me, how to solve the social dilemma. After I blow up in a fit of whatever emotion I'm feeling, it's over very quickly and the feelings are gone. I learned, however, that the repercussions were very real. *Your behavior has consequences:* it's another unwritten rule. In school, when the kids were teasing me I'd often lash out. One time I threw a book at the girl who teased me and I got kicked out of school for that. In high school, my angry outbursts resulted in the loss of horseback riding privileges for an entire week, and I really loved riding horses. Keeping that privilege was highly motivating for me, so I forced myself to figure out a way to not get angry. That's when I switched anger to crying.

As I entered the workforce, I knew I had to control my anger or I'd never be able to keep a job. If I had a tantrum at the Swift plant, it would have been bye, bye career. I did lots of crying out in the cattle yard when I felt my anger escalating. I'd go off by myself and let it go.

The only way for me to control anger was to switch it to another emotion; you can't get rid of emotions, you have to change your reaction—in this case, to one that would not result in me being kicked out of the plant. Crying wasn't always an option, though. I remember working on cattle projects when equipment started malfunctioning, and one plant manager started yelling and screaming at me. I had to come up with a way to diffuse the anger on the spot, to see the situation differently. Trying to work this out through social understanding would have been meaningless. So, in order not to get mad I viewed him as if he were a two-year-old having a tantrum. It worked—I didn't get
angry. But sometimes, it worked so well that it was all I could do not to laugh instead. I knew that would make him mad, too.

Because complex emotional situations are still so hard for me to decipher, I've learned I'm just better off trying to avoid them altogether. When I was using crying as a substitute emotion, I'd have some pretty severe crying jags. Crying was still all or nothing, too. Lots of times I'd get physically sick from the crying. Now I look for warning signs and then I tend to get out of the way, or remove myself from a situation like that. It's what I call "psychodrama" and I try to avoid it. Of course, some things I can't avoid, and I can handle it now. If a plant manager is having a tantrum of his own because he thinks an equipment malfunction is my fault, I let him rant and rave, and then I appeal to his logic. Once he's calmed down, I might take him up to the conference room and explain to him that I hadn't really broken his equipment, that start-up was actually was going quite well and it was not reasonable to ask for 100% production in the first five minutes. Neurotypical people interject so much psychodrama into their social and professional interactions; they let their emotions take over their intellect. It causes a lot of problems that a little logic and common sense could prevent. Highly intelligent Aspies can often remain calm and focused in situations that drive more socially-oriented people off the edge of reason, because they can keep their emotions separated from their thinking. It's actually a good trait when channeled appropriately.

Both Sean and Temple experienced intense emotions; however, how they perceived their emotions differed, as did the residual effect. Whereas Temple exploded and then the attached emotions would quickly dissipate from memory, the emotional fall-out for Sean would cling for hours, days or even years.
Sean speaks:

In sixth, seventh, and eighth grade, I had a fixation with school buses and would watch them line up at the end of the day in the school's back parking lot. I noted which ones arrived early and late and loved to see the angle at which they parked. Soon I invented a card game I called "Buses," in which I would move the cards across a rug I had in my bedroom that represented the rectangular-shaped parking lot and simulate the movements of the school buses from arrival to departure. I picked about twenty cards—the number that corresponded to the number of school buses—and had them slanted on the rug at the exact angle of the stationary school buses. After about ten minutes, I would have most of the cards "leave" the rug before one or two others "arrived"—the same situation that played out in the school's parking lot.

In time, I added a variation to my game. Instead of simply using a deck of cards to represent the school buses, I chose to use, to the extent possible, people—specifically, myself, my two parents and my sister, Meg. Each weekday morning before Meg and I left for school and my parents left for work, we gathered for breakfast at the kitchen table. Eventually, I saw this daily gathering as another means by which to satisfy my insatiable fixation on school buses. I "assigned" each person to a seat at the table, as well as an approximate time and exact order in which I expected them to come downstairs. I was to be first, my parents second and third and my sister last. I remember many mornings in the kitchen actually listening for stirring upstairs and becoming worried if I heard what I thought was Meg getting up before it was her time to come down. Sometimes I would wolf down my food and try to finish and leave the table before her kitchen arrival—in the same manner that some school buses exited the school property before others arrived.
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Everything went smoothly in the morning unless someone violated this precious family rule. When that happened—and it did more often than not—I became agitated and my morning would be ruined. If Meg came down early, sat in someone else's seat or both, I often left for school in a foul mood that sometimes took hours to diminish. My family knew I was unreasonably angry because of my rule being broken. They just didn't know how to break through those feelings, nor did I have the ability to explain why the violation led to such strong fury. I wasn't yet able to link my need to control the situation (and those in it) with my feelings of being powerless over the world around me. At that point in my life, the ends justified the means. I was functioning at a simpler level of response, based on action-reaction. If each person arrived in the kitchen and conformed to my desperate need for order, I felt empowered; if, on the other hand it was violated, I left the house feeling powerless, angry and helpless.

In time, however, just as Temple devised ways to control her anger and her emotions, Sean was able to gain control of the helm too, steering his life and his emotions to a greater extent in the direction he wanted them to go. However, the process was anything but easy and the effect it had on his parents and his own self-esteem clung to him for years.

Sean continues:

My black-and-white pattern of thinking meant I dealt with lapses in judgment, mistakes and so on in one of two extremes: complete and utter denial of my actions or with enormous rage—anger that was way out of proportion to the event itself. Since my autism made it difficult for me to weigh the importance of many things, my anger was huge regardless of how large or small the situation that had caused it (and 99.9% of the time it was quite
small). All mistakes were equal in their ability to reinforce in my mind that I was a "bad" or "stupid" person. To make up for my "badness" I crossed the line from striving for perfection to expecting it, thus setting up for myself an impossible task. When I failed—which was of course inevitable—I felt even worse. It was a circle of doom with no beginning or end.

Whether I resorted to falsehoods or flat-out rage, the result was the same: It made a tiny situation much bigger than it should have been while causing undue hard feelings in myself and others.

And it was something I did not only as a teenager, but also as a young adult.

One time, when I was in my mid-twenties and my mother was visiting, we ran several errands. While in the car, I incorrectly used the word "gregarious" during a conversation with her. The word means sociable or fond of others' company, but I used it in another context and in so doing, caused her to point it out.

"Sean, I don't think that's the word you meant to use."

"I'm such a retard. Are you sure I wasn't dropped as a baby and my brain deprived of oxygen?"

"Oh come off it. Now you do sound stupid," she said, anger rising in her voice.

"I sound stupid because I am."

By this point, the level of ire had moved up several notches when my mother said, "Stop feeling sorry for yourself."

There were several more angry exchanges during this conversation—each one carrying more emotion than the last—as frustration on both our parts continued to escalate. Both of us were seething by the time we arrived home and neither wanted to be in the company of the other.
Did it have to go this way? Were there better choices I could have made in response to having such a minor mistake brought to my attention? I emphatically answer both with a "no" and "yes," respectively.

Some things I could have done that would have led to a different—and far better—outcome include:

- **Laughter.** Yes, laughing at the error of my ways or words works wonders (alliteration unintended). There really is truth to the worn-out saying that laughter is the best medicine. It releases endorphins in the brain that are good for you and have a positive effect on your mental status, and it helps you and those around you feel better right away. Most importantly, laughter has the added power of diffusing otherwise unpleasant situations. I know that had I been self-effacing or made a joke of the fact that I used the word wrong, both my mother and I would have had a good laugh, I would have felt better and the whole thing would have been over in seconds. However, at the time my autistic thinking didn't allow me to see other options. As it turned out, a bad mood developed in the car, solidified and persisted for hours—all because of my single-minded thinking and reaction, not because I misused "gregarious."

- **Going MOR.** "MOR" is an acronym for the 70s expression "middle of the road." It basically means just what it implies: taking a neutral stance on something. To again use the car example, I could simply have said something like, "Oh, okay. I didn't realize I had used that word wrong." Such a response may not have gotten my mom and I all warm and fuzzy, but it too would have ended the situation right then and there. Any bad mood
would have been, to borrow another acronym, DOA (dead on arrival).

- Even swallowing it. Nodding in agreement or saying nothing and simply letting it pass would certainly have been preferable to hours of a dark mood complemented with indigestion. This approach may not have diffused it as quickly as the other two, but it would have been much better than allowing the situation to spiral out of control.

* *

Understanding the unwritten rules of social relationships requires an ability to not only blend black and white into shades of gray, but also to realize that other interesting, vibrant colors make up our world. It's not surprising that a social framework comprised of few emotions, that can erupt at will in an all-or-nothing manner and inhibit rather than enhance personal relationships might be an unattractive avenue of experience for an individual with ASD. Why work at social skills and emotional relatedness when the result is feeling worse than before?

Not everything is equally important in the grand scheme of life: it's such a simple statement, one that is so infused into the thinking patterns of neurotypicals that the idea that it may need to be verbalized and even taught can be in itself a revelation. Teaching children and adults to be able to recognize and invent categories, associate categories with each other, and appreciate the different values that exist within and between categories are the precursors to social awareness. The hierarchy provides intrinsic structure and motivation: with it they can recognize their own progress and, in turn, gain the self-motivation that is needed to be successful in social relationships.

* *
Points to Keep in Mind:

• Although it can seem foreign to parents and professionals, all—and we mean all—situations may be experienced with the same intensity of emotion by a child with ASD. When working with a child, stop and remind yourself of this again and again.

• Actively engage children, starting from a very young age, in building categories.

• Use visual representations as much as possible in teaching categories and emotions. "Today I'm Feeling" charts help kids learn about different emotions and distinguish one from the other. Scales, thermometers, colors or numbering systems help kids learn about levels of emotion in concrete terms.

• Talk your thoughts "out loud" during the day to help children appreciate that everyone has different emotions and experiences them in different ways. "Mary is feeling nervous about meeting her new teacher today." "Daddy is disappointed it rained today; he was looking forward to playing golf with his friends."

• Learn to recognize the signs of impending overload or outburst—they are there.
Rule #3

Everyone in the world makes mistakes; it doesn't have to ruin your day.

Sean explains:

I was twelve years old, but didn't need a lot of introspection to realize that I had a past littered with wrongs. The three big ones, as far as I could see, were (1) my behavior, (2) my inability to make friends and (3) everything else I did. I was a failure, and there was no thinking about it otherwise. So, with all this going on inside me, the last thing I needed was to be told that making errors was an inevitable part of what I was trying to accomplish. I hated making mistakes because I felt that I was a mistake.

Sean describes, in the above passage, how many of the more emotionally-related children on the autism spectrum feel about themselves and the impact that error-making has on their self-esteem. Keep in mind that for individuals whose emotions are so intricately interwoven into their overall functioning, the black and white thinking patterns will also be stronger. They will view their abilities as abhorrent or excellent, their mistakes as nothing other than complete failure. Absent from their thinking is the recognition that comes so easily to neurotypical children: that mistakes fall into different categories of importance, based on the context of the situation. They demand no less than perfection from themselves, but as Sean illustrates in the following passage, perfection without the benefit of learning over time.

Sean continues:
Around age twelve, I had started listening at night to classical
music on a local FM station and had an idea of what great piano
playing sounded like. I envisioned what others who listened to
such music must think of those who played it so well and I
thought: Why can't I be among the great musicians? So I decid­
ed to learn to play the piano. After expressing my desire to my
parents, they found Mrs. Simon, who was a friend of my grand­
mother's, and I took two years' worth of weekly piano lessons
from her. I remember the color-coded Finger Power workbooks,
the easiest of which I used during my first lessons. Right away I
viewed as an insult the fact that I had to play these lessons—
which were made up of chromatic scales and other mundane
warm-up exercises—instead of "real music," and I resented that
professional pianists got to be heard by the public while I was
stuck doing things thousands of times easier. Much to my cha­
grin, reality was intruding on my goal, which was to do some­
thing extremely well and be deeply admired for doing it. Soon,
a new thought took up residence in my brain—\textit{If they can play so
well without effort, then why can't I?}—and stayed for years to
come. The underlying rule of life, that \textit{practice makes perfect}, was
lost on me.

The few feelings of accomplishment came when I advanced
from an easy lesson book to a slightly harder one. I knew I was
getting better, but my resentment continued to build and cloud­
ed any pleasure I felt from my progress. And what I saw as a gross
injustice—the fact that I had to practice while others got to play
—cast a pall over every lesson and the six days in between.

As a result, fewer and fewer notes were heard in our house.
Initially I spent about a half-hour each day at the ivories, but that
turned into thirty-minute practice sessions a few times a week
and then dwindled to once a week for perhaps ten minutes.
Often, I went an entire week sitting on lots of surfaces, but never
a piano bench.
Our household soon began to fill up not with piano harmonies, but with conversations that went something like this:

MOM: Sean, did you practice today?
ME: (A prickling sensation starting to overtake me) Yes.
MOM: When? I didn't hear you.
ME: Well, I did.
MOM: Sean, come downstairs and practice. You're never going to get better if you don't practice what you went over during the lessons we're paying for.
ME: Why the hell do I have to practice all the time? Every time I hear a professional piano player, they play perfectly. If they can play so well, then I should be able to.
MOM: It took them years of practice. They didn't just sit down and start playing. The only way to get better is to practice every day. You can't just play once a week and expect to get better.
ME: That's not true. I want to play, not practice.

I had painfully learned that the only way I was going to get closer to setting the music world on fire and using my piano talents to kindle it was to go through the painstaking scales, exercises and simple, sparsely noted tunes. And, I now knew, before I could play all the right individual notes, I was going to have to play plenty of wrong ones. That was how it worked.

Therein was the rub: Wrong notes. I was twelve years old, but it didn't take a lot of introspection to realize that I had a past littered with wrongs. The three big ones, as far as I could see, were (1) my behavior, (2) my inability to make friends and (3) everything else. I was a failure, and there was no thinking about it otherwise. So, with all this going on inside me, the last thing I
needed was to be told that making errors was an inevitable part of what I was trying to accomplish. I hated making mistakes because I felt that I was a mistake.

Sure enough, no practice session was mistake-free. Each "bad" note I played did more than sound incorrect. Each one was bitter music to my ears because it served as a sharp reminder that I had failed yet again. After two years, I quit.

By the early 1980s—after my negative experiences with the piano were behind me, or so I thought—my interest in jazz had blossomed and, feeling a lot more self-confident, I was now driven by a desire to one day play in a Dixieland band. I saw myself playing in the type of band that was popular years before my time. So I began taking trumpet lessons in 1982, vowing to myself that I would not make the same mistakes—wrong notes notwithstanding—that I had made eight years earlier. I was far more mature now and many of my attitudes toward myself were different. I was not the same person I was as a twelve-year-old and my life was a lot better. For one thing, I assumed the trumpet would be a much easier instrument to master, since it had three valves, as opposed to eighty-eight keys to worry about. And I didn't know that the three valves always produced the same combination of notes; I thought I could just play and invent ideas as I went. So, I figured, all of this would factor in not only on my playing, but also on the reasons for placing myself back onto a musical avenue.

The biggest difference was that a healthier perspective would now blanket everything surrounding my playing, both inside and out. Now, I told myself, I would be content to simply get good enough to play in a local jazz band, as opposed to striving for world fame. I would go through the pain of rebuilding my musical foundation by learning chromatic scales, etc. and when the time came, I would just ask my instructor, Mr. Miller, "How do
you improvise?" About a month or two into my lessons, I asked him that question, thinking I was ready to advance to that level.

But old demons don't go down without a fight. Several weeks into my lessons, I encountered challenges that I hadn't anticipated and despite higher self-esteem, the effects were eerily similar to those of my piano playing days. I still played wrong notes, but I started noticing other deficiencies, such as I was often unable to finish the exercises and simple tunes he gave me because my embouchure gave out. Apparently, I had developed a bad habit of placing the instrument's mouthpiece incorrectly; I created too much pressure against my lips, cutting off some of the blood and replacing it with lactic acid, a term I came to despise. I remember playing a solo of "When the Saints Go Marching In," as part of a 1982 recital Mr. Miller held and, toward the end of my piece, being unable to hit two Ds above middle C because my lips had gone numb. What I did feel was the audience's polite but tepid applause.

Just as years before, my weekly practicing diminished, but not my desire to play like Dizzy Gillespie (and be equally admired) without having to practice. One evening, I decided I was going to "tough it out" and, if necessary, pretend that I had no physical limitations and continue playing even if I reached the point that only air, air and more air came from my horn. Not surprisingly, that's just what happened. Anger increased with the acid reaching my lips and gathering in my stomach. One E flat that should have been E natural later, rage consumed me and I slammed the trumpet against the floor, slightly bending its bell and making it unplayable. I hadn't been able to do that to a piano—something to do with its being too heavy.

A few years and no Dixieland band offers later, I sidelined playing altogether. Because of these experiences—and somewhat similar ones when I tried out for various school sports and took tennis lessons—a razor-sharp link was established between my
failures and competitive situations in general. Such situations have for years had a corrosive effect on me. Even now, I am affected to some degree. I play volleyball and softball on occasion, but am sharply tuned into the teams' attitudes and approach. If I sense that things are moving too far from fun into the "win at all costs" side of the ledger, I'm outta there.

I now know I looked at success as being linear; the more notes I play "right," the better I am as a person. However, I would fall into the destructive trap of starting a new venture with expectations that were too high, setting myself up for disappointment and getting wounded when I inevitably fell short. I still wanted to be well known and capture the hearts and admiration of millions because I was convinced that fame would negate a lifetime of struggle, pain and autism. Cheers rather than criticism, raves instead of reprimands, seemed a better way to go.

※

Even at a very, very early age children appreciate, without being told, that mistakes are part of the human condition, and that no one is perfect. Through trial and error, young kids gradually add situation upon situation into an ever-expanding hierarchy, understanding that mistakes occur for all sorts of reasons, some entirely out of the range of personal control, and society dictates that our responses be gauged to each situation accordingly.

Contrast Sean's early thinking patterns to those of Temple; you will notice the stark difference in how they understood their own shortcomings. The long term influences cannot be underestimated.

Temple shares:

As far back as I can remember, I was not a child who had to have everything perfect or it would send me into a tantrum. I
know that some children with ASD are like that, but that wasn't my thinking pattern. Mother made us do so many different activities, and a lot of those activities involved other family members or other kids, that making mistakes was really no big deal. It happened and we just moved on. I didn't take it personally, probably because my logical mind and thinking in pictures keeps emotions one step removed from most experiences. The way I viewed it, the mistake was in my thinking, in my problem-solving; I didn't automatically feel worthless when I made a mistake because it wasn't as tied into my sense of self. And all those experiences kept putting more and more information on my hard drive, so that when I did make mistakes, I'd have many chances to go back and do it again and learn to not make the same mistake.

Having lots of experiences also built my self-esteem in natural, positive ways, rather than the contrived "Good job sitting"-type of reinforcement that some of the more structured programs dole out today. Mother and the nanny would compliment me on my accomplishments and because I was so motivated to build things—and good at it—I pretty regularly received positive praise for what I did. My self-esteem developed through my accomplishments. When I did nice artwork, it was praised. I remember singing a solo in an adult Christmas concert one time. I was about nine and sang "America the Beautiful." The people really liked it and everybody clapped. That raised my self-esteem. Of course, when I acted inappropriately Mother and the nanny would get right on me for it, too, but most of the time they were giving me genuine praise. I don't remember thinking or feeling that I was a bad person because of my mistakes. There was enough positive praise to balance it out.

One of the things Mother did when I was doing something wrong was to always tell me the right way to do things. In today's language, that's good "positive behavior programming" principles, and it works well with the autism population. She did this
all the time with table manners. Instead of scolding me for leaving my knife and fork in the wrong position on the plate, she'd simply say, "Temple, put your silverware in the four o'clock position." It was always the same, always consistent. It really helped me learn what I was supposed to do, rather than drawing attention to what I was doing wrong.

As a young adult, working for a magazine early in my career was an extremely good learning environment for me. I had the chance to go to all sorts of different meetings, experience all different types of people—I gained a lot of social knowledge while on that job. Most adults with social problems don't have a chance to get a whole lot of good experience, either because they're not interested in learning social skills, or the fear of situations runs so deep they cut themselves off. But in order to be social, you've got to have enough information on the hard drive so that when you surf the Internet inside your mind, you can problem-solve to an appropriate solution. Their hard drives are like the Internet when it first started—not a lot of information was there. It takes a tremendous amount of data before social relationships start making sense.

Obviously I made mistakes on that job, but they were minor enough that I didn't get fired over them. My thinking was flexible enough that I could distinguish between minor mistakes and more major ones, although I couldn't always control my emotions. I attribute an even bigger part of my ability to keep my job to the fact that I had most of the basic social functioning skills that would get me by. This demonstrates an unwritten rule of relationships: *people keep "social history" in mind; they weigh your good points and had points when it comes to mistakes you make in determining their own reactions.* I knew how to be polite, to make small talk, I had good manners and could follow directions. That, in itself, was a big plus. So, the mistakes I made were tolerated because my social work skills were decent. Plus they realized I
was smart; I was intelligent enough to learn the aspects of my job quickly, so I usually didn't repeat mistakes over and over.

Anxiety was part of my functioning at that time, and affected how I acted, but it wasn't because I was making mistakes or needing things to be perfect. It was all physiology. My mind was pretty flexible when it came to understanding that everyone makes mistakes.

But I still did have what I call the "perfectionist syndrome" to contend with at times. What's interesting is that early in my career I almost quit designing cattle corrals entirely because one client unfairly criticized my work. There was nothing wrong with the corral and today I would just put him into the "jerk" category (yes, that's definitely a category firmly ingrained in my thinking). But back then, with big projects like this one, I still wanted my work to be absolutely perfect. Since the client was not totally pleased, I thought I would have to quit doing cattle handling design. Fortunately, my good friend Jim Uhl, the contractor who built the corral, talked me into continuing my career.

Jim was instrumental in helping me understand the concept of doing work to a specific quality standard, and appreciating that performance standards range from low to high. Some type of work requires a higher quality standard than does others. Building a bridge requires a higher standard for safety than does building a coffee table. That concept was explained to me in a concrete manner and it made sense. Today I approach mistakes using the same thinking process. I will tolerate a small number of grammatical errors in a paper because if I kept correcting, the paper would never get done. However, too many mistakes and the project would then move into the "sloppy work" category.

It's an unwritten social rule: *there is a difference between honest mistakes and careless work*. This is a distinction that I had to learn through experience, because I exhibited both a desire to be...
perfect with some projects and a careless attitude towards others. The perfectionist syndrome was only active in me on projects that were really important to me. It wasn't a factor with things I didn't care about. Depending on the situation, that trait is not welcomed within the work force. When I was twelve I was asked to wash a car and I did a really sloppy job; I just did not care. At the construction company I worked for I can remember doing a really sloppy job photocopying some sales material. It was a job I didn't want to do.

Being perfect or being sloppy—neither extreme is practical and as I gained social awareness, I learned these two unwritten social rules:

• *I needed to do my best* when asked to perform a task at work, even on jobs that were unimportant to me.

• On those jobs that were important to me, I had to learn that *perfection is not always possible.*

What these passages so clearly illustrate is that people on the autism spectrum will relate to Rule #3—*Everybody makes mistakes, it doesn't have to ruin your day*—in quite different ways depending on how they think and process information. The more logical thinkers will process mistakes as faulty problem-solving abilities; the more emotionally-related, verbal thinkers will view mistakes as indications of their personal value and worth.

Temple provides additional insight:

Some kids who want the world around them to be perfect, to function according to some rigid plan they hold in their minds, have a hard time accepting any kind of mistake they—or others—make. I think these are the children and adults who are more emotionally related, because they can't separate their
actions from their emotions. They're all tied in together, and when you add in their low perspective-taking abilities (which are common among these individuals), they naturally think that all the mistakes that happen to them, all the social blunders, are their own fault, are because of something they did or didn't do.

They expect perfection from themselves, and what parents and teachers need to realize is that they expect this same level of perfection from everyone else around them. So, all day, every day, all around them they experience people failing to live up to the unrealistic and impossible rules they've set up in their heads. The confusion is dense, and thick and pervasive and ever so debilitating, which sets these kids up for a lot of self-inflicted stress and anxiety. That's why it's so important for parents and teachers to constantly repeat Rule #3 to these kids: everyone makes mistakes; it doesn't have to ruin your day. Put it on visual schedules, write it on their notebooks, add it to homework directions given to them. It's so critical that this Rule gets drilled into them, so that even before it starts making sense from an emotional perspective, they at least have learned it from an intellectual standpoint.

Rule #3 is a two-component rule, a two-step learning process. Kids can come to appreciate that everyone makes mistakes and that mistakes are tolerated, to a greater or lesser degree depending on the error made. They can gain that perspective and learn which mistakes have minor consequences and which carry more severe penalties. There are rote ways it can be taught.

The second part, "it doesn't have to ruin your day" can be harder to learn because it involves some level of emotional awareness and perspective taking. They often can't appreciate the rule applies to themselves as well as others. It also requires them to appreciate different degrees of emotions, another aspect of social skills that may need to be taught alongside this rule.
Kids who have bad social experiences burned over and over onto their hard drives get in a rut; the same negative thoughts keep spinning over and over and over again in their brains. Sometimes it takes making their environment very "socially simple" to turn things around—sort of like reformatting the hard drive in the social section, and repeatedly introducing new, positive experiences—for them to gain some sort of social balance. This is easier done during elementary school, when kids are more malleable and their peers are more interested in being helpers. Once kids move into the treacherous social arena of middle school, especially those kids who attend larger schools, the odds of creating a socially simpler environment drastically decline, unless parents choose to home school the child. That's why so many ASD kids regress or lose ground during middle school. Social capabilities develop fast and ASD kids just can't keep up. The social gap keeps getting bigger and bigger unless parents and teachers do something to break the cycle and help them regain some control. Depression is frequent; it's no wonder.

I live for what I do. When I was younger it was projects, not people, that made me feel in control and good about myself. Even though my adolescent years were hard and I was constantly feeling anxiety and living through a lot of teasing from kids around me, I still had my projects—and the self-esteem I felt from them—to ground me, to keep me balanced to some degree so that I didn't completely go off-kilter.

So, while it's important to teach social functioning skills and give kids opportunities to develop emotional relatedness, doing that without also providing them some sense of stability and accomplishment, can in the long run make them less social, rather than more. Concentrate equally on developing talents. These skills provide a rudder that helps guide the individual through the seas of social turmoil, and keeps their sense of self-
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worth healthy, despite all the social mistakes they're making as they navigate through middle and high school.

*

That middle school environment can be especially treacherous for the ASD student who takes every mistake to heart. To keep the constant feelings of failure at bay, defense mechanisms become their life preservers.

Sean describes.

I regularly used denial as a handy, but unhealthy, tool to cover mistakes I had made. Having no perspective caused me to take personally nearly everything bad that happened to me. Every mistake was my fault, stemming from some defect in my character. I often reacted with denial, saying things like, "Oh, I meant to do it that way," "I did it on purpose," "I was only kidding," and so on. That method never worked; instead, it always magnified the significance of what should have been an insignificant error.

My parents spent most of my twenties trying, among other things, to get me to see the importance of admitting my mistakes and learning to laugh off some negative situations that made me so angry. Other times, I reacted with rage that was out of proportion to the event. If Mom showed me another way to do something, for instance, I read her suggestion as "You're always wrong," and I would explode, since I had no ability to see that doing something in a different way does not necessarily imply a judgment.

In some ways, much of the rage I felt in my late teens and early twenties was the result of what I saw as simple math. I was becoming more aware of the world outside my sphere and one of the negative consequences of this growing awareness was being faced with how my aberrant behavior affected others. As my
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awareness of the world around me grew, the anger, resentment and guilt turned inward. I developed a phobia of making mistakes simply because I began to feel that I had already made enough of them for two or three lifetimes. I had to make up for such a dismal track record by being perfect and anything short of perfection proved over and over that I was as defective as I felt inside."

Even into my mid-twenties, I still had trouble telling the difference between situations that were hard for me because of my autism and those that were challenging for everyone. "No one learns without mistakes," Mom would say. That was an unwritten rule that everyone but me seemed to understand. I still didn't realize that everyone goes through learning processes, that everyone makes lots of mistakes at first and then gradually perfects their skills. By this time in my life I was more than ready to be in the "normal" world; instead, I felt as if I were still walking down an endless corridor filled with twists and turns toward it. I wanted a straight-ahead path with no detours and a bright light at the end guiding my way. This fixation often prevented me from learning because I could not take in information when I was enraged and shut down, so of course I made even more mistakes.

I still had some ironclad rules of my own devising and they were still illogical and ill-matched to what I was trying to accomplish. If I perceived something I should have already known in the first place, I had to perfect it. I would accept nothing less of myself. Yet, I still was removed from understanding processes—of going from ignorance to mastery of whatever it was I presumed I should know. There were things everyone else seemed to know automatically, and now I insisted that I know them, too. With each change, I wanted instant results rather than yet another struggle. I knew everyone made mistakes; accepting that as okay in myself was something that would yet take years to master.
What is interesting to note is that for children, adolescents and adults with ASD who have a stronger degree of emotional-relating ability, their intellectual abilities can be so clouded by the emotional chaos that even some of the simpler social interactions—like asking for help—need to be formally taught, and constantly reinforced.

Sean continues on:

I got my first paying job when, at age nineteen, I walked into the Los Angeles Valley College placement office and scanned the three-inch-by-five-inch index cards listing various job openings available in the San Fernando Valley. On a whim, I took the first one I saw, which described an opening for a teacher's assistant at a private preschool in nearby Northridge. I talked to Frank, the director, a young, soft-spoken man.

"Are you currently taking any child development courses?" he asked.

"No, but I plan to take basic child development next semester," I responded.

"Okay. Well, come in this afternoon after your classes for an interview," he said.

After filling out an application and taking part in a half-hour interview, he hired me. I was amazed and flattered that I was handed the position on the spot and that Frank, with his innocent face, was such a decent person. All I had to do was promise that I would take a child development class.

I received the minimum hourly wage of $3.35 to work for three hours a day as a teachers assistant with children ages two to five. It wasn't long, however, before the part-time job turned
into a full-time nightmare. It became apparent that Frank dis­liked me and that he singled me out for special criticism and did what he could to make my life miserable. This isn't the way it's supposed to be, I thought.

Less than a week into the job, I was informed that a com­plaint had been brought against me for going to use the restroom and leaving the teacher alone with all the kids. The next day, Frank mildly admonished me in front of the class full of children and two teachers. But the reprimand was mild compared with what was to come.

Soon I was the one being left alone for an hour every day with the preschoolers who hadn't gone home before the last teacher left for the day. I even was responsible for two- and three-year-old children and had to change their diapers if they had an accident. I had no idea how a diaper worked. I was in charge of the children and if anything went wrong, I would be responsible and would suffer the consequences.

After about two months the director demanded I work full time, saying it was either that or lose my job. Full-time work meant also receiving an hour-long lunch break. Most days I spent that time at a restaurant within walking distance (I hadn't yet learned to drive) and I passed Frank's office as I left the building. Frequently, I noticed Frank staring at me through his office win­dow. His stares were so unsettling that I sometimes got physically sick and was unable to finish my meal. One day, he did a lot more than stare.

It was a hot, smoggy afternoon and the kids were scattered on the playground. Two or three teachers had reported in sick and nobody was called to fill in for them. I was one of two staff watching thirty-five children and I positioned myself at one end of the yard to see as much of what was going on as I could. I had my hands full dealing with various fights and scuffles that were
taking place and was somewhat aware that several children were climbing on a picnic table behind me. I knew they were not allowed to do that and that they could fall, but I was trying to handle other situations at the same time. As I turned around, I saw a classroom door swinging open and Frank hurrying toward me. His face was as red as a sugar beet as he walked up and stood inches from my face.

"You know the kids aren't allowed up on the picnic table," he said loudly with clenched teeth. "I've been watching you from my window and noticed that you didn't do anything to stop them. They could get hurt and I would be responsible. If I see one more child up on that table, I'm going to fire you."

Without giving me a chance to respond, he walked briskly into the building.

I was mortified and embarrassed. I looked at the ground for several seconds before mustering the courage to resume watching the playground. I noticed several children had stopped what they were doing and were still eying me. I picked up my heavy eyelids, forged a smile and thought about ways to stab myself with a sharp knife until my workday was finally over.

Not once during that instance or other similarly trying experiences on that job did one of the cardinal rules of workplace relationships enter my thoughts: that if I don't know what to do, or can't handle the situation, that I could ask for training or advice. I still did not have the concept of asking for help. So absolute in my mind was the idea of avoiding mistakes that admitting I needed help meant admitting I was not perfect.

* *

Being able to acknowledge and accept your own mistakes and those of others is truly a life-preserving perspective for the per-
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son with ASD. Not only does it alleviate much of the daily stress that people with ASD live under, it opens the door to other equally transformational abilities to widen that perspective, such as risk-taking. Sean, in this next passage, and Temple in the one that follows, speak to the whole new world of experiences that open up once people can reasonably assess their shortcomings.

Sean begins:

After watching the movie, Son Rise, about Raun Kaufman's journey out of his autism, and enjoying the brief honeymoon period that followed the knowledge that I was not an inherently "bad" person, I began to understand—intellectually and emotionally—that my lifetime of problems would not instantly evaporate. Despite my high expectations, I would have to learn Life 101: Looking and Reaching Beyond Myself and Other Practical Matters for Getting Along in the World and With Others. Its syllabus included many things like smiling at and acknowledging people when I saw them, figuring out people's real intentions beneath the surface, understanding others' motives, being able to look a few steps ahead of an action and anticipate what its likely consequences would be and on and on. There would be no quick mastery of this curriculum and I would undoubtedly make mistakes along the way. But the unwritten rule that many millions of people who had come before me had acknowledged and accepted was not making sense: that I had to learn to do what was socially appropriate—even if it meant making mistakes, taking great risks and placing myself in many uncomfortable situations.

* *

Temple echoes some of his thoughts:

One of the keys to becoming socially adept and being able to understand the social rules of relationships is getting out in the world and gaining experience. And, that means taking risks and
making mistakes. It's just something you have to accept and push yourself on, even though it might cause some anxiety. I remember talking to a young autistic man about fifteen years ago. He spent his days locked away in his room reading all sorts of magazines, because he thought if he took in enough information he'd be able to think in social ways. He didn't realize that he had to get out and experience the world first-hand, and that he had to learn how to be in the play.

The only way you're going to learn is by doing, you've got to get on the stage and act, even if it means making mistakes. You could look at that as an unwritten rule of social relationships specifically for people with ASD—I don't know how much this is actually verbalized to children with ASD because neurotypicals can learn by observation, by reading, through the experiences of others. Not so for the majority of us on the spectrum.

When I was young, it wasn't easy for me to venture out into new situations because it caused great anxiety, but Mother pushed me to do things. She had to push me to go to the ranch and stay with Aunt Ann. I didn't want to go, but instead of letting me stay home, Mother told me if I didn't like it I could come home in two weeks. I ended up staying the entire summer. I was nervous because I didn't know what would happen—but every child is nervous to some extent about new situations. That's natural, normal behavior; that's not autism.

Another time Mother was remodeling our kitchen and I was helping. She asked me to go to the lumberyard myself and I didn't want to do it. She made me go. She said, "I don't care if you're going to cry. You're going to go to the lumberyard and you're going to buy these things we need." It sounds harsh, but she knew my capabilities and didn't let me get out of doing things because I was afraid of making a mistake. Each time I did something like this, it bolstered my self-esteem; it proved to me I was capable of handling new situations.
She knew when to push and when not to push, and in most instances, she wasn't pushing me into situations that were hugely social. Yes, I had to talk to the clerk in the lumberyard but that was pretty basic conversation that I had been taught and was capable of handling. Going out to the ranch was not a purely social thing either; I had lots of different things to do.

I think a lot of today's social anxiety comes from parents who prematurely put their kids into highly social situations before they're ready, before they've mastered social functioning skills and before they're feeling any sense of capability and self-esteem. So the information that goes onto their hard drive is mostly about what they're doing incorrectly; it's all counter-productive to the child succeeding. If he's not taking in information regarding where he's being successful, the only thing he can do is keep replaying what's there—all the inappropriate experiences—and he keeps getting the same (inappropriate) outcome. It's like a bad programming loop he can't get out of. He doesn't have a model to reference what's positive and effective.

This problem is more common within the ASD population than I think parents and teachers realize. The kids' information bank has mostly inappropriate experiences to call up. It's depressing; it's de-motivating for them. These kids just give up on mastering social skills because they can't see a way out, a way to make anything different or better—and the adults around them aren't changing the way they do things so he can experience success. That's why formal positive teaching is so important—people with ASD need to be taught how to act and what to say, over and over until they get enough good information on their hard drive that the mistakes start happening less and less. The earlier this training starts, the better. It works most effectively when started with very young children. Teach them what to do, as opposed to focusing on what not to do; maybe if parents and adults made that an ALWAYS rule for themselves, kids would be
more motivated to learn social skills. Again, I'm not trying to bash adult efforts, but to point out that again and again and again, what I encounter out in the trenches are adults who don't understand the thinking patterns of people with ASD and still try to use punishment-based behavior systems to work with them. Until that mistake gets corrected, children and adolescents on the spectrum will suffer.

Skills and self-esteem have to come first, or any chance of feeling good about learning social rules will be squashed. Pretty soon the child is so anxious and afraid of venturing out that he resists even the simpler social interactions. Remember, to a lot of kids with ASD all mistakes are HUGE in their minds. They can't differentiate a little mistake from a big one. So, even minor mistakes make them feel badly in BIG ways. Start with building self-esteem within a positive, supported environment. That foundation will carry him through the rough spots later when the social relationships rules are so much harder to decipher and understand.

As with all the rules and the personal experiences offered throughout this book, our goal is to open your mind to new ways of understanding people with ASD, how we think and how that thinking affects our ability to function within the social framework around us. The goal for most parents and teachers in doing so is to guide spectrum children towards an adult experience that includes independence, a satisfying job and meaningful social relationships. We'll all make mistakes along the way, and hopefully, we'll all keep in mind this unwritten rule of social relationships: what matters more than the mistake you make is what you do once you realize you've made it. For Sean, he's learned that in many instances, laughing at our own mistakes puts them in perspective quicker than anything else.
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Sean shares:

I want to add a few points about laughter with regard to mistakes. I'm not talking about situations for which a serious response would be appropriate. Obviously, if you're in a supermarket, for example, and you accidentally clobber someone coming around a corner with your shopping cart, laughing it off would not be the right thing to do. Apologizing and making sure the person is okay are the right ways to handle such an incident. Once you have done that, then laughter may be all right, depending on the person's response and frame of mind.

It's also important to distinguish between what I call good versus bad laughter. By this I mean the difference between laughing *with* someone (or at what the person said when humor was the intent) and laughing AT the person.

To dig up one other cliche (and quickly return it to its resting place where it belongs), laughter is contagious. I've been in festive social situations where the mood is jovial and people are having a great time laughing, conversing, etc., and have found myself doing the same—even if nothing funny was said to trigger it. I get caught up in the mood and respond in kind. Likewise, there have been countless occasions at which I have laughed when someone was trying to be funny. Laughter is one of those things that has a way of feeding off itself.

Laughing at someone, on the other hand, usually causes the opposite reaction. This is hurtful and inappropriate. It's when, for instance, you laugh at a funeral. It's when you laugh after a person trips—or any situation and set of circumstances that causes a person embarrassment or other negative feelings when that person wasn't trying to be funny. Laughing at people is akin to making fun of them, and nobody enjoys that.
By and large, however, most garden variety mistakes and situations in our everyday lives lend themselves to a little humor if we're willing to "let our hair down." And making fun of yourself in a humorous way is always more attractive to people than subjecting them to your self-righteousness or your heavy negativity. I find it hard to be around someone who is angry, sullen or upset most of the time and who often complains but does nothing to change anything. It's not that I don't care about such a person; it's just that it zaps my energy and affects me similarly. Laughter may be contagious but unfortunately, so is chronic negativity. No matter how hard you try to hide a bad mood, those around you can feel it, even if they don't say anything. So I think it's best to deal with it on the spot, and even better to take steps to prevent it in the first place.

These are things my parents explained over and over to me for years. Finally it's sunk in that nobody cares about an inconsequential mistake; we all make them—autism or not. But others do care about how you handle and react to it. That's what has the longest and strongest impact.

In closing, Sean also wanted to point out the value of finally accepting your past mistakes, forgiving yourself for them, and finding ways to move on. Many people with ASD carry around huge amounts of guilt and remorse for the errors they've committed in their lives. Genius minds that can remember and recall details about hundreds of topics also equally retain memories of mistakes large and small. Guilt isn't only reserved for mistakes with people, as these final passages from Sean demonstrate.

Sean speaks:

For more than fifteen years, I carried guilt and shame that stemmed from my days as a teacher's aide with children. I had
many conversations with my mother about this and after one talk, she came up with a brilliant idea.

"Why don't you look into becoming a Big Brother," she suggested.

"I don't know," I said. "I'm not sure I would be any good at it."

For a while, I was reluctant to pursue the idea. Finally, I relented. After completing the paperwork, I was matched to a nine-year-old boy whose mother had died when he was four and whose father was absent. For the first few months I felt tense with Ron because I was fearful of saying or doing the wrong things. I also took great care not to respond to him in ways that echoed the methods I used as a teacher's aide. But old habits don't go down without a fight.

The local Big Brothers/Big Sisters organization had an annual Christmas party in which gifts were given to the kids. Ron and another child got into a big argument and I tried to mediate. When it became obvious that my attempts at peacemaking weren't working, I ignored the situation and pretended not to notice the growing hostility between the two boys. That didn't work, either, and I resorted to yelling—the same pattern I had often used when I worked with children years earlier.

Tension filled the car as I drove Ron home. He was angry with me for the way I had handled the fight and I was enraged with myself. The agency required Big Brothers to see their Little Brothers at least once a week, but for three weeks after that incident, I pretended to be out of town. I just couldn't face Ron because my poor reaction at the party convinced me that I was still the failure I had been before.

I couldn't remain "out of town" forever, though. I realized I had to get over what had happened and in the process learned this unwritten social rule: *avoiding a problem doesn't make it go*
away. I called Ron and suggested we go to a nearby roller rink and to a Dairy Queen so we could have one-on-one time. We had a good time together and after that my relationship with Ron improved. The more I relaxed, loosened up and made adjustments, the better our friendship became. In 1998, I was named Big Brother of the Year for the Youngstown area. Since he is now past age sixteen, I'm no longer Ron's Big Brother, but we remain good friends.

When I was a child, I wanted a dog, partly because I thought I would be able to better relate to animals than I did to people. I had spent time with my grandparents' dog; their dog obeyed me and didn't respond negatively when I interacted with him. So I was thrilled when, at age seven, we went to the home of our family dentist and brought home not floss or a new toothbrush, but a puppy. At first, I treated Molly with great affection, but as I grew older, she too became an object I used to satisfy my compulsions. When I was ten or eleven, I started teasing her for the same reasons I occasionally teased people: to get a predictable response. Molly had a favorite spot in our dining room where she liked to lie down partially under a chair and it became a game to sneak up, lightly push her from behind and watch her run into another room. The more I did this, the more predictable her response, which, of course, only fueled my desire to continue.

My parents soon caught on and told me to stop tormenting the dog. A fear of being caught did nothing to deter me and despite my parents' warnings, I continued. Even though on some level I knew it was wrong, my compulsions were so strong that I felt driven to satisfy my need to see a predictable outcome and exert control over the outcome. Over time, my parents grew angrier and forbade me from having contact with Molly.

A similar pattern played out when we got our second dog, McGill, a German Shepherd. He was lovable and affectionate, and I felt drawn to him initially. But the clouds soon darkened
when I saw the enormous difference between how my parents
and sister responded to the dog and to me. We got McGill when
I was twelve and he was part of the family for a decade. During
those ten years he was the object of my family's love and affec­
tion, whereas I was the one receiving constant reprimands, scorn
and punishment. I soon thought that my parents—especially my
mother—loved our dog more than me, and jealousy and rage
brewed inside me.

Within a year, I grew to dislike the dog intensely. Affection
turned to anger and, on occasion, mild abuse. I became so resent­
ful of McGill that I yelled at him to get out anytime I came into
my bedroom and found him in it. Sometimes when I caught him
there, I hit him on the back, causing him to yelp in pain. Despite
my cruel treatment, McGill still sought my love and attention
and I responded by ignoring him.

Shortly before I moved to Ohio in 1984, he developed arthri­
tis in his hind legs and died soon after. By the time he died, I had
made progress in my fight against autism. My anger toward him
had diminished, but guilt at my treatment of him had increased.
The guilt stayed with me and one day, eight years after his death,
I came across a photo album containing several pictures of him
and wept.

After the tears dried, I realized that I needed more than time
to assuage the guilt. I had to channel my negative feelings in
some way, so I looked in the phone book for numbers of local
animal shelters. After a few calls, I found one that temporarily
housed dogs and cats waiting to be adopted. After learning that
the agency needed volunteers, I signed on.

Eight years later, I still get tremendous satisfaction and joy
from going there once a week to take care of the dogs. I make
sure they have enough food and water, and I find time to give
individual dogs plenty of love and kindness—both of which I
still wish I had dished out to McGill. An unwritten rule of social relationships is that forgiveness is something we do for ourselves. Harboring guilt for years on end can be extremely self-destructive. In some cases we can't repair the mistakes of our past, but in many cases we can heal the wounds in ourselves they created.

Of course, I can't bring our German Shepherd back. Working for the shelter, however, has let me channel my sadness and guilt in a constructive way and has been healing for me. I still get pangs of sadness when I think of how badly I treated him, but also feel comfort in knowing how I would treat him now. With McGill, I learned a very important unwritten social rule that stands sentry over the one we introduced at the beginning of this chapter: We all make mistakes; they don't have to ruin your life.

Points to Keep in Mind:

- Striving towards perfection is a goal many people share; having to be perfect is the mindset that makes social functioning difficult for the child or adult with ASD.

- There's a function to every behavior; repeated mistakes may signal lack of understanding of the request or the appropriate behavior. Probe for comprehension.

- Be positive and proactive in teaching: Show the child what to do, demonstrate the appropriate behavior.

- Make sure consequences are meaningful and fit the intensity of the mistake.

- Help children learn the difference between mistakes that occur when they are trying their best and careless errors that occur when a child is not trying. Social reactions are different between the two.
• When in new or different situations, people with AS need extra time to cognitively process the experience. Help them along by pointing out the important details that can aid in problem solving.

• Separate the person from the behavior: help children with ASD understand that the mistake is in what they are saying or doing, not in who they are.

• Indecision stemming from a real fear of making a mistake often leaves an AS person "spinning his wheels and getting nowhere." Reinforce risk-taking, even if the outcome is less than perfect.

• Monitor your own behaviors: how do you react to your own mistakes? Kids model what they see!
Rule #4
Honesty is Different than Diplomacy

One of the most frequently-experienced, near universal charactersitics inherent in children and adults with ASD is the absolute honest response they will genuinely provide when asked, and even when not asked. Every parent, teacher, SLP, OT, behavior therapist or school administrator who has spent time within the autism community undoubtedly has a story or two about times when a child's utter honesty has resulted in laughter and amusement or hurt feelings and profuse apologies on behalf of the child.

We encourage spectrum children to engage in social situations. We reward them for their attempts at verbal communication. As a society we value honesty and in our attempts to pass along our values to our children, we often teach them, "Honesty is the best policy," or some variation of the timeless axiom, such as, "Always tell the truth." Lurking behind these simple words, however, are a host of variations and exceptions to the rule that wreak havoc in the lives of people with ASD.

Understanding the difference between honesty and diplomacy happens so naturally within the typical person's social development that making a formal distinction through structured teaching is often overlooked in social skills programs for children and adults with ASD. Adults talk about perspective taking and understanding others' emotions and feelings during social interaction, but rarely do they draw a clear enough distinction that makes sense to the younger child with ASD.

Temple speaks:

From a very young age, Mother drilled into my sister Izzy and me different social functioning skills. Included in these "courtesy rules," as I later named them, were behaviors that required me to
acknowledge that other people had thoughts and feelings different from my own. These courtesy rules weren't negotiable; it was the socially-accepted behavior that was expected of me and other children growing up in the 1950s and '60s. It didn't matter whether or not I understood why I should act that way; I was just expected to follow them.

When I was young, I pretty much verbalized the obvious in front of me, like going up to a stranger and asking him why he had a big wart on his nose, or pointing at the fat lady in the grocery store and laughing. I'd make all sorts of impolite comments and got into trouble a lot for doing so. Mother labeled that "rude behavior" and was very clear that it was not polite or nice to do. Being courteous had nothing to do with honesty.

Mother drilled into me that you don't stare at people who have disabilities; you don't laugh at fat ladies; you don't point out people who have a big wart on their nose or their face—things like that. Mother was so strict about it that it was pretty easy for me to distinguish appropriate versus inappropriate behavior when it came to interactions with other people in public settings. And, she took us so many places that I had frequent opportunities to practice. I learned the courtesy rules through trial and error; when I was being impolite there were consequences that I didn't like. It wasn't like learning table manners, where she would simply correct me and tell me what the appropriate behavior was. Situations involving other people always carried with them consequences—bigger consequences, because they involved other people's feelings.

Being honest, on the other hand, had to do with lying or deceit, trying to cover up something you did that was wrong, like when I stole a fire engine from a neighborhood boy's birthday party. That was where the honesty rule came into play in our house. I remember when my little ten-year-old brother stole a light bulb from a hardware store. Mother marched him right into
the hardware store, told the owner that my brother needed to talk to him, pushed him in the office and shut the door. She left my brother in there with the store owner to explain that he had taken a flashlight bulb. That was the consequence.

The way I was brought up, talking about people's appearance in a derogatory manner fell into the rudeness category and stealing or telling a lie fell into the honesty category. So, honesty and diplomacy were different in my way of thinking right from the start. I think that made it easier to learn the courtesy rules, because they were more cut-and-dried behaviors than having to process complicated concepts like honesty or falsehoods. And the courtesy rules really helped me fit in with other kids, and act appropriately in different social settings. By themselves, social courtesies are little things that go unnoticed when kids or adults do them right, but capture a lot of attention and make people stand out when they're not followed. That's why I think it's so important for parents to look at basic social functioning skills as distinct from emotional relatedness, and make sure the functioning skills are drilled into kids from an early age. They open a lot of doors to social interaction that will give emotional relatedness a chance to develop.

*  

Sean too was raised within a family environment that encouraged honesty and being polite and respecting the feelings of others. Unlike Temple, however, Sean's highly literal mind coupled with an eagerness to stay true to the policy of being honest, resulted in behaviors that, more often than not, were regarded as rude or inappropriate.

Sean speaks:

As a writer, I hate to use cliches more than I do their opposites. So when I say that honesty is not always the best policy, not
only am I taking pleasure in turning such a trite saying on its head, but I'm uttering a truth: being honest in all situations really can make mountains out of molehills.

Most of the time, it is best to deal with social situations and people in honest and forthright ways. If you do something wrong, it's certainly best to be honest about the mistake, offer apologies and correct it if possible. But there are other times when a pinch of diplomacy runs circles around a cupful of honesty.

Even years later, my eleventh birthday stands out in my memory. What I recall more vividly than anything else associated with the day was my reaction to one of the gifts I received. At that time, I loved getting board games more than any other item, and I often shook the unwrapped present before opening it so I could get a sense of what was inside. I took delight in hearing a familiar clattering that provided a good clue that this was a game of some kind.

On that day, I shook a rectangular package and heard the sounds I welcomed. With anticipation, I opened the gift as family and a few friends—including the one who bought it for me—watched. My excitement quickly turned to anger, though, when I saw what I had gotten. It was a new Monopoly game.

I knew there were countless board games on the shelves of any toy store, so of all the available choices, why did this person have to buy me something I already had? Anger and disappointment fully engulfed the sheer joy and excitement I had felt only moments earlier.

"I already have this," I said, flinging it aside.

Mom and Dad, under the pretense of wanting me to help them in the kitchen, took me aside out of earshot of our guests
and angrily told me that it was not okay to react that way when the person was obviously trying to do something nice for me.

After returning to the room I apologized, but the atmosphere was different. The friend sheepishly said, "That's okay," and slowly the mood in the living room brightened. But it needn't have been darkened in the first place—and wouldn't have been if I had used some diplomacy.

In my warped, autistic way of thinking, I was being truly honest in my response to the friend in two ways: I did already have a Monopoly game in my bedroom and I really was angry and disappointed that I didn't get something else I wanted. A response was clearly warranted when I opened the gift, and my expression of emotions, as well as the factual information about the gift itself, was rooted in pure honesty. But this social situation also clearly demonstrates how sheer, unchecked honesty without any diplomacy can lead to another person's feelings being wounded. I was unable to see beyond my own feelings and that, combined with literal and black-and-white ways of seeing the world, prevented me from understanding how my inappropriate response could affect another person.

Kids with ASD want to excel and be good at what they do. This extends to telling the truth or upholding a rule about honesty that adults may have taught them. In some cases, telling the truth is simply the only thing they know how to do; it becomes a rule that springs forth from their black and white thinking patterns, they have no other choice. The verbal, emotionally-related, interactive child often falls into the role of "truth police"—upholding these rules in absolute fashion, without regard to context or other people's feelings. In their minds, this is a positive quality that should be welcomed and praised by those around
them. However, without being able to appreciate how social context affects the rule, the resultant social repercussions to their absolute honesty are anything but positive.

Can children and adults with ASD lie? Is it part of their mental and emotional make-up to be able to do so? Opinions differ among professionals in the ASD community as to whether or not this ability exists.

Temple comments:

One of the things I hear often is the inability of people on the spectrum to lie. I agree that with some kids this is true; it depends upon their functioning level. Those who are really black-and-white thinkers, who don't have a lot of perspective taking and few categories built on their hard drive will be pretty rule-bound when it comes to telling the truth. For some, even the thought of lying will be very, very stressful, as we point out in the passage that follows this one. But as their level of functioning increases and their thinking becomes more flexible, the capacity to lie expands too. I've heard Tony Attwood comment that Asperger kids can learn to lie and once they do, they're very good at it.

Personally, I know the difference between a truth and a lie, and I can lie if I want to, but I cannot do it on the spur of the moment. Lying requires more intricate sequencing of thoughts and I can only lie if I plan it out very carefully beforehand. I pride myself that I don't ever lie about anything that's of consequence, or that might hurt someone's feelings, unless, of course, safety issues are involved. For me, lying is never about personal gain at the expense of another; most of the time it's about circumventing some of the bureaucratic rules that our society imposes on us that are actually really stupid. One time I deliberately missed a connection at an airport because I wanted to visit with someone. Some airlines charge a $100 fee to change flights, even when
seats are available, which I think is just bureaucratic nonsense. I went up to the service counter at the airport and told them I couldn't walk fast enough through the airport and missed my flight. Well, that was a lie. But I'd planned it out beforehand.

Anytime I lie it causes me anxiety; that hasn't changed as I've aged or as my thinking skills have progressed. But as I've learned to think more flexibly and can put actions into a more detailed hierarchy of relative importance and values, the anxiety isn't as severe with some things as it used to be. Because of that categorical thinking, I can understand the concept now of white lies, or that disguising the absolute truth is sometimes a better choice than is being 100% honest.

* 

Lying can indeed be stressful to many children on the autism spectrum. The stress can be so severe as to be immobilizing for them, which reinforces the need for parents and teachers to clearly distinguish honesty/lying from being courteous and diplomatic in situations involving other people. Patricia Rakovic, a speech/language therapist in Rhode Island, has been running a social skills group for boys with Aspergers Syndrome for several years now within one of the school districts in the state. The students range in age from twelve to fifteen, and the group includes typical peers. In developing material for this chapter of the book, we asked her to query her students on the subject of honesty. As an experiment, she broke the group into AS students and non-AS students and individually asked each group their opinions on the subject of honesty, telling the truth, white lies, etc. Their different reactions demonstrate the disparity that exists between people with AS and their NT counterparts when it comes to the subject of honesty.

Pat explains:
Wow! I had no idea what would happen when I approached these two groups on the subject of honesty and lying. The group of typical boys immediately latched onto the subject. They all began talking at once, quickly organized who they would lie to and what they would lie about. They even broke into role play as they demonstrated what might happen in different situations. For the most part, they lie to their parents, teachers and other adults about misdeeds. They spoke about white lies and when they would tell them and why. They also talked about not lying about big things such as someone they saw doing drugs. When they mentioned their friends, it was interesting in that they said they would lie to them pretty much about everything—they thought it was pretty funny. They LOVED the exercise and were animated in describing how they can tell if someone is lying by their tone of voice, eye contact, posture, rate of speech, etc.

Contrast their reactions with the same question posed to my group of AS students. They did not respond the same. Many of them were adamant that they never, ever lied. They had rules for themselves: "You never should lie to anyone" and "You should tell the truth." In their minds these rules were absolute; there was no hierarchy to honesty.

They had a very hard time with the concept of a "white lie" and we heard "I'm confused" several times as we tried to explain it. I invited them to play act with me—something we often do in our social skills group—and asked them, "Do I look fat?" and other similar questions. Even in the role-play they were very reluctant to voice something that was not true. Some of this role playing they understood from commercials on television and a few of the students were able to respond appropriately. However, they still had difficulty with accepting the fact that someone would lie, or that it was a socially acceptable behavior based on the context of the situation.
They also didn't seem to understand or be able to discern even the most blatant lying among their peers. There is one student in our mixed group who is a great fabricator of stories, to put it mildly. If a boy said he watched NASCAR on TV, this boy would respond that he built a race car, and was in a race, the car exploded but he still won the race. If the kids are talking about going to the school dance, the boy will say he's playing in the band (mind you, the school dance doesn't have a band). The boy's classmates are quick to recognize his stories and call him on his blatant lying; the students with AS are not. They don't seem to realize he is lying, even when he is directly questioned by the staff. Example: when we were talking about the school dance, I asked the boys if there was a band at the dance. Although they said no, they still didn't "get it" that the boy was lying about being in the band.

While talking about honesty and lying was noticeably stressful for the students with AS, the only situation in which they seemed not to be as upset about lying was if their parents asked them what was happening between them and their sibling (e.g., "No mom, it wasn't me.").

What was most startling to those of us who run this social skills group was the emotional toll just talking about the subject of honesty and lying had taken on the AS boys. One boy related he had, at one time, lied about going outside to play because he wanted to look for his cat. His face crumpled and the color drained from it before my eyes. I thought perhaps the cat had been run over, but the overt uneasiness was his reaction to having lied, as when I asked about the cat, he said it had been under the bed all the time. The student then collapsed into tears about the incident and lying. Another boy related that in the first grade (remember, these kids are teenagers now) students would get stickers for reading books. He hated to read books so he would say he read them when he had not. No sooner did the words
leave his mouth then he put his head down and began to wail. The group discussion quickly dissolved with the students saying they had had enough of the topic. Another AS student insisted that lying would never, ever be talked about in group again.

This is one of the few times we have experienced such a strong, anxiety-ridden, emotional reaction from the students in our social skills group when discussing any topic. Obviously, to the child or teenager with ASD, honestly and lying is a highly charged issue that must be handled delicately and within a caring, trusting environment.

* *

Telling the truth is an "easier" response, from a social perspective, than is being diplomatic, which involves putting the response in context, judging the perspective of the other person, looking for nonverbal clues about the person's motive, etc. This type of mental processing is difficult for the ASD child and it often takes time for him to sort through all the pieces to develop a socially-appropriate response, even when his perspective taking abilities are good. In most cases in social interaction, replies are expected quickly, so out pops the truth or the child remains silent.

As children grow into adulthood, the people around them often misinterpret their naivete or gullible nature with being stupid. Many HFA/Aspie adolescents and adults are very intelligent yet shy away from social interaction because they lack the ability to perceive others' motives or they recognize the social environment is just too complex for them to decipher. They know their behaviors are looked upon as odd by others; they just can't figure out why and what to do about it. Rather than lie or risk looking weirder than they already feel, they may remain silent in a situation. Others will venture beyond their comfort zone in an
attempt to gather information that can help them better analyze the social situation. If their problem-solving skills are adequate, the return can be worth the risk, or it can backfire just as easily.

Temple points out:

I learned some hard lessons about honesty versus diplomacy when I had my early interactions with people at work. Two instances come to mind. What benefited me in the long run was that in both cases, people got on me hard for my behavior right away; they didn't overlook it or let it slide until it became such an issue that it could no longer be tolerated.

During one of the first projects I ever worked on I made the mistake of criticizing some welding. I said it looked like pigeon turds, in front of a lot of people. It was a very undiplomatic thing to do, but I hadn't yet figured out how many of the courtesy rules I'd learned from Mother growing up applied in the work setting. The guy's welding wasn't the greatest but that wasn't the right way to criticize it. Harley, the plant engineer brought me right up into his office and told me, real straightforward, that what I had done was wrong and that I needed to go up to the cafeteria right away and apologize to the welder. He used a good metaphor that visually made sense to me—he said he needed to "nip these little cancers (meaning my rude behavior) before they metastasize." It didn't take me long to figure out that while my comment may have been accurate, it didn't make any of the other people on the job like me very much, which would make social interaction more difficult.

When I get in situations like that, where I've made a social blunder, I don't want to compound the situation by lying, so I usually think carefully about what I can say that will repair the situation and still maintain my own sense of integrity and honesty. I didn't go up and tell Whitey his welding was great, but I did go up to him and apologize for using that kind of language.
and that my comment was rude and inappropriate. We smoothed it over pretty quickly, because construction guys weren't all that social to begin with back in the 1970s.

The second time the honesty versus diplomacy issue came up, there were more serious consequences. Some senior engineers designed a project that contained some mistakes, obvious only to me. Not knowing any better, I wrote a letter to their boss, in this case the President of the Swift company, citing in great detail the errors in their design, and calling the engineers "stupid." It was not well received. Even though my comments were honest, I learned that within the job environment, one of the cardinal unwritten rules is that you simply cannot tell other people they are stupid, even if they really are stupid; especially your boss. First, it's not good "business etiquette"—there's a whole set of unwritten rules specific to the workplace. To keep a job, people with ASD need to learn them. Second, most typical people have their emotions all wrapped up in what they do. With adults, jealousy and control issues are often involved in the choices they make, the things they say or do, or not do. Jealousy is a difficult social construct to learn about and it took me until my forties to just start to figure out what was going on and how to deal with it. With AS adults just entering the workforce, it's better to just do your job and never criticize your boss or other employees, until you become better able to interpret their motives and understand their different personalities. It takes a lot of time to do that.

In this second instance, I was technically right in my comments about the project, but I was socially wrong in acting upon them the way I did. Honesty was definitely not the best decision in that particular situation, and it did cost me my job. Through that experience I also learned another critical rule of social interaction that has become more and more important in this technical age: Be very careful about what you write. I still follow that rule
today. Anything on paper, or even sent via email, can come back and bite you later. Unless I think something I'm putting on paper could be published and distributed worldwide without repercussion, I don't put it down on paper. That's how I ward off some big social mistakes that other Aspies frequently make. I just don't do it, period.

Knowing When to Say What You Really Think

Part of wisely knowing when 100% honesty is needed, and when diplomacy is a more socially responsible behavior is figuring out the motives or real intentions of the other person before responding. That means looking for clues and, most of the time, actively probing for additional information in order to get a good read of the situation. It wasn't until I was a young adult in the work place and was exposed to many different types of people in various professional settings that I gained sufficient data on my hard drive to analyze and problem-solve peoples motives and intentions. It's complicated and involves a lot of nuance, both in people's language and their nonverbal style of communicating. I gradually learned about body language and how those different facial expressions, voice tone or gestures provided me with clues as to what was going on. And, it all had to work within my logical way of thinking to make sense to me, so it took on an algorithm of its own.

Let's say I'm working with a client doing a remodeling job on the stockyards at his plant. I'm not sure how honest to be about what needs to be done. I start by asking myself, "Does he really want me to tell him that his plant is a piece of crap, or do I need to be a little more diplomatic about it?" In most cases, I've learned diplomacy goes farther than blunt honesty, so now I pretty much assume up front that I need to start there. So, I might ask the plant owner a series of questions: What level of remodeling does he want? Does he want just a few band-aid jobs, like some minor repairs, or adding some new gates? Does he want minor
surgery—that might be ripping out a few pens, changing things around a bit, or does he want major surgery, knocking down sections and rebuilding from the ground up? Through experience and a heck of a lot of social analysis, I've learned that people who only want band-aid repairs don't want to hear that their facility is a wreck. Those who want major surgery already acknowledge the condition, and I feel more comfortable talking frankly to them about the state of their stockyard.

I ask questions and listen to people's responses; this helps me judge not just the mechanical end of the project, but also how logical or emotional a client is in dealing with me. I developed this process once I started doing more consulting work—it's like Sherlock Holmes gathering clues so he can put the whole picture together and solve the crime. Social interaction is like a puzzle I have to figure out; I've learned how to gather information that helps me know how to act and fit in better. It's easier to figure things out when you're talking about a building project or something concrete than when you're talking about personal issues, but the process I use is pretty much the same no matter what situation I find myself in. An unwritten rule of social interaction that seems to ring true more often than not is this: where people are involved, err on the side of being too diplomatic, rather than too honest.

How to Give Constructive Criticism and Suggestions

Despite the old adage, "Sticks and stones can break my bones, but names can never hurt me," I learned that words could indeed hurt. When I was called names by the other kids in school, it was anything but pleasant. But as I got older I learned another unwritten rule of relationships: that words could also heal, and it was up to me to wisely choose what I said in each and every social encounter. Let's say my Aunt Bella came up to me wearing a
hideous hat. I'm not going to volunteer a compliment unless I can do so in honesty; I'm not going to just spontaneously say "I think your hat is nice, Aunt Bella" if that's not how I really feel. And I'm not going to blurt out that the hat is hideous, or looks terrible on her, because I know that would hurt her feelings. But let's say she asked me directly what I thought of it. I might make the comment that it's a pretty color, or that it matches her outfit nicely or that it had pretty red cherries on it. I'd find something positive about it to say, but I wouldn't lie.

How do you know when to be completely honest and when not? That's where the ability to construct new and more refined categories is useful. Aunt Bella's hat is not very important in the scheme of things, so the degree of honesty of my response can be lower, if needed, and I'd only offer a comment if directly asked to do so. But suppose her hat was constructed of poisonous materials that could make her sick. I'd be frank about that, because it might injure her. Her hat moved higher up the scale of importance because of the materials it was made from.

I have had clients who had a spot on their face or body that looked like melanoma, like it could be cancerous. I don't want them to die, so in this instance, I'd make an unsolicited comment: "I know this may sound rude but I don't like the way that spot looks on your face. Have you been to a doctor and had that checked out?" I'm not rude in how I do it—I don't say it in the middle of the conference room—but I might pull them aside in the hallway after a meeting and ask them about it. Yes, it might hurt their feelings but I take that risk if I think somebody may have a serious medical problem that needs attention; life threatening issues transcend rudeness. I have a hierarchy for that type of decision-making.

Most situations in my daily life fall someplace in the middle though; they're not way over on one end of the Honesty category or the other. So, one of the sub-rules I've developed for
responding to questions that require me to gauge diplomacy or how honest I am is "Good news always comes first." For instance, let's say I attended a conference and one of the other presenters asked me what I thought of his presentation. If I was 100% honest, I'd tell him I hated the talk. But I know that's rude, and it's also not constructive social interaction. There's a high probability that a comment like that would alienate the person from ever talking to me again. That's not my idea of a successful social interaction (unless I really do want to stop the person from ever talking to me again!).

In framing my response I first ask myself: how well do I know this person? Unless the person is a friend, I start with very general comments. Then I'd analyze my thoughts about the talk. A bad talk can be boring, but have good content; it can be delivered well but have bad content; or it can be both—boring delivery and bad content. If it's a matter of presentation style, like they had crappy overheads or they talked in a monotone, I'd try to be nice and find something positive to say first. My response might be something like, "I really loved what you had to say. You made some really great points. I want to talk to you about how you can fix up your slides to make your presentation more effective." It's honest, but it's also diplomatic. But if their information was inaccurate—they made the statement that sensory problems in autism are just nonsense—I would be challenging them from the floor, not waiting until afterwards.

I've learned through experience a couple more unwritten rules: never start a conversation or presentation with negative or controversial comments, and most people don't like to hear negative comments about themselves or their work. People need to become comfortable with you before they'll be receptive to talking about anything controversial, or discussing anything that might put them emotionally on edge. I once gave a talk in an agriculture engineering meeting, about stress in cattle. I started out the pres-
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presentation with a picture of a guy beating the crap out of a steer — it went over like a lead balloon. So the next talk I did on the same subject I started out with all the non-controversial information first and used that same picture at the end of the talk. People had a much better reaction to the presentation that way.

* *

The last opinion we share with readers has indirect reference to honesty and diplomacy. It is more a "sister rule" that we hope parents and teachers will teach alongside Rule #4. Whereas honesty is mainly about what to say, and diplomacy is mainly about when to say it, it behooves every child and adult to learn that offering unsolicited comments isn't always welcomed, as the following passage from Temple echoes. In our eagerness for our children to be socially engaged, we encourage them to talk, we reinforce them when they respond, so they get in the habit of offering their opinions without being asked—and we delight in their social participation. But not all situations warrant a verbal comment; it's an unwritten rule in certain social relationship settings, both personal and professional, that keeping silent is preferable over offering an unsolicited opinion.

Temple speaks to this idea that your opinion is not always needed:

As I got older I could appreciate the different levels of thoughts, ideas, feelings that other people had and compare/contrast them to my own. My courtesy rules became more refined, based on situations and context. But along the way I had to learn an important unwritten rule of social interactions that at times went against my autistic thinking: that sometimes my opinion didn't matter and that volunteering information wasn't always in my best interest. I also had to learn that when asked a direct question that involved being honest, there were different ways I could
respond—there were different levels of honesty—and that sometimes silence or "no comment" was the most appropriate one. Trial and error impressed upon me that certain ways of responding were more positive overall than others, and some would flat out alienate the person to whom I was talking. It comes back again to perspective taking—I had to realize that other people weren't always interested in what I had to say.

This is where some kids and adults with autism/AS get in trouble; they dole out unsolicited comments without realizing how they affect other people. At a young age they might have been taught the honesty rule and it's become ingrained in their thinking. Along the way, no one taught them the difference between honesty and diplomacy, or tempered that rule by teaching them to choose their words carefully before offering comments. So talk they do, when asked their opinion and when not, and even when no one is interested at all in what they have to say.

I often talk with adult Aspies who still apply the honesty-is-best rule in an absolute manner, and feel they are right doing so—anytime, anywhere. One girl with autism I knew was bluntly honest with her co-workers about their weight or how they looked and her response to me when we were discussing the issue was, "Honesty is best." Her behavior became a problem on her job, yet she couldn't get it that maybe this rule wasn't working in her life. What I say to people who parrot the honesty phrase to me is this: your co-workers don't need your opinion on personal issues; keep them to yourself. You're hired to do a job and offer your opinions on job-related issues, not on people's hairstyles or their fashion sense.

Many Aspies think all their opinions matter and don't realize that some opinions are best kept to themselves, especially in social or job-related settings with people who are less than close friends. That's most of our social encounters. Offering unsolicited opinions can often get you into social trouble. My opinion
about another person's personal attributes or their comments or their actions are really not that important and being 100% honest in a way that's rude will probably hurt someone's feelings. That's bad in the scheme of things; it reduces my social options and alienates me from others. I've learned to keep my comments mostly work-related or project related until I really get to know people and establish friendships with them. The only times I'm 100% honest are when safety issues are involved, where people could be physically hurt or killed, or when there's a law enforcement officer involved in the situation. And even then, there's a polite way of offering information and a rude way of doing it.

* 

Honesty isn't always the best policy; as a general rule, being diplomatic is much more applicable across people and settings than teaching kids to always be honest. Being conscious of other people's feelings and acting in ways that facilitate, rather than alienate social interaction, can be taught as rote skills to a large extent. However the skills are taught, the process is one of trial and error and learning from mistakes. The key is to use the information from each situation intelligently and try another approach when something doesn't work. And remember the age-old saying: "If you can't say something nice, don't say anything at all."

* 

Points to Keep in Mind:

- Having to "unteach" a previously established rule is difficult. Teaching young children to "always tell the truth" is tempting, but think twice about doing so. It's not always true nor is it the best choice in all situations.
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- Set the stage for success: don't ask a question such as "Are you enjoying the birthday party?" in front of the host if you're not 100% sure the response will be something everyone wants to hear.

- If rules are important to a child, develop some general rules about knowing when/when not to voice an opinion, especially an unsolicited one on things such as other people's appearance. This works equally well with rigid-thinking adults.

- The likelihood that a child with AS is telling the truth (or will tell the truth) runs parallel to his (developmental) age; younger children more often will tell the absolute, unvarnished truth when asked, or as a voluntary contribution.

- Be clear on what you're trying to teach, and teach one social skill at a time. Adults often unknowingly set up conditions that are confusing for a child who is working on social skills. Are you teaching a child to obey your requests? Are you teaching a child to respond to questions in order to keep a social conversation going? Or are you teaching him how to be diplomatic in his responses? A generic "Kyle, what do you think of this nice dinner that Aunt Mary has prepared for us?" can be confusing. For one child the issue is whether or not to obey (answer the question); to another it's a decision to tell the truth or lie; a third child may have the Theory of Mind skills to understand that being diplomatic is the order of the day. And you thought the question was innocent and easy?

- Topics such as honesty, diplomacy, and socially approved white lies have no clear-cut boundaries; personal ethics and morals dictate our opinions and even within social groupings, what is "wrong" or "right" can differ
tremendously. As a result, many adults adopt a very "autistic-like" rigid response to the social misbehavior of their children. It's much easier to give them a rule, to take the shortcut and say "always tell the truth" then to merge onto the Road of Lifelong Learning that involves the responsibility to explain the "when," "why," and "with whom" aspects of social relationships. Be honest with yourself if you see your reflection in this mirror and get off that shortcut as soon as you can. Social relationships are complicated; there is usually no easy answer. As you take the high road and work through situations with a child on an ongoing basis, you reinforce to him that social understanding doesn't occur in a flash of wisdom, but is a continual learning process for everyone. That's putting him on the road to social success.
Rule #5

Being Polite is Appropriate in Any Situation.

It's an unwritten rule of our social culture that being polite and having good manners gains you entry into group social interactions, whether that interaction is personal or professional, between two people or among many individuals. Even before uttering a word, exhibiting polite and appropriate physical manners demonstrates to others that you understand the boundaries of "group behavior" and gains you "Level 1" acceptance. Good manners are relationship-building behaviors; they facilitate continued social interaction. While they vary from culture to culture, from one social group to another, can be looser or more formal, and can change literally overnight, people still notice when they are absent.

Temple described her four rule categories in an earlier chapter, one of them being Courtesy Rules. As she points out, these rules may vary from culture to culture, but they all serve the same functions. They exist in order for people to feel comfortable around one another, they demonstrate respect for your fellow man, and define the boundaries of socially appropriate behavior in group settings.

Inherent within manners is the ability to appreciate that differences exist among people, in their thoughts, feelings and actions, and yet accept that group guidelines are necessary in order for people to exist together in a civilized society. That's where the difficulty starts for children and adults with ASD; their perspective-taking ability can be so challenged that it prevents them from understanding when they're being impolite to others. However, as Temple strongly suggests in the passage that follows, having autism is not an excuse for bad manners or no manners. As she points out, Rule #5 is more about behavior modification than it is about understanding the emotional underpinnings of
social relationships. While both are important, mastery of the basic social functioning skills should be given priority and taught from a very early age through behavior modification techniques, or if the child's level of functioning is such, via therapy programs that are based on social-emotional principles. Without these skills, children will miss out on the opportunities to engage with others that provide the fertile ground from which perspective taking and emotional relatedness can blossom.

Temple speaks:

As a whole, people in our society have become ruder and cruder than ever before. People behave in social settings today in ways that would have been considered really impolite when I was growing up in the '60s and even in the '70s and '80s, and it's tolerated. Over the last twenty years or so, having good manners and being polite in social interaction—the whole idea of there being a "right" and "wrong" way to act in social settings—has become less and less important. Fewer and fewer parents are taking the time to instill manners and teach proper social etiquette to their children. It's having a ripple effect. Young parents today aren't even conscious of some of Miss Manners' rules, which used to govern society when I was young and growing up.

Typical kids are able to deal with this shift in emphasis on teaching social functioning skills—they have the brain capacity to learn by watching other kids and still pick up manners if they need them, despite not being directly taught. But the Asperger kids can't learn by observation; they need direct teaching, direct experiences—they need that structure that used to exist in the social world. It's not there at home or at school, and they're lost as a result.

I think that raising kids with ASD is much more difficult today than it was when Mother was raising me. "Good manners" and being "polite" were much more clearly defined. All par-
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ents pretty much taught their kids the same manners, so the same rules applied from one family to another, from one social setting to others. There was a lot more conformity across social settings, so it was easier for a person with ASD to understand what behaviors were appropriate and inappropriate.

Even typical kids and adults have trouble these days understanding and interpreting their social culture and making sense of what's appropriate to do or say. Just check out the etiquette section of any large bookstore; there are tons of books out now written specifically for kids, adolescents and adults about good manners and social graces; some of them are really good. There are all sorts of Miss Manners-type websites, too. Fortune 500 companies have etiquette classes as part of grooming people for high-level management positions, because there are so many really intelligent young adults with really poor manners and social skills. The idea of "appropriate" behavior is so context driven now, and the nuances of context are so much more complex, that it's no longer an easy part of life for anyone to figure out. It's a minefield for kids with ASD who, by their very nature, have difficulty with social context and think in rigid, black-and-white patterns.

Because social expectations are no longer clearly defined, I think some parents are afraid to even tackle the subject of manners with their ASD kids. It no longer lends itself easily to strict rules, because there are so many more exceptions to the rules than there used to be. For instance, when I was in school, we had a dress code; today, just about anything goes. On the one hand, that's good: it opens up avenues for a lot of self-expression. But it lends a whole different level of anxiety to a simple task like getting dressed for school each day. Understanding the basic social functioning skills that constitute being polite is hard enough on its own for people with ASD. Our looser social structures pile on
additional levels of nuance that pump up the stress quotient of daily life for these kids and adults.

Teach Manners First, Being Social Second

That said, autism is no excuse for rude behavior and some basic social functioning skills should be drilled into kids with ASD, like Mother drilled them into me when I was young. This is where parents and teachers need to again be cognizant of the difference between social functioning skills and emotional relatedness. Rule #5 is first and foremost about behavior—teaching a child basic manners and social skills that are the in-roads to social interaction. When children are young, these can be drilled into them via rote teaching methods, like ABA, if needed. It's simple behavior-consequence teaching—adults don't need to incorporate emotional understanding into it. That's confusing to the child.

Emotional relatedness takes much longer to develop in a child. It involves perspective taking and thinking in flexible ways, which can develop in the child, but it takes much longer and happens gradually as the child has more experiences. In the meantime, unless kids with autism or Asperger's have certain basic skills that ingratiate them with their peer-group, like knowing to say please and thank you or "I'm sorry," knowing how to share, take turns, how to compromise during play, they'll never get a chance to spend time with other kids so the emotional relatedness can develop.

Working on manners and being polite has to come before trying to teach them to understand the emotional backdrop to "being social," yet I too often notice programs that are trying to do both at the same time. For some kids, it's too confusing and they lose out on both fronts. Some kids need social skills taught in a very structured manner, so it's very clear what is "good behavior" and what is "bad behavior" when it comes to interact-
ing with other kids and adults. The more rigid their thinking patterns, the more structured the lesson should be. Even kids who seem emotionally connected at a younger age will benefit from a more structured teaching style when it comes to social functioning skills. As kids start developing Theory of Mind and can see other perspectives than their own, then the "why" behind the lessons can be explained, the emotional aspects of interaction can be explored and explained. Mastering the social functioning skills has to come first, though; it needs to take priority over emotional relatedness.

Little kids should be taught all the courtesy rules, to the extent their mental and physical functioning permits. These are things like table manners: you say please and thank you, you ask people to pass the food (you don't just reach or grab it yourself), you don't talk with your mouth full of food, no elbows on the table, etc. Then there are manners and etiquette for interactions in the school environment: you address the teachers with respect, you raise your hand and wait to speak in class, you don't push in line, you don't walk up behind people and poke them, you don't make fun of someone when he makes a mistake, you don't interrupt other kids. There are all sorts of social functioning skills for different settings and situations; they're too numerous to even begin to address, and listing them is not what this chapter is all about.

Good manners and proper etiquette were taught to me as a very little child as behaviors I needed to learn—not as "ways to make friends." Maybe today it's going a bit overboard to teach kids to put the knife and fork at the four o'clock position at the end of the meal, but I advise parents it's better to err on the side of too formal than to err on the side of sloppiness. I'd start out teaching them what used to be called "old-fashioned manners" through lots and lots of repetition. Most of these ways of acting have stood the test of time and apply generally across all social
groups and settings. When children make mistakes, just correct their behavior in a non-emotional, factual manner by demonstrating and/or telling them the appropriate behavior. One day Mother told me to keep my mouth closed when I chewed. I could see no logical reason for doing so until she told me that it made her sick to see chewed food because it looked like the inside of a garbage truck. She also pointed out that seeing my "mouth garbage" produced the same reaction in her that watching my classmate's disgusting food-mixing habits produced in me. That type of graphic, concrete explanation made sense; I kept my mouth closed when I chewed food after that.

Mother expected me to perform when it came to basic manners—she didn't view my autism as a reason to lower her expectations of me. It was a behavior issue; it had nothing to do with being emotionally connected to people. It was good behavior versus bad behavior when it came to manners and she called it being polite or being rude when it came to conversation or verbal comments. She did realize when my autism was affecting my ability to control my behaviors, though. When I was tired or the setting was noisy I'd lose it, and she made allowances for that. But simple manners like saying please and thank you, there were no allowances for bad behavior there. Now, I did have my bad days; it wasn't always as simple as I'm describing it. Remember: I wasn't "high functioning," I was classic autistic. That was a factor Mother kept in mind, but overall she still held me accountable for my behaviors.

With young kids and up towards the end of elementary school, social functioning skills are more related to whether or not another child will play a game with you, or work on a project with you, or talk about something. Shared interests, doing things together, exploring the physical world dominate the social landscape during those years. When children move into middle school the hidden rules of social relationships get really hard to
figure out. They're much more related to feelings and concepts like belonging and social relatedness. "Hanging out" becomes the preferred activity and exploration is into the world of emotions, inner thoughts and feelings. It's difficult enough as it is; the kids who haven't mastered the basic social dynamics of group interaction will be completely lost, unable to catch up. Even worse, they'll become the object of teasing and bullying because they haven't learned how to even navigate a simple social interaction with another kid.

Aspies From My Era Fared Better

I see a lot of Asperger adults my age out in the workforce, with decent jobs living independently. Why? Because they grew up in the '50s and '60s and their parents probably drilled the social functioning skills into them, as my mother did with me. Then I see the junior version of myself today, and while some of these young adults are really brilliant, they can't keep a job because of their poor social skills. As a society we're failing to teach them the social functioning skills they need to be successful; as an autism culture we are perhaps putting too much emphasis on emotional relating to the exclusion of making sure they master basic social skills.

When teaching manners and etiquette was a priority in our society, we didn't notice how much they impacted a child's ability to grow up, become independent and achieve success; everyone just acquired these skills. But now, since they're no longer being taught, we're seeing the negative effect that not having these skills has on a person's future. It's social skills, not academic success, that determines how well children with ASD will able to function as independent adults.

This is the real tragedy for ASD kids: our society isn't giving them the opportunity to become proficient in basic social skills. As parents and teachers, we have the tools and the know-how to
teach these skills (some of us may need to brush up on our knowledge!), and individuals with ASD can learn them with enough practice and reinforcement. The pace of our society is so fast nowadays, academic expectations are so much more intense, and our attention spans have become so short, that the type of learning environments these kids need—structured, positive behavior oriented, sensory-friendly programs with extended opportunities for practice—are being found less and less. How many parents make it a priority for their family to sit down to meals together? Even just one meal a day? Even just on weekends? I grew up having to interact properly at three sit-down meals every day. I was expected to have table manners and to participate with appropriate conversation. That's a lot of practice on basic skills that benefited me in all sorts of different social settings, practice that kids miss out on today because something as integral to family life, like mealtimes together, is no longer a priority. It's easy to blame school systems for not doing their job, and I realize that there are lots of single-parent households today with moms and dads struggling to make ends meet. But for children with ASD to grow into socially functioning, socially aware teens and adults, some of the ways of "simpler life" need to become a priority again. Adults need to make conscious choices to create these learning situations for the child. These skills open the doors for them to social interaction. Without them, the doors stay locked forever.

*M*

Mastery of the various basic social functioning skills takes time, practice, and patience, and social blunders will be part of the journey. Fun, engaging programs and meaningful rewards will keep motivation strong in most children, but there may come a time, or there may be a subset of children, for whom learning the basic social functioning skills becomes, well, a drag. They disengage; motivation wanes. What do to? Temple says:
"With some social behaviors, or with some kids, a strict approach will be required. Some kids won't be at all interested in learning social skills; they have to be taught that learning these skills is not a choice, but a necessity. Parents and teachers who are tuned into a child, who know what sparks his interest, what really gets him going and what turns him off, who know his thinking patterns, can generally keep him interested in social skills too by using these interests and motivations. For some, though, keeping them interested will be a challenge, so a direct 'you just have to learn this' approach is best. Doing things we don't like to do is part of life. To function successfully as an adult, he'll need to accept this. Don't let him off the hook on learning the social skills because he's not interested."

Sean, on the other hand, points out that learning the value of two words, "I'm sorry," is an equally important skill to be taught alongside the other social functioning skills. "Situation repair" skills can turn social blunders around so that the door to further social interactions remains open, rather than slamming shut when inappropriate words or actions interrupt the social flow. An unwritten rule of social relationships is at play: when you're not polite in any given situation, a polite apology is the next best thing.

Here's what Sean has to say:

People with autism can be so wrapped up in their own thinking that they fail to see the effect their words and actions have on the people around them. At times my own need to control my environment was so strong that whenever the rules I created in my mind were broken, even in the slightest way, it was an earthquake of gigantic proportions. Autism does not give a person a license for displaying poor manners and hurting others' feelings. Allow me to explain further.

I came home one May afternoon from school and, like most eighth-graders, I was looking forward to a three-month break
and the advent of summer. I walked through the front door and found my mother in the living room grading papers. As a sixth-grade reading teacher, she too was undoubtedly excited about the approach of the end of the school year.

For most of the day, I had been looking forward to our trip to the township park. That morning, we had made plans to leave the house at 4:30 p.m., which was perfect because I got home shortly after 4 p.m. and would have enough time to unwind and change clothes. After I came back downstairs, I realized the time to leave was quickly coming up.

"Mom, it's almost 4:30. Aren't we going?" I asked.

"You know what? I still have some more papers to grade, so I'm not quite ready. How about if we leave at 5:00 instead?"

"What?" I said, as anger gathered and consumed me in seconds. "You said we were going at 4:30 and it's 4:29."

"I know, but I need another half hour to finish this stack of papers," she said, trying to stay calm. "As soon as I finish, we'll go."

"You didn't say 5:00," I responded, enraged. My voice was much higher and louder. "You said 4:30, and 4:30 means 4:30."

"Look, we will go when I'm through. ..." I don't know what else she may have said, nor do I remember her explanation beyond this point. The increasingly tense dialogue ended because I was screaming, yelling and storming through the house. I thought a blood vessel might burst somewhere. I was so furious that I blocked out anything but the fact it was now past 4:30. Mom never said 5:00 and she had violated one of my basic rules: that once plans were made, they weren't to be changed, period. The rule, along with my sense of security, was shattered.
By the time I re-entered the living room a few minutes later, an unusual and very disturbing sight caught my eye. My mother was crying. My rage ebbed for a second as she said something barely audible through her tears. But, just as quickly, it intensified again as I ran full speed upstairs to my bedroom and slammed the door so hard the house shook.

After the bite-sized earthquake, I jumped onto my bed and buried my face in the sheets and cried. I wanted to end my life and never see Mom that upset again. By now, several layers of fury had been added to the pot, in addition to what I felt regarding the time violation. I hated myself for being such a low-life as to cause my own mother to cry. At no time during this ugly episode did I intentionally try to hurt her. I was just so caught up in what I wanted and the perceived wrong that had been done to me (and I still had no comprehension of how or why my behavior or reactions affected other people, or how to stop either). And blind rage, like depression, has a nasty way of feeding on itself. By being consumed with the cause of my anger, I became angrier and the situation ballooned—it became that much harder to think clearly, let alone know how to do damage repair. I stayed in my bedroom cut off from the world until my dad came home and dinner was ready. A generous helping of tension went with the meatloaf.

And we never made it to the park.

How could this whole odious incident have been avoided, or at the very least deflated, and the tear ducts kept dry? Two simple words would have done the trick: "I'm sorry." I could still have been upset that our trip didn't begin when I wanted it to (people have a right to their feelings), but had I apologized at any point during the escalation, it wouldn't have spread further. Saying I was sorry would have been like depriving a developing fire of oxygen. It would have changed my outlook, causing me to
feel better in a short time, and Mom would certainly have been understanding.

And we would have made it to the park—what I wanted to do all along.

At the heart of the meltdown was hard-core rigidity as well as the firm belief that it was my mother's fault for changing plans. I still hated change (unless I initiated or in some way controlled it) and at that time I felt that what I wanted was completely reasonable.

Now, however, I realize that my rigidity drove my mother crazy and that the reason she cried was because she was so sick of it and worn out by it all. During that painful day and well into the night, I felt terrible that I had caused my mother to react that way. Intellectually, I knew that saying I was sorry was the only way to fix it. But I didn't know how to get myself to say that precious sentence.

So what is it that makes saying those two words so difficult? For me, it wasn't mean-spiritedness or machismo that kept them from leaving my mouth. It was being so caught up in trying to preserve some semblance of order in my life and having little ability to deviate from it. It was also an inability to see something through someone else's eyes. When something or someone violated my house of cards—and it happened a lot—I became so filled with fury that it consumed me. I couldn't apologize under those conditions—there was no room in my thinking processes for anything other than the rage.

But anger and rage don't have to be all-consuming, and you do have control over your feelings. Apologizing is valuable for many reasons, not the least of which is its ability to heal. It:

- Makes you attractive to other people. It's an unwritten rule: *If you have done something wrong or hurt another*
person, saying you're sorry is the quickest way to make it right. Remember, if the other person refuses to accept your apology (assuming, of course, that it's sincere), then at that moment it becomes their problem. The only person you can control is yourself; you aren't responsible for someone else's response.

- Diffuses bad feelings. In the park example, I could have said to my mother, "I'm really mad that we're not going at 4:30 . . ." and apologized at any point during the screaming match. If I had calmed down enough, say, after five minutes to switch gears and take stock of the situation, I could have told her how sorry I was for acting the way I had. It might have taken us a little while to "deflate" and move past it, but bad feelings would certainly have gone to bed before sunset, not after. Apologizing during the height of negative feelings might not get rid of them instantly, but it sure beats keeping them fed and nourished.

- Puts you on a path to take constructive and corrective action to right a wrong.

- Shows the other person you care enough to want to take positive steps toward repairing it.

You're never too old, macho, big, small, smart or "perfect" to apologize if you have wronged another person, made a mistake, hurt someone's feelings or shown bad manners. Saying you're sorry extends beyond race, creed, age, religion or background—or being diagnosed with autism.

In his concluding passage, Sean also wants to share that first impressions are built upon more than the cursory please-and-thank-you manners and encompass all the niceties of reciprocal conversation, as he learned the hard way.
ACT THREE

Sean shares:

Manners can make all the difference between an interaction moving forward after that crucial first impression or being stuck in park (and perhaps sent to the junkyard). Sadly, during the early days of dating, my inability to understand this rule led to the latter.

The year after I graduated from high school, I met a woman in one of my classes at the junior college I attended in Van Nuys, Calif. I acted solely on physical attraction, which was strong enough for me to overcome my fear of approaching girls. I asked her on a date, but since she knew me only casually, Lisa made it clear that she wanted to go out as friends.

I stammered when I called her the next day because I had forgotten to mention that I hadn't learned to drive, that I needed her to pick me up. Nevertheless, she agreed, and we went to dinner. However, the food and the conversation were on opposite sides of the pleasure scale: the meal was great; my manners weren't. This was evident from her diminishing level of enthusiasm as the short evening wore on.

I remember that I failed to look in the mirror before the knock on the door came and that I left the house without being sure I looked presentable. My prominent memory regarding my attire is my wearing shoes with holes in them.

What's worse is that I spent most of the meal pontificating on specialized knowledge I had without taking her interest level into consideration. Nor did I think to steer the dialogue to include her interests, etc. Instead, I discussed obscure jazz musicians, what they played, which band they were with and the years they played with those groups. I resorted to a variation of the "What
if questions I asked as a child; I asked her numerous times, "Have you ever heard of ...?" And I asked knowing there was a good chance she wasn't familiar with the person.

I recall that Lisa was polite throughout the dinner, but she seemed to grow tired of such conversation. After dropping me off, she just said, "I'll see you in class." That was the last time I saw her outside the classroom, and even in class she was noticeably more distant.

I know that things didn't go well that night because I violated the unwritten rule that points out the value of being inclusive. I asked her about the musicians because it validated my self-esteem and gave me a sense of power—power that I knew this information and she didn't. But I did so without taking into account what her reasonable reactions would be, such as boredom and, eventually, resentment. I realize that my quest to feel big and powerful came at too high a cost.

The rule of displaying good manners extends beyond please and thank you. It's also not enough simply to make eye contact and be sure the shirt is tucked in. Good manners also incorporate inclusive conversation. By that I mean shifting gears away from yourself and displaying an interest in the other person.

At any time I could have done so with Lisa—with humor, perhaps—by saying something like, "So, I've yammered on enough about myself and given you the history of Sean Barron. Let's hear all about the life and times of Lisa." The straightforward approach works, too: "Well, I've talked enough about myself. I'd like to learn more about you."

Either method would likely have led to a better outcome—and maybe, down the road, to an actual date. So it's critical to know that manners and good first impressions fit together like a meal and good conversation.
One last point about being polite and having manners: you're going to run up against a lot of people who don't have good manners and act in ways that are impolite and disrespectful. Some people exhibit these behaviors because they were never taught otherwise; some people feel the need to "challenge the system" for a host of personal reasons; some people are just plain rude. Parents and teachers working with younger children on the spectrum or with those who have very limited perspective-taking skills can employ Nike's "Just Do It" strategy in obtaining compliance. But as children grow to become adolescents and young adults, as their minds become more flexible and they are increasing conscious of the thoughts and feelings of people around them, the discussion will inevitably turn to why some people have good manners and others do not, beyond the question of training. As Temple describes, this became an issue for her once she entered the work force and was exposed to more and more people. What is interesting to note is that while Temple's mind works in very logical, analytic patterns, the sentiment that echoes throughout the following passage has a decidedly emotional tone. She expresses the sense of remorse that many people today share about the declining social ethics of our society. Her mode of thinking, visual and in pictures, may set her apart from the verbal processing thinking style of most people around her, but one unwritten social rules is shared between them: being polite and having manners is "good behavior" anywhere in the world.

Temple shares:

When I first started working, the unwritten rules of social behavior in the workplace were easier to understand than they are now. Most of the manners that were appropriate in social settings were equally appropriate on the job. The theme behind most of them was about treating your fellow man with respect
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and courtesy, so they applied across settings. Workers didn't challenge the system as much as they do now. People took pride in their jobs and being part of a team was valued, whether the team was a family unit or a work unit. People respected the chain of command on a job and took personal responsibility in doing their part to keep a team intact. People overall were more tolerant and respectful of each other.

Plus, I worked in an industry that was 98% males, which actually was easier for me to adjust to than would have been a predominately female industry. Men tend to be more logic driven and less emotional in their social relationships than are women. The men I worked with were much more direct in telling me when I was acting in a socially inappropriate way, and their comments were mainly about my behavior, not a statement of my value to the project or the company. That made a difference. I was very project-loyal, so when I was told that something I said or did might negatively impact the overall success of the project, it made sense to me. It didn't lower my self-esteem because it was simply a behavior I needed to work on, not a different person I needed to become. People who are highly social wrap everything in emotions, and tie behavior into judgments about self-worth and self-esteem. That type of thinking can spiral downward quickly and deflate motivation. If I made a social blunder it meant I needed to learn a different behavior; it didn't mean I was a bad person. It's an important distinction to teach, especially to kids and adults with ASD.

Aside from the basic polite/impolite behaviors that govern social interactions on the job for all employees, I created some basic work-related courtesy rules and manners to guide my own actions. Some of them were a result of getting into social interactions that were just too emotionally complex for me to decipher. There are certain subjects I still avoid today, because they are so illogical that I can't find a way for them to make sense to me.
ACT THREE

Reading the Wall Street Journal and articles in business magazines helped me understand good versus bad work behaviors. But beyond that, I learned that I functioned more successfully if I kept my interactions pretty simple: be civil, make small talk, stay away from discussing controversial subjects like religion, politics or personal issues like sex with coworkers or the boss, keep a low profile, concentrate on doing the job rather than gossipping and talking about other people.

I had to learn a few other unwritten rules of the workplace in order to keep my jobs and develop my career: that many people you work with act in inappropriate ways, that some people won't like you despite your efforts to be cordial, and there was nothing I could, or should, do about it. That meant not offering my opinion or criticizing them or talking about them to other co-workers, and especially not tattling to the boss about what other co-workers were doing.

I got to the point where I had to just accept—and I'm almost cynical about this now—that some people have bad social behavior and it's tolerated by others; not only tolerated, but almost considered "normal" nowadays. Looking at it from a logical perspective, especially as it plays out over months and years, it doesn't make sense to my way of thinking. Yet it's a reality I encountered over and over again. All I could do was learn to work around it, and I developed ways to do that as long as the people with the bad behaviors were not my direct supervisors. In that case, if the problem got bad enough and we couldn't find a solution, I'd have to quit a project. Actually, that's an unwritten rule of social relationships inside and outside the workplace: sometimes you just can't find an amicable solution in a social relationship and it's time to sever the relationship and move on. This is especially true when it comes to dealing with people with bad social behavior.
Once children with ASD grow into adults with ASD, their impolite ways of treating people, their bad manners or their lack of manners is much less tolerated, and another unwritten rule kicks in: the expectation is that once you become an adult, you should know how to act appropriately. The "free passes" get taken away, it's no longer acceptable to act rude or impolite to others; the old adage "Three strikes and you're out!" is the more common response from other adults, meaning your chances to get things right are limited. That's why drilling basic social manners and rules of etiquette into children with ASD is so important: they have lots more opportunities to practice and make mistakes while they're young than when they're older. In elementary school being impolite might mean a buddy doesn't want to play with you that afternoon. Once you're in the workforce, it can cost you your job. The consequences get much more significant.

Points to Keep in Mind:

- Rules of etiquette and common manners—the list is exhaustive and changes all the time. Each generation has new "rules" about manners; however, some basic ones stand the test of time.

- Good manners make people feel comfortable around you. They are a nonverbal signal that you understand the boundaries of the social group.

- Learning polite/impolite behaviors can be a bore and a chore for many kids with ASD; keep it fun, teach in natural settings as much as possible rather than in a lesson format. Use cartoons, movies, drama, skits and exaggerations to keep it interesting and light.

- With younger children, or those with low perspective-taking (Theory of Mind) skills of any age, teach manners
via a behavioral approach. Tying emotions into the behavioral lesson can be too confusing for some kids. Teach the skill first to mastery, then add in the "why" behind it.

• Put emphasis on the behavior, not the person: "This behavior is rude," rather than, "You're being impolite." Don't tie self-esteem/self-worth into what is essentially a behavior issue.

• Behaviors have a function; rather than trying to extinguish inappropriate social behaviors, find the function it serves and then teach an appropriate replacement skill. For instance, a child who constantly interrupts may be eager to show others he is smart. By giving him opportunities to "show off what he knows, learning to wait his turn to speak may come easier.

• Keep in mind at all times that children with ASD don't learn by observation, but by experience. It's tempting to slip into the mindset, "They must be able to get this—it's so obvious/simple/straightforward." Give them lots of opportunities to practice, and probe often for comprehension. Put aside your own ideas and judgments about what he "should" be able to do and really look at what he understands or doesn't.

• Use visuals to reinforce learning!

• Teach the difference between formal and informal manners; the context of the social situation will often dictate the level of formality to be used.

• The manners you teach will, to a degree, need to be peer-appropriate, especially as the child moves into middle/high school. Some manners that are welcomed by adults will be laughed at by teenagers. Make sure the
ASD child understands "when, where, and with whom" to use different manners.

- Keep in mind the child's native culture, especially in teaching bilingual children whose home environment retains strong cultural ties; their manners and customs may be more or less formal, and lessons can be doubly confusing for these children. Reinforce the concept of different manners for different places.

Some Basic Manners:

- Say "please" and "thank you."

- Be nice to people regardless of their social position. The janitor should be treated with the same good manners as a boss or teacher.

- Use "formal" manners with adults in positions of authority.

- Don't stare at other people.

- Don't call other people derogatory names.

- Don't laugh at or make comments about people's weight, appearance, age, etc.

- Don't discuss family matters in public settings.

- Don't ask people you do not know well personal questions such as why they got divorced or fired from a job.

- Don't ask people questions about their financial status or how much their things cost (e.g., their house, car, clothes, computer, etc.).

- Don't interrupt people while they're talking, either verbally or by walking between them.
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• Don't talk with your mouth full or chew with your mouth open.
• Don't scratch your private parts in public.
• Don't crowd people (i.e, personal space issues).
• Use "Mr." or "Mrs." or "Ms." when addressing adults you don't know well.
• Don't grab things from others (food, toys, books, etc.).
• Don't make obscene gestures.
• Don't point out others' mistakes, laugh or make fun of them.
• Don't tattle on others unless personal safety issues are involved.
• No elbows on the table.
• Don't wave your eating utensils around while talking at the dinner table.
• Don't pick your teeth in public.
• Don't spit, burp, belch or pass gas in public settings.
• Cover your mouth when you sneeze or cough.
• Don't eat with your hands (unless it's 'finger food' or things like hot dogs, burgers, etc.).
• Display polite telephone manners, including cell phone usage.
• Don't tell people they're stupid in front of other people.
• Control your temper in social settings.
Rule #6
Not Everyone Who is Nice to Me is My Friend

How do you define a "friend"? Ask one hundred different people and you'll probably get one hundred different answers. Age, gender, political, economic, religious and cultural differences will flavor the response. Some may ask for clarification: Do you mean an old friend or a new friend? An acquaintance, a buddy, a work friend, a romantic friend? A go-to-the-gym-together friend or a tell-all-your-deepest-secrets-to friend? While we may all define friends differently, the common thread that binds us together is the desire to have friends and be friends. And that's no different for people with ASD.

What is different is their ability to intuitively feel who's a friend and who's not, to sort through the various and varying internal and external clues that signal whether a person's smile is a sincere gesture of friendship or is a social mask, hiding true feelings, intentions or motives. Is he a friend or foe? The lines are often blurred for people on the spectrum.

Temple shares:

Young kids pretty much buddy-buddy around with each other because of their shared interests. You like to fly kites together, or build snow forts, or ride your bicycles, or play board games. When I was young, my friends and I did these sorts of things together; our friendships were based on shared activities. At that age, emotions are simple and happen at surface level; they come and go quickly. You laugh at all sorts of things and bursts of anger quickly melt away, all within a matter of minutes.

In adolescence, all that changes. Kids' emotions take center stage and young teenagers start looking inward; they align themselves with other kids who share their thoughts, their feelings and their fears more than with those who share their passion for
catching frogs or building things. The "nerds" are the kids who continue to be jazzed about solving complex math equations, chemistry experiments or delving into the molecular structure of the universe in physics. For the rest of the kids, social interaction becomes the stuff that dreams are made of.

Most kids with ASD entering middle school lag behind their peers in social-emotional development; in many cases it's way behind. Yet they still feel the need to belong. Their bodies keep growing in ways similar to their same-aged peers, so in their minds, everyone's still the same; there's one big group and everyone belongs to it. On the inside, too, they still measure friends by simplistic measures that defined the group structure in prior years—shared activities, people who say hello, people in the same class together. They miss the shift in group structure that occurs at this time, when friendships are defined by smaller and smaller social groups based on selective differences, rather than broad similarities. The one big social group of elementary-school peers breaks down into individual cliques in which some kids with ASD never belong. For others, even that awareness fails to develop.

I had problems well into college understanding who was a friend and who was not. Once I left elementary school, it was a lot more difficult to decipher. I could pretty easily catch on that someone didn't like me if he or she was obvious with words or behavior. Mother had equipped me with some of the unwritten social rules that are important to young adolescents: *don't be a tattletale, if someone tells you a secret, don't go blabbing it to another person* (unless it involves their safety or well-being), *not all teasing is bad teasing*—some people tease you in friendly ways because they like you. I wasn't oblivious to those, and since I also knew the basic social skills that you need to get along with others, like turn-taking, playing in a group, respecting other people's feelings, I could at least function in school. I also had decent con-
versational skills, and that gained my entry into some social groups.

Where I got confused as a teenager and young adult with regard to Rule #6 was appreciating all of the more complex social-emotional issues, like jealousy, or recognizing that other kids had ulterior motives, or were feigning affection just to be mean. I learned some very hard lessons very early in my first year at college. I met a girl I'll call Lee and she acted like she was really my friend, spending time with me, talking with me, asking me questions about myself—all the behaviors that on the surface indicate budding friendship. After about a week I confided in her about my autism, and told her about the squeeze machine and the door symbols I used in my head, things like that. A little while later I found out she had blabbed it around and that students were making fun of it and laughing at me. I was really upset; I felt betrayed.

It took about three instances of getting burned like that (and the three instances didn't take that long to happen) before I changed my tactics and decided that I would talk about the personal parts of my life with only a few close friends, and only once I knew for sure they were to be trusted. As I explained in the first chapter, I feel the emotion associated with an event, but then it gets stored on my hard drive in pictures without the emotion. It becomes a logic puzzle to figure out.

I learned two very important unwritten rules of social friendships from those situations: 1) there's a difference between someone acting friendly and someone being your friend, and 2) trust has to be earned. I still remained friendly with the students and talked with them, but I learned to keep conversation on safe subjects, like studying for exams, or homework assignments, or events going on at the school. They were acquaintances, but the majority of them didn't become friends.
ACT THREE

The real downside to those first-year situations was that once the word got out about how "weird" I was, I had to endure a lot of verbal teasing. I'd be walking across the parking lot or in the cafeteria and students would be yelling, "Buzzard Woman!" or calling me other ugly names. It wasn't until I was in my third year of college and got involved painting scenery at the school play that my college classmates realized I was good at something and they stopped teasing me so much. One of the unwritten rules that turn of events demonstrated to me was this: people respect talent and like to associate with people who are good at something.

As I got older, I learned another unwritten rule of friendships: true friendships are built on shared interests, or shared ideas, or shared principles that you both hold meaningful; there's always some common thread that binds you together. Just being the same age, or the same sex, or in the same class or going to the same after-school activity doesn't make a person a friend. Some of the other rules I learned during college and as a young adult are:

- Friendships take time to develop.
- People can disagree and still be friends—friends don't have to agree on absolutely everything.
- Friends are genuinely concerned about each other's feelings and thoughts.
- Friends help each other out in times of need.
- There are relatively few people who are your really close friends.

That last rule took me a while to learn, and is probably one of the more important rules to understand.

*
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It's not until around middle school that one of the unwritten rules of social interactions kicks in and starts to really make sense: that people often hide their true feelings from others. Young children are honest in their words and actions. The world revolves around themselves and they see no reason to hide what they think or feel from others. As children age and their understanding of the different perspectives that make up the world develops, they quickly learn that disguising their feelings can be useful to further their own desires and fuel their needs. They also see that doing so is a socially prudent gesture at times, and learn that there are a myriad of reasons why people hide their true feelings: they don't want to hurt another person's feelings or they may be unsure about their own feelings and don't want to say or do something that is opposite their beliefs or principles. At other times people disguise their true feelings because they may be feeling an emotion that would be socially inappropriate to express in a particular setting. For instance, you may be raging inside at a comment your boss makes about you in the middle of a business meeting but you realize that acting upon it could get you fired. Or you're feeling deeply sad at the recent death of a friend while you're attending another person's wedding—a happy occasion for them and an inappropriate place for you to be crying in public.

These two examples illustrate an unwritten rule of social relationships related to the one above: that children and adults can feel one emotion, yet act out its opposite. To the literal thinking of some individuals with ASD, that is lying; they can view it in no way but that the person is being false.

Temple explains:

Kids with Aspergers can easily be taken advantage of because they don't recognize when other people are lying, even when their lies are overt. They literally believe what they see or hear, no matter how illogical it may be. In their black-and-white-thinking mind, people who act nice are nice. Period.
When these spectrum kids end up in situations where kids say something nice to them, and then do something nasty or hurtful, it's very illogical and confusing, so the meaning inherent in the social encounter never registers in their brain. They just keep going on with their rule-bound thinking and continue interpreting other kids' social behaviors as they see them. But they frequently become tattletales because of this, which only further alienates them from their peers. When I was growing up, Mother taught me to be a good sport and that being a tattletale was not good, so this wasn't a behavior I developed in elementary school. I also had pretty good self-esteem at the time the teasing started up, so for me there was a positive foundation to stand on when other kids were being unkind. I didn't believe everything they said about me; it was more a matter of trying to disregard their comments than my wrestling with negative beliefs about myself. Their comments bothered me, for sure; I wasn't immune to them. But my visual-logical mind held the images apart from the emotions, which I think really helped me get through those socially horrendous years.

When it comes to being teased at school, this same literal thinking that so many children with ASD exhibit makes it difficult for them to think in reverse and appreciate this unwritten rule of social interactions: not all teasing is bad; sometimes teasing is a sign of interest and/or affection. They're so rule-bound that whenever they get teased, they automatically think the person doing the teasing doesn't like them. They need to be taught about friendly teasing and how it differs from negative teasing and bullying and to recognize the signs that distinguish one from the other.

* *

Sean, on the other hand, felt the sting of teasing and bullying in much more absolute, emotionally-based ways. His low self-
esteem, coupled with his rule-based, rigid thinking, rendered it nearly impossible for him to intellectually process what was happening enough to even be able to ask for help.

Sean describes:

I wouldn't be in the same financial league as Bill Gates, but I would be exceedingly wealthy if I had been given one dollar for every time during my childhood and teenage years that one of my parents came to me and said, "We want to help you, but you have to tell us what's going on," or any of its many cousins. This was especially true when I came home from school visibly upset, angry or on the verge of a meltdown because of something bad that had happened that day. My folks' frustration must have caused them at times to feel like melting down themselves because, despite their best and most soothing efforts, I never offered them information. This remained the case even when my mother stepped it up by getting down to my level, firmly grabbing a hold of both my shoulders and, with her face inches from mine, trying to get me to yield some clues so she could help me. Anything—a one-word response, a brief sentence, even a yes or no nod—would have been better than what I did, which was to move my head and eyes around and focus on anything in the room but her gaze.

There were several reasons I responded to her in such antisocial ways, but not among them was wanton defiance and general recalcitrance. Perhaps the biggest reason was my inability to organize a series of chronological and relevant thoughts well enough to describe what had taken place; I didn't even know how to attach words to the feelings I was experiencing. My boxed and literal thinking prevented me from being able to meaningfully relate the day's events to her or paint an accurate picture of what had happened. I knew I did not deserve to be bullied, ridiculed, hit, slapped, punched, tripped or tormented, but that idea was
light years away from any logic that would suggest ways of stopping the bullying, including talking to someone who could help.

Another reason I looked everywhere but in my mother's eyes was because the acute pain of the day's experience was still so fresh that hearing all the bad things rehashed threw them with tidal-wave force back into my face. Having no perspective also caused me to think my parents would conclude that a certain amount of what happened was my fault anyway. After all, I was always getting reprimanded at home for things I had done that they said were wrong. Why would this situation be any different? Talking to her, or anyone, about other kids' cruel misdeeds also meant I'd have to face instead of deny them. I knew I didn't have the ability to describe those situations in words, so taking the paths of least resistance—denial and masking—seemed the best and only options. Why bother trying to discuss a bad day when my attempts would likely only cause me further aggravation? Another, perhaps more subtle reason, for my unresponsiveness had to do with self-image. My self-esteem was very low; even if I could verbalize what was happening, in my mind it would require a Herculean effort to rectify these wrongs that branched out in a dozen directions without a starting or finishing point. It seemed too futile to even try.

Most individuals with autism want to please the people around them, their parents, teachers, friends, partners, coworkers and supervisors. This inner desire can manifest in many different socially appropriate and inappropriate ways, depending on their level of cognitive functioning, their thinking style and the repertoire of experiences they've had from which they can formulate conclusions. They can be easily led to tell a lie, out of a perception that the lie is what the person wants to hear. This can be especially disastrous if, as teens and adults, they wind up
unknowingly involved in an illegal action and are being questioned by law enforcements officers uneducated on autism. Adults with AS have confessed to crimes they didn't commit, because they felt doing so was telling the officer what he wanted to hear.

Understanding that people have ulterior motives, and that they can act out one emotion while feeling another, requires advanced levels of perspective taking (PT) and Theory of Mind abilities. To the child without PT, or with emerging PT abilities, this concept may not "make sense" to their way of thinking. And, when it doesn't make sense, it doesn't "stick" in their brain. Stop for a moment and think about that sentence and compare that way of thinking to how your own mind functions. Perspective-taking arises from the fact that even when certain thoughts or situations are not directly applicable to you or your life, those thoughts, ideas, or aspects of a situation you may have witnessed find a home somewhere in your brain. Without ever having to consciously do anything, all those details get burned to your hard drive. Your brain files them away "for later," for a time when they may prove useful in deciphering a social situation or making sense of an unfamiliar challenge. It all happens for you on autopilot brain functioning.

Without PT abilities however, all those thoughts just disappear into thin air; they never get stored in the brain of the child or adult with ASD. They're MIA (missing in action) when a social situation arises for which that understanding may have been relevant. The less PT abilities a child has, the less information gets stored. The more PT abilities he has, the greater the number of details from a situation that get recorded. Can you now better understand why autism makes it so difficult to "make sense" of the world and why such a high degree of repetition and practice is needed in order for PT to develop? Unless an idea or situation is directly meaningful to the child, it doesn't register, and even if
it does, he may get only 10% of the details the first pass. Next time a few more stick. In some cases, the data may be sticking, but the retrieval functions are faulty. The wrong information pops up, or information associations are atypical because there's still not a volume of experiences on the hard drive. The result can be obvious efforts on the part of the child to interact, but behaviors that are still mismatched to the situation.

For individuals with low or emerging PT, teaching more scripted actions that pertain to Rule #6 may be necessary while PT develops. Set up behavioral guidelines that can help children work through potentially dangerous situations. A more rote approach may also work better for the child who is a high visual-logical thinker. Use those strong analytic, investigative abilities to teach the child to problem-solve a social situation. Turn this learning into a "social experiment" or a "social puzzle" to figure out, with external motivations/rewards (if needed) to keep the child engaged in the process.

In matters of personal safety, err on the side of being too straightforward in talking about potentially difficult situations. Children and young adults with ASD may not recognize a risky situation when it's right in front of them, despite previous conversations with them. Their generalization skills can be weak, so that if conditions don't match perfectly, they miss the cues that signal potential danger, or that might raise concern that someone is trying to take advantage of them. For some children and adults on the spectrum, their black-and-white thinking, coupled with their own (often unrealistic) inner rules, overshadow even the most persistent efforts by parents and teachers to ingrain safety behaviors.

Sean speaks:

During my twelve-year struggle to break free of autism, I clung to the belief that other people were good. I had a blind
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desire to see only the best in others. What people claimed was true about themselves and others must be true; if they appeared to act kind, they must be kind. These were some of the rules I lived by; these were some of the thoughts that cycled over and over in my mind. Unlike a typical child of twelve, all the "ifs, ands or buts" that would go along with these thoughts, that would allow me to gauge intentionality and truthfulness, were absent from my thinking.

I spent most of my teenage years through my mid-twenties liking everyone but myself. If someone smiled and seemed genuinely interested in me, then that was good enough. I could not imagine that people were not exactly what they claimed to be. I had no critical judgment and no common sense. My innocence, of course, made me extremely vulnerable.

When I was twelve years old, I was involved in an incident where a stranger I had been talking with for only a short while asked me to engage in oral sex with him. This man seems so nice and harmless, I thought, so he must be both. We live in a safe neighborhood and he is an adult, so why would he tell me to do something wrong? After the incident, however, I felt extremely uncomfortable, but didn't know why. On some level I sensed what he had done was wrong, but I was unable to figure out exactly what had happened or why it was inappropriate. After all, in my mind I was the one who was usually wrong; adults were right. I told no one what had happened to me because I could not possibly have found the words to do so. My parents didn't find out until about twenties years later.

Another time when I was eighteen, I had missed the last bus of the night home. Before I could call my parents to come and get me, a middle-aged man who looked friendly and trustworthy pulled up near the phone booth where I was about to make the call. He somehow sensed that I needed a ride and without hesitation I got into his car. It was a situation fraught with danger: he
had been drinking, he started boasting about raping a woman recently. Luckily, I had enough sense not to have him drop me off at my house and I made it through the situation without harm. I accepted the ride and placed myself in danger with this man because I accepted him at face value. I had no ability, at age eighteen, to size up the situation, use common sense to sort out the details of the situation and process the "safety quotient" or listen to my instincts.

My autism interfered with my brain's ability to think in those ways. I'm thankful that, over the years, I wasn't taken advantage of in more serious ways and that my innocence and blind trust in people didn't lead to my being the victim of a serious crime.

My naivete was one of the big issues my parents, through many months of talking to me into the wee hours, tried to help me tackle. They tried to get me to see, for example, that people could have many reasons for not telling the truth and a variety of motives for their actions. Mom and Dad were afraid that people would lie to take advantage of me or to get money from me. My parents did not want me to be cynical, but rather were trying to teach me an unwritten rule of social relationships: *weigh the words and behavior of others within the context of the situation before extending trust*. No matter how comfortable I felt seeing only the surface of what I was presented with, I could no longer deny that life was not simple. I also had to learn another unwritten rule related to that one: *you can't automatically assume that malice or evil is the motive when someone doesn't tell the truth*. Sometimes people lie, I learned, to avoid hurt feelings. It was a very slow, cumbersome and painful process to grasp the concept, perhaps best spelled out in the words of the song "Smiling Faces" by the 1970s R&B group The Indisputable Truth:

"Smiling faces, smiling faces sometimes, they don't tell the truth."

"Smiling faces, smiling faces tell lies, and I got proof."
Temple, on the other hand, with her visual-logical basis of thinking and processing, approached the realm of ulterior motives and assessing intentions in a characteristically analytic manner. Whether it's figuring out if the car mechanic is trying to rip her off, a co-worker is possibly sabotaging a project, or a newly-acquainted "friend" is really a friend after all, for Temple, it comes down to an algorithm.

Temple explains:

Neurotypical people seem to have some inner sense of when people are lying or stretching the truth. Some people are really good at spotting deceit and others are not quite as good, but it's a sense they have that people with ASD really lack altogether. For me, with my visual mind and logical thinking patterns, figuring out if someone is telling me the truth or not happens like a computer algorithm. I have different variables I go through in my head and tick off the ones that apply and then figure out the probability that what the person is saying is truthful. I think like a goal-directed computer processor with the objective of calculating the best way to achieve success, whether it's on a project or getting one of my university students graduated. What neurotypical people refer to as "intuition" for me is a picture-based, logic-based mental process. It's not a feeling; it's an Internet search inside my head.

I start with an objective analysis of the variables, the most important one being whether or not a conflict of interest exists. I assume that people who have a conflict of interest are not going to give me accurate information and may be lying to a greater or lesser degree, or may have ulterior motives that they are not actively displaying. Conflict of interest also means that jealousy will probably enter into the equation, so I look at that. Jealousy often occurs in people who view me as an invader of their terri-
tory. On plant projects it was often the plant engineer; he felt I was doing his job. I assess the person's jealousy-quotient and apply that to the probability that the information he shares is accurate. Depending on the situation, I do any homework that I feel is necessary in order to gather related information before making a decision. For instance, if I'm trying to figure out whether or not I can trust a new car mechanic, I might ask some of his other customers, or look around his shop for licenses and awards he's been given, or whether or not he's a member of the Chamber of Commerce—homework like that. Based on the objective results, I'd assess the validity of what he's telling me, and whether there's a high probability he's lying. I use the same method whether it's a business or personal relationship.

Discovering that people had ulterior motives was something I spotted on one of the early cattle projects in my career. It was rooted in jealousy, and I can now spot that a mile away—the warning sign is the person at a project meeting who is very silent and not enthusiastic about the project. However, what was different about me is that I didn't notice it at first from a social perspective. I discovered it by paying attention to details in my surroundings and using my logical mind to piece it all together. We were having some problems with a piece of equipment; it kept malfunctioning. My mind hones right in on all the details, and because all of them are viewed as equally important, I noticed that every time I went to the bathroom, that's when the malfunction would occur. I found out another person on the project was sticking a meat hook into the piece of equipment because he wanted to make me look bad. We were almost at project failure mode, so I took a calculated risk. I wrote a little note to the boss and told him that one the guys was sabotaging the project. I knew I'd either save the project or get fired over it; that time it happened to save the job. Jealousy is a tricky thing to handle. So much depends on who's being jealous.
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After that incident, I developed a few new work-related rules for myself; some of them are rules that are generally part of the hidden rules of the job. Let's say I'm consulting with a meatpacking plant and the plant engineer hired me. One of my rules is: *don't go over the head of the person who hired you, unless the project is going to fail.* That's part of respecting the *Chain of Command,* which is an unwritten social rule in every business setting. If a problem develops, talk it through with the person who hired you, or the person who's your boss, and try to resolve the issues. Another rule is: *if a coworker is jealous, give him a piece of the action.* I've found that involving the jealous person, complimenting him on his talents and making him feel needed in some way, usually diffuses the jealousy.

I did, however, get into some problems at work with telling management about what other employees were doing in areas that were not related to my project. It got back to them somehow and then the coworkers hated me. I learned pretty quickly to stop doing that. It became another subrule of mine: *don't tell management what other people are doing, just concentrate on doing your own job.* I think that's pretty much an unwritten rule of the workplace, because it's often repeated by managers, but it's a rule that more and more people keep breaking nowadays. It comes back to Rule 6 that this chapter is all about: Not everyone who is nice to me is my friend. People have become very cunning in the ways they deceive others on the job, and even people who have good social awareness can be fooled or not catch what they're doing. When they discover they've been taken advantage of, their response is to run to management and tattle, because they're angry, or hurt or their pride has been wounded. It's too emotionally complex for me to figure out; I just concentrate on what I'm doing and don't get involved in all of that.

On a personal level, another social rule I had to learn was that *relationships with other people are never perfect.* As I mentioned
previously, I learned that perfection in design work is impossible. I also had to learn that this social rule applies to personal relationships as well. There will be disagreements with people and just as some projects are better than others, some relationships are better than others. I just have to try my best and at times, agree to disagree on certain subjects. I have friends who are great buddies when we build things together, but we avoid discussing religion or politics. That's another unwritten social rule I learned: *you can have a friend who has different beliefs without compromising your own beliefs*. Friends can be at different levels: I have engineering friends and animal behavior friends. These people are not deep-belief friends. There are few people I share my views with on sex, religion or politics. I have learned that discussing these subjects may ruin a good friendship that's based on shared interest.

I learned these social rules not through emotional-relatedness, but by using my keen observational talents and then problem-solving the situation using a logical approach. Being able to do this is partly a function of having enough information on the mental hard drive to arrive at an educated, accurate conclusion. In high school I couldn't tell very well if someone was being truthful or not, or had an ulterior motive, because there weren't a lot of data on my hard drive. There was nothing to search, nothing to use as an objective measure. Today, I may arrive at the same conclusions as someone using intuition, but my methods are different. They work for me and actually, I think they are sometimes easier to deal with because the analytic approach is one step removed from emotions and the mental confusion that often comes with them.

Temple and Sean have both learned to gauge the motives and intentions of the people around them, albeit in very different
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ways: Temple from a place of logic and social analysis, Sean from gaining emotional perspective arising from his ability to integrate his own feelings in relation to those of others. Progress for both of these successful individuals came slowly, but it did come for both of them. Many of the bigger steps in awareness of self and others came only once they became young adults.

Sean shares that as he was becoming more socially aware, one of the more eye-opening realizations for him was that even the social "professionals"—people whose field of expertise was psychology or counseling—didn't have all the answers when it came to understanding the intentions and motives of others.

Sean explains:

I used many different methods as I tried to make a place for myself in the larger world. I decided I needed to read psychology books and practice to the letter what they recommended. Books about dating were the most interesting because I thought if I followed their advice, a girlfriend would soon be mine. I also tried to seek out positive people and pattern myself after them. During the many, many conversations I had with my parents, I tried to absorb and put into practice what they told me. I often had talks with myself in which I would repeat aloud what Dad and I had discussed until, I hoped, my mind and emotions would finally both "get it." The strategies I developed to turn myself into a happy person sometimes worked, but more often were painful and frustrating.

One particular incident that comes to mind, and further illustrates the blind adherence I gave to the opinions of others, was my effort to become more assertive. In the 1990s I grappled with a need to get better at dealing with conflict. I was tired of allowing fear, intimidation and low self-confidence to stop me from not figuring out, until after the fact, what I should have said or done in difficult or confusing situations—especially those in
which I was being manipulated by others. I went to the local bookstore and, without passing Go or collecting $200, walked directly to the self-help section. There I found the book When I Say No, I Feel Guilty, a 1975 release by Manuel J. Smith, Ph.D., about assertiveness training that explained several specific techniques designed to stop manipulation and to effectively handle criticism.

Reading this book would catapult me forward, I predicted. After I finished it I had a formula to follow and I expected to be transformed—at once—into an expert in assertiveness. I never reread any book because I thought doing so would prove I was stupid and defective. But I reread entire sections of this one because I was determined to adopt its principles into my life—and fast.

After several months of trying to be more assertive and having limited success, I read in the newspaper that a four-week assertiveness workshop was coming to town. I immediately signed up and attended the workshop, but it only infuriated me further because I could not master the techniques the professionals were teaching. The result of the workshop was that, rather than becoming more assertive, I felt guilty and more autistic than ever.

As I painfully found out, there is a huge difference between simply reading a book or attending a lecture and being able to apply what it says. I continued to face social situations that were manipulative, but a lack of trust in myself still prevented me from clearly seeing what was going on until it was too late. Even more importantly, I was overlooking this important unwritten social rule: no single person or book or workshop has "all the answers" we seek in understanding ourselves or the social relationships we encounter.
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Fortunately, since that experience, I have stopped thinking of therapists, counselors and self-help books—and of psychology in general—as providing absolute answers and concrete rules of behavior I had to follow if I were to be successful. I have learned to use what I read, or the advice I am given, as a guide, knowing that some suggestions may work for me and others may not. Another unwritten rule I've learned through these experiences is that people love to give advice to others, and a lot of time it can be advice they don't necessarily follow in their own lives. I don't have to blindly follow what other people suggest I do; I can use what seems appropriate for me and discard the rest.

* *

In this final passage of the chapter, Sean offers further wisdom on recognizing deceit, manipulation and less-than-honor­able intentions in others, this time in the deeply personal arena of emotional attachments, love and romance.

Sean speaks:

Imagine this: You have just moved to an unfamiliar city where you have a new job. You have been given vague directions to the job site and on your first day of work, you get on the main highway, but see, much to your horror, that all the road signs are indecipherable. You don't know the speed limit, can't make out the name of the roads, you have no way of figuring out if the direction you're traveling is the right one, nor which exit you are supposed to take to get you to your destination.

This rather simple description echoes the level of confusion, the lack of awareness and the unfamiliarity of my surroundings that I experienced, not to mention the associated feelings of anxiety, anger, fear and depression, whenever I tried to figure out what people were saying to me and, later, why they said what they said and what they meant. When I was in my twenties, I was
still lost socially—there was still so much I couldn't decipher about a social interaction. Whenever I talked with someone, I would later replay over and over what the other person had said to me. I would analyze the conversation to death and along with it, "analyze" myself into a bad mood.

For instance, one evening I went to dinner and a movie with a friend. We had a great time and I said goodbye as we parted. She, however, nodded, but said nothing. Suddenly the fun we had had all evening disappeared: What had I done wrong? Why didn't she say goodnight to me? What did that nod mean? Now that I thought of it, her smile when she nodded seemed insincere. My mood darkened and the evening was ruined.

Obviously, I still had a black-and-white picture of the way people should respond to me. My social behaviors had improved, but my rigid thinking patterns were stuck. If people failed to respond the way I expected, I assumed I had done something wrong or stupid. It never occurred to me that there were other perspectives than mine, and in fact, many possible, plausible different ways to interpret such an interaction.

I was in my early twenties before I learned a simple rule of social interactions that opened the door to greater understanding of others: that people can and usually do feel more than one emotion at the same time. It was inconceivable to me, for instance, that someone could be happy in general, yet furious with a specific incident, etc.—that two contradictory emotions could be operating at once in the same person. Or that a person could feel happy yet fearful about a new promotion at work or moving to a new city.

My myopic view of the conversational highway kicked into overdrive when it came to dating. Even into my thirties, I interpreted a woman initiating a conversation with me as a sign of her romantic interest and failed to see the many other possible mean-
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ings. I didn't understand a most obvious unwritten social rule between men and women: *friendliness is not necessarily a sign of romantic interest*. As a result, my emotions with women fluctuated wildly between euphoria and heartbreak—without taking a break at any points in between. Being so absorbed in loneliness, despair and desperation made it impossible for me to see things objectively. It didn't occur to me, for example, that the female clerk in the store treated me in a friendly manner because that was part of her job. Or that a waitress might stop and chat for a few moments with me because she had a gregarious personality. I didn't stop to reason that women I met might have full lives of their own, and I had yet to learn that when I approach a woman I should look to see if she has an engagement or wedding ring on her finger. The unwritten social rule that *you look for signs that a woman is married before you ask her out on a date*, wasn't yet part of my natural social functioning. I couldn't put all the different nonverbal and verbal clues together to arrive at a conclusion that accurately reflected the reality of the situation. My thinking was that much confused by my autism.

It took a long time to get better at judging situations I found myself in and to slowly gain the capacity to see the social clues and use common sense in deciding what to say or do. For years I continued to assume that everything that went awry was solely my responsibility. Although I didn't know it, a side effect of this rigid thinking was an inability to trust my instincts and intuition. This distrust—coming from the assumption that I would be wrong anyway—contributed to me getting into some bad romantic relationships and friendships and staying in them much longer than I should have.

**Romance and Heartbreak**

In the early 1990s, just when I thought I was savvy about dealing with others, I found myself in a situation for which I was completely unprepared. My hard-won common sense and
healthy skepticism both left me and went south for the winter (and spring).

I was working at a nursing home in Ohio. One morning, I was sitting in the break room when a co-worker, Suzanne, sat down across from me. We knew each other only casually, since she had a management job. But on this particular day, we began to talk. To my surprise, I saw that she clearly wanted to go out with me and I could feel my insides glowing. I was still terrified to ask someone out on a date (a four-year relationship had ended a few years before and I was still feeling its effects) and this was the first time that a woman had ever approached me. Of course I'll go out with her, I thought, elated. I would be crazy not to.

Perhaps appropriately, our first date was on Halloween. We went to breakfast that morning and I immediately noticed how attracted to me Suzanne seemed. I also learned that she was a heavy smoker and I hated cigarettes. But the main thing was that she was paying attention to me and wanted to date me because I was special.

I quickly learned, however, that Suzanne was not what she appeared to be. She told me constantly that she was a "straight shooter," an open and honest person who always tells it like it is. Nevertheless, it took her a full month to reveal to me that she had a child. Also, she made me promise not to tell anyone else at work that we were dating. Then there was the matter of her age. Suzanne said she was thirty-two (I was thirty at the time), but a few weeks later she mentioned that she was thirty-five. Her age continued to jump mysteriously, yet when I pointed out that it kept changing, she simply said, "I'm just a few years older than you, but age doesn't matter."

If Suzanne disagreed with me or was angry about something I said or did, she responded in an oblique, roundabout way that completely confused me. Fred Astaire was one of her favorite
performers and on occasion my "straight-shooter" girlfriend quoted lines from movies he appeared in—lines that were designed to make me see she was upset with me for some reason without dealing with the issue head on. She began to criticize nearly everything I said and did.

A month after we began dating she told me that her husband, whom she had left in North Carolina, had been physically and emotionally abusive toward her. She said that because of an incident she had been involved in, she could never return to North Carolina. I asked her to explain, but she refused to tell me anything more.

A few months later, our relationship began moving very fast—much too fast for me. She repeatedly told me that I was not to share with my parents anything about our relationship. I became increasingly uneasy because I started to notice that when we were together, the bad days outnumbered the good ones two-to-one, in a pattern I could predict. But I had no idea what to do, nor could I sort out what my feelings were.

My family began to notice that my behavior was becoming increasingly autistic. Constant tension and feeling on edge and lost most of the time caused some of my old habits to return and some positive qualities to go into hibernation. My mother and father commented that I had a frightened, set look on my face most of the time and that I walked stiffly. I rarely smiled; I seemed to have lost my sense of humor and ability to get others' humor. I made statements that I hadn't made since the early days of fighting autism, and I could not tolerate being wrong or making a mistake. I knew I was in over my head. Accepting it, though, was another story.

One night, perhaps five months into our relationship, Suzanne said she had decided it was the right time to tell me why
she could never return to North Carolina. In return, I was not to tell anybody—not family, not friends, not anyone.

One night, Suzanne said, she and her husband got into a terrible argument and, she added tearfully, he had sexually abused her. After the attack, Suzanne continued, she went to the refrigerator, drank four beers and got into her car to get away from him. Speeding and drunk, she smashed the car into a concrete wall and was charged with driving under the influence. She then hired a local attorney who told her to leave North Carolina and never come back. Suzanne and her daughter had subsequently moved in with her parents in Pennsylvania.

After she finished telling me the sordid story, I did my best to be supportive and sympathetic. Mainly, I was truly flattered that she had confided in me. But I was also aware of doubts in the back of my mind. Had I been able to think clearly at the time, I would have had a lot of questions. Why hadn't she brought charges against her husband? Why was she so afraid to return to North Carolina to face such a minor charge? What kind of attorney would give her that advice? Didn't the North Carolina authorities have better ways to spend their time and resources than tracking down some woman who lost her head and wrecked her car by hitting a wall—especially if, as she claimed, no one was injured? Had she killed someone in the accident?

But I was not thinking clearly. Instead, I tried to swallow my doubts and pretend everything she said made sense.

One night in March, Suzanne and I went to a nearby mall. I went in with the intention of browsing while she shopped. But as we passed a jewelry store that was advertising its sale items, Suzanne stopped in her tracks. A huge smile crossed her face and in a childlike voice, she talked me in to going inside "just to look." A short time later I left the jewelry store with an $1,800 engagement ring.
"It's symbolic," she said. "It's the first day of spring and the beginning of a new chapter in our lives together."

I was struggling with conflicting emotions. She seemed to really love me, yet I was starting to realize that, for reasons I didn't understand, I was afraid of her. I now know that I was in love with the idea of being proposed to, but I was not in love with the person doing the proposing.

Later that evening we returned to my apartment and, at her urging, drew up a list of people we wanted to invite to our wedding, which she decided should be in August 1994. She drew a line down the middle of the sheet, which separated those she wanted to invite from the people I was to include. I felt like a deflated balloon as we sat at my kitchen table. I barely had enough energy to come up with any names. I knew in my heart that this would not work—that marrying her would be disastrous—and an encounter a month later and four hundred miles away put everything in perspective.

My mother and I were traveling to Hamburg, Germany, to do interviews for our book, There's a Boy in Here, so we met in the Newark, New Jersey airport. While waiting for our flight, we went to a coffee shop. Immediately after sitting down next to my mother, I let out an enormous sigh.

"What was that all about?" she asked.

"I won't have to see Suzanne for a whole week," I responded. "I'm so glad."

On the overseas flight, my mother pointed out that relationships are difficult for everyone for many reasons.

"But there's one thing that's easy," she stressed. "If you feel better and happier when you're not with Suzanne, the relationship isn't working."
Sure enough, my mother and I enjoyed several days in Europe, and at no time did I miss Suzanne. I didn't even think about her. Instead, I felt free, I had fun and I smiled and laughed easily. In short, I came back to life and my tension disappeared—all telltale signs that our relationship was in serious trouble.

For the next few months, my parents did their best to convince me that Suzanne was the wrong person for me, that I was obviously miserable and that, no matter how hard I tried to make it work, this was a relationship destined for failure. Marrying her would ruin my life and would cause, as my father put it, "the few good times you have with her to disappear."

I knew my mother and father were right but, as with so many things in my life, a chasm existed between knowing something and being able to accept it. For the last month of our relationship I was torn. I didn't want to hear what my parents were telling me because it confirmed that I had made yet another bad choice at a time when I was still trying to recover from making what I felt was a lifetime of mistakes. Yet at the same time, I was trying to figure out how to end it with Suzanne as amicably as possible. I had never broken up with anyone before. Fortunately, my common sense and ability to reason returned early from their vacation and in June 1993, I called Suzanne and said: "We need to end this relationship." I also asked her if she could return the ring.

She accused me of lacking the courage to give her this bad news in person—she was right and I was actually afraid of her—and told me she had been preparing to notify me later in the week that she was planning to break up with me anyway. As for the ring, Suzanne said she found my request an abomination. What a scumbag I was to suggest such a thing.
As difficult as it was for me to end an eight-month relationship with the only person who had ever asked me out on a date, I felt only minimally guilty and, in the end, enormous relief.

Obviously, you don't have to have autism to experience the ups and downs and often the heartaches that are a part of maintaining a romantic relationship. People who go through romances learn this unwritten rule: having to break up with a significant other is painful. But in my case, my fragile self-esteem and recurring need to believe people are what they claim to be made it that much harder to see things clearly and to know what I had control over and what I didn't—what was my fault and what wasn't. The most important personal rule of social relationships that this experience taught me was this: having no friend or girlfriend is far preferable to having a person who's a constant source of negativity. This was a major step forward for me.

* Reading Motives and Intentions

Whether the relationship is one of romance, friendship or is a utilitarian function of daily living, some of the following unwritten rules can help you ascertain the motives and intentions of a partner.

• There's a big difference between regularly going along with what another person wants to do and allowing yourself to be taken advantage of. Pivotal questions to ask in any social occasion are: Am I doing this and spending time with this person because I want to or because I feel I have to? Do I feel in competition with the other person—that is, do I feel I have to constantly prove I'm right for that person to accept me?
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- Acknowledging your feelings of unease is a better relationship skill than is making assumptions about something that you sense is amiss. Assumptions, I've learned, are far more often wrong than accurate and can be damaging. A true friend has never condemned me for expressing something from my heart or perspective.

- Fear within any relationship is unhealthy. Good relationships foster trust between the individuals and a sense of comfort, whether they are business or personal.

- Lying is never a "little thing." A person who, when caught in a lie, insists it's "no big deal" is probably not to be trusted in personal or professional dealings. Ditto for the person who insists that your relationship be kept "a secret." Successful relationships are built on honesty and open communication.

Sean continues:

Fortunately, in recent years I have had few people walk all over me. In the past, it was nearly impossible for me to know if a person was taking advantage of me because I wanted friends at any cost and could see nothing else. For many years, all another person had to do was show kindness and unconditional acceptance and I felt indebted to that person. Today I'm much more likely to rely on the opinions and judgments of family and other people whom I trust. I've come to learn an unwritten rule of social relationships: trust the opinions of your close friends and family more so than you do a stranger's or a person you haven't known too well. Now, for example, if I met a potential friend or date, I would be much less afraid to have that person meet my family and other friends so they could offer their views beforehand. If most or all of them had favorable things to say about the
possible friend, I would spend more time with that person and try to strengthen the friendship. If, on the other hand, their comments were negative, I would back away from the person. I have done all of these things and the result has been finding people who enrich my life, not take advantage of me.

Another painfully learned unwritten rule of social relationships is to be very, very careful to whom you lend money. When I was fighting autism and desperately wanted friends, someone could have come to my door, claimed that his car was broken down and needed $100 and I would have given him the money, no questions asked. Today, I'm wary of people who make a habit of borrowing money and I don't feel comfortable blindly lending it. A good general rule is the less you know the person, the less money you should lend, if you lend any at all. However, this is an issue that can turn sour even between long-time friends. I nearly ruined a fifteen-year friendship with a woman named Helen over money. She asked if she could borrow $1,000 from me—money, she said, she needed to pay the tuition for her three kids to attend a Jewish school. I loaned her the entire amount and felt wonderful. Her coming to me for such a big favor validated in my mind how special I was to her. Joy turned to feelings of betrayal, however, when I asked her to pay me back.

Helen sent me money in $10 and $20 increments and it was several years before I received the entire amount. Accompanying each check was an impersonal note outlining how much she was sending and how much she still owed me. The notes, I feel, were intended to hurt me, but at least I got the money back—along with a healthier attitude and an appreciation for another unwritten rule related to money matters especially, but also to any other favors people ask of you: it's easy to allow emotions such as sympathy or the desire to feel needed cloud good judgment.

Recently I was in a department store and the sight of shoppers going up and down a set of escalators caught my attention.
At that moment, the movement somehow became symbolic of a theme that has repeated itself in my life. A warm thought of how many friends I have made in just the last several years washed over me. Another moment and the unwritten social rule echoed through my brain: the more my rigid, unreasonable expectations of others have decreased, the more friends I have made and kept, and the more my happiness has increased.

Every day in every social situation, I try to look at the whole picture before me. I now realize that friendships and social relationships are not black and white, that they don't follow some prescribed set of rules that exist only in my own head, and that people are human, subject to mistakes and missteps just as I am. I have had people in my life who have hurt me several times, but who also possess attractive qualities and are otherwise kind. I have kept these friendships, but have modified them by sharing less time together or by having a friendship that is more casual. Like most everything in life, friendship can exist in degrees or along a spectrum. It wasn't until I was coming out of my autism and I was able to think in more abstract ways that this made sense to me. Today, some people are good friends, some are acquaintances, and some are individuals with whom I will never have more of a relationship than one defined by social small talk. That works for me because I've learned that not everyone who is nice to me is my friend.

Points to Keep in Mind:

- Teasing is a fact of life and as kids approach middle school, it intensifies. Remember to give equal time to the fact that not all teasing is bad—that kids tease each other as a sign of friendship and budding affection. Use movie clips, books and plays, and role playing to
illustrate the verbal and nonverbal signals that distinguish "good" and "bad" teasing.

- Reinforce that "friendly words and actions" are not the same as being "friends." Check for comprehension frequently when a "new friend" is announced.

- Bullies target children who are alone or stand out from their peers as "odd," or "unaware." Make sure the school has a formal anti-bullying program.

- Teach nonverbal signs of interest/disinterest, physical clues that someone is lying, etc. Start with the concrete before moving to concepts like motive or intentionality.

- With very high-functioning AS individuals, whose perspective-taking abilities are developed, discussing concepts like "common sense" and "intuition" may have meaning. Keep in mind you may need to describe them in more concrete ways though, especially at first. For instance, in describing intuition, be sure to include the physical sensations that arise, in what parts of the body they are felt, in specific detail: increase in heart rate, pulse pounding, general uneasiness for no reason, fluttering sensations in your stomach, etc. Highly aware teens and adults can appreciate thoughts like, "If the situation 'feels' wrong, it probably is," better with the concrete tie-in made first.

- Relationships with other people are never perfect. A good relationship goes well most of the time, but not all of the time. Make sure this fact of life is made part of your conversation with the ASD child or adult.

- Make it a priority to teach stranger-danger safety skills in ways that the child's thinking can grasp. Use visuals to support the lessons.
• Parents, teachers or people with ASD who want to learn more about concrete, effective ways to put a halt to bullies, will find very helpful information in the article, "How to Stop Bullies" written by Dan Grover, and available online at www.WrongPlanet.net in their Articles section of the website. In Aspie-friendly language, Dan discusses basic prevention, characteristics and the "personality" of a bully, the different stages of bullying (verbal to physical), and when and how to involve school staff and/or parents. The real value of the article is in the "been there and know what you're going through" perspective he writes from. This is Aspie-to-Aspie talk, and Dan offers real-world practical advice for people with ASD on dealing with the situation.
Rule #7
People Act Differently in Public Than They Do in Private.

Let's face it. If people acted any way they wanted, at any time, in any setting, we'd be living in a chaotic, messed-up world. We wouldn't have basic structures that provide us with the essentials we need to survive, like food, clothing and shelter. Group dynamics require a set of rules that govern behaviors in order for the group to function. Whether the group is enormous—a society—or limited to a two-person interaction, what we can say or do in the presence of others has rules attached to it.

Rule #7 comes on the heels of the previous chapter and is linked to several of the ideas presented there: that people can think or feel in one way yet display a different behavior; that more than one emotion can be felt internally in any given situation; that a literal translation of behavior is most often an inaccurate one. It also calls up other rules: the importance of being polite in social settings and having good social manners, understanding honesty versus diplomacy and when unsolicited comments are best kept to yourself.

At first glance, this rule may seem so elementary, so simple that readers may question its value in our list of pivotal rules to teach children with ASD. Isn't it obvious, you may ask? Yes, it probably is to any neurotypical, but believe us that it is anything but simple wisdom to a child or adult with an autism spectrum disorder. Why? We hope by now, via all the repeated references we have made in previous chapters, you can answer that question easily yourself. However, for those "rigid" thinkers who may still need more practice, we once again point out the autism characteristics that will affect a child's ability to understand this rule:
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- Literal interpretation of what they see: he looks happy therefore he feels happy. No contextual references.
- Literal interpretation of what they hear: he said he was happy, therefore he must be happy.
- Black-and-white, single-line thinking patterns: his brain only references the situation at hand; just like a Google Internet search on "happy" won't return any information on "sad" or any other related condition, neither does the rigid thinking process of the child with ASD.
- Impaired perspective taking: everybody thinks like I do; there's no data to call up that suggest there are multiple ways to interpret the situation.

Permit us to digress another moment from the rule at hand: By now we think it's highly probable that some (hopefully all) readers may be saying, "Yeah, I get it." But we continue to challenge you nonetheless. And this is why: until you can interpret the world around you from the autism perspective, internalize our ways of thinking and processing what we see and hear so that they become your second nature (not just an intellectual acceptance of information), you're still going to be teaching children, adolescents and adults from your own perspective, one that is inherently socially-conscious and emotionally-driven. When you can easily step outside that perspective, the manner in which you teach these individuals will dramatically change. When you can easily step outside that perspective, you'll "get" why the child reacts the way he does in any given social interaction and you'll be able to respond or adjust what you're doing or saying accordingly. When you can easily step outside that perspective, you'll understand how much is really missed in any interaction you label as "simple" and the resultant stress that creates. "Easily" only comes through practice. You expect us to learn how to easily exist within the social framework of the neurotypical world. We ask you to learn to just as easily step into ours. When that
happens we'll all succeed. But it requires practice, practice, practice—*yours* as well as ours.


Temple often refers to herself as an actor in a play, and that analogy pretty much illustrates Rule #7: people "act"—they change their behavior in ways that conform to the public setting in which they find themselves. When Temple is alone at home, she understands she no longer has to "act"—she can do pretty much whatever she wants within the confines of her personal space. She is by herself; the space is "private." However, when she steps outside her home or other people join her in her home, she has to once again become the actor because her space has become "public."

Temple continues:

The behaviors that are appropriate in private are different than those that are acceptable in public settings. This idea was demonstrated to me in very literal ways right from a young age. Mother clearly tied behaviors to settings in her teaching lessons. For instance, she made the distinction that messing up the living room was bad, but I could mess up my own room and it would be tolerated. Rather than teach me that "messing up the house was bad," she established context for the behavior: in this setting it's inappropriate, but in this setting it's allowable. She did the same thing with my stimming. When I was little, I was allowed a half hour after lunch and a little time after dinner during which I could stim freely at home; it wasn't allowed at the dining table or out in public. That's very concrete teaching and even though my thinking was inflexible at that age, the way she was teaching me planted the seeds of categories and subcategories in relation to time and place in my mind. That was very positive.
Mother was overall very good about looking forward and structuring lessons in a way that would help me be successful not just as a little child, but also as a teen and adult. She constantly tied behaviors to setting, and she constantly stressed being cognizant of other people and their needs (which is perspective taking). So, the public versus private issue was not one that was particularly difficult for me to learn and accept. Society had it's rules and in the '50s and '60s, they were pretty strict social rules. People conformed and I learned quickly that I needed to do that too. Behavior had a consequence and some rules just had to be learned and accepted.

Many behaviors that fall under Rule #7 can be taught this way. Unwritten rules like, "Don't parade around naked in public," "Don't swear like a sailor in the boardroom," "Close the door when in the bathroom," and "Pick up your mess before leaving a public space," exist so that masses of people can function with each other. They provide guidelines, they define appropriate versus inappropriate behaviors so we can all live and work together as a society. Now, a person can do any of those things in private if he wants to.

As the old adage goes, "There's a time and place for everything." That's the value of this Rule: helping kids understand "where and when" behaviors are okay, that the context dictates what is acceptable to say or do. It comes back to drilling kids about manners, about appropriate social language and behaviors when in the company of others. It's about teaching them emotional control, that you can't always act out how you feel inside, based on the social setting. By nature, many autistics have black-and-white thinking patterns going on in their heads and need the repeated verbalizations that draw their attention to context. It's mental flexibility that will propel them to greater social understanding. That and repeated experiences that offer practice. Helping kids understand public versus private behaviors can be
done in a structured, rote-type teaching environment for those with limited perspective-taking ability. The one caveat to keep in mind is this: be careful of using "rules" when teaching public versus private. There are few behaviors that are really always "private"—it depends on the level of intimacy among people who comprise a group. Adults are tempted to use the two-column teaching method, labeling a behavior as either public or private. When that's done, it reinforces the black-and-white thinking patterns, rather than promoting a more flexible mind and reinforcing attention to context. Don't underestimate the value of incorporating context and categories in even very young children. Save absolute rules for only a very few situations, generally where personal safety is involved.

What makes sense to me is to come back to the idea that all people are playing a part in the grand play that is life. I play my part: sometimes I play it one way, in other scenes my part is different. Sometimes I like the part I'm playing and other times I just have to act it out, whether or not I like it. The same applies for other people. And, that metaphor is relevant to the public versus private actions that I or other people exhibit. There will be situations where you're with people you absolutely can't stand, but you've got to be civil to them. The rule I have for myself is that I always try to be nice in any social interaction. That's my general "public behavior." In the privacy of my own home, I can rant and rave about anyone as much as I want, call people names, wave my arms around, stomp my feet in anger, whatever. That's "private behavior." If I acted that way in public, I would be creating negative consequences for myself. I dress in a socially appropriate way when I lecture or present at a conference. That's my "public image." However, socially acceptable dress does not have to be totally conventional; a person can be distinct and still socially acceptable. For instance, I wear my fancy western shirts for lecturing, which isn't conventional, but it still is acceptable. I often dress in old, worn, sloppy clothes at home, or let my
grooming habits go for a day if I'm not going anywhere. That's "private behavior"—it doesn't impact anyone but me. The rule I've generated for myself is this: the smaller and more intimate the social circle, the more private words and actions can he. The wider the circle, the more public/impersonal they need to he.

There are dozens and dozens of specific unwritten rules about physical appearance, mannerisms, language, conversation topics, actions, etc., in public versus private settings to teach children and adults with ASD. Books and resources exist that attempt to itemize those and offer ways of teaching them. The take-home point to this chapter is to continually reinforce context while teaching the child these social skills so that mental flexibility and categorical thinking become second nature.

* 

One aspect of observing the social interactions of others that was particularly difficult for Sean was understanding that the surface behaviors of people didn't always reflect what they were thinking or feeling inside. Passages in the previous chapter depicted Sean's thinking and his difficulty in understanding that people could feel one way and act another, or be experiencing more than one emotion at a time. He continues that train of thought here.

Sean speaks:

As a young adult I wanted a girlfriend more than anything and was determined to get one. While I was trying to get a grip on social relationships, I was learning how elusive they often are. The harder I tried to find my place and get firm answers, the more everything slipped through my fingers. Unwritten social rules were everywhere, written in invisible ink; if only I had the magic solution to make them appear!
One day I came home from a nearby mall with a pained look on my face. My mother was visiting and could see how tense and upset I was. After asking me what was wrong, I announced that nearly everyone in the mall was holding hands.

"Everyone is in a great relationship but me," I said angrily.

"You can't tell that, Sean," my mother calmly said. "You don't know what you're really seeing."

"Yes they are. I see them holding hands, I see the evidence that everyone is in a happy relationship," I countered." I only go with what the evidence tells me."

"Sean, you don't know what's going on in their lives. People are going to act differently in public," she said.

My mother and I had many talks about how I drew conclusions about relationships based on seeing only what was on the surface and how I made faulty assumptions based on that information. Behaviors people exhibited in public settings didn't always mirror what was happening between them at home, in private. I heard what she was telling me, but the residue of my autism and my rigid thinking patterns still lingered. I still saw only the surface of social situations and drew conclusions that reflected absolutes rather than acknowledging the emotional complexities inherent in social relationships.

Emotions are the back-seat drivers of how neurotypical people act in public settings. Even when boundaries of public versus private behaviors are clear, emotions can throw all of that logical thought into the wind. This is far more frequent with neurotypicals than it is for the rule-bound person with autism. However, we mention it to shed light on the difficulty it makes for people with ASD to learn public versus private words and actions.
ACT THREE

Temple explains:

My father was a highly unpredictable man when it came to his emotions. I was afraid of him because he'd blow up over seemingly unimportant things, like if the oysters he was served at a restaurant were too small. It was like being around a bottle of nitroglycerin all the time; I never knew when he might go off. Even though he would blow up over nothing, his temper was kept verbal. His social training prevented him from throwing things or hitting people. On the one hand I was trying to learn behaviors that were appropriate or inappropriate in public versus private settings, and on the other hand, here he was confusing the matter for me, acting in public in ways that I was being told should be reserved for private settings. My thinking was rigid enough at that age; when conflict like this kept popping up, it confused me enough that my mind would just shut down.

I hear from parents and teachers who think that telling kids that people act illogically will be too confusing for them to process. Yet, isn't it an unwritten rule of social relationships that people aren't always consistent in what they say or do, even when they supposedly know better! Children are going to feel the confusion when what you're teaching, the behaviors you're expecting of them, are being violated by others all around them. In my opinion, it's better to tell a child with ASD that people act illogically or that their emotions sometimes cause them to make mistakes, even when you're not sure they will understand. Pointing out the inconsistencies in others' actions also helps lay the groundwork for perspective to develop.

* *

Taking this train of thought one step further, Temple expands upon the role that emotions play in deciphering appropriate public behavior, illuminating the almost unconscious way in which
neurotypical people make allowances for emotional swings and know not to interpret literally the behaviors of others.

Temple continues:

People have a "social face" they put on in order to interact with the people around them, and their emotions often dictate what mask they wear. For instance, people working in different professions are expected to act a certain way. A waitress and the grocery check-out clerk are expected to act friendly to customers; it's part of their job. But sometimes their personal moods affect whether or not they act friendly—even though their job description requires that "public behavior." Even though neurotypicals may agree that certain behaviors are "public" and others are "private" they quickly make allowances for others' behaviors, based on these emotional fluctuations—because they are shared experiences among them.

For instance, if you meet a person who is grumpy, and your exposure to the person is limited to that one encounter, you probably assume he's a grumpy person. Typical people do this all the time. They form a spot opinion, whereas the autistic person believes it as truth. However—and this is a major point—in the back of their neurotypical minds they have a voice, a "second mind" as it's referred to, that draws their attention to context and all the other probabilities that might contribute to this guy—any guy—acting like a grouch. They automatically and simultaneously assess the situation using their two minds; they use rational intelligence and emotional intelligence (see Emotional Intelligence by author Daniel Goleman). They form a conclusion yet understand that this opinion is not fact, not an absolute to use in all future encounters. It's "for now."

I don't think people with autism have that second mind that provides two-way communication between rational and emotional intelligence. Some autistics process mainly from the
rational mind, like I do. Some process mainly from the emotional mind, which might be Sean's way, especially when his autism clouded his thinking more. For the majority of people with ASDs, it seems that a single channel is active. The question becomes whether or not people with autism have both minds, and if so, how to activate both channels so they work together in interpreting the world.

So when confusion arises over behavior that is supposed to be private, yet is being displayed in public, the autistic person appreciates only the conflict. His mind wants conformity and the information he's processing is not giving him that. The response is akin to a computer glitch—information dump and reboot to regular processing.

Children need to be taught that all people—their parents, family members, teachers, the check-out person at the grocery store, the priest at church—have moods that fluctuate day to day, experience to experience, and that people's moods are often very illogical and unpredictable. So that while it is true that people act differently in public than they do in private, that being in the company of others requires a person to conform to the group expectations about behavior, people regularly fail to uphold that rule.

Nevertheless, people with ASD tend to blame themselves for social encounters gone wrong, which contributes to low self-esteem. They don't understand that sometimes the other person(s) in the encounter contributes to the demise of the social interaction. It's what people refer to as "emotional baggage"—their own positive or negative perceptions that influence their actions in any given social situation. That people bring emotional baggage into a social relationship is an unwritten rule that everyone accepts, but that is usually not pointed out to children with ASD.
It helps when parents and teachers point out these illogical, emotional responses that other people have, and explain that the behavior can interfere with a successful social interaction. Not all social situations are ruined because of a person's autism; sometimes it's the fault of the other person involved. However, we concentrate so much on teaching appropriate behavior and responses that we overlook teaching the child or adult that all people in a social situation contribute to its success or failure. The public behaviors of typical people are not always appropriate; regularly pointing this out helps the person with autism gain better social perspective and understand that social relationships require that all participants accept responsibility for their own actions.

Not only don't people always follow the rules that society dictates in regard to public versus private behaviors, they often don't "talk straight" in describing those rules, or in explaining the actions of self or others. Social language has a hierarchy all its own and oral versus written language makes it even more nuanced. Authors write with words that don't make sense to the literal minded person with autism. Public language has a level of formality based on the setting, from the highly formal orations of our government leaders, to the highly informal street-slang between two friends. People often say one thing in the company of others, then turn around and behave differently on their own. We've all experienced the employee who is the first to offer to help coworkers in the presence of his boss, only to be "too busy" to follow through when the coworker asks for help. People do indeed talk differently in public versus private settings. The confusion can be enormous, as Sean describes in the following two passages, and Temple offers to end the chapter.
Sean begins:

The transition to high school had its pros and cons. On one hand, going to a large high school was less stressful for the same reasons going to school had always been: structured time blocks, concrete subjects like math and science to study, being able to better predict what to expect and being away from the tumult and turmoil that ceaselessly brewed at home. On the other hand, it magnified the social challenges I was already experiencing. Being one of more than 1,500 students meant many more sets of ears would be privy to negative information about me, and a larger pool of kids were available to join the rumor mill already in progress.

Shortly into the year, another aspect of high school that I couldn't have anticipated reared its head: academic expectations. With the predictability of an earthquake, I walked into English class and, after day one, realized the subject matter was light years removed from the English classes of years past to which I had grown reasonably accustomed. Before, English consisted mostly of learning the nuts and bolts of the language, like the parts of the sentence, using verbs well, knowing when to start new paragraphs and understanding what gerunds are. In other words, English was highly concrete and I had made reasonably good grades in the subject.

Now, as a ninth-grader, I was faced with the daunting and impossible challenge of learning to think abstractly, to interpret meaning and intention, to compare and contrast various perspectives. We were to read and critique short stories by writing about things like character development, point of view, tone, mood and what the author's overall grand idea was. I had no idea how to make sense of short stories because they were full of oblique and abstract devices such as metaphors and countless subtleties that implied more than they gave away. It might as well have been Greek, not English class; it all made so little sense to me.
It was a short time into the school year that my intense frustration, feelings of failure and tenuous self-esteem derailed further. Before, despite my inability to make friends, I was at least able to succeed academically. I maintained mainly Bs and Cs—and I had never failed a class, no matter how difficult. These early difficulties in English class told me that failure was about to enter a new realm.

My dad knew how anxious this class was making me, and he did what he could to make things easier. "Why the hell can't people just talk straight?" I angrily and sarcastically asked him one evening. Over the years he had told me to "talk straight" so we could get to the heart of some matter and resolve it more effectively.

I still didn't get it. I didn't understand that our actions and our words are framed by the social relationship or social setting we are in. These social boundaries, like fences, dictate what we can say or do when we're inside or outside the fence. There would be several more years of throwing textbooks in anger before I understood that English—and social relationships—were programs of study with endless levels of complexity. Mastery of the subject matter was going to take a lot more work than I could ever imagine.

* 

Learning the rules of social relationships is a life-long process. You can be "inside the fence" and still encounter confusion, or make mistakes. Sean gives an example of such an instance when one bad decision lofted him back into the "outside."

Sean elaborates:
Over the years, I have added many types of foods to my diet. I eat much more than the starchy cereals and plain hamburgers that saw me through my childhood. But no matter how diverse my diet becomes, the one thing that will never taste good in my mouth is my own foot. Discussing a private matter with someone else and then breaching that person's confidence in you is one of the best ways to ensure your foot is included with those hamburger and fries you're consuming. And in terms of Rule #7, and monitoring your public versus private behavior, you can wind up "eating crow" over the whole ordeal, too, while you're at it (meaning you've said something that you shouldn't have, and have to accept the consequences).

When I was in my twenties, I had a friend named Rebecca who thought she might be pregnant. She and her boyfriend, Larry, had been dating for a few years and I had spent time with both. One day, she came to me and seemed nervous. After reassuring me that her timidity wasn't the result of something I had said or done, she explained the real reason.

"Sean, I missed my period this month and have been waking up in the middle of the night more than usual."

"What do you think could be going on?" I asked.

"I think I might be pregnant, but Larry doesn't know. I'm afraid to tell him because I don't think he's ready to be a father just yet," she said, holding back tears. "We have talked about kids, but later, not sooner."

I was awash in mixed emotions. I felt bad because of her dilemma, yet I felt wonderful that Rebecca trusted me enough to not only share something this personal with me, but something even her boyfriend didn't know. After we talked awhile, Rebecca said she would find her own way to tell him her suspicions. I left, elated that the level of trust was so deep.
A week after I heard the news, Larry and I went bowling, and I still felt so good from Rebecca's confidence in me that I figured it wouldn't hurt to tell him the news. Larry, however, was less than elated when he heard from me that his girlfriend might be expecting. That mistake was far bigger than the gutter-ball I threw between the third and fourth frames—and led to much worse repercussions.

Predictably, my conversation at the bowling alley got back to Rebecca. She wasn't overly thrilled, either. What I didn't expect or understand was the intensity of anger she had toward me.

"I can't believe you would go behind my back! What we discussed was private. It was none of your business to tell him that," she said a day later.

"What did I do wrong?" I asked with a sick feeling. "I didn't mean any harm. I don't remember you specifically telling me not to tell him."

"All I can say is that I can't believe you would do that." And with that came the sickening click of the phone.

I was right in that she hadn't explicitly asked me to keep our conversation private. But she made clear, by her body language and tone, that she didn't want our talk to go any farther. Besides, Rebecca ended by saying that she would tell Larry, thereby implying not to break confidentiality.

Even though I had harmless motives, I caused quite a bit of harm in our friendships by breaking a cardinal unwritten rule: *you never—regardless of intent—divulge information meant to be private*. It made no difference to Rebecca that I told Larry because I was brimming at the news and was happy for them. The point was that it took a lot of trust and courage on her part to tell me, and she had made it clear that she would handle the situation from there. By intervening and breaking her confidence, I sacri-
faced a great deal of the trust they had in me. And another unwritten rule is that trust is much easier to earn than to re-earn after it's been broken.

It's akin to breaking a glass and trying to put it back together. It never is quite the same once it's been broken and mending happens a bit at a time. It takes much more effort to rebuild trust than to keep it in the first place, and listen up: some people will never give you a second chance to try. The best way for me to have kept my foot out of my mouth would have been for me not to place it in there to begin with. I'd prefer a plain hamburger instead.

Temple offers her own perspective:

The children who are more rigid thinkers, who are very literal in their translation of their world, have trouble making inroads into social relationships partly because this literal translation extends also to language. Literal translation of the world alleviates the stress involved with risk-taking and "guesswork," and it provides some basis of order and predictability that appeals to children with ASD. Teaching children to think more flexibly, to get their brains to "see" the nuances of social language and social interactions is a very slippery slope, one navigated in a constant state of high anxiety.

I don't think most neurotypical adults appreciate the level of stress kids with ASD live with on a constant basis. Imagine having never skied before, and standing at the top of a triple Black Diamond expert run, one of most difficult expert ski runs. It's narrow, icy, with huge moguls and a near vertical drop. As if that's not bad enough, you know your balance is unpredictable and everything around you is uncomfortable: the ski boots, standing on skis, the poles in your hands, the bulky ski clothes, the sun in
your eyes, the glare off the snow. Sheer panic sets in, because you realize there's no way you're going to get down that slope without hurting yourself; the real question is whether or not you'll even survive. Yet, you can't just stand there—you know you have to step off the edge. That's what daily social interaction can feel like for some kids with ASD. Sheer panic and no skill set to handle the interaction.

Now add language and communication into the encounter and it's even a more frightening experience. There's little that's consistent about people's language and communication. More than with their actions, people like to use language to express their individuality, to demonstrate that they're creative, or smart, to somehow distinguish themselves from others, or conversely, to align themselves or show empathy. There is nothing literal about communication, because tone of voice, inflection, and body language are all rolled up into it. What's made it even more difficult in today's culture is the liberal use of slang that is now commonplace. The social language of the 1950s and '60s had more structure and consistency to it. Slang that is "in" today can be "out" next week among teenagers. How confusing is that?

Growing up, I was never very good at understanding slang, or picking up on people's facial expressions or nonverbal body language. I could understand tone of voice, but that was because Mother used it constantly along with her language. I could tell when she was annoyed by the sound of her voice; I knew that I had better behave. Things that were subtle didn't register. Mother writes in her book about all the turmoil she experienced with my father while I was growing up. I didn't even know that was going on. Their public behavior and their private behavior were different. Their "public talk" was different than their "private talk." That was the norm back then in society; couples didn't discuss their private relationship issues in public, even at home. My parents weren't throwing things, they weren't screaming or hitting.
Any clues that they were not getting along were subtle. My sister picked up on it but I didn't.

As I mentioned in an earlier chapter, I didn't even know that people communicated with their eyes until eight or nine years ago. I missed a whole language of public behavior that was going on around me. But my thinking in pictures actually made it easier for me to be less literal in interpreting idioms and metaphors. For instance, if someone said it was raining cats and dogs outside, that's the picture that would appear in my head. But it was easy to compare that picture to what I saw outside and know that they didn't match up. Logic told me that those words didn't actually represent reality, that they were a visual analogy. I do get some very funny visual images in my head, but I know they're not literal translations of what people are saying.

How does this all apply to Rule #7? It comes back to being able to think flexibly and know that the context of a situation affects the interaction. My intelligence tells me that people act differently in public than they do in private. Intellectually I know that unwritten rule exists within social relationships. Figuring out my own, or others' public versus private behaviors means analyzing the situation from the perspective of a social scientist. Even though I might not understand from an intuitive perspective that people communicate not just with words, but with body language, tone of voice, etc., I have learned, through observation, to recognize those signs and create categories on my hard drive to help me in social relationships.

For instance, I look at a person in a social interaction and watch his mannerisms. Whether he's animated or silent, if he leans into the conversation or sits back with his arms folded on his chest. Then I piece all the clues together with what he's saying and develop a hypothesis on whether or not he's putting on a "social face" out of politeness. It's the same with my own behaviors: I know that my own body language needs to support, rather
than negate, my words. Most of the time my body language is pretty neutral; what I concentrate on is making sure it's not opposite what I'm saying. Again, that's all rote processing and analytic observation. My body language doesn't spontaneously happen through my emotions. There isn't that connection between thoughts and feelings like there is with neurotypical people.

When I was young, I couldn't interpret others' language and behaviors and monitor my own because I didn't have enough experiences to create refined categories about language and communication. I rotey understood public versus private behaviors; they were drilled into me as were other social skills. The more experiences I had, the more data I put on my hard drive from both my own experiences, watching others and reading books about social interactions, the better I became at noticing when and perceiving why people acted differently in public than they do in private.

It's helpful for adults to realize that for some people on the ASD spectrum, an intuitive understanding of social language and behaviors may never develop. The "common sense" approach to public versus private behaviors may never surface. If a child's emotional relatedness is high, with practice this may become more "second nature" to him because by his very nature, his emotions are tied into his thoughts and feelings. But for other people who think like I do, it will remain a logic-based puzzle that is understood without a direct emotional tie-in. That's not to say we don't have emotions; it's more that emotions are one step removed from the interaction and are a separate component.

For us, being able to differentiate public versus private behaviors, or understanding that people's emotions and behaviors are not always 100% aligned may simply be a big, ongoing social experiment that exists to put more data on the hard drive and help us function better. Again, that's not bad; it's just a different approach to social relationships and understanding how to suc-
ceed within them. Highly social people instinctively put less value on this mode of functioning and hopefully, with greater awareness and understanding of how we think, these judgments will be released.

* 

Points to Keep in Mind:

- Teach kids to "look beyond the surface" of people's words and actions to explore other possible meanings.

- People with ASD will use their logic to search for clues in their environment and then base their conclusions on what they see. Despite that ability to find the physical, overt clues they will often miss the intangible clues that are important to fully understanding the context. What is not happening is often as important as what is. Encourage them to take into consideration what is absent from the situation.

- Some private behaviors that are generally not appropriate public behaviors:
  - Don't "potty talk" (i.e., talk about bathroom bodily functions).
  - Don't talk about bodily noises.
  - Close the door when going into the bathroom.
  - Don't pick you nose in public.
  - Don't scratch your private parts in public.
  - Don't burp.
  - Don't discuss medical problems that involve the private parts of the body. Discussing a broken ankle is acceptable.
Rule #8
Know When You're Turning People Off.

It happens all the time when we're in the company of others. We say or do some little thing that doesn't quite sit right with someone around us. George tells you how much he loved a movie and you counter with, "It was the worst thing ever made," or you talk on and on about the latest segment of *All My Children* to your friend Lucy who isn't in the least interested in soap operas. Other times the social faux pas carries a bit more heft to it: during a job interview you spend five minutes describing to your potential male supervisor why women make better managers, or during the middle of a meeting your express your strong disagreement with a coworker's suggestion in the form of a comment peppered with foul language.

Neurotypicals refer to it as being "clueless" or laugh it off as people who "put their foot in their mouths"—to inadvertently say things that irk their companions. But NTs have a sixth sense about this when it happens. They not only watch the slip-up, but form an opinion about its value in the overall scheme of the social interaction. Those who are a little less "clueless" also recognize the nonverbal signs that something has gone amiss in the social interaction. Body language, a shift in the other person's tone of voice or dead silence tell us we've done something wrong and we'd better repair the situation—and quickly.

The child or adult with ASD who functions with low perspective-taking ability and rigid thinking patterns misses this entire world of nonverbal communication. Oftentimes others around him are sympathetic to his blunders—it's so obvious that he's making every effort to interact. But for a vast number of children who "look" normal, but are still encumbered by the limited-perspective and rigid-thinking challenges of ASD (the higher functioning children, teens and adults on the spectrum) people
respond very differently. They are quick to form negative opinions when these individuals "screw up," and slow to understand how deeply autism can impair the ability to process social information and respond in appropriate manners. When individuals with ASD do things that "turn them off" that negative impression lingers in their minds, and colors future encounters.

It's an unwritten rule of social relationships that most people are quick to call your attention to what you're doing wrong and slow to praise you for what you're doing right. There are all sorts of psychological reasons for doing so, ranging from petty jealousy to low self-esteem to never being taught a different way of interaction. We can act appropriately in ninety-five instances out of one hundred, and people around us will focus on the five things we did wrong—and with more vigor if they were directly involved in some way. It happens in personal and professional relationships and no, not everyone does it, but more people do it than not.

We chose Rule #8—Know When You're Turning People Off—for two reasons:

1. To draw attention to this pervasive but not necessarily positive trait of a large segment of mankind, the "Three Strikes and You're Out" rule, and

2. To draw attention to the fact that the older you get, the less praise you're going to hear from people around you for acting appropriately

We spend our entire lives living under the unconscious global social rule: do the right thing. In ways large and small it sets the tone for how we relate to others, words we choose to say or keep to ourselves, decisions we make for ourselves and our families. Learning what constitutes the "right thing" is part of the process of living and we accept that it is a process, not an end point in itself.
As children, we receive a lot of praise for our efforts. It comes in the form of positive comments, new toys, being taken to favorite places, ice cream and cookies, and all sorts of different "rewards." We get them from moms and dads, grandparents and family members, from teachers and next door neighbors. As we grow and develop, the rewards for good behavior diminish; we learn another one of those unwritten rules that governs our social relationships: adults are expected to "know better," meaning adults expect other adults to have learned the social rules that govern group dynamics. Acting appropriately no longer captures attention or praise; it's just expected. Doing the wrong thing is what captures the attention of people around you.

Turning people off is noticeable—it happens on the spot, and has repercussions that often last well beyond the initial situation and sometimes even after attempts to repair the situation have been made. There are all sorts of things that turn people off: aspects of our appearance, the words we use, our tone of voice and body language, personal eccentricities, personal opinions, not to mention the actions we take in response to other people. Standing too close, monopolizing conversation, poor hygiene habits, ill-timed remarks, and grossly inappropriate actions will generally call negative attention to yourself across cultures and settings, as will a host of other things that could easily fill a book of its own. As the old saying goes (and many old sayings exist because they echo an unwritten social rule), "There's only one chance to make a first impression."

Helping people with ASD understand first the obvious, then the more subtle ways people turn off other people needs to be taught, starting at a young age. Many of the overt signs that you're turning someone off are shared from social group to social group, which is fortunate for people with ASD and makes this an attainable goal for most children and adults.

Temple starts:
Mother instilled in me and my siblings from an early age that small talk was part of social etiquette and would open the doors to social interaction. We would be called down to meet people who came to the house and we were taught the correct way to make introductions, to say "Hello, how are you?" and answer questions that people might ask us. That was drilled into us as part of manners training. So, the idea that social interaction begins with some shared conversation was very natural to me, whether it was with my friends or my parents' friends, or when Mother sent me on errands to the hardware store or later with my coworkers.

As a little child, my curiosity about things spurred me into different situations that required conversation. For instance, if a new family moved in the neighborhood, I'd go over, knock on the front door and introduce myself. I knew how to do that and I wasn't shy to begin with anyway. Because I was smart and good at all sorts of activities, my friends and I always had things to talk about. You know, when you're working on a project, conversation about how to build it, paint it, play with it just naturally happens. That's why shared interests are such strong foundations for social interaction with kids on the spectrum.

I was so interested, though, that I had to learn not to be a pest. That's an unwritten rule of social relationships: *don't become a pest*. That turns people off. I'd want to go over to the neighbors' houses all the time and the Nanny would say, "Don't wear out your welcome," which meant that the neighbors would not be happy to see me anymore if I went over there too often. She and Mother laid down a rule for me to prevent that; they'd limit how often I could visit one neighbor or another. That helped me learn not to be a pest, but it was gradual development. I didn't understand fully what she meant right away.

Mother also drilled into me another unwritten rule: that *asking people personal questions is rude*. So I knew better than to do
that growing up, and I didn't turn people off that way. I remem-
ber one time when I was eight we were riding on a train and I got
to talking to some nuns who were sitting opposite us about our
trip to New York. That kind of social conversation was fine and
was encouraged. But I knew better than to ask the nuns a person-
al question like whether or not they shave their heads under their
habits. I was taught there were certain kinds of personal ques-
tions that were off limits.

My biggest problem wasn't turn-taking or sharing or asking
inappropriate questions when talking with other people. Where
I really turned people off was in violating the following two
unwritten rules of social conversation: 1) *don't monopolize the*
*conversation* and 2) *don't talk on and on about a topic that doesn't*
*interest others*. At times I'd get off on one of my talking jags. One
time it was election posters—that got pretty boring pretty fast for
my friends because no one found that interesting but me.
Another time I fixated on the fun house at the Cheshire County
Fair and talked about that over and over and over again until
everyone around me was totally bored with it. I talked about
these things because it was exciting to me to do so, which was
internally motivating to keep talking about them. But being
social with others requires you to be conscious of other people's
interests too. It has to be balanced, like scales are balanced, for
the social interaction to be successful for both parties.

What helped me most along the way was that a lot of people
were very *direct* with me about what I was doing wrong. When I
was young, my Mother or the nanny would tell me I'd talked
enough about something in very clear words, "Temple, that's
enough about that subject." My friends would say things like,
"Temple, stop talking about those stupid posters." My classmates
would be blunt too, but in a less friendly way. They did it by call-
ing me names. All through third and fourth grade I talked a lot
and asked a lot of questions—way too many questions—about
anything and everything, not necessarily a favorite topic. That's how I got the name, "Chatterbox," they all called me. I'd ask other kids to name their favorite game over and over. It was a tool I used to get conversation going. But because my mind was still pretty inflexible, and I didn't have a lot of data on my hard drive, I'd ask the exact same questions over and over. That was a turn-off for everyone but me and my grandfather. He was a quiet, shy engineer who liked my question. I asked him why the sky was blue or why tides go in and out and he would patiently explain. He liked talking about factual things.

When kids are young there's a natural tendency to ask questions. But for many kids on the autism/AS spectrum it's an obsessive-compulsive physical urge to do so. Giving them lots of experiences so they have different things to talk about helps alleviate the extent to which they turn off their peers. So does making rules about talking about things. This is one instance in which the autistic person's rule-bound logic can help. Setting up the rule, "You can tell a story only once or twice to the same person," can be useful, but do recognize that for kids with little information to draw from, this can also produce a lot of anxiety. If they can't talk about their favorite topic, what else is there to talk about? Make sure the child has a variety of things to talk about before making this a rule.

In high school my mentors would be equally direct with me when I perseverated on a topic. When I went on and on about the fun house at the fair, I remember the headmaster saying to me, "Temple, you're really boring the kids. It's okay to talk about the fun house a couple of times, but after repeating it ten or fifteen times, nobody wants to hear about it anymore." I needed that feedback—and in words that were very direct.

There's a subtle undertone to those two rules I just mentioned about monopolizing conversation with a topic of interest, and it's a social rule all its own: *it's okay for members of the group to talk*
on and on as long as the topic interests a majority of the people involved in the conversation. This happens all the time in normal social interaction. Teenage girls will spend hours talking about hair or makeup or the boys in their class. Boys will go on and on about sports—little boys and grown-up big boys. In a two-person conversation, each person needs to check for continued interest. But once there's three or more people involved, not everyone has to be equally interested for conversation on the topic to continue. I remember one time going out to dinner with a few pharmaceutical salesmen who spent three hours talking about sports-themed nothing. There was no content to the conversation, no analysis of the game or discussion of the players or the coach's strategy. I sat there like a sociologist studying their behavior because to me, the talk was absolutely pointless. It really turned me off, but because all the rest of them liked the conversation, my opinion didn't matter. The axiom that "majority rules" is true in a lot of social interaction, especially social conversation.

Learning What's Okay to Say

As I got older, I developed categories of conversation and within those categories I had rules about what's appropriate to talk about and what's not, what interests people generally and what will turn them off from the start. It depends on the context and who you're talking to, whether that person is a complete stranger, a person you just occasionally run into, or a close friend. Let's say I'm on an airplane and I'm sitting next to a complete stranger. I might say something about the weather, especially if the flight's delayed. Then I might tell them I'm going to a cattle meeting and ask about their destination, or what they do for a living. I've learned, through trial and error, that a general rule people follow is to start conversation with generic subjects that most everyone feels comfortable discussing. I know if I get right into talking about my research on the hair swirl patterns on bulls I'll turn off that person in a few seconds, and that will end our
social interaction. However if I get into a really good conversation with the person I can eventually change the subject to my research. I might initiate this conversation with remarks about careers.

Some of the "safe subjects" I talk about are the weather, our surroundings, recent movies, whether or not the person has pets, asking about any hobbies they have, etc. If I'm at an autism meeting, I know I can ask about different therapies or the school program, or books on autism or Asperger's. One of the rules about conversation topics that seems to apply generally in society is there are three subjects you don't discuss with strangers and most people who are not close friends: sex, politics and religion. People let their emotions get all tied up into those subjects which can result in volatile reactions that are sometimes hard to handle. I have close friends I can discuss those subjects with, but I don't talk about them with strangers. When I was in my twenties, I was obsessed with talking about the meaning of life. I did not realize that most people do not spend hours talking about such a deep subject. Today that's another subject I only discuss with a few very close friends.

People with ASD often want other people to know they're smart, or they crave social interaction to such a degree that they think immediately showing the other person how much they know will make them attractive and encourage social interaction. It doesn't. People refer to someone who goes on and on like that as having "diarrhea of the mouth," which is a pretty disgusting metaphor, but good to keep in mind (especially for visual thinkers). That's how much you turn people off when you're rambling on and on about a topic that interests only you.

As with other social skills, learning the give and take of social conversation takes time. It's a gradual process that develops as you age and grow in social awareness. It requires you to be a social detective all the time: to take stock of the context of the sit-
uation, notice what other people are saying—or not saying—and what you do that turns people off. Then learn from it.

**Repairing Mistakes**

I've certainly made my share of mistakes along the way and when I notice that I've said or done something inappropriate, I immediately apologize. When I turn off a person, it's my responsibility to try to fix the situation. It's another unwritten rule of social relationships that *quick apologies right after you've made a mistake repair a situation faster than trying to cover up or deny that you did something wrong*. It's best to acknowledge the mistake, say you're sorry and move on—especially with an etiquette/manners-type mistake. People are usually pretty forgiving because we all make these types of mistakes from time to time.

For me, it took years of practice to get where I'm comfortable in my abilities to handle social interaction and conversation and not turn off people with what I say or do. I'm still learning. It's like that with other Aspies I know. Recently I ran into a good friend of mine who has her own electronics business. She commented that she keeps learning more and more every day about how to get along with people and notice what turns them off, or on. Some adults on the spectrum are looking for a magic bullet to understanding all this and there isn't one. It's a continual learning process.

* *

As Temple mentioned, individuals with ASD are often eager to share their knowledge and expertise on a specific topic with others. For some, it's a physical compulsion or internally motivating. For others, it's the only way they know how to engage in conversation. And for many of the emotionally-connected children or young adults with ASD, it can be a respite from low self-
esteem, an attempt to capture positive compliments amidst a sea of constant negativity, either self-imposed or from others.

Sean describes:

It's been said that knowledge is power. Certainly that was true for me as I progressed through childhood, my teenage years and into adulthood trying to make sense of a confusing morass of conflicting pieces of information and asymmetrical relationships between what people often said compared to their motives and intents. I used many devices to replace utter frustration and anger with comfort and control. When I still couldn't figure out what was going on around me—which was most of the time—I sought ways to rise above it all.

One of those ways was seeking knowledge. But it wasn't just any information; I had narrow interests and the more esoteric the fact, person, etc., the better. One such blossoming interest for me was jazz, especially facts about old and obscure jazz musicians.

I heard John Coltrane on the radio for the first time when I was fifteen. After moving to California, I began fusing my love for jazz with reading the World Almanac, a fact-lovers paradise in print. If I wanted to know the birthdates and deaths of many famous and not-so-famous jazz musicians, as well as the instruments each played, that information was only a page away. By age eighteen I had become interested in buying recordings made by only the musicians whose names appeared in the almanac and a favorite pastime was visiting record stores that specialized in selling out-of-print 33 rpm albums as well as 78s, the old breakable records that contained one song per side. That way, I would more likely remember the musicians' names—and use them as topics of conversation with people to show them how much I know.

One night my family and I, along with a few family friends, went out to dinner. I often hated these occasions because the
bulk of conversations steered toward the music business (the business my parents were in) and I had nothing to contribute, which reinforced in my mind that I was small and insignificant. That is, I had nothing to add until now.

On this evening, I interjected at one point and asked my dinner companions if they had ever heard of Buddy Bolden, Freddie Keppard and several other musicians who were around in the previous century. All said no, which gave me the chance to tell everyone at the table when the musicians were born and what year they died. For once, I felt empowered instead of powerless. Here were people whose livelihood was vested in the music business and I was telling them about musicians whose names they had never come across. In addition, I included which instrument the given jazz artist had played and threw in a song title or two for good measure. My dinner guests looked rather confused, but I figured they were nonetheless extremely impressed with me. How many other kids my age knew about these remote and largely forgotten artists?

I had started this pattern of behavior a few years earlier, when astronomy was my topic of interest. How many teens, besides me, had ever seen Saturn's rings through a telescope? Whether it was jazz stars or heavenly stars I was telling other people about, the reasons to do so were the same: I wanted to impress those around me and in turn, go from feeling like a nobody to a somebody.

I was so busy in those days trying to fill voids in my life that I missed the social cues of disinterest and this obvious unwritten rule: *people don't like it when you engage them in uncomfortable situations without their consent.* I didn't realize when my words or actions were turning people off. If they seemed to be listening to me, or made sporadic eye contact with me, they were interested! I now know that in public social situations like the one I described they were simply being polite. By rattling off obscure
names of musicians to people at the restaurant, I was giving them no choice but to listen; anything else they may have done would have been rude or otherwise socially unacceptable.

It would be years later before I understood an unwritten rule that neurotypicals learn in early childhood: not all people are interested in the same topics; what's fascinating to one person may be utterly boring to another. The reason those at the dinner table didn't know anything about the jazz musicians' history was not because they couldn't know it. They didn't know that information because, to cut to the chase, they didn't give a crap. The same could be said about radio and TV station call letters I had told my peers and others about, ZIP codes and other pieces of rote information I had acquired and that laced my conversations. It wasn't their lack of intellect; it was lack of interest.

Knowing when you're turning people off is crucial to any successful social interaction. No matter how much you prepare and practice, without learning some basic guidelines about what breaks apart a social encounter, you'll be floundering like a beached whale, with no way back into the ocean. If your desire is to attract, rather than repel, other people, let me offer some helpful advice about better ways to interact. I think they include:

- Having diverse interests. The more interests you have, the easier it will be to find people with whom you share things in common. Sorry, but I'll bet there are few teens out there (or anyone else under age ninety-five) who find Freddie Keppard's bio an interesting topic of conversation and pontificates on it.

- Asking questions. If there is one thing I have found true nearly all the time and in all social situations, it's this: People like to talk about themselves when given the opportunity. It's another unwritten rule of social relationships: Asking questions sends the message
you're interested in a person and what s/he has to say. A related caution in social interaction applies though: *Don't ask too many questions.* Asking questions is usually a good way to promote conversation and let the other person know you want to keep the interaction moving forward. Asking too many questions is viewed as excessive behavior.

- Using lead-ins. By this I mean good conversation openers and phrases that encourage the interaction to continue. These are things like, "That's interesting. Tell me more." They also include paraphrasing (without repeating verbatim) what the person told you. For example, someone tells you that she feels sad because her mother died or that she is overjoyed at getting an A on her test. You could respond with something like, "I'm sorry about your mother. I can tell you're feeling very sad. Tell me about her," or "That's great. I see how happy you are with your grade."

- Learning another unwritten rule of social relationships that took me a long time to learn: *being interested in others is an attractive quality.* Focusing solely on yourself and your own interests: bad. Giving time and attention to the other person and his/her interests: good. It's like being on a see-saw. To enjoy the experience, there needs to be movement up and down. By being interested in someone, that makes you more interesting.

*  

Rule #8 is not just about social conversation, but our appearance and our actions. Nothing turns people off faster than poor hygiene: greasy hair, smelly clothes, body odor. While people may overlook a misstep in manners or still choose to interact
with a person who has problems with communication, few will make allowances for a person who is unclean or unkempt.

Temple speaks:

Grooming and hygiene issues will turn people off fast. It's an unwritten rule that *no one wants to be around another person who smells bad, no matter how smart he is or how much he can contribute*. Having bad breath or body odor from not taking a shower in days is a definite turn-off. It will alienate you from a group on the spot and those opinions won't change until you do something about yourself. Autism isn't an excuse for being dirty or smelly. If sensory issues are involved, there are all sorts of grooming products now to get around them: dry shampoos, soap towelettes, different flavored/textured toothpastes. Even if you wear the same three outfits all the time, keeping them clean is just a matter of soap and water and a little effort. Related to appearance are other behaviors that will turn off most people: picking your nose in front of others, scratching your privates, talking with your mouth full of food, hitting/slapping people around you, and displaying some of the private behaviors in public that we talked about in Rule #7.

Making a list of all the things people do that turn off other people would be an impossible task. It depends on who you're with, the size of the group, the age of the participants, the setting, and people's religious, economic and political viewpoints. However, when it comes to being aware of your own actions, and whether or not you're turning someone off, an overarching unwritten rule that these more specific unwritten rules fall under is that *each person is responsible for keeping the social interaction going, for monitoring his own words and actions in relation to the other person so that both people feel comfortable*. Related to this is an equally important unwritten rule: most people won't tell you directly that you're turning them off—that they're getting uncomfortable with what you're saying or doing. Instead, they do so via non-
verbal cues. Being able to gauge when I'm turning someone off means being able to read their facial cues and body language to some extent. This was a skill I had to develop in myself; it wasn't automatic for me, nor is it for most people with ASD. It's an important source of information and situational clues, and is a teachable skill. Lots of good books and materials are on the market today that address this issue in a concrete and fun way.

For Sean, too, missing the nonverbal signs imbedded in social interaction was a common experience, contributing to problems large and small in interpreting the words and actions of others, especially with members of the opposite sex.

Sean offers this:

When we moved to California from Ohio in early 1978, I took with me an intense interest in astronomy, which I alluded to earlier in this chapter. My parents had bought me a two-inch telescope through which I had seen planets and other celestial objects normally indecipherable with the naked eye. Shortly after getting settled into my new California life, I met a number of people with whom my parents worked or associated. They were very accepting of me and one of them, a woman in her late twenties with two young children and a husband, was someone I quickly became drawn to.

She lived one street from me and, later, when we moved, the couple bought a house across the street from us. So it became easy to visit her anytime I wanted. Among other things, I couldn't wait to share with her my profound and esoteric knowledge of the heavens and solar system. So intense was my interest that I spent school lunch periods reading my mother's college-level book on the subject instead of socializing with the other kids.
Such information is fascinating to me, I figured, so she will feel the same way—especially since she is a friend.

Over time, however, it began to occur to me that her responses to what I was sharing weren't close to matching the enthusiasm I imparted in sharing it. I would tell her which planets, moons, etc., I saw the night before and be met with flat and generic replies such as "That's nice," or "Really? That's interesting." Each time I went to her home for a visit, it seemed as if she was becoming more easily distracted.

Many times I left with hurt feelings. Nevertheless, these feelings didn't deter me from using astronomical terms during a conversation the next time I saw her. And each time I did so, she appeared to become more distant from me, rarely if ever asking questions relating to astronomy.

My hurt feelings soon turned to anger toward her. How could someone claiming to be a friend not be interested in what meant so much to me? Eventually, I withdrew from her and my now familiar pattern of ignoring people who didn't meet my expectations kicked in. This, of course, negatively affected our friendship. I sensed that I was boring this friend—the nonverbal cues were not completely lost on me—but accompanying my suspicion was the belief that the more I talked about what I was interested in (perhaps sharing, for example, information about a different planet), the more she would "come around" and become interested. Instead, it always produced the opposite effect. I remember several times being at this friend's home and her getting up in the middle of a conversation. I took her lack of interest personally and became more desperate to keep her focused on me.

For many years, I never thought to ask someone with whom I was in a social situation, "Are you interested?" My black-and-white thinking prevented me from being able to reach beyond my
own needs. And I probably would have been devastated anyway had I received the answer I didn't want to hear.

There are numerous ways to tell if you are turning someone off other than the person bluntly saying, "I'm not interested in you. Get out of my face!" Most people don't want to hurt others' feelings so they will exhibit a variety of nonverbal behaviors if in a situation that's boring or offensive to them. Some physical signs may include:

- Fidgeting with some object nearby.
- Appearing distracted and giving only glancing eye contact.
- Responding with flat affect, meaning there's little variation in their tone of voice.
- Getting up frequently or constantly shifting one's weight.
- Yawning or showing few facial expressions.
- Looking angry, irritated or confused.
- A noncommittal attitude or not asking open-ended questions. These are questions that require more than a simple yes or no response.
- Looking at a clock or wristwatch.
- Silence or little participation. If you're making all the effort and the other person is making little or none, then it might be time to do the highway thing.

* 

On an intellectual and social level, many higher functioning people with autism or Asperger's are able to recognize when they
art turning people off in social interactions, but because of physical issues are unable to control their behaviors well enough to stop doing so. They become locked in a spiral of saying or doing things that alienate others, then trying to make amends to repair the situation. After a while, even the most tolerant people tire of the pattern and the relationship deteriorates into nothingness. Temple shares her experiences growing up with recurrent panic attacks and how that affected her ability to act appropriately.

Temple speaks:

Sometimes turning people off happens despite what a child or adult "knows better" about social interaction. He may have a strong desire to "fit in" from a practical or logical perspective or may be highly emotionally connected, yet reasons outside his mental framework compel him to say or do things that alienate people. It may be that the environment becomes overwhelming to the point that a meltdown in behavior occurs. As I've mentioned before, until sensory issues are dealt with in a child and he can work through them (either himself or through a sensory diet set up for him by others), social competence will fall by the wayside. It's just impossible to concentrate on making appropriate social choices when your senses are going haywire, no matter how much training you receive.

Or, puberty might be the culprit. Adolescence is a time when kids hone in on their similarities and differences in an attempt to define their own personalities. They begin to disassociate with their parents and gravitate towards fitting into their own peer group. The desire to belong is strongly felt and social groups and cliques take on a new level of importance. For the child with ASD, the social chasm widens at this stage of development as neurotypical peers become less forgiving and more prone to alienating children who are odd or don't fit in. Hormonal changes are sometimes coupled with other physical changes that make fitting in not only difficult, but impossible. The result? The child
keeps turning people off because he can't help it. Pharmacology rather than psychology may be the answer for some of these teenagers.

For me, puberty brought with it panic attacks—daily and pervasive panic attacks. The morning would start out okay, but between lunch and dinner time, panic was my steady companion. At that time, I didn't know, nor could I figure out, what was going on with me. I now know it was based on Cortisol rhythms in my body. But back then, it was like living in a constant nightmare. Think of your worst phobia and imagine having to face it on a minute-by-minute basis. It was like that. We'd go into daylight savings time and that change would make the panic attacks worse. Any change made them worse. That's totally irrational, I know, but that's what it was like. When I was a little kid, if someone asked me what I'd wish for if a Genie granted me three wishes, my first wish would be to be able to fly. As an adolescent my first wish was to get rid of the panic attacks; they were that severe.

The confusion didn't deter me from trying to figure out what was wrong with me, though. I was a problem-solver and these panic attacks needed to end. This was the early '60s—I didn't have a library readily available to me, and the Internet didn't exist. Any self-help material I could get my hands on was Freudian based—everything in life purportedly resulted from some injury to a person's psyche. I spent years trying to psychoanalyze myself, telling myself that if I could just figure out my psychic injury, the panic attacks would go away. Well, of course there wasn't any. It was defective biology made worse by hormones.

It was a strong motivation to read and learn a lot about psychology and many things I learned were actually helpful. But it wasn't until I was in my early thirties that I discovered antidepressants—the magic pills that made those panic attacks stop. Up
until then, all through my twenties, I had a lot of nervousness going into social situations. The medication reduced that nervousness and made it easier for me to look at the context of the situation I was in, to notice clues, and to learn the rules that were at play in different social settings. The medicine didn't make me instantly social; but it did make it much easier to notice when something was amiss. Without the constant anxiety and fear, I could give more attention to social interaction; my "fitting in" skills improved and I was much better able to interact in ways that contributed to, rather than detracted from, social success.

Parents and teachers who notice a behavior shift as children move into their teen years—the child becomes more agitated and it seems like he's always on edge—may want to consider adding medication to his intervention program. I say "adding"; medication should never be used as an easy-fix where dietary, behavioral and/or social interventions may accomplish the same end result. I talk about this in detail in *Thinking in Pictures*. For me, anxiety worsened throughout my twenties. For other people on the spectrum, this doesn't happen; they are calm and do not need medication. Autism is highly variable and some teenagers and adults need medication and others do not. Antidepressant medication such as Prozac (fluoxetine) and Zoloft (sertraline) help many high-functioning people and for these people, doses often have to be lower, not higher, than for normal people. Some spectrum individuals need one-third to one-fourth of the starter dose. Too-high dosage will result in insomnia and agitation. I've noticed with the people I've met over the years, both on the spectrum and within the meat packing industry, that visual thinkers often times have horrible anxiety problems. For them, medication can literally change their lives.

Parents who are hesitant about putting their teenager on medication can try a gluten/casein (wheat/dairy) free diet first. Another thing that helps alleviate anxiety is a good exercise pro-
gram. Some teens will function better with just the diet, others will need all three options: diet, exercise and medication. I used to be hot and sweaty, hunched over and rubbing my hands all the time from these panic attacks. It certainly didn't help me "fit in" socially, and turned some people off enough that they limited their social contacts with me, I'm sure. The combination that works for me is a small dose of antidepressant combined with a regular exercise program. The exercise enables me to function with a low dose of medication. I have found that the Aspies who have been successful adapters, who "fit in" the best have figured out how their biology affects their ability to play their part in social relationships, and have found the combination of science and psychology that works best for them. It's an issue that should be considered as part of any teenager's or adult's intervention program.

Finally, low self-esteem and a rigid mind often keep one thought spinning within the minds of some people with ASD: "I'm the one at fault all the time." While it's important to know the signs of disinterest in another person and to recognize when a word or behavior offends another person, some adults, in hindsight, realize that their rigid perception of themselves growing up was often worse than the reality of the situation in the minds of those around them.

Sean shares:

During the last several years, I have run into many of my high school classmates. I felt at the time that my behaviors put them off to a degree that most of them hated me. Now I realize my perceptions of reality were wrong all along. As I've learned, many of them remember me as quiet, shy or introverted, not weird or defective.
In 2001, I attended my twenty-year reunion and was amazed to learn that none of these classmates had held onto negative impressions and memories of me. Most of my humiliation and feelings of alienation came from what I perceived was contempt and judgment on the part of those kids. In social relationships, an unwritten rule that many people have trouble accepting is this: *we often judge ourselves much harsher than other people judge us.* Meeting those old school mates washed away a whole trunk full of painful memories. As a result, nothing from those painful, difficult years adversely affects me now.

*  

**Points to Keep in Mind:**

- People tend to focus on the negative and overlook the positive. A child can act appropriately nine times out of ten and people around him will hone in on the one thing he does wrong. Accentuate the positive!

- Perhaps second to grooming/hygiene issues as an immediate turn-off is violating social rules concerning "personal space." Teach the child about this in whatever way meshes with his level of relating, i.e., rote, "Stand an arm's length away during conversation."

- Children and adults with ASD are generally unaware of their own nonverbal actions and the messages they send to others. For instance, they may not know they're talking too loudly or in a monotone or so softly they're barely audible. Videotaping helps them get a concrete picture of their own nonverbal behaviors.

- Many AS adults who report success and a tolerable level of social comfort later on in life attribute much of their success to mentors who acted as personal coaches or patient adult-skills instructors. Consider hiring these
individuals to help AS/HFA teens, young adults or adults just as you would a language specialist or academic tutor.

- Another turn off is the "know-it-all child." Spectrum children and adults are known for their remarkable memories. As positive as this trait can be, it can also backfire when they use this "total recall" inappropriately, bringing up past mistakes, correcting others on inaccurate facts, or sharing private information in public. The intention is usually not malicious, but rather to demonstrate their intelligence. Keep that in mind; don't react negatively or make judgments. Simply explain context and why the action was inappropriate.

- Be clear and precise when teaching a child with ASD about situation repair or pointing out how his actions affect his social partner. For instance, a child who doesn't recognize when it's time to stop talking about his favorite subject and give his partner a chance to talk may need to be told very clearly—almost bluntly—to change the subject. Use visual tools like a Turn Taking card that children pass back and forth.

- Children/adults with low perspective-taking may think that their physical presence is enough to let people know they are interested in conversation or interaction with others. Be sure they understand that more is needed.

- Encouraging the child to use his special interests as a springboard to social interaction is great, but alongside that lesson teach the child to spot check interest by asking "Is it time to talk about something else?"
ACT THREE

Rule #9

"Fitting In" is Often Tied to Looking and Sounding like You Fit in.

"He just doesn't fit into our social circle. His mannerisms are rude."

"Her work habits are fine, but have you noticed what a loner she is? You'll never catch her around the coffee pot in the morning, chatting with the rest of us."

"Hey, have you seen that new guy in math class? Where'd he get those clothes he wears? What a dork!"

Social conformity opens the doors to group interaction. And, while we don't want to make people with ASD into something they're not, people with ASD have to be taught—or as adults they need to accept—this unwritten rule of social relationships: the outside package is just as important as what's inside. Before you even get close enough for conversation, people are forming opinions of you based on what they see. Think back to the previous chapter about things that turn people off. A lot of them have to do with that outside package—the way you dress, the manner in which you carry yourself, your total outward appearance.

Autism makes social interaction difficult enough, especially once you do get to the point that you need to say something, when conversation is needed to keep the encounter unfolding. Arriving at the scene with two strikes against you will, more often than not, find you striking out at the plate. Do that a few hundred times and no team will want you as a member.

Dressing to fit in is a skill that reigns supreme during adolescence and takes on a decidedly more civil tone once kids age out of school. That's the good news. The bad news is that dressing to fit in is such a critical part of middle and high school, the peer
"fashion-police" are ever vigilant during those years, that this must not be overlooked by parents and teachers in working with adolescents with ASD. From a social perspective, it should even be built into a student's IEP goals. Even sensory issues can be accommodated; there's so many clothing options available today, and trends change so quickly, that most teens with ASD can find a style of dressing that allows them to fit in and be comfortable.

Temple comments:

An important aspect of Rule #9 applies to fitting in by wearing clothing that is situation appropriate, neat and clean. It doesn't mean everyone has to dress like clones of each other, but it does mean learning a couple of rather important unwritten rules:

- People form impressions about you based on the way you dress.
- During the highly social years of middle and high school, dressing outside the norm will make you the subject of teasing and bullying, absolutely and always.
- Society expects you to follow the formal or informal "dress code" for the event or the setting. When you're young, society expects your parents to take care of this for you; as you become a teen or adult, society expects you to master this grooming basic.

That first unwritten rule may seem unfair—that the way you look is apparently as important, or in some instances, more important, than your personality or your intelligence. But it's a fact of social interaction that just has to be accepted; it's real life in action. Learning how to dress appropriately is pretty easy to do, though, and there's lots of people and resources that can help. You can look at what people in your age group are wearing in magazines; there are books about dressing for success in the workforce; you can ask coworkers to help you modify your
wardrobe or most clerks in clothing stores are willing to help you put appropriate outfits together. And, there's always observation, whether it's of classmates, coworkers or special occasion situations.

For instance, as an adult I adopted my western themed shirts and pants style because it worked for me from a sensory perspective, it fit into my line of work, and I liked it. It might be called eccentric, but I've learned to make it work within social boundaries. I have expensive, very dressy shirts and pants for more formal occasions and other shirts and jeans to wear when I'm out on a construction site. I don't own a dress. To keep my sensory oversensitivity under control, all jeans are washed several times before wearing and I wear old, soft t-shirts under the dressy shirts. Another example: I met an astronomy professor who was an Aspie. He had long hair, but it was clean and pulled back into a neat ponytail, and he wore nice blue jeans and a really cool astronomy t-shirt when he was teaching. That was fine. He was a science nerd and proud to be one. He was very good in his field, and his dress was appropriate for the college setting. He may have been eccentric, but he wasn't sloppy. That's the difference in whether your appearance helps you fit in or not as an adult.

When I'm meeting a new client, I make sure to look my best, because here's another unwritten rule: *first impressions are lasting impressions*. If you blow the first encounter—you arrive dressed inappropriately, you say something really wrong during the first few minutes of chit-chat, or your behavior is obviously odd in some way—it's an upward battle to change that person's mind about you. Again, not fair, but reality. So, I take extra care to pick out appropriate clothes, go over in my mind what to say, and watch my mannerisms during that first meeting. The total picture has to work. Just looking the part isn't good enough to keep the social interaction progressing smoothly; if you can't do the meet-and-greet thing or control your own behaviors that will cre-
ate a negative impression too. But never underestimate the power of looking like you fit it.

People with ASD do have sensory issues that need to be taken into account, but there are so many clothing options available now that most of the time, this can be circumvented and appropriate styles can be found nevertheless. Trouble arises because a lot of Aspies themselves don't place much importance on what other people wear or how they look, and consequently they don't pay attention to hygiene, they dress like a slob or wear mismatched clothes, or clothes that don't fit. Whenever I see an Aspie peer who is doing that I get right on them. People did that with me, and even though I didn't like it at the time and it hurt my feelings, I realize now that it was a big help for me in the long run. You can be angry about social expectations, over how you should dress and not want to conform, and you'll keep turning people off. That's a choice you can make, but if your goal is to have successful social relationships across various settings, you need to get over that anger and just accept the fact that how you look is part of fitting in. Eccentric is okay; being a slob is not.

Another unwritten rule about how you look that I only learned a few years ago is that people treat you differently—better—when you respect the dress code of the setting. For instance, I've learned that when I dress up at the airport I'm more likely to get an upgrade. I used to wear pretty sloppy clothes when I traveled, but I no longer do that. I'm treated differently when I look nice and there are tangible benefits to doing so. Also, people are recognizing me now since the release of my latest book, Animals in Translation and since Mother and I appeared on Prime Time Live. Almost every time I fly somewhere, someone recognizes me and comes over to talk, so I don't want to be seen in the airport looking sloppy. That would not create a good impression. When you take a bigger role within a community, like the autism community, or gain recognition professionally, there's a certain social
responsibility that comes with that in relation to the impression you make on others. You have to be more careful about what you do and say and look like. People expect that of you. It's another one of those unwritten rules of social relationships: the more recognition you achieve for your efforts, the more careful you have to be to look and act that part. It takes a lot of self-monitoring.

"Looking the part" to the point of semi-conformity seems to be most important during the middle school years, partly because this is a time of social-emotional development in a typical child, when he aligns himself with his peers in an effort to establish his own identity and independence apart from his parents. Dressing too far outside what other peers consider fashionable that year (or season) will quickly single out the child for harassment and bullying. Once the adolescent makes it through these years and into being a young adult, the pressure to do this lessens dramatically. After adolescence, diversity becomes more respected and acknowledged, and individual styles (again, within the broad social conventions) are viewed in a better light.

*

While it's apparent that Temple's approach to dressing arises from her logical, goal-oriented thinking patterns, Sean's struggle with looking good arose from a much more deep-seated emotional well of low self-esteem.

Sean shares:

I didn't spend any time during my middle or high school years trying to make a fashion statement, but had that been my ambition, I would have been grounded before pushing back from the gate. I consistently failed to follow the first step of "looking good," which was to check my appearance in a mirror while getting dressed and before leaving for school each morning.
It wasn't that I forgot that basic piece of etiquette; it was that I deliberately avoided it. The reason was simple yet complex: I usually hated the person staring back and didn't want to look at him. As a result, I might as well have been a blind person trying to improvise the art of dressing and looking presentable, and the times I left for school looking good were more attributable to luck than a conscious effort on my part to ensure that that was the case.

My aversion to mirrors was so strong that for years I turned my head whenever I passed one. When I was in situations that required me to be next to one—like getting dressed—I looked above my reflection, to the side, at my lower body, anywhere but at my face. I remember a few occasions during my mid-teens when I made a conscious (and painful) effort to force myself to look at my reflection only to literally turn red with embarrassment. I couldn't stand how I looked, how tall I was (I thought I towered over kids, another way I stood out) or what I was forced to be reminded of each time I took a peek. As I've mentioned in several places already in the book, I was convinced that I was an inherently bad person; looking in a mirror threw that reminder back in my face, literally.

It's difficult to emerge from home looking your best when you have an acute case of mirror aversion combined with low self-esteem. For years I was teased and tormented in school for a variety of reasons. I realize that shortly after I arose each morning I helped set the wheels into motion to ensure this was a staple of my school day. Even before laying eyes on the day's first tormentors, my mother was using every means she could think of to get me to look at myself as I got dressed ("You have to look at what you're doing," "People notice how you look," "If you want to make friends, you have to look presentable"), only to have me still reach the front door in the morning with my shirt collars up and my self-esteem down.
ACT THREE

On days that I left for middle and high school looking okay largely because of her efforts, I usually came home looking anything but. That was because I had gym class most days, and on those days I was required to dress, undress and take a shower. Since I didn't have my mother guiding me, and had a limited amount of time to dress before the next period's bell rang, I did so hurriedly and away from a mirror that could keep me on course. I had greater motor difficulty with shirts that had a lot of buttons, especially smaller ones, and cuffs. In addition to mismatching the buttons to their proper holes, I often put on my shirt without having dried my back. I was a prime target for those who enjoyed making fun of me.

When I was made fun of I stewed inside, but rarely retaliated or thought about changing my behavior or learning the art of dressing. Instead, I took my pent-up fury out on the object I perceived was responsible for creating the conditions that allowed the incident to occur. In these instances, the shirt or pair of pants were to blame.

If shirts with buttons were hard to put on each morning, they were even more of a challenge to remove. When I came home, I tried to get them off not by unbuttoning each button, but by lifting them over my head. This way, I reasoned, I will get the process over with faster. If such shirts didn't slide right over my head, my anger was unleashed and I ripped the buttons off, often throwing the shirt or pants away. Later, when I cooled off, I placed the clothing article at the bottom of the waste basket and put trash over the "offending" item hoping no one would notice. Someone always did, however.

As if all of that wasn't enough, there was the sore issue of letters and numbers. I steadfastly refused to wear any clothing item that had writing on it. I had several shirts that contained logos and various expressions, and those were the ones that collected cobwebs in the drawer or closet. As a result, I constantly wore the
same four or five shirts, the ones that were solid or had little color variation, regardless of whether they had holes worn into them or how they matched the rest of my outfit.

One day midway through eighth grade, my mother had had enough. I had a blue pullover shirt with red stripes that I wore a lot, and after wearing it for the fifth consecutive day, my mom let her feelings be known.

"Take that off!" she said at the bottom of the stairs when she saw me coming down.

Without saying a word, I returned to my room and replaced it with another shirt I wore nearly as often.

As I look back on those years, I realize that not only did I have no idea how my own clothing worked, I also had no idea about how other people dressed and why. People wore certain color or pattern combinations, for instance, and I hadn't a clue about those. Also lost on me was the concept that, like certain behaviors, many types of clothing were appropriate in one setting and not okay in another.

I remember my grandmother's funeral when I was fourteen, and that the men wore suits, ties and dark shoes, and the women attended wearing dresses and good-looking shoes. At the time, however, I didn't know that such attire was appropriate for the sad occasion. Had my mother not picked out my outfit beforehand, I might have gone wearing what I wore around the house, even though it was February.

A person's appearance, going for a job interview and taking someone out on a first date have one thing in common: They speak to the importance of first impressions. When I got older, during the time I was overcoming my autism and still had difficulty with some dressing issues, I began to justify my refusal to take the extra time to look presentable by saying that true
friends would accept me for who I am regardless of how I looked. As I learned, however, there's no relationship between people's unconditional acceptance of me and their being turned off by my poor appearance. Entering a social situation looking unacceptable is unattractive to others, regardless of how well they know the person with the turned-up collar and uncombed hair.

I don't know if I fully subscribe to the saying that the clothes make the person. I do, however, buy into the idea that the clothes set up impressions about you in other people's minds. So when it comes to getting dressed and wanting to create a good impression, I recommend:

1. Asking for help if you're unsure about how an article of clothing looks with something else. On several occasions, I have asked my girlfriend if a particular shirt is color-coordinated with the pair of pants I have on. Asking someone else doesn't mean I'm stupid or don't know better; another opinion can help you think of something you hadn't thought of before.

2. If anything, taking more, not less, time to look your best.

3. Paying close attention to hygiene. That means showering daily, washing your hair with each shower, if needed, and always using deodorant.

I take great pride in dressing each morning and looking my best for whatever the day may bring. It's one of those unwritten rules that abound: looking good creates a positive tone to the social interaction and sets the stage for fitting in with those you encounter.

Temple offers a few other unwritten social rules she's learned about looking and acting like you fit in.
The Unwritten Rules of Social Relationships

Temple says:

There are lots of common, everyday social skills that people in general exhibit in order to get along with each and fit into society or a particular social group. For instance, here's some unwritten rules about "fitting in" that I've learned from my experiences:

- *People who are polite and cheerful will have an easier time getting along in the world.* That may not seem fair, but people like people who are generally happy.

- *Good manners are a must.* I know I'm repeating this over and over throughout the book, but that's because they open so many doors to social interaction. I can't impress strongly enough upon the parents and teachers reading this book the importance of drilling these basic social functioning skills into the child. Like the Nike ad says, "Just do it."

- *Social interaction is a two-way street,* which means that you're going to need to extend yourself out to others; to fit in you must initiate social contact some of the time.

- At school or on the job, *greet your peers at least once each day.* It can be a simple gesture: make eye contact (or if that's too difficult, just look at the space between their eyebrows) and say, "Hi, how's it going?" or even just "Hi!"

- *Actively try to engage in some small talk with peers you interact with on a daily basis* (lab partners in science class, homeroom students, coworkers, etc.). While it's not necessary to form friendships with all of these people, some social interaction is needed if you are to be viewed as fitting into the group.
• *Act the way you want people to view you.* Be friendly if you want friends. Be cooperative if you want cooperation from others. Acting depressed won't attract happy people to you.

I've used the analogy lots of times before that we're actors in a play that is life. An important caveat to keep in mind is that society *is one of the Directors of this play.* Society sometimes dictates the role you play in a certain scene, or how you're supposed to play it. We don't always get to do it the way we want to. There will be times the Director requires we perform a certain way: that's how life is, too. We're expected to rehearse the part and learn to perform it—going through the motions even when we might not agree, or understand it 100%. It is an unwritten rule worth repeating: *Sometimes you just have to learn to perform the behaviors that allow you to fit in, like it or not.* This is troublesome for many of my Aspies peers. They want to be the sole Director of their play. That's impossible if you want to exist within any society and interact with others. It's a group effort and you have to abide by the group rules.

In the following passages Sean echoes Temple's words and moves forward to step two of fitting into a social encounter: chit-chat and small talk, which he refers to as the social glue of interaction.

Sean speaks:

If you have ever attended a Major League baseball game, much of your excitement probably comes from the knowledge that you're seeing the best and most well-known players battling it out. Most of the top ball players have a knack for making tough plays look effortless and easy. Batters hit balls coming at them at 90 mph or more; infielders catch line drives that, if hit my way,
would cause me to wonder whether my Blue Cross is paid up before I ducked first and asked questions later; and they perform in front of thousands of people every day.

But if you get to the ballpark, say an hour before game time, you also notice something else: the same players who make it look easy on the field are taking batting practice, doing stretches and other calisthenics and going over the same skills and drills they likely learned back in their days of Little League. In other words, these professional baseball players don't just take their positions, pick up a bat and go at it. Even after more than a month of spring training, they still practice and refine their abilities before all 162 regular season games. And the key to their success in the Major Leagues can be summed up in two words: making adjustments. The rules of the game are the same; it's being flexible in playing each game that results in a win for the team.

I use this example to illustrate what I see as parallels between baseball and social skills. It took me many years of trial and error as well as pain, heartbreak and difficulties to learn what I have learned about relating well to people. One unwritten rule is this: Whether or not a person has autism, fitting in socially requires that we each play by certain rules that form the structure of our society. Within that framework, however, we each bring individual skills and talents that create the team's personality. An equally important unwritten rule that is often difficult for the person with ASD to grasp is that fitting in requires that I keep making adjustments to the interaction, based on the context of the situation in which I find myself. In essence, I adjust to the situation instead of going into a situation and expecting it to adjust to me.

Like the player who undertakes batting practice before the game, I "warm up" to many social situations, as opposed to going into them full steam and with a mental "map" of how I want them to go. Not only were most social skills ones I understood
much later than most people, but I also had to learn what a friend of the family refers to as the "social glue," that is, words and phrases that cause people to feel comfortable around you and keep a conversation "glued" together and moving forward.

Chit-chat and small talk are the glue. They are not necessarily the same as meaningless bantering or other types of idle conversation, however. Both are about more than filling time by simply discussing with a stranger in the supermarket the weather (although that can be okay, too) or the latest blockbuster movie. Chit-chat can be a valuable social tool; in it is a gold mine of catch phrases and early opportunities to create a favorable impression, thus setting up the possibility of hitting a homerun with another person or a group. It can lay a foundation for a friendship or other healthy relationship to be built. Allow me to use a few personal examples to illustrate my point.

Sam Barzillo

At the beginning of seventh-grade, I somehow found the courage to do something uncharacteristically risky. I was proud of myself because during the first week of school, I initiated a conversation with a pupil seated directly behind me. We were seated in alphabetical order, so I was easily able to talk to Sam Barzillo by virtue of location. This simple act was nearly unprecedented, partly because I felt comfortable only with teachers and adults at school and rarely with those my own age. The few times I did initiate an interaction with another child were almost always an extension of or variation on one of my compulsions, which, of course, was the antithesis of an offer of friendship.

But on this occasion during homeroom, I found it within me to garner the courage to turn around and start talking to him. Even so, I did it only within a very narrow comfort zone. I was just a step or two away from stressing out—and dealing with this
stress in classically autistic ways—if he crossed a line that forced me out of the zone.

Sure enough, that is exactly what happened. Sam, no doubt sensing that I was making an overture of friendship toward him, responded back to me in kind. However, the interaction quickly moved into uncharted social avenues for me. I didn't understand that a back and forth banter about generic subjects was needed for people to become comfortable with one another. My communication arsenal didn't include the friendly "I'd-like-to-get-to-know-you" conversation openers that most kids pick up with ease. The whole idea of small talk was foreign to me; all talk was big talk and carried with it unspoken opportunities for pushing me outside my comfort zone.

I withdrew from Sam and began ignoring him, most likely reinforcing in his mind that I wasn't friendship material after all, but a weirdo who didn't know the first thing about fitting in. Not surprisingly, a potential friend became another tormenter, and my interactions with Sam evolved into needling and bullying that plagued me and intensified over the next two grades. Had I understood that the game of friendship requires that I step up to the plate with at least a few basic skills under my belt, Sam and I might have become teammates. As it was, my lack of skills resulted in my remaining a team of one.

My Chit-chat Expectations of Others

When I lived in California and was seventeen, my parents took me to see a play at the Victory Theater in Los Angeles. My folks heard about the performance through its director, whom my mom and dad knew casually. After the curtain went up and the final applause died down, we stuck around so they could thank the director, meet her husband, and have the two meet me. Little did the director realize that the real drama of that evening was yet to come.
"I'd like you both to meet our son, Sean," my mother said to the director and her husband.

What followed was not the customary "Nice to meet you, too," or any related variation. Instead, I responded by taking a large step backward and following that up with silence. I didn't smile or in any way indicate I wanted anything to do with this couple. Did I instantly dislike them? Was I deliberately being mean? Did I have a vendetta against this man and this woman who let us see a play for free? The answer to all three was no. Nevertheless, my actions portrayed a boy who was cold, rather hostile and unresponsive, and they undoubtedly wondered what was wrong with me.

Even though I had not set out to be unfriendly, these two kind people had no way of knowing what was going on behind my inappropriate reaction. Nor were they obligated to figure it out. During this time in the late 1970s, my self-esteem was more fragile than fine porcelain and even the slightest failure or negative reaction from someone—real or perceived—shattered it. To compensate, I developed a mask of sorts to handle the low opinion I had of myself. When I met new people, I waited for them to approach me and prove I was special. I wanted them to make me feel okay about who I was. This caused me to go into these situations with expectations of how people were to greet, respond and pay attention to me (all of which were unrealistic), and when they "failed" to "validate" that I was a terrific person, I reacted with coldness because, without any of these people knowing it, they had "shattered" what I was trying so hard to preserve.

Again, what should have been routine greetings turned into vicious circles because I reacted as I had, causing those who met me to sense something was wrong with me without knowing what. That in turn caused people to avoid me because they didn't know how to handle such unusual and unexpected behavior.
I interpreted their avoidance as not caring about me, which deepened my resentment and caused me to become even more obstinate.

The Priceless Value of Small Talk

It was in my junior year of high school that I experienced my first-ever peer group social situation. I, my sister, and three other of my high school classmates went out to dinner after school one afternoon. I had a lot of trepidation initially because I had never gone out with anyone my age before, yet part of me was excited because I was entering uncharted waters.

During the dinner, the other three teenagers were kind to me and made efforts to include me in the conversation. I didn't know how to use lead-ins to start a conversation with anyone, so I mostly sat back and tried to appropriately respond to their overtures. I was pleasant to them because I wanted friends so badly and even though the meal was punctuated by many awkward moments, the group didn't seem fazed and continued to reach out to me. I suspect they knew I had autism.

Overall, the evening went well and I came home thrilled that, despite every fiber in my body telling me not to go, I overcame my fear. But when I now look back on that evening, I recall what was missing from my social repertoire: small talk and conversation openers, the keys that open doors to social relationships.

So what's the big deal about chit-chat and making small talk with people? Why not just skip over the preliminaries and cut to the chase already? I have found that it makes no difference whether you have known a person for two minutes or two years; such "social glue" is valuable because it:

- Creates in the other person an early impression of you.

Meeting someone, making eye contact, smiling and
simply saying things like "How are you?" "That's a really nice outfit you're wearing," "Hey, you look great," etc., tells the other person you're open and approachable. Many solid friendships I now have began with chatting in some form; indeed, it's how all friendships start out.

- Makes it easier to continue the social interaction with another person. Simply saying, for example, "My, that tie looks good on you," pays a compliment to the person, and it's an unwritten rule of social interaction: most people enjoy receiving compliments. Compliments also open the door for the conversation to go in many possible directions. Maybe you have a tie that looks like the one the person you have just met is wearing and a conversation can come from that. Perhaps that statement or one like it could spawn a conversation about ties, which can lead elsewhere. One time at work, I ran into a co-worker who was wearing an ostentatious checkered tie and I went up to him, unprompted, and said, "I love that getup you're wearing. I'll be the first to admit that I don't have a tie exactly like that one." The other person laughed and we parted with good feelings. So a few words or a single sentence can lead a conversation in any of a million directions—all desirable ones—instead of having it stall at each red light like a poorly tuned car.

- Allows interactions with people to run more naturally, smoothly and rhythmically. Somehow, simple chit-chat often puts people at ease and when you do get to the more serious topics (asking someone on a date, for a favor or countless other possibilities), it doesn't seem forced.
• Shows interest. Remember, it is more attractive—and you make a better and longer lasting impression—to show interest than to try so hard to be interesting.

For years, I reacted to uncomfortable situations with silence. During the same time, I clung to the mistaken notion that silence was just that—a void, empty of meaning. Regardless of how hard I tried to remove myself from that uncomfortable situation by retreating into myself, I always gave off something negative that those in my presence felt and picked up on every time. In itself, this is another unwritten rule of social interaction: being silent is a form of communication all its own. There are appropriate and inappropriate times and places for being silent. Inappropriate silence speaks volumes and the old adage, "silence is golden" doesn't always apply.

People subjected to my coldness and silence backed off not because they were uncaring or unfeeling, but because they didn't know what else to do. They may not have known what was ticking inside my head, but they certainly were privy to the fact that something was amiss.

And throughout all of it, one unwritten rule of social relationships stood strong: no one wants to be around someone who consistently gives off negative energy. Each time I stepped up to the plate with that response, I struck out.

* *

Some of the social rules of chit-chat are more nebulous.

Temple points out:

Sean has offered a lot of good information on the value of chit-chat in social interactions, and his personal examples demonstrate how it can make or break social relationships. In my experience, there are a few other related unwritten rules about
making small talk that I think are important to discuss. One is this: *people chit-chat as a way of being polite with each other in social settings, but many people don't expect you to thoroughly address a question, or even be 100% honest in your answer.* This does vary from person to person, and it depends on how well you know the person. But for instance, the stranger who says, "Hi, how are you?" isn't expecting you to talk on about the fact that you just had the flu and the doctor gave you a shot and you were throwing up for three days. The appropriate response is a short, "Fine," or you might say, "I've been sick but I'm feeling better now, thank you." This is a time when 100% honesty can be a turn-off if you launch into a detailed description of your ailments.

Here's another unwritten rule about small talk: *the less you know the person, the more the conversation is comprised of short, generic questions and/or statements.* Social conversation unfolds, like a flower unfolds its petals in the sun, based on how little or how well you know the person. With strangers, questions and answers start out short and generic. They go back and forth as people gauge interest in each other and surmise how much they might have in common. Back to the stranger on the airplane who I talked about in Rule 8: after the initial introductions and chit-chat about where we're both going, I might next talk about some travel war stories of mine and test if that's a subject of shared interest. Most people who travel a lot have them. I keep the story short until I can see if the person's engaged or not. Short, one-word responses like "interesting" or "really?" or "hmm" indicate disinterest, as the person isn't asking another question or offering any information back to me of his own. If I want to continue with our interaction, I might try another topic. One sure sign that he wants the conversation between us to end is when he starts reading a magazine, or unpacking his laptop, while I'm still talking. At that point, I know he's no longer interested. Now, I don't take that personally, and automatically assume I've done some-
thing wrong. There could be lots of reasons that have nothing to do with me.

With someone you don't know very well, polite chit chat is the starting point to conversation. Chit-chat can lead to more meaningful exchanges if you both hit upon a topic of mutual interest. Or, the social interaction can be no more than chit-chat. Either way, it's a skill that when mastered, let's you fit in with all different types of people, across different settings and cultures. It's a universal unwritten rule of social relationships.

* *

Humor's next on the list of ways to fit in, and one of the most difficult social skills to master. It's highly context driven, demands a good ability to read the situation and the responses of other people (both verbal and nonverbal), and to be successfully used, requires spot-on timing. Sean has accepted the challenge of conveying the pitfalls of using humor and eventually feeling the power of it as a conversational vehicle to fit into a social group.

Sean speaks:

In the mid-'70s, I was fascinated with the popular television show of that era, Gilligan's Island. Each day at 4:00 p.m. I was counting on the silliness of Bob Denver and the other characters to be my ticket out of unhappiness. I spent an unusually large amount of time that year at the kitchen table, turning on the tiny black-and-white screen to memorize dialogue and become funny.

Besides air, food and water, I needed a sense of humor, and I was willing to try any means necessary to achieve it. Nothing else was working to get me out from under the heavy burdens of unhappiness, low self-esteem, suicidal thoughts and fantasies and unpopularity at school, so I figured that developing the ability to make others laugh would dramatically shift their opinions
of me from negative to positive and counteract the effects of bullying and emotional pain. Humor would be my free pass to fitting in with my peers.

My plan was the essence of simplicity: just take note of and memorize those chunks of dialogue that result in audience laughter and use them myself in conversations with people at home, school and elsewhere. Even in the haze of autism, I knew this unwritten rule among social partners: funny people are attractive people. And in my case, an ability to get my middle school classmates laughing harder and longer would go a long way toward reversing a self-history fraught and littered with despair and suicidal ideations.

I never spent a moment of my teenage years wondering about the show's lack of reality, how the seven people functioned as they did in such a setting and kept their sense of humor and wits when faced with the world's worst luck. Nor did I stop to wonder how the three women stayed so beautiful and proper without the barest essentials at their fingertips, like electricity to wash their beautiful and proper clothes. It never occurred to me to question how that many people, stuck indefinitely on an island I literally thought was real and in the middle of the South Pacific somewhere—so real that I once tried to find it on my globe—could never run out of supplies.

In much the same way, I was identifying various television commercials I found funny to pick out those delicious bits of humor that would make me equally appealing to my classmates. These included the ads for Kool-Aid® drink mix and Sugar Crisp® cereal. Here I went a huge (and sometimes painful) step further by trying to imitate the character's movements, as well as tone of voice and articulations. I remember the person dressed up as the Kool-Aid pitcher breaking down a wall and making his presence felt and I tried, at home and at school, everything short of putting a life-size hole in a classroom wall to mimic that open-
ing scene. So now I had two ways to add to my humor arsenal. I would surely fit in now at school. How could I miss?

Unfortunately, I went 0-for-2. Instead of throwing a dart and hitting the bulls-eye, I was unwittingly tossing a boomerang. The very things I thought should be funnier through repetition were the same pieces of script that were increasingly driving people around me crazy and further alienating me. In a short time, my sister Meg got to where she couldn't stand the sight or sound of these and other commercials and my family's opinion of Gilligan's Island, poor at the starting gate, plummeted. Not only was no one in the family laughing, but they were also getting angrier. I couldn't understand how someone else could view something that was hilarious to me in any other way than how I saw it.

Likewise, I had no way of being able to judge whether those who did laugh at my antics were laughing with me or at me. Laughter was laughter and was always accompanied by a smile, both of which meant something good. It meant that whoever was laughing was finding me funny, period. Even though I could sometimes sense if someone's laughter was meant to convey, "You're weird" instead of "I think you're funny and I like your humor," I couldn't definitely rely on any internal signs or signals to clue me in to what was going on.

Unfortunately, as time went on and my humor value dropped, it became painfully clear that two things were happening: one, the arguments, not laughter, between me and my family were accounting for the bulk of decibels at home and two, the scant number of kids who seemed to like me was decreasing. I could tell that I was more and more in disfavor at school because many kids would preempt or try to one-up me. They would mock me by repeating snips from the commercials or other sayings I came up with on my own before I opened my mouth. And I had no idea how to be funny or where to go with it when I was in the position of having to respond to what someone else said; my
attempts at humor relied solely on my initiating them and the humor unfolding in a carefully scripted manner. In these situations, I would become visibly frustrated and red, which would only act to spur them on—turning an opportunity for humor into yet another source of torment.

I had no way of knowing it at the time, but the chief culprits for humor dissolving into misery were not my lack of material or exaggerated movements per se, but my inability to put anything in perspective, as well as an abundance of literal and boxed thinking. Such a mindset told me that all I had to do to be funny—and win the hearts of hundreds—was copy what was viewed as funny on TV. After all, if a given character said something that led to laughter, then it stood to reason that repeating those words would yield the same results. Nevertheless, what this mindset prevented me from getting was one of the unwritten rules of social relationships: that humor only works in context. Yes, a certain chunk of dialogue may be hilarious in one setting, but the precise words or actions in another context may be insulting, hurtful or inappropriate. Calling someone names on a TV show may be funny to those looking in, but doing the same thing in the wrong setting is more likely to get you punched than make you popular. And repeating the same joke, commercial or dialogue to the same person makes it less funny—something that took me a long time to understand.

Copying other people—whether from television shows or real life—in order to fit in never got me what I truly wanted. Instead, it got me into trouble with myself because I had to live up to impossible and unreasonable expectations that caused enormous disappointment, anger and heartbreak. The important caveat of Rule #9 I learned, that is in itself another unwritten rule of social relationships, was this: I can dress like others, talk like others and act like others in an attempt to fit in, and a measure of that is needed in order to do so. But long-lasting social acceptance
comes from liking yourself enough to let your own unique personality shine through. That's how you truly fit in.

It took me a long time to realize that spontaneity is humor's lifeblood. When I got older and was beginning to emerge from my shell of autism, my sense of humor was blossoming. However, even then I still went into a given social situation planning ahead what I would say to make those I interact with laugh. I would play in my head something I thought was funny and would come home in the evening disappointed or feeling at a loss if I forgot to say it. The same feelings—along with a shot of embarrassment—resulted if I did manage to say what I thought were the humorous words only to be met with a cool or tepid response or no laughter. I took such dashed expectations personally. I still didn't comprehend the importance of being spontaneous in such situations and still had a long way to go to learn that humor is not something one can usually "plan."

Through this journey to develop my sense of humor, I learned a very important lesson, an unwritten rule that applies to using humor in a relationship: never use sarcasm or any other style or form of humor to deliberately hurt someone or at their expense. That's never funny and will end a social interaction quicker than anything.

Here's another unwritten rule that became apparent to me as I emerged from my autism: Being able to laugh at your own gaffes, miscues, mistakes and shortcomings certainly helps maintain—and in some instances, repair—a social relationship. For me, perhaps this was the hardest thing of all to learn—and it's something I still on occasion have to remind myself to do. It also goes a long way toward diffusing a potentially negative situation before it can ruin an evening, date, dinner or day.

It's not been easy to learn these and many other social-emotional life lessons. I had to go through years of trial and error and
literally start by taking Relating to Others 101, which had watch-
ing how people greet each other, smiling and looking natural and
laughing appropriately on its syllabus. I've discovered that hav-
ing an ability to make others laugh and spread joy that way is a
valuable means to fitting in with others. But humor, in and of
itself, is not an end to strive for. The end is being able to estab-
lish positive, vibrant, healthy and long-lasting relationships with
people on many levels.

* 

Points to Keep in Mind:

• Neurotypical people often throw out questions as part of
"social chit-chat" that they really don't want the answer
to. Be sure to share that caveat when teaching aspects of
social conversation.

• Sensory issues can interfere with appearance and
grooming; find age-appropriate ways to help the child fit
in while still working within their sensory sensitivities.

• Teaching age-appropriate language to fit in will mean
also teaching children the slang words and expressions,
whether or not the teacher/adult feels they are "right."

• Fitting in requires the ASD individual to adapt to social
convention; at times the rules may see silly or
unimportant to him; remind the ASD individual that
sometimes it's just the "part" he needs to play in order to
be a part of a social group/interaction.

• Respect the ASD person's individuality and help him
express it within socially accepted boundaries.
Changing him into a neurotypical "clone" is not the goal
of intervention.
• What is "humorous" varies from culture to culture, from company to company, teacher to teacher, etc. It's highly situation and context driven—and will be difficult for the child with ASD who thinks literally to appreciate (i.e., what's laughed about among construction workers may be different, and perhaps inappropriate, for a group of nurses).
Rule #10
People are Responsible for Their Own Behaviors.

Social interaction requires some level of personal responsibility in order for the parties involved to achieve "success." Neurotypicals naturally understand this and the tides of conversation (talk, listen, silence) or interaction (action, response/no response) ebb and flow between partners as they engage with one another, whether it's a two-person interaction or a large group function. Each person acknowledges responsibility for keeping the social exchange moving along at whatever pace the group deems appropriate, and stepping into with social repairs when the interaction goes amiss.

While all people generally acknowledge that they are socially responsible within an interchange, not all people accept that responsibility and act upon it accordingly. Emotions get in the way; personal definitions of what level of involvement is needed differ; some people are more self-motivated than others. And, this is ever a dynamic interchange: rarely do situations repeat themselves in exactly the same way. In one interaction Wayne takes a leadership role, steering the group to success and in another situation someone else does so, or it's a joint effort among several participants.

How much or how little people actively engage in a social situation is a choice left to each participant. Society doesn't set hard and fast rules that apply across the board because each social exchange is so unique. However, group members do begin to apply labels to people over time, based on a member's level of social interaction with a specific group or groups and the nature of the involvement. Social butterfly, loner, social-climber, recluse, all-around-Joe, leader of the pack, and worker-bee all describe various levels of social engagement applied to people. Depending
on a person's individual code of ethics and morals, these are viewed as positive or negative labels.

Whether you think of it as psycho-babble or psychological truth, an oft-repeated mantra of social relationships is this: "The only person you can ever change is yourself." Accepting personal responsibility for how well you do or do not fit into social groups means acknowledging that personal effort is required in cases where your skills don't match your aspirations. Just as we mentioned at the end of the previous chapter, becoming socially aware is a life-long learning process; a never-ending play that provides the backdrop against which we practice and perfect ourselves. Temple has an interesting opinion on how this realization plays out within the autism community.

Temple speaks:

There's a lively debate going on today within the ASD community about how much people on the autism spectrum should have to adapt to the world around them, and how much the world should be adapting to the Asperger's person. Rule #10 is tightly wrapped up in all of this debate, as are many of the related rules involving personal responsibility and emotional control.

Interestingly enough (and mirroring the black-and-white thinking patterns that are characteristic of the disorder), there are Aspies who feel "everyone else" should do the conforming and changing, and that people with autism and Asperger's are just fine the way they are—no changes needed, no interventions required. This is an extreme perspective that in my opinion does not take into account the entire spectrum of individuals with autism, and especially disregards the needs of those who function on the lower end of the autism spectrum.

I've mentioned this in other spots in the book, and repeat it here: the goal of any intervention program should be to provide
he individual with knowledge and practical tools to help him succeed within the world around him. The goal is not to make a person with autism "normal" or "typical," to transform him into someone he is not—we'd have a whole lot of uninteresting people around if we did that—but to enhance his strengths and teach him to maneuver around his difficulties. But fact is fact, and the unwritten rule that is at the heart of this chapter echoes loudly here: People—all people—who participate in social interactions are responsible for their own behaviors. You can choose to live as a hermit, in a cave in the mountains and let your autistic characteristics run wild. But if you choose to live in a house or apartment and eat food that you buy in a grocery store, or wear clothes that you purchase in a store, you're going to have to interact within social groups to one extent or another. That means social responsibility kicks in.

I think some of the high-functioning people with ASDs who want to be engaged too readily accept total responsibility for the success or failure of a social relationship. That's a huge burden on their shoulders—one that is largely self-imposed—but monumental nevertheless. Couple that with their absolute thinking, and the task of taking responsibility for social interaction looks so enormous, and so intense, that it deflates motivation to try. Sean has mentioned it over and over again in this book. People like him who are emotionally-related, especially as a child, can't see through the dense fog those emotions create. For me it was different. My visual thinking and logical reasoning mind wasn't clouded with my emotions anywhere near as much as it was with Sean. That's what makes our two paths so interesting; we both ended up as happy, independent, functioning adults.

Reinforcing to adolescents and adults that all the troubles in social relationships are not your fault needs to be voiced frequently. You are not responsible for the things I say or do, or what the check-out clerk at the grocery store says or does, or the
thoughts and actions of your teachers or our Congressmen—but you are responsible for your own. Hidden within that rule are a few others that are equally and actively at play within social relationships:

- Don't blame others for your own mistakes.
- Human emotions are grossly illogical at times—most of the time.
- You can't control your feelings; you can learn to control your responses.

Dr. Leo Kanner, the person who first described autism in 1943, stated that the people who adapt best to the world realize themselves that they have to make some behavioral changes in order to fit in. That was true for me and I'd venture a guess it's true for any of my spectrum peers who are living independent, successful, happy lives. That doesn't mean we no longer struggle, that we no longer face daily challenges, that we no longer continue to learn and become "more skilled" at this role we play. What it means is that we have accepted that we, ourselves, are responsible for learning how to survive in today's world. Our lives are what we make them—hell or heaven—and some of us have to work pretty damn hard to achieve even a mediocre existence.

You may think that's unfair; I agree, it's not fair. But that's another unwritten rule of social interaction: life is not fair and things don't always turn out the way you'd like them to. You can either decide to find ways to fit in, or you can keep getting fired from one job after another, or losing one friend after another, or spending your entire day locked in your apartment in front of a computer. Some kids try hard and keep trying, despite the mistakes they make. Some kids try hard and then give up. Some kids don't try very hard at all. Basic personality characteristics are a force in kids with autism, too. Even the "perfect intervention program" will only go so far if the child has "lazy genes."
Blaming people around you for not understanding your autism, or expecting people to give you a break because you're different is often an excuse for not wanting to do the hard work you need to do. People who aren't on the spectrum use these excuses all the time. Do you think that television shows like Jerry Springer's would be so popular if people knew how to act and interact successfully all the time? *Life is a learning process for everyone.* If you want to change your situation, change yourself. If you keep getting fired from one job after another, change what you're doing, get help from others if you need it, see a psychologist or make an appointment with a career counselor. If you think the world is against you, that perception will affect your thoughts, your actions, your words and ultimately, the reactions you get from people. It can be a self-fulfilling prophesy.

Some people on the spectrum have problems with obeying authority figures, such as a policeman or their boss at work. Maybe you do not think the situation is fair, but in some situations, you just have to obey. Police you *always* obey very politely. Bosses, well, it's a fact of life that if you work at a job, you're probably going to end up working for a "bad boss" at one point or another. There are two kinds of bad bosses: 1) jerks who most employees hate and 2) bosses who are nice to neurotypicals but don't like Aspies. Either kind may be impossible to work with, but don't give up right from the start. People on the spectrum function better with a sympathetic boss who appreciates their abilities. Even with the best boss, you will still have to do some things you do not want to do, or some tasks you hate doing. All employees encounter this. It's important to differentiate between tasks you just don't want to do and tasks that are extremely difficult for you, due to sensory problems or executive functioning challenges. When those issues crop up, talk to your boss and explain why a certain task is difficult. For instance, multi-tasking is generally hard for Aspies because of the way their brain con-
nections work. Try to problem-solve with your boss to find a solution you can both live with.

The issue of "fairness" for me, in my logic-based brain, is essentially an If-Then computer sequence. I think my way of mental processing makes it easier for me to conform than an Aspie who has a strong emotional makeup, who has emotions more wrapped up into the equation. If I wanted my job, then I had to change certain behaviors as a young adult. If I wanted to keep a certain client who was demanding or pushy, then I had to learn how to deal with his nervousness and tantrums. If I wanted to be a team player on a job, then I needed to learn how to work through employee jealousy. If I wanted to give interesting autism presentations, then I had to learn better public speaking skills. If I wanted to develop friendships with people, then I had to learn friendship skills.

There's one If-Then logic statement—you could say it's the prime statement of all—that people operate under: *IF you want to be a player in the world, THEN you need to learn your part.* It's one of those statements that looks so simple, yet has hidden within it layers and layers of nuance that make learning it and all its variations an endless task. Another unwritten rule of any social relationship, whether it's personal or professional is this: *Functioning in the world is a lifelong educational process. Life is a process, social interaction is a process; there's no "end of task" to strive for, no one magic bullet that, when learned, turns social confusion into social understanding.* People on the spectrum seem to miss that—or not acknowledge it, or simply are never taught it. Not only are they not taught it, but they are not taught that it's okay—*there's no end point.*

Having autism isn't a "free pass" to act in any way we feel, in any situation. We've said that before. Here's another one of the unwritten rules: *life is compromise; we all have to do things in our lives that we don't necessarily want to do.* Everyone has to compro-
mijse, whether on the spectrum or not. It's part of our personal and professional relationships. That means that probably on a daily basis we're all going to have to do things we don't really enjoy or sometimes even like, as part of that compromise. If you're a brilliant math whiz in a first year teaching position, you may not enjoy grading all those papers, but you do it until you become better known in the university and get a teaching assistant. If your social skills are preventing you from getting that computer programming job you know you can do, and you start out as a file clerk in the company mailroom instead, you can be angry and act inappropriately and get fired from that job, or you can do the tasks you feel you're much too smart to do, and at the same time learn to better control your emotions and prove that you can handle more responsibility. If you do this, you may just get that promotion to the position you want.

We each are responsible for our own behaviors and the consequences they elicit—good or bad. That's why it is so important for parents to hold young child accountable for their behaviors and to implement good, sound parenting strategies at home with their children. It's never too soon to be teaching children with ASD the boundaries of acceptable and non-acceptable behavior, and more importantly, that behaviors have consequences. Of course, this is said with the understanding that parents are able to distinguish those behaviors arising from sensory overload or other autism-related challenges, such as anxiety or social misunderstandings, and deal with them through intervention and not as a behavior challenge.

This message is such an important one to adolescents and adults who may be reading this book, that Sean adds his own words in support of the ideas that Temple has shared.
The Unwritten Rules of Social Relationships

Sean says:

During the explosion of trashy talk shows in the 1990s, there was never a moment that I didn't despise all of them. I didn't have to watch these shows to know that they were detestable any more than I needed to get hit by a car to realize such an experience would be painful or lethal. Aside from hating the fact that they encouraged an assortment of trashy people to display an array of antics such as chair throwing, verbal spewing and terrible manners, I resented Rikki Lake, Jerry Springer, Maury Povich and (fill in the blank) because of the not-so-subtle message they not only drove home, but glorified: that it's hip, cool and glamorous to blame someone else for whatever goes wrong in your life. I'm convinced that many of these programs are in part responsible for creating the litigious society that has flourished in recent years.

What lies at the heart of my animosity is that each of the talk shows undercut or completely went against the grain of an important unwritten rule of social relationships that I learned—made all the more difficult because of my struggles with autism. The lesson was a simple one, at least in concept: Each person is ultimately responsible for his or her own behavior, happiness and well-being. When something goes awry in our lives, it's generally up to us to fix it, not someone else.

That's certainly not to say that people don't cause problems for each other or that there shouldn't be ways to redress wrongs. If I'm sitting at a red light and another driver slams into the back of my vehicle, I should have every right to collect and, if injured, have my medical bills paid. If I buy a product later determined to be faulty, then the manufacturer should be responsible for what went wrong, and I should be compensated in some way.

But these and similar occurrences are the exceptions in life, not the rule. Most people's unhappiness is not solely the result of
forces beyond their control; much of it, I've learned, comes from how we handle what's dealt us. In other words, another unwritten rule subtly imbedded within the first is this: that attitude goes a long way toward determining one's satisfaction and happiness.

This lesson certainly didn't come to me automatically, though. It took me many years to see that I, and I alone, am responsible for my behavior as well as my feelings and how I choose to express them.

Many otherwise pleasant social situations for me were ruined, especially when I was in my twenties, because I was fighting against autism and didn't yet understand how my negative moods affected those around me and colored my interactions with people. I spent a lot of time during those years looking inward and trying to figure out how to fit in and make sense of what I had missed growing up. Accompanying my growing awareness was enormous self-rage, which resulted from seeing firsthand what I had missed, knowing I had a lot of catching up to do, and realizing what my behavior did to other people. All of this made me feel quite defective. And it surely impacted my mood much of the time, clouding my ability to see another one of those unwritten social rules: no one wants to be around a person who is angry, morose or depressed much of the time.

My dark moods, which were nearly always the result of being angry with myself, also made it much harder to learn to be in the moment, socially. Compounding this situation was the fact that these were feelings directed toward myself, not anyone else. Therefore, I rationalized, why should the other person have any reaction—except sympathy or understanding—to how I was feeling? I believed that my moods didn't negatively affect other people unless I was angry with someone.

It took very little to trigger one of these moods. I got furious with myself if I mispronounced a word, for example, and the
mood persisted like a dark cloud hanging over me. And within social relationships this unwritten rule applies: *unresolved negative emotions only get stronger as time goes by.* I couldn't push the anger aside and get out from under; it wasn't uncommon for the feelings to last for hours. If during those hours I was in a given social situation, I would spend the time replaying over and over whatever I was upset about instead of savoring the moment and shaking off the mood. All that did was solidify the anger by reinforcing that I was stupid, etc., and all the people in my company knew was that I was unpleasant to be around.

What kept the vicious pattern going was misreading what I was seeing in such instances. If I caught wind that someone didn't want to be in my presence, I interpreted their reaction as disinterest in how I felt. If they truly cared, I incorrectly reasoned, they would try to help me feel better. As I have come to learn, however, that's not the way it works, as this example illustrates.

One day after school I walked to the recording studio where my mom and dad worked. I was in a bad mood from having done poorly on a test earlier that day and I brought the mood to the studio with me.

I entered and saw my mom talking to two people, both of whom were co-workers and family friends. I made eye contact with the three, but kept walking toward the back of the building and breezing by all of them without acknowledging anyone. A few minutes later, my mom caught up with me.

"Sean, you didn't say hello to Marcia," she quietly said.

All her logical reaction to my antisocial behavior did was serve to further infuriate me. With that simple statement, she violated one of my cardinal rules of that time, which was that I was never to be corrected. I was breaking free of my autism and wanted to be in total control of myself. With that, I angrily shot
back, "I should know that by now!" referring to the basic social graces.

Shortly afterward, we all went out to dinner. By now my mood was worse because not only was I still angry about the test, I was upset that I had acted impolitely and then been corrected as soon as I walked through the door. I sat at the restaurant stone-faced and turned away when someone addressed me, and spoke to no one throughout the meal. I was especially incensed with Marcia, whom I blamed for making the situation at the studio possible.

Yet undulating underneath was a very strong undercurrent at cross purposes with what everyone in my company was seeing. I was crying out for their attention. I desperately wanted people to pay positive attention to me and I expected Marcia to ask me what was wrong to confirm that she cared about me. I got satisfaction from people asking me about my feelings and I felt it was their responsibility to pay attention to me until I was out of my negative mood. And I spent the entire meal waiting for her to ask. Instead, the food came but the question didn't.

However, when people did ask me what was wrong, what was bothering me, etc., I almost never responded to them. An old adage is a relevant social rule here: *Three strikes and you're out!* Most people will give you the benefit of the doubt a few times, and after that, if you don't take responsibility for either changing your behavior or repairing the situation, they lose interest in further social interaction with you. Or they make negative assumptions about your abilities: "He's lazy." "He won't try." "He's too stupid to know better." So it was here. My silence caused them to quit asking, which in turn, confirmed to me that they didn't care anyway. It seemed nothing could break this twisted scenario. I had no way out largely because I had a total inability to read people's signals or make sense of their actions, let alone their
reactions to me. Scenes like this played out repeatedly during my late teens and through my twenties. They alone could fill a book.

How did I react to these scenarios as they played out over and over? I went to the other extreme by trying to bury the feelings and completely deny them. I pretended everything was wonderful, and this was reflected by an "artificial look on my face," as my mom calls it, and a slight elevation of my tone of voice. By pretending all was well when it wasn't, I was only making those who were trying to help me more frustrated, which in turn had the effect of increasing my anger. Not a good solution, in my estimation.

My parents tried for years to get me to see the value in admitting to however I felt—taking responsibility for my feelings and behaviors—and moving on. What prevented me from admitting to my true feelings was the conviction that doing so would bring everything to the surface and cause me to be overwhelmed by it all.

I realize now, however, the value in what my mother was trying to teach me, and, indeed, that it echoes an unwritten rule at work within relationships: People are more accepting of your shortcomings if you are honest about them. Dishonesty will generally make a situation worse, not better. In all the times I have been honest about my feelings and admitted something unpleasant, the situation has been easier to deal with, and ended up more positive. I have always felt better and have been able to move on. This has been true whether I'm with parents, friends, dates or any other social contacts. Coughing up unpleasant feelings has many benefits. They include:

- Allowing yourself to be open to another point of view or perspective you probably hadn't thought of. Being consumed with anger or unhealthy ways to handle it prevents such openness and clear thinking.
ACT THREE

- Seeing that it's okay to feel upset, hurt, angry, etc., and that it's how you express them that ultimately matters.
- Getting closer to taking constructive responsibility for changing whatever is at the root of the problem, if possible.
- Moving past the situation a lot faster.
- Often, seeing that what seemed so huge was really quite small or insignificant.

Here, I'm not talking about situational anger that naturally results, for example, if someone steals from you, or about clinical depression.

But for the most part, how you handle emotions goes a long way toward determining if you're attracting or alienating those around you. It's a lesson I had to learn the hard and painful way.

∗

It is adults who create the environments that teach children the early lessons of personal responsibility for their actions. Throughout this book we've urged parents and teachers to use clear, concrete behavior principles with children, to link behavior with consequences, and to be diligent in teaching children appropriate behaviors, rather than calling attention to what they do wrong without teaching a replacement behavior. Laying the groundwork while the child is still very young instills behavior patterns that will help the child as he grows up.

Temple shares:

I don't think Mother intellectually recognized how good of a "behavior specialist" she was with me as I was growing up. Lots of the things she naturally did are now recognized as integral components of a positive behavioral support plan—if you want
to use more technical terms. So while she made it clear that I was responsible for acting in appropriate ways in different situations, she was equally adept at understanding that sensory issues were a major factor problem and some tantrums were caused by too much overstimulation. She knew noise was a real problem for me and if I was in sensory overload, she'd remove me from a situation, no questions asked, no further expectations that I behave. For instance, if I started acting out while we were at the circus, Mother knew it was time to go home; I was in overload. However, if I was testing boundaries or acting out for other reasons, as all kids do, she just wouldn't let me get away with it.

She maintained high expectations of me, too, which in the long run fostered development and progress in many different ways. Mother wanted to keep me out of an institution and the way she could do that was to make sure I acted appropriately. It was like having intensive ABA therapy when I was young, without knowing she was doing that. Lots of repetitions and teaching using many different examples, lots of trials; really clear, consistent application of rewards and consequences. So I learned to get through church on Sunday, and to act appropriately at the formal Sunday dinners at Aunt Bella's and Granny's. But I was allowed to do certain little things after dinner that help me stay in control. There was a big long hall in Aunt Bella's apartment with a large mirror at one end. After the formal lunch I was allowed to run up and down the hall so I could watch myself get big in the mirror. As long as I kept my running confined to the hallway, I could run up and down that hall all I wanted. That's what helped me keep self-control: having outlets like that to express my behaviors in ways that were accepted and okay.

Physical exercise is a great stress reliever that parents and teachers pay too little attention to nowadays. They use computer time or playing with toys too much as reinforcement, when getting kids up and running around might help them more in the
long run to self-regulate. When we visited Granny's apartment I was allowed to run up the stairs once and do what I called "beat the elevator." It was a slow elevator and I could run up five flights of fire stairs faster than the elevator. When we went to Granny's I was allowed to do it once when we first arrived, and I was allowed to do it once upon leaving. This was motivating to me to keep my behavior in control while we were at Granny's apartment, but it was also a very physical energy release.

* *

Children grow into teenagers and teens into young adults. As parents lose the ability to "motivate" their child's behavior through discipline, young adults struggle to control their own behavior, good and bad. As Sean has so frequently described, his feelings of low self-esteem and worthlessness rendered him responsible for the every social mistake, anger and resentment build internally. Anger becomes a pervasive, powerful fire fueled by the illogical thoughts, unrealistic expectations and confused emotions of many adolescents and adults on the spectrum. For Sean, anger was often a roadblock of such enormous proportions that it brought him to a standstill, unable to figure out how to maneuver around it. For Temple, it became an obstacle that mer­it­ed analysis and solution, which she accomplished.

Temple shares:

1 think one of the reasons more adults with ASD "act out" in today's world is that they are angry that the world is so difficult to manage. Their anger can be self-directed, which often results in depression and withdrawal from society. In other cases, the anger may be directed towards others through a stubborn refusal to conform to society's rules and/or by blaming parents, teachers, or society as a whole for their unaccepting attitudes towards peo­ple who are different.
People involved in social interactions all recognize the unwritten rule: *anger can be a very destructive emotion in all facets of social relationships*. It is probably the one emotion that Aspies have the most trouble controlling. I had an anger problem growing up, but my intense interest in certain things motivated me to learn to control it—otherwise I lost privileges that fueled those interests. Other people provided behavior management that helped me learn, albeit in a rote manner, to control my anger when I was young and through my school years. Sometimes it worked; other times it didn't, as evidenced by my being expelled for throwing a book at another girl during one of my angry outbursts.

As I moved into young adulthood my ability to think in flexible ways and perceive the thoughts of others helped me realize that unless I learned to maneuver around my anger, I could kiss my career goodbye. Anger is simply not tolerated in the workforce. If you have a big blow up with a boss or coworker or during a meeting with a client, that's the end of your job. The same is true in situations with law enforcement. Going off on the policeman who has stopped you along the highway can land you in jail.

I switched from anger to crying in order to control my emotions on the job; it was my solution to the problem. I did a lot of crying back in those days out in secluded spots of the stockyards because my anger often got ignited. Girls can do this, but guys have a harder time learning to control their anger, as crying isn't an option for them. Anger is a real issue in today's world, not just with Aspies. I recently learned that one of the major computer tech companies is hiring their programmers out of the military. These people come to the job with a solid work ethic, they understand chain of command, they have been taught to handle their anger. Lots of people are really intelligent, but it takes more than just book smarts to get and keep a good job. Anger manage-
ment is high up on the list of desirable qualities in the professional job force. Plus, in social-emotional relationships it's equally important to be able to control your anger; no one wants to feel fearful of another person's emotional outbursts.

*

Adult Aspies can be very creative when it comes to finding ways to manage their anger. Many of them have devised very clever ways to diffuse their anger before it causes an emotional outburst. For some it's converting the anger to something humorous in their own minds. For others, it's learning coping techniques. Anger management seems to be such an important topic within the adult autism community that we interviewed a few peers about anger and anger management. Following are comments from people on the spectrum about ways they handle anger.

Temple on anger management:

People who drive gas-guzzling SUVs really get me angry. I might put signs under their windshield wiper that said, "GAS HOG! OINK! OINK!" Or, I might put a pig nose on their car as a hood ornament, and then make a custom license plate holder that I could slip over the existing plate. The top part of the frame would say "OINK! OINK! I'm a gas hog," and on the bottom of the frame there would be a pig's tail. And on the back of license plate I'd have the name and phone number of an environmental group and statistics on oil and energy conservation. That would convert my anger to humor; even just thinking through the scenario would help. But I'd never damage their car; that's off limits in my set of principles and morals.

Other ways I manage my anger are listed below:
- Antidepressant medication. It reduces anxiety and irritability that can make anger harder to control. I take an old-fashioned antidepressant, Norpramin (desipramine). Many other people find that Prozac helps them control anger. Use low doses.

- Switch emotions; from anger to humor or anger to crying (in a private place). This is how I stopped getting into fist fights when other teenagers teased me in high school. When I get frustrated with a computer, a cell phone or other device, I cry instead of throwing it against the wall. I absolutely have to switch emotions because I find it very difficult to modulate the intensity of my emotions. Once, when a project failed, I cried for two days.

- I do not have pent-up rage inside me that simmers and boils. I had to just "turn off" anger because it is so difficult to control. That's why the emotion substitution was so critical. I experienced fear as a nonstop emotion until I took the antidepressant. The medication greatly reduced that feeling.

- Regular vigorous exercise helps me sleep and remain calm.

- I avoid situations where a person may try to deliberately make me angry. I avoid emotional conflict with other people as much as possible. If provoked, I walk away.

- If somebody writes me a nasty letter or email I have learned never to respond in anger. I calm down first and use logic and diplomacy. Treat an email as though the whole world will read it.

- If a client has made me angry I sometimes have a private "bitch session" either by myself or with a good friend
and think up the most inventive combination of swear words to describe the person. I finally end up laughing.

- On the job I remember to always be "project loyal." My job is to complete a project I have designed and make it work. I had two big projects where the client was a control freak and he kicked me off the project before it was finished. I continued to manage the project by having secret phone calls and meetings with the client's employees. I must admit that it was a thrill that I was clever enough to work around that guy. In the engineering world, there are "techies" and there are "stupid suits," meaning management type people. The techie motto is that the project is the most cool thing in the world and making it work makes us happy.

- The most important part of anger management for me personally is having lots of interesting things to do with interesting people. Self-esteem for me is gained through doing projects and other activities that make real improvements. I am happy when a project works or when I am able to implement programs that make the world a better place.

* Robert S. Sanders, Jr. on anger management:

As far as my AS making me angrier than most people, I would say that it doesn't, that I have known clinically normal people to get much angrier about things than I do. Most of us learn to control anger, especially at critical times. For example, if a cop pulls you over and yells at you or abuses you, it's wiser to hold back the anger that you would love to unleash onto him at full force, to avoid being hauled off to jail! Holding back anger in that type of situation is very difficult, but necessary. There are other times
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(safer times) when I have expressed my anger or dissatisfaction at something, even to the point of making scenes—for example, expressing dissatisfaction at someone smoking in a public place where the rest of us are trying to breathe.

There have been times when I've expressed my anger in other, more creative ways. One time I wrote a letter on tin roofing to a woman who lived in a small town in Mexico, so she couldn't tear it up and throw it away. She had falsely accused me of stealing, and was making my life miserable with the authorities, and wouldn't even let me talk to her to clear up the situation. Though I likely won't do it, I have a good mind to anonymously call her from a payphone several times from out of state and play ELO's "Evil Woman" each time! Plus, for the damage she did to me with her defamation, I created some bogus flyers depicting her and her husband running a prostitute business! If one day she does me really serious harm, I am poised to scatter those flyers all over that town, and flee fast! Russia and the United States have their nuclear weapons. I have my flyers.

What this goes to show is that Asperger's people sometimes hurt back and in very clever ways. Yes, there have been times when I have been "stuck" in negative thinking patterns about certain other people who have wronged me, and sometimes I have remained angry at them. Those are what are known as grudges, and some people hold onto grudges for lifetimes. I don't hold grudges nearly as much as I used to, thanks to utilizing various ways of laughing off the anger and resentment toward those who have wronged me. For example, one clever anger management tool I have utilized is creating bogus course outlines with certain themes or a major course of study for a four-year curriculum in university, complete with appropriate course numbers, credit hours, labs and related seminars. For instance, I've created courses such as:
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Speech I: Long Talk Techniques
Speech II: Knowing it ALL
Speech III: Hearing Oneself Talk

Arrogance I: Ignoring Others
Arrogance II: Insulting Feelings
Arrogance III: Belittling Others
Arrogance IV: Snippy Answers
Seminar: Put-Down Remarks

Science of the Back I: Indifference
Science of the Back II: Arrogance
Science of the Back III: Egotism
Science Labs: Scoffing Techniques

These course syllabuses are great release vehicles as I create them; I find myself laughing at each clever bogus course name that I conjure up!

There are many anger management tools, as the above examples point out. I don't feel that AS individuals always have to conform to the norms of social rules of conduct, but at the same time, it's not useful to any of us to carry our anger too far.

Robert Sanders, Jr. is a person with Asperger's, single and in his late thirties. He has a degree in Electrical Engineering, lives in middle Tennessee, and makes his living as a writer of science fiction books and a nature photographer. As a young child, his most prevalent autism characteristics were repetitive play, sensory sensitivities, being fixated on certain toys, and a lack of communication and developmental social skills until age seven or eight.

Today Robert likes to travel and spends his winters living in Mexico. He is fluent in Spanish. He enjoys exploring, hiking, camping and bicycling. Aside from his many sci-fi
The main way I have been able to deal with anger is through a cognitive-behavioral approach and by studying human behavior. This way I have been able to learn not to trust my anger—that is, I have learned that rage is a false-faced emotion which usually does not accurately reflect reality. By working very hard on learning that rage is a false and nonfunctional emotion, I've learned (1) not to express it so often (walking away from situations when possible, or promising myself a chance to yell and stomp later, when I'm alone) and (2) not to blame others for my rage. Even legitimately bad behavior on others' part does not justify rage behaviors, therefore I make my apologies and reparations without referring to the behavior of the other person(s).

If there are real issues in the relationship or situation, I deal with those completely separately from the reparations process. This prevents getting into the cycle of an apology turning into another rage.

By the way: I know that it is quasi-acceptable for women to cry when they are angry, but I hate to cry in public, so I will avoid it unless I cannot prevent it. Because of this, I have developed both preventative and on-the-spot techniques for coping with anger, some of which follow:
Preventative Measures

- Anyone who, like me, has had both a long-term anger problem and long-term problems with depression, anxiety, and panic attacks has got to look into getting an appropriate dosage of an antidepressant. The one I use, Imipramine (Tofranil), has the added advantage of fixing my insomnia (I get real sleepy right after I take it).

- Things that severely stress the body make me more likely to get angry. Eating nutritious food, limiting junk food, and keeping hydrated all help me stay on an even keel and less likely to erupt.

- Also, if I know I'm under a lot of physical stress of this kind, I avoid or postpone confrontations where possible. If I get an email from someone who annoys me when I'm going on not-enough sleep, I try to put it aside and don't answer it until the next day (if possible).

  I also find that regular vigorous exercise greatly reduces the chance of me blowing up.

On-the-Spot Techniques

- It has taken a long time, but I'm getting moderately good at self-awareness. Because of this, I can often tell when I am starting to build up anger. At that point, if possible, I will try to absent myself from the situation to take a brisk walk.

- If I have to stay where I am, I try to reduce how much I speak. The more I talk, the more likely I am to say something I'll regret.

- I can't promise myself I won't blow up at all, so I make little deals with myself. I tell myself that I will not blow for the next two minutes. Then I try to do another two
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minutes, and so forth. I can often handle small increments of time.

• I try to breath deeply and slowly. If I'm in a situation where I can take really deep breaths without calling attention to myself, I do so.

• Having a Harry Potter or Disneyland item in my pocket that I can touch can help me calm down. I wear an official but fairly subtle Harry Potter watch so I can glance at it as needed.

• After dealing with someone who makes me angry, or when I'm in a rage at the world in general, I will write down all of the things I think I should do about it and the particulars of who is wrong about things. I then put these notes away for consideration after a good night's sleep. This way I know I will still remember all of the "brilliant" thoughts associated with my anger and will be able to make use of them later. When it is later, I usually realize that all of my ideas were pretty unrealistic and overwrought.

• Repeatedly writing down my thoughts while I'm angry and reviewing them when I'm no longer angry has taught me that when I'm really angry, I come up with really stupid ideas. This helps me deal with my anger, as I no longer am able to retain the adolescent view that my anger is righteous and good.

It is vital for people with AS (or at least for me with AS) to remember that anger is not your friend. I have "talked" online with several aspies who told me they have a "right" to be angry at the world. The problem with that is that hanging on to your right to be angry hurts you and doesn't benefit you in any way to make up for the hurt. Despite what you may think, the unwritten
ten rule in social relationships stands: *Anger hurts the angry person, not the person you're angry at.*

Also, *no one* ever changed their mind because someone yelled at them. Arguing and yelling are the worst ways to change someone's mind. It never works. If you rage at someone, they won't be stricken with remorse for how wrong they are; they just will think you are a jerk.

If you allow your rage to rule you, you will become your own enemy. Not only that, but you will be stooping to the level of the people you dislike most. Lashing out at people in a rage is just as mean and nasty as any of the unfair things people have done to you.

It is also very important to understand the "fundamental attribution error." This is the tendency of all humans to overestimate how much people's behavior comes from their basic personality and to underestimate how much of people's behavior comes from situational influences.

For example, if I accidentally cut someone off and they flip me the bird, I think, "Wow, that guy is a total jerk!" If I get cut off, I think "Wow, that guy is a total jerk!" The reality is that bad driving may come out of being in a hurry or missing something in one's blind spot, and is not personal in nature. Whether someone drives well in all situations does not tell us anything about who they are as a person, but we almost always assume it does. We "know" that the guy who cut us off is a jerk, but he may just be in a frantic hurry because he needs to get to the next rest stop.

If people make mistakes or don't know the "best" way to do something, it is not necessarily because they are stupid. They may not see the situation the way you do. They may have either more or less information about a situation than you do. In other words, their mistakes may well have a lot more to do with the sit-
uation (what information they have gotten) than to who they are inside (probably not just a stupid jerk, although some of those definitely exist).

In other words, just because someone is making you angry doesn't mean they are a bad person or stupid. Just because someone is making you angry doesn't mean that they richly deserve to feel the full force of your righteous anger. Err on the side of caution whenever possible in these situations. Studying human behavior helps me to accept the fact that humans are, well, human.

Letting anger and self-righteousness dictate your life sucks. Many people with AS do not seem to understand this. It has to be explained very carefully and in a gentle, non-accusatory way. Sometimes even the best explanations don't help. For me there came a point at which I had to decide which I loved more: my self-righteousness or my happiness. You can't have both.

Over the years, I've also come to the conclusion that you can't blame people for not understanding Aspies any more than you can blame a dog for sticking it's nose into your crotch area. A whole lot of them just don't know any better.

Jennifer McIlwee Myers was diagnosed with AS at the age of thirty-six in 2002. As a child, she couldn't figure out how to play with other children, but was fascinated by reference books, Fred Astaire, and the Algonquin Round Table.

Jennifer is a writer/speaker with a BS in Computer Science who can write a software manual faster than anybody. Her hobbies include Disneyland Pin Trading (Haunted Mansion), pre-1970 horror movies, Harry Potter, and re-arranging her books.
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Jennifer has been married to Gary Myers for eleven years. They met at a science fiction/fantasy book discussion group, where he wowed her with his encyclopedic knowledge of horror films and early 20th C. fantasy literature.

Jennifer works from home so she can control her sensory environment and work odd hours; this allows her to work around her chronic insomnia.

*K*

Kathy Grant on anger management:

As a person with High Functioning Autism who is forty years old, I tend to handle anger in two different ways, depending on the setting. I get very physical and violent when I get angry at myself in the privacy of my home. The safety and anonymity of being at home gives me permission to let my anger loose. I get the angriest at home when I lose things I need. I know all the dates in Russian history, but I can't remember where I put my glasses, keys, or bus pass. Late last year, I lost my bus pass and credit card for a whole week. I became so angry with myself that I broke the phone by pounding it on the desk over and over for a couple days. In 2001, I kicked a hole in the wall because I was mad that I was going to be late for an appointment; I hate being late for anything! The hole is still there below the window. After these incidents, I usually feel bad and exhausted, but then I am not angry any more.

In social settings where I am just as angry, I am, however, not as violent. I grew up in fear of my father's anger, and I don't want people to be afraid of me. So when I am in front of people, I control myself more. When I'm angry in a social setting, I sometimes do yell and scream, but I do not become physically violent. If I yell and scream in public, it is usually not directed at a particular person; if it is a person I know, of course I will apologize pro-
fusely after I calm down. I know there are times when I can't yell and scream, and in those instances I usually just give a nice Klingon growl to myself, or I just stuff it.

A few years ago, I experienced anger with my advocate over the issue of me not taking my meds. I felt like I was being bossed around and I was angry. I didn't do anything but yell because I didn't want to lose the relationship with her, so my anger turned passive-aggressive. After I become passive-aggressive, my anger can be manifested in funny ways. In this instance, I would withhold information from her, but still expect her to help me with things, even if she didn't have enough information to go on. The only person I hurt with that reaction was myself.

How I handle my anger tends to be dictated by the situation and how safe I feel in controlling it or letting it loose.

Kathy Grant is an active, independent forty-year-old woman with autism living in Denver, CO. Although she learned about her autism at age twenty-one, she wasn't formally diagnosed until age thirty-six.

Growing up, Kathy had strong fixations on all sorts of topics, ranging from numbers (she knew her times tables up to 12 x 12 by second grade) to foreign countries. Even today, she retains an avid interest in Russia. Kathy also deals with sensory issues: she has auditory processing difficulties (she can partially read lips to compensate), and has no depth perception, which is why she doesn't drive a car.

For the past four years Kathy has worked part-time as a respite provider through Catholic Charities for a family who has a young adult with autism. She is also an active volunteer in her community and her church. She was married and is now divorced, and travels abroad as much as
possible. Her hobbies include collecting flags, icons (religious pictures), her two cats; she is an avid Battlestar Galactica fan.

* 

Jerry Newport on anger management:

ASD folks are no strangers to anger. They have lots of reasons to grow up into angry teens and angrier young adults. Put yourself in their place. Imagine yourself being teased, constantly misunderstood, abused in the name of therapy and often genuinely confused and overwhelmed by it all—not just a few times, but hundreds, if not thousands of times. It is no wonder that I know many adults with ASD who are literally paralyzed by their anger.

A life is a terrible thing to waste. I know very talented people on the spectrum whose adult life consists of the Internet, broken up only by occasional trips to cash the latest public assistance check. Their lives could be so much more. It saddens me that they are so angry at the world and themselves that they have shut their life down in this way.

ASD doesn't give people a license to act in physically or emotionally destructive ways or opt out of the "work" we all need to do on ourselves. ASD makes the road a tougher one to travel, for sure, but it isn't an out to having to explore inner feelings and come to terms with the place autism has in your life. The autism isn't always to blame: If you took away the autism, you might still be an angry person! Autism is only part of who you are. We can get angry, but we have to know there are consequences. If I have to become the "Dr. Phil" of ASD to make this point, I can think of no higher calling.

Accountability, I believe, is one of the best things to teach our people. It may mean a different consequence is applied than that
given to someone without the challenge of ASD, but there must be a consequence when we do something unacceptable. If someone feels, as too many of my Internet peers do, that his condition justifies any behavior, the concept of consequence and civility goes out the window.

Of course, I also believe that supportive services are a key to helping our community deal with anger issues. There are many reasons and ways to be angry; some are constructive, while a whole lot of those better known are destructive. Anger management education is taught by probation departments to people who get into trouble—we shouldn't have to land in jail to get help.

We can provide our own support. I have started and seen many peer support groups. They are more effective than Internet groups in which people are detached from their groupmates. It is a lot harder to use "I have ASD" as an excuse for angry behavior in an actual room full of people who can all say the same thing! I remember my first group when it had to vote a member out who repeatedly did threatening things. At a steering committee meeting, one of my peers shrugged his shoulders and said, "You know, even we have standards."

There are some excellent resources to learn how to work with our anger, to understand what causes it and how to manage it. Tony Attwood, a friend and fellow writer, is a proponent of Cognitive Behavior Therapy (CBT). Cognitive-behavioral therapists teach that it is our thinking that causes us to feel and act the way we do. If we are experiencing unwanted feelings and behaviors, it is important to identify the thinking that is causing the feelings/behaviors and learn how to replace this thinking with thoughts that lead to more desirable reactions. CBT helps you control feelings instead of being controlled by them. Some of my support group peers swear by this approach. Tony also has other resources available to help with anger at his website, www.tony-

On a personal level, my anger still gets me in trouble. Despite a lot of work I've done in this area, I still have to keep "aware" of my anger and work through it. I've done a lot of thinking about why I get angry in the first place. How much of my anger issues comes from old stuff that can't be changed and therefore should be let go of, or accepted? How much anger is the result of unrealistic goals or unrealistic expectations I have of others?

Another lesson I've learned is to not surrender so easily to the anger impulse. I call it the "three second rule." Many times I avoid stress now by not immediately responding to something that is momentarily unpleasant. Three seconds go by, I find myself still alive. Those three seconds give me space for a new thought to surface: maybe it isn't so bad as it first seemed.

Anger management is a hugely personal subject for my ASD peers. There are good resources available but each of us must take the first step to recognize that a problem exists. We must recognize anger, understand it and gain control of it so it doesn't control us. More than anything else, we need to accept responsibility for angry behavior and how it affects people around us. For many of my adult and teen peers, this is issue number one. It can and must be dealt with if they are to live to their best potential.

Jerry Newport, fifty-six, always knew there was something wrong with him. But as he was growing up, he didn't know what it was. "I was just Jerry," he says. "I was just odd, eccentric . . . almost normal." He graduated from the University of Michigan, but spent the next twenty years drifting from job to job. He was a taxi driver, a messenger, a clerk, busboy and delivery man.
Jerry was diagnosed with Asperger's Syndrome at age forty-seven, after seeing the movie *Rainman* and realizing he shared many of the character's odd traits. Once diagnosed, he went on to start a support group for adults with autism/AS.

Today, Jerry is still affected by autistic challenges: a sensitivity to light, sounds, smell and touch, and difficulty making eye contact. He is an accomplished author and presenter on autism issues, and drives a cab in his hometown, Tucson, to 'pay the bills.' The upcoming major motion picture, *Mozart and the Whale*, is based on his life. Jerry's hobbies include caring for his menagerie of pets that includes more than ten birds and an iguana.

*What these passages on anger management all have in common is that these adults with AS have recognized their anger, taken responsibility for it, and problem-solved ways to diffuse it and understand why it happens. Temple shares further thoughts on emotional problem-solving as a necessary skill to resolve conflict in life, no matter what causes it.

Temple says:

It's only been in the last ten years or so that I've acquired the ability to problem-solve with myself or my adult friends, situations that are emotionally-laden. For me, problem solving is problem solving, whether it's about emotions or fixing a piece of equipment. I approach it in the same way, because of the way I think and process information. Problems involving emotions are a lot harder to figure out, however.

Let's say a friend is telling me about a problem he's having with another person. First, I ask for all the details: who said
what, when, background information—data. Step one is gathering data about the situation. Then I look for patterns; in this case it might be behaviors or attitudes that keep cropping up in one or both persons. Next, is there any social-emotional research on the issue at hand, either in my own databank, or books or articles that might offer some help? Even with emotional issues, there's generally some factual knowledge about people's behaviors, or their intentions, or perspectives that can increase our understanding of our emotional responses. I'm sort of like Mr. Spock on Star Trek—analyze the emotions and responses to start with and then form a hypothesis about what's going on and then brainstorm possible solutions. What's interesting is that taking one step back from emotions and approaching a situation in a more analytic manner is often very, very helpful—even for people who are highly social.

Here's an example: I had a friend whose brother got killed and she was very upset over it. She didn't think she could handle how badly she felt. One of the things that helped her was my telling her that grieving takes at least six months before you start to feel better. That's what research shows. The average person in a situation like hers is upset for six months but then you start getting over it. It doesn't feel that bad forever. You need to grieve, though; there is some research that shows that giving drugs to prevent grieving is actually a bad thing to do. So we talked about this and it helped her to know that in time her pain would lessen. The brain responds to facts; that's the way it works. Cognitive behavior therapy, a process that noted Aspie Jerry Newport talks about often, and that AS expert Tony Attwood now has a couple of books about, is proving very helpful to many adults with ASD. It links thinking to emotions, looking at the facts of the matter and using that information to see our perceptions and behaviors differently. That's how my mind works: always the social scientist.
Being responsible for your own behaviors means problem solving situations in order to determine what to say, when to say it, and how to act as each social situation unfolds. Each day I'm faced with situations that are easy or more difficult to figure out. While children do need to be taught specific social skills, the process of problem solving teaches the child about applying those skills in increasingly more refined ways, based on the context of the situation.

Absent the ability to problem solve, all the information on his hard drive is like a billion bits of independent data without any mechanism to access them in a logical manner. It's like the Internet without a search engine, without Google. Google provides a means to problem solve; it's a way to make sense of all the data, to relate it to the keyword search. That's an important skill for a child with ASD to learn; it's a tool he will use for the rest of his life.

Temple also points out that for many adolescents and adults on the autism spectrum, especially the higher functioning individuals, conventional and alternative therapies may be needed to help control highly destructive emotions, like anger and depression.

Temple continues:

For some people on the autism spectrum, Rule #10—being responsible for your own behaviors—will be impossible without the addition of medication and/or alternative therapies. As I've alluded to in other parts of this book, people with ASDs can live within a world of sensory sensitivities, severe anxiety and fear that impedes their ability to function in a socially appropriate manner. For some of these individuals, a special diet, such as GFCF (gluten-free, casein-free), can make remarkable changes in
their ability to remain calm, and attend to the social clues in their environment. Auditory training for hearing sensitivities, Irlen lenses for visual problems, and different tactile therapies can help calm overactive senses or stimulate lethargy in people with ASD. Different environmental accommodations within the workplace can help, like asking for different lighting or requesting that the ring tones on telephone be changed. One of the unwritten rules of social interactions that I've discovered applies here though: *in most instances, if you need help, you need to ask for help yourself.* Most people are genuinely interested in helping, but you need to do the asking to set the process in motion. If you wait for them to offer help, you'll just wait. It comes back to being personally responsible for your behaviors.

There is a segment of the autism population for whom anxiety problems are so severe that life revolves around trying not to have a panic attack, and also a segment for whom anger is ever knocking on the door of their emotional control. When all of your daily attention is focused on avoiding a panic attack or keeping your anger in check, or your depression is so severe that you can't even get out bed, it leaves little effort left for being social. You just can't attend to anything else; you don't care about attending to anything else. Often, biology rather than psychology is the culprit. That was me. My social skills got better and my ability to see the social interactions going on around me improved significantly when I started taking antidepressants to control my anxiety. Even my physical mannerisms (my hand-wringing, my hunched-over walking) calmed down, making me look more like I fit in, so people responded to me more positively. Two of the three Aspies who offered their insights on controlling anger mentioned taking medication.

Medication usage is a personal choice, and I don't advocate it as a first-line treatment option. I also don't recommend it being used for children. However, there are some teenagers and adults
whose social life will improve greatly once their nerves get calmed down. For some, a special diet will be enough. For others, more is needed. Oftentimes the combination of special diet and medication is the turning point.

Finding the right medication and the right dosage is imperative, and should be only done under the supervision of a medical doctor. It often takes time to find the right combination. Take care that the teenager or adult is not being given too high a dosage, which is often the case when the physician is uneducated about ASDs. He'll either start out with too high a dosage or up the dosage when he notices that a little bit is helping. For instance, too much Prozac often gets Aspies agitated again, and the doctor will then prescribe a tranquilizer or another drug instead of cutting back the dosage.

Noted Aspie writer and speaker Donna Williams discovered that diet, coupled with a tiny bit of medication, enabled her to tolerate big convention centers well enough to be able to speak before large groups. Without the diet and meds, she couldn't even go near a convention center. She took responsibility for her life and found a solution that works for her; that's really a wonderful thing.

Being responsible for your behaviors requires a holistic approach, whether it's a parent or teacher working with a child, or an adult trying to live and work independently. Any approach needs to take into consideration the person's mind, body and spirit, or basic personality, along with the environment in which the child lives, learns and plays. There are some high-functioning AS individuals who absolutely do not need medication. They're calm and their social learning needs can be taken care of through behavior modification approaches, cognitive therapy or other autism-related, social-emotional interventions. For others, anxiety and sensory issues are major considerations, and arise from a biological basis. Yet these needs often go unattended, or
Points to Keep in Mind:

- Never underestimate the amount of stress individuals with ASD live under constantly. Sensory oversensitivity can make school or office environments highly stressful. The problems will vary greatly from individual to individual.

- Use positive behavior principles and good behavior modification techniques:
  
  - Adopt this mantra: All behavior is communication—what is the child trying to say?
  
  - Distinguish between "I can't do it" (lack of knowledge, skills) and "I won't do it" (I know how, but choose not to).

- Remember: All behavior has a function to the child or adult.

- Look first to the environment as a source of the inappropriate behavior. Is it sensory unfriendly?

- Periodically do a reality check. Ask yourself: "Is this behavior I'm trying to teach really necessary?" "Is the obsession I'm trying to eliminate really that bad?" Sometimes parents and teachers want a behavior to stop because it bothers them, not the child or everyone else.

take a back seat, to behavior modification and academic approaches. Until the anxiety and sensory issues are taken care of, social understanding, self-control and academic success will be difficult, and sometimes impossible, goals to achieve.
• Accentuate the positive! Let the child know what he does right, too!

• Verbally and visually reinforce that the child/teenager/adult is responsible for controlling his behaviors. Some individuals are never told this!

• Children are very, very literal in their interpretation of language. Be careful when working on behavior that you don't confuse the child with your own verbal miscues. Asking a child to "tidy up" his room may not make any sense to him. Make sure to explain what "tidy up" means—then keep in mind that if you left anything out, the child won't be able to understand that! He's do just what you tell him to do—he can't interpret that you really might have meant more than that.

• Is your social expectation for the child too high for his own personality? Not all individuals with ASD want to be the life of the party or the center of social interaction. Many like spending time by themselves and are happy and contented when doing so. Respect the individual and his choice for social interaction. Distinguish between the child who is alone because he lacks the skills to interact, and the child who has the basic skills but prefers to spend more time alone. Don't be a pushy parent!

• Feelings change from day to day, sometimes minute to minute. This is no less true for people with ASD. Watch yourself if you're expecting them to display an unchanging level of emotional control. Neurotypical people give themselves the right to experience fluctuating emotions; make sure you are extending it also to the person with ASD.
ACT THREE

• Teach emotional problem-solving alongside specific behaviors. Younger children need to be taught specific behaviors, but as the child ages, emotional problem-solving will benefit him on a life-long basis. The value of Rule #10 is in the process, not the end product.

• Keep in mind the on-off nature of emotional expression in ASD individuals. Adults with AS can explode and then be done with the emotional expression. The fact that their behaviors may linger on in the minds of their NT counterparts is often lost on them. They may overlook the need for emotional repairs to be made in a relationship because the impact of the outburst is no longer part of their perceptual framework. Their response, "What's the big deal?" may make them seem uncaring or lacking in empathy, especially when coupled with their inability to pick up the nonverbal cues that a friend or co-worker's feelings are still tender.

• Their strong desire to "get it right" in social interaction produces an exorbitant amount of stress. Some children try so hard to keep themselves together at school that as soon as they come home, their behaviors erupt. Or they retreat into isolation in order to unwind from the day. Yet, often parents hold high expectations that they interact socially at home, or they enroll their kids in after-school social activities that further tax their limits. Be careful of thinking, "Well, he behaves so well at school, why can't he do that at home (at the gym/in the social skills group, etc.), too?" Planned breaks, a sensory safe place, or a less-active schedule may be needed for this type of child.

• Teach children and adults to monitor their self-talk, i.e. the things they say to themselves in social situations.
Help them replace the more common negative self-talk with positive alternatives.

- Children and adults manifest their anger/anxiety/stress in two major ways: active outbursts or passive withdrawal. It's not just the explosive and emotionally demonstrative ASD person who needs our help. The silent, socially-avoidant, passive individual deserves it equally so, but is often overlooked.
Temple's Epilogue

I think lots of parents and professionals overlook the fact that I didn't always function the way I do now, even as a young adult. When it came to looking and acting like I fit in, some things about me were okay, but lots of things about me were still very weird. It's not like I had early intervention and then came out of my autism and could function, go to college, graduate and get a job. That's not how it all happened. All the unwritten social rules offered in this book, and others, were learned over time, using my logical, visually-based mind.

At age twenty-seven, when I worked at both the Arizona magazine and a construction company, I knew enough manners and basic social functioning skills to be able to fit into the work environment—barely. The boss who hired me was an odd guy himself, but he knew I was smart and he recognized talent; he hired me strictly based on my drawing ability. If I hadn't had those drawing skills, there's no way I would have been hired based on my other abilities. Once at the magazine, I started off writing articles for free and then they started paying me a little bit for pieces I wrote. I'd been there maybe two years when the magazine was sold, and the new boss thought I was really weird. The only way I saved my job was putting together a portfolio of what I'd written over the past two years and showing him. Otherwise, I would have lost that job, because I was weird. This was before I discovered antidepressants at age thirty-three that alleviated a lot of my visible autistic symptoms. I walked kind of hunched over. I would talk really loudly and in a monotone; people would tell me I sounded like I was always out of breath. I went about constantly rubbing my hands because of the pervasive state of anxiety I lived within all the time. I dressed like a slob and didn't have
good hygiene. That's certainly not the picture of a person the typical world would say fits into society.

Learning to be part of the social world around me is an ongoing process; I keep learning and doing better all the time. It's going to be that way for most kids on the spectrum; there's not a magic turning point after which things will become natural and effortless—it's a process. Some adults seem to be searching for a "single something," a key that will open the door to the child's understanding of the world around him. That's not how it happens. Fitting into society in ways that foster positive social interactions is a series of doors, each with a key of its own. Flexible thinking opens lots of doors, as does being able to understand another person's perspective. They're master keys, but there's never going to be a single key for all the doors. Then there's self-esteem and motivation; they're personal characteristics that keep the doors propped open so the learning and awareness can flow from one room into another. Otherwise, some of those doors you open just swing closed again. Teaching and learning goes on and on throughout life—it's the same for people with autism as it is for neurotypicals. However, I do want to say that medication was one of the things that made success possible for me, because it stopped the debilitating panic attacks. Not everybody needs medication but I am one of those who do. For me, socialization is impossible if I constantly feel like I'm being attacked by a lion. Consider that your own child may be experiencing as much anxiety and fear as I did.

To me, "success in life" is defined by my job, my friends, my contribution to society, not by becoming emotionally related so that feelings become my prime motivator. I hope this book has opened many doors in your own mind about the very different thinking patterns that are characteristic of autism.
Sean's Epilogue

When I was twelve, I was convinced I would grow up to be a criminal and spend most of my adult life in prison. One of my fixations was on Charles Manson and his murderous "family" because I felt that his fate would soon be mine, and I needed to compare myself to someone I perceived as worse off than I.

Thankfully, that prediction didn't come true.

My parents couldn't imagine what I would become—that one day I would be able to live independently, handle money, hold down a job, own and be responsible for a vehicle, live in and maintain my grandparents' family home and have successful relationships. In the early 1990s, my mother and I had our first book published, There's a Boy in Here, something that opened the door to many opportunities that would otherwise have been unavailable to me. Those included giving presentations to and meeting many terrific people, and using my experiences to help them in dealing with their children's autism and challenges. Another was seeing much of the world in my travels.

Seeing my life in print also allowed me to forgive myself for what I felt I had put my family through. The process gave me an objective perspective on my difficulties related to autism, a point of view that replaced blame, guilt, anger and other emotional baggage.

Now I get my greatest pleasure in doing things that require me to look outward. I have been a Big Brother with the Big Brothers/Big Sisters organization, a prison mentor and a volunteer at a local animal shelter. I currently work full-time at our local paper as a copy editor and reporter; I often have to interview people, which requires initiative on my part. To do both jobs well, I have to look at events from different angles and
weigh them, and do the same with others' work—all skills that represent the opposite of what I was like with autism.

Fortunately, fear is no longer a negative force in my life. What drives me now are interests, goals and curiosity. I love to travel, meet people and be in a challenging job in which no two days are identical.

I've reconnected to my past in many ways. Thankfully, what's now missing from that connection is the pain.

*
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